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ABSTRACT
The hypothesis of this thesis is that experiential learning forms part of a three stage 
‘process of change’ which is motivated by the ‘formative tendency’ (Rogers 1975) and that 
women living within a patriarchal system tend to perpetuate its existence because of the 
ritual and symbolic social structures they are immersed in. The base assumption is that 
this tendency is an instinctual process within each individual that strives for survival in 
the first instance and the accomplishment of the individual’s needs and desires in the 
second.
The case study took place in Cyprus between 1992-1994, using an eclectic methodology for 
gathering qualitative data with reference to how Cypriot women experience a unique 
patriarchal social phenomenon -  the Cypriot honour code system. The techniques used 
included participant observation, structured and unstructured interviewing, secondary data 
gathering and a degree of personal process. The heuristic nature of the inquiry means my 
own actions/reactions form part of the data analysis.
The main findings of the research are that in order for experience to form part of a learning 
process which influences change there first needs to be sufficient drive from an inner 
motivational force. Using their experiences of education and employment Cypriot women 
are challenging the honour code systems definition of the role of woman. As Cypriot 
women are striving for equality and freedom with and from the honour code system they are 
not yet equipped for the changes this has incurred sociologically. Many of the immediate 
changes are in direct conflict with ‘traditional’ Cypriot socialisation and hence forms a 
competitive evaluative process which perpetuates the patriarchal doctrine. From fear of loss 
of power, Cypriot men attempt to instil ‘traditional values’ by drawing heavily on the 
honour code system. The honour code system has continued to evolve to include women 
whilst maintaining its core hierarchical principles.
This study grew from personal dissatisfaction with androcentric explanations for how I 
‘ought’ to feel. The issues that arise from the research include working towards holistic 
integration of individual needs and implementation of interpersonal social strategies. My 
vision at the start was to provide an opportunity for women to choose change. My vision 
now is to encourage a holistic approach to change.
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PROLOGUE
Cyprus in the nineties, an island divided, a tourist resort and a host to four armies . Politics, 
power, religion and territory stand divided across the 'Green line' -  a line of soldiers 
protecting and holding hostage the dead zone', a piece of land that is testimony to an 
unresolved history. Harsh memories and bitter resentments Une the path from division to 
the present day.
Ninety nine square miles a home away from home in a country that is arid and sweltering 
for many more months a year than the first home of the British soldiers, their families and 
the ex-patriots. The British bases, at two sites on the island, differ in character from the rest 
of the island. The grass seems greener, the road signs are traditional and the names familiar 
landmarks - ' a small piece of fijigland in the seeming wilderness' said one ex-pat.
The dead zone - a no man's land - is littered with relics of a past life, a past memory that can 
only be recaptured and remembered by those who had lived there. A  place where time, 
memories and fashion have kept an eerie vigil, covered in dust and debris. In Nicosia, a 
capital city halved, the dead zone holds shops and houses, garages and offices hostage. 
Flanked on both sides with sand bags and young men filled with heroic ideas and armed 
with dangerous weapons. This is the status quo. Yet however hard they may try, the other 
cannot be forgotten.
Whatever the study undertaken with respect to Cyprus as it is now, needs to be aware of, 
and sensitive to, its politically volatile existence. W hen studying a people divided 
assumptions are not forth coming. History is not a strai^tforward line that meets with the 
present time. It is divided in its path and subjected to biased interpretations (Pyrgos 1989).
Here are two peoples with ' shared memories' (Connerton 1989), vriiich are different. Two 
memories of one event - of a war/a stru^e/a peace operation - two people sharing one 
island, divided. This knowledge is important when searching for meaning to actions - 
decisions made. If our present was unaffected by our past, we would not know vriiat
1 lliese are be  Cypiio^ IXnidsli and British armies and die Umted Nations forces.
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experience feels like.
In knowing something of the past of the people of Cyprus is to know of and respect their 
experiences and how that informs their present. The Cypriot people, vriio are differentiated 
sometimes now as either Greek or Turkish Cypriots, live knowing o f the other, while being 
unable and often unwilling to be connected. One generation can remember living together, 
sharing, fighting. Another generation cannot.
Many of the people now effecting change - holding positions of power in government, social 
services and management - are from the generation that remembers and each day is still 
being reminded. It is therefore, in my mind significant, in wanting to know how power is 
established, to examine who in a society has held power; who has wanted to and not, and 
\riiere the boundaries that exist are set and by vriiom. Some of those in power positions are 
women (for the first time).
Here then, is vriiere the comparisons of two people must rudely stop. This is a study of the 
experience of power -  of bringing about change. It is about "the way in vriiich power and 
powerlessness are distributed (and legitimated) in society and all that flows from that 
distribution" (Rendel 1981; 15). Through the course of the study, I lived among and 
worked with the people living on the South side of the Island -  the Republic of Cyprus.
Hierefore, the present research was defined to some extent by the present boundaries of 
territory, politics and religion. Henceforth the main body of this study wül be concerned 
with the population at this time inhabiting the South, which has as a mzyority the Greek- 
Cypriot, Greek Orthodox population of the island. Going forward, the term Cypriot will be 
used to identily this population.
In differentiating the two communities of Cyprus I am not ascribing to the separatist view
that they must be treated separately because they cannot live together. I acknovdedge only
that after more than two decades of living apart they no longer share the 'sameness' of
experience that is afforded to a collective. As Connerton (1989) suggests, our present is
informed by our past and is remembered most in terms of shared memories and in the
form of myths, traditions and customs (Hobsbawn & Ranger 1988). The two communities
now have different memories and indeed different origins.
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INTRODUCTION
The research presented here is about female experience, and it explores the 
potential of experiential learning as the basis for individual and social change. The 
main premise for this study is that, in the field chosen for the research, women 
have not been dominant authors of social structures (Walby 1992) and therefore do 
not orchestrate socialisation processes. This notion is used to explore an 
understanding of the perpetuation of gender-dominated superstructures, in 
particular patriarchy, and how individual experience can be used as a learning tool.
As pointed out in the prologue the fieldwork for this study was conducted in the 
Republic of Cyprus and concentrated on the expressions and experiences of the 
women living and working there. As the Cypriot culture is in transition, the closed 
patriarchal system that has influenced and controlled generations of women is 
being eroded (Anthias 1982, Erotokritou 1985). It is not this erosion that is in 
question or indeed under research. It is the opportunity that the current evolution 
is affording which brings this research into action and at this time of dynamic 
change, which research into the process of experience within change, needs to take 
place.
In order to better preserve and translate the experiences of the Cypriot women in 
their purest forms the research presented here is primarily experiential and 
qualitative. The main body of discussion focuses on the conversations, interviews 
and experiences of Cypriot women as they recounted them to me as the identified 
researcher. Although no overt attempt was made to disguise my intentional
14
This is the decade of the nineties. Slow and faltering steps have begun towards a peace 
process and a "solution". On the brink of another attempt at peace, this study, in venturing 
to seek academic acdaim broaches a minefield of political language and diplomatic 
etiquette, in order to attempt clarity that some m i^ t deem unnecessary. There is sense in 
such a drawn out scene of the present status quo and diplomacy. The way of the division of 
the Island the nature of Party politics affect almost every aspect of Cypriot life.
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presence in the field, as a researcher gathering data, I did not seek to constandy 
highlight my agenda. Feeling that over the extended period of time I would spend 
in the field my primary objective would cease to be the main focus for the 
participants and the quality of the data would remain at a higher if deeper level. 
This was indeed the case as I was able to build relationships with the participants 
and the level of sharing and expression became more open.
The thesis is presented in three parts, with fifteen chapters. Part one outlines the 
intention and places it in a contextual framework from which the research is 
defined and understood. Part two discusses the methodological techniques used in 
the field and the dilemmas the research choices raised. Part three concentrates on 
data analysis, exploring the process of change through experiential learning from 
the experiences of the participants. An analysis of the link between reflective 
experience and change is offered in the concluding chapter.
Part one has four chapters. Chapter one presents the research intention, 
highlighting the circumstances that surrounded its choice as well as rationalising 
the presentation style. Chapter two outlines the working definitions. These are 
the fundamental theories used to approach data collation and analysis. Chapter 
three contains the main contextual frameworks within which the thesis is set and 
constitutes the areas to which this thesis is contributing. Chapter four discusses the 
cultural, religious and mythological nature of Cyprus, illustrating its suitability to 
the research at hand.
Part two has three chapters that concentrate on aspects of the methodology 
reviewing the methodological choices made, exploring some of the epistemological
15
debates on paradigms. Chapter six identifiés the location where the research took 
place, noting the current political and physical divide of the island. Chapter seven 
concentrates on the data collation process with examples from the field
Part three has eight chapters that explore the data collected during the time of the 
study, providing analysis on various social strata identified earlier. Chapter eight is 
an empirical analysis of the sample, outlining special features, which affect the data 
of the analysis. Chapters nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen and fourteen give 
detailed analysis of the data with reference to different social areas identified earlier 
in the study. Chapter fifteen draws together the research conclusion.
W ith regard to translations from Greek to English: where the source was written 
text I have translated literally. Where I have translated from conversations and 
interviews I have translated the meaning intended by the participant attempting to 
include the nuances. Also, it is noted here that throughout the paper participant’s 
names and identifying characteristics have been changed in order to retain 
anonymity.
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"Women may speak a great deal, their activities and 
responsibilities may be minutely observed by the 
ethnographer ... but they remain ‘muted’ because their 
model of reality, their view of the world, cannot be realised 
or expressed using the terms of the dominant male model. 
The dominant male structures of society inhibit the free 
expression of alternative models and sub-dominant groups 
are forced to structure their understanding of the world 
through the model of the dominant group ... The free 
expression of the ‘female perspective’ is blocked at the level 
of ordinary direct language. Women cannot use the male 
dominated structures of language to say what they want to 
say, to give an account of their view of the world. Their 
utterances are oblique, muffled, muted."
(Moore 1992; 3)
17
INTRODUCTION TO PART ONE
The aim of part one is to introduce the research intention and working definitions 
within the boundaries of theoretical contextual knowledge, where knowledge itself 
is an abstract, ambiguous and non-absolute science (Cohen &  Manion 1992, 
Polanyi 1967, Stavenhagen 1993), introducing the intention, the main precursor 
themes and offering a guide to the form of the thesis. The chapters in this section 
set the scene for the context, philosophy and field of the work undertaken and 
presented here.
The chapters delineate the main themes of the thesis by introducing the working 
definitions for experiential learning, the formative tendency, patriarchy, and 
symbolism. Also presented the main contextual frameworks from within which this 
thesis is to be viewed, and understood and constitutes the area to which this thesis 
is contributing. The main philosophies that I have been influenced by, drawn on 
and contribute to are elaborated here.
Chapter four discusses the nature of the chosen field. The demographic, cultural, 
religious and mythological nature of the Republic of Cyprus is presented by way of 
demonstrating the suitability of Cyprus for this particular research project
18
CHAPTER ONE
OUTLINING THE INTENTION
L 1 INTRODUCTION
This thesis is concerned with how experience is related to the way individual and 
hence mass consciousness-raising (Weil &  McGill 1993) takes place - the process of 
change. The research presented here draws predominantly on the experiences of 
individuals who were not considered by their peers to be principal authors of their 
society’s ideology. The intention of the researcher was to explore the experience of 
power and feelings of powerlessness from a perceived position of inferiority, of 
being dominated. The social position is significant because dominant ideology 
invariably influences world views’ (Ardener 1975) and socialises individuals into 
adaptation and acceptance of the same. E:q)erience and understanding therefore, 
are evaluated and rationalised with reference primarily to that dominant ideology. 
The main function of a dominant ideology is to remain in control and hence 
powerful. This is reflected in the criteria used to identify norms and values by 
which individuals regard and evaluate their experiences (Rogers 1988, Brownhill &. 
Smart 1989, Moore 1992). This means that controlling the dominant ideology can 
prohibit undesired change.
The location for the data collection was predominately within the Republic of 
Cyprus. Certainly all qualitative data was amassed during fieldwork expeditions 
there. In contemporary Cypriot society the dominant worldview, or as Reason
19
(1992) calls it, the ‘cosmology’ - the ruling nature and cultural structure of a 
particular society - is male-orientated - patriarchal (Sant Cassia 1981, Anthias 1982, 
Roussou 1986, 1989, Demitriadou 1992, Pyrgos 1992). The women in Cypriot 
society appear to take on roles defined for them by a stronger view (Sant Cassia 
1981, Erotokritou 1985, Roussou 1986, 1989), which controls the cultural rituals 
and values and the political system (Ardener 1975, Rendel 1981, Anthias 1982, 
Moore 1992). The cosmology in the Republic of Cyprus is based, in fundamental 
terms, on the ideology and premise that ‘men are the locus of cultural value’ 
(Rosaldo, 1984:20). This is extensive and saturates all social strata within the 
Cypriot society and not disputed here. Therefore, the male view of social values 
and cultural norms is dominant and forms the criteria women in Cypriot society 
use to evaluate themselves and more particularly, other women (Erotokritou 1985).
Social values and cultural norms denote symbolic power and have been used as a 
means to promote Cypriot men to positions where they are able to assume and 
monopolise power, while female members of society remain subordinate (examples 
of theoretical perspectives used to argue this thesis are; Ardener 1975, Rendel 
1981, Sant Cassia 1981, Kertzer 1988, Anthias 1992, Moore 1992). It is important 
to note from the outset that symbolism, used to denote power and social status, are 
ambiguous in form, and means that they are also easily adapted to the needs of 
those controlling them.
Such symbols often become embedded as part of a ritual process where specific 
behaviour becomes ‘standardised and repetitive’ (Kertzer 1988; 9) and as Kertzer
20
suggests, then become recognised and used to ‘confront the experiential chaos that 
envelopes us and create order (p4).
It is precisely this notion of order created through rituals and symbols, which 
sparked the origins of this research. In particular, gender dominated ritualistic 
cultural education, which perpetuates the experience of ‘power over and 
dominance, which this research centres on in order to investigate the role of 
experience. This idea is further discussed throughout the thesis.
L2 INTENTION -  STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS
Exploring how experience and learning are used as a basis for individual and social 
change tests the hypothesis presented here. The process of learning from 
experience is analysed by inquiring into moments of power and powerlessness as 
defined by the participants in the field who are perceived by their peers as 
subordinate and who believe this of themselves as defined by their social and 
cultural experiences.
The hypothesis of this thesis is that eq)eriential learning forms part of a three stage 
‘process of change’ which is motivated by the ‘formative tendency’ (Rogers 1975) 
and that women living within a patriarchal system tend to perpetuate its existence 
because of the ritual and symbolic social structures they are immersed in, until such 
embedded behaviour is challenged. The base assumption is that this tendency is an
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instinctual process within each individual that strives for survival in the first 
instance and the accomplishment of the individual’s needs and desires in the 
second. The outcome being that distorted processes of learning influence the 
experience of the individual as they will be more likely to use existing structures of 
knowledge for explanation and points of reference since:
“..M e cannot escape from the external norms and values as 
they are embedded in the language we use and the concepts 
which we have developed to make meaning of experience.”
(Boud, Cohen & Walker 1993; 14)
What constitutes knowledge and how we can begin to acquire and evaluate it, leads 
to endless speculation. The favoured theories tend to use the premise that 
knowledge and power are inextricably linked and where one exists, the other is 
found Qupp &L Norris 1993). Foucault identified a link between the two constructs, 
which leads to the inevitability that possession of one implies possession of the 
other, presenting themselves within a perceived closed system. Hence, to remain 
powerful, manipulation and control of knowledge needs to be maintained. That 
the powerless do accumulate knowledge and therefore access to power, is evident 
through the existence of change. Therefore, acquiring knowledge through 
reflecting on experience can be conceived as forming part of a process, which 
questions and eventually changes accepted social systems. Stavenhagen (1993) saw 
the accumulation of knowledge as:
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“an instrument for change which through the awakening 
and development of a creative critical conscience, enable 
the powerless, the oppressed, the downtrodden, the 
colonized, first to question, then to subvert an finally to 
modify existing systems.
(Stavenhagen 1993; 61)
In order to demonstrate that individual change is a three-stage process, which 
involves reflective experience, questioning internalised truths and active making 
and executing choices, data was amassed using primarily qualitative techniques. It 
is the position of the researcher that the process of such change can only be 
observed and recorded as the participant becomes aware of the changes that have 
been affected and this involves an element of retrospective expression. Although 
ambiguous and being constantly reviewed, the vital energy through which 
experience continues to mould our futures is the essential motivational force 
(Argyris <Sl Schon 1974, Brownmiller Smart 1989, Heron 1991, Reason &  
Rowan 1991, Stavenhagen 1993).
In-depth conversations and interviews (both semi-structured and unstructured) with 
participants, hundreds of hours of observation of interactions of inhabitants of the 
field, as well as an exploration of the use of symbolism in Cypriot social structures 
were undertaken to this end. Using the symbolic perspective for analysis, in 
particular the Cypriot honour code system, in conjunction with the interviews and 
observations, it is possible to illustrate how symbolic rituals and repetitive behaviour 
educate and perpetuate specific types of relations in society and how these types of 
relations are maintained in the first instance for survival.
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There is wisdom in discovering and searching through what we know tacitly and 
making that explicit -  naming our knowledge -  in order that we may be able to 
create differently for the future (Polanyi 1967, Heron 1991, Moustakas 1990). The 
intention is that the research will highlight how the Cypriot honour code system 
has continued to adapt in order to survive economic, demographic, political and 
social changes. For a diagrammatic view of the hierarchical structure of the honour 
code system, see Appendix 2. Therefore, the analysis presented in this thesis 
demonstrates how the Cypriot honour code system - a core gender-dominated 
power structure in the Republic of Cyprus - has informed and influenced how 
Cypriot women perceive and evaluate themselves and hence how they experience 
and address issues of personal power, where power is accessed through knowledge 
and knowledge is argued as a resource that presents itself as ‘an instrument actively 
applied to reality’ (Norman 1976; 10). Yet to apply a medium through which we 
claim to see reality is in itself a contradiction in terms, since by using a medium, we 
filter reality and hence ‘never know reality as it is in itself (Bawden (unpub), 
Norman 1976, Gigliotti 1994). It would appear then that the search for ‘true 
knowledge’, whatever that might entail, is fruitless. It is like a prophecy against 
trying to know reality since we use tools that are in themselves claims to knowledge 
in order to determine what we have and therefore without true knowledge are 
unable to know true reality. However, it is argued here that the experience of the 
individual, and their interpretation of the same informs the reality of their 
knowledge within their frame of reference, and as their experiences are re-evaluated 
and accumulated so their understanding of knowledge and their interaction with 
social structures changes.
24
1.3 BACKGROUND TO INTENTION
In 1991, the research project began with a clear aim that was and still, is to 
undertake research about women, for women, assimilated from the holistic 
experiences of female expression. It would address issues of ‘power’, at that time an 
all-encompassing term, which equated with survival, and would contribute towards 
bringing about a ‘rape-free’^  world. For me this is a state of utopia, which 
epitomises freedom of e2q)ression without aggression - an idealised level of equality 
of the sexes. It is this notion of freedom, of each individual being able to reach 
their full potential of physical and emotional expression without oppressing the 
expression of others, which fuelled my passion for this research. The idea was not 
to demonstrate that this existence can or cannot be achieved but to uncover an 
existence where women can leam to live differently by challenging that which is 
given as a norm and which inherently limits them.
Approaching educational studies from a psychotherapeutic background^ I saw 
learning as the dynamic socialisation of an individual, as opposed to learning to 
acquire knowledge. In the counselling environment tacitly leamt behaviours were 
confronted and almost invariably changed - in my mind the main purpose of the 
counselling relationship. At a moment in therapy each individual comes to the 
realisation that some perception or decision taken, which continues to be the
 ^ I see the first concern o f emancipation as identifying the means o f subordination. In my terms o f reference I 
have found that one o f the most powerful tools used against women in order to keep them/us dominated is 
their/our own sexuality. In its extreme, this translates to rape.
 ^My first research degree was in the area of counselling and psychotherapy.
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central to their ‘being’ (Rogers 1988) is in need of change. Often the perception of 
a decision taken or a choice made, that is in need of change was based on the 
realisation by the individual of distorted or omitted learning experiences in that 
person’s past. The fervour with which I pursued the elusive ‘moment of realisation’ 
in others and indeed in myself led to the inception of this research and the nature 
of the inquiry has developed throughout the five-year investigation.
L4 PRESENTATION STYLE
Sense making through the chaos of research has felt like going on a journey with 
the wrong map. I felt drawn by ideas that would enable me to find out about the 
world I was experiencing (Moustakas 1990), yet at the same time I felt that many of 
the forums available for clarification restricted the most valuable part of that 
discovery - experience. The tendency towards categorisation and manageable unity 
of data, for me, sanitized and excluded the rich fabric of individual expression, 
which I was desperately seeking to underpin the hypothesis. This is not to say that 
all research about human nature does not contain human experience as it’s subject, 
more that this research wanted to create the space for the participant to be, in 
effect, the research assistant, explaining to me about that moment of change in 
their lives and the meaning, if any it had for them, rather than taking the data away 
and imposing an explanation that would sit well with my hypothetical start point
Since this research is concerned with the experiences of women, I wanted it to be 
for women and at the same time, I wanted my work to be credible, validated and
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thorough. These are not contradictions in terms and I did not want to create a 
thesis that was intrinsically concerned with women and the issues of their lives but 
uses androcentric value systems and interpretations in order to make judgements 
and analyses. I did not want to end up with another ‘reality’ that feeds into the 
male ideology of how women experience, by the use of constructs that have been 
created by men, from male understandings and perspectives. I have wanted to 
contribute to the works of other female writes such as Rendel (1981), hooks (1984), 
Lather (1991), Moore (1992), Walby (1993) Lennie &  Close (1994) and Weiner 
(1994) (to name only a few) who have challenged the existent constructs for 
understanding women’s lives.
Intrinsic to the whole ethos of this research is the value of women’s e^eriences 
expressed from within their own worldview. It therefore feels like a betrayal to 
impose an exegesis that is rooted outside that cosmology (Lather 1991, Moore 
1992, hooks 1984) and it was for this reason that I have chosen to express the 
findings of this thesis in a way that is similar to what Reason and Hawkins (1992) 
describe unpretentiously as ‘storytelling’. Essentially, story telling involves two 
main procedures, which paradoxically inform each other in process, whilst 
contradicting each other in form and criteria. These, Reason and Hawkins (1992) 
propose, are explanation and expression. Figure 1.1 demonstrates the dialectical 
relationship between the different levels of explanation and expression and how 
the dialogue between them creates an environment for synthesis.
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FIGURE 1.1
WRITINGuSTYLE (ADAPTED FRn M.KF.ASON  & ..HAW KTN S 1992)
PATH OF EXPLANATION PATH OF EXPRESSION
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EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING
\  ARENA F O R /
\  /
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DEVELOPMENT
DOMINANT POWER CONFRONTING INTERNALISED 
DOMINANT STRUCTURESSTRUCTURES
CYPRIOT WOMEN
SELF BECOMING 
RESEARCH IDEOLOGY
HONOUR CODE SYSTEMGENDER
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY RESEARCH
REFLECTIVE EXPERIENCE
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The path of explanation is a form of analysis which breaks down the subject 
phenomenon into ‘manageable parts’ (Reason &. Hawkins 1992), in this case the 
hypothesis, while the path of expression allows "for the meaning of experience to 
become manifest" (Reason &  Hawkins 1992; 80), in this case the cosmology of the 
participants. The process of story telling as Reason and Hawkins describe it 
concedes space for the abstract, conceptual construction of theory and the emotion- 
filled chaos that characterises the field of research. Hence, in the present study, this 
allowed for the Cypriot participants to be foremost within the analysis of the role of 
experience as a learning tool.
This method of expression enabled me to amass understanding on a more personal 
and individualistic interpretative level and like Reason and Hawkins (1992) I found 
that there is interplay between the two modes of explanation and expression, which 
created a dialogue between the feeling and the emotion levels of experience and the 
conceptual and practical levels of understanding it. This was an essential piece of 
work, and was part of the understanding of the nature of the participants 
experience, and underpins the theoretical constructs used throughout the thesis.
Having used this model as the basis for data collation, discussion and analysis, the 
findings of the thesis are presented in the third section predominately through the 
words and experiences of the participants. This means that although some process 
and analysis has taken place to produce meaningful conclusions with reference to 
the hypothesis, the ‘original’ experience of the participants present in the text. 
Whilst not telling a story in the exact way Reason &  Hawkins advocate, I feel that
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the criteria and philosophy they put forward forms the basis for the preferred style 
of presentation and analysis used here.
L5 SUMMARY
In summary, the intention of this thesis is to explore how e^qierience and learning 
can form the a basis for individual change, based on the hypothesis that hoth 
experience and learning form part of a ‘process of change’, which inform the 
individuals’ accumulation of knowledge and thus providing a view of reality 
through which understanding is conveyed.
As Cypriot society is experiencing changes and evolution the population and 
predominately the Cypriot women of the Republic of Cyprus were chosen for the 
field work for the potential of exploring with the participants the changes.
To support the intention and aim of the hypothesis, the presentation of this thesis 
reflects the chaos and expression of the fieldwork experience and methodology, 
together with theoretically based explanations. This is achieved using a style based 
on Reason &  Hawkins (1992) theory of ‘story-telling’ as a method for drawing 
together the different levels of data collected and chooses to include the expressions 
of the participants as encountered and recorded in the field.
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CHAPTER TWO
WORKING DEFINITIONS
2 A INTRODUCTION
The research presented here explores the notion that experience and learning form 
the basis of individual change. This conjecture rests on the fundamental assumption 
that individuals act in a way that is forward-moving and self-actualising (Goldstein 
1940, Maslow 1987, Rogers 1988). The aim of this chapter is to define the key 
terms that underpin the hypothesis based on a number of propositions. These are 
listed below. The chapter concludes by identifying the process seen as constituting 
change and so laying the parameters for the research activity.
The propositions underpinning the hypothesis are:
Each individual knows and reacts to her/his reality as s/he perceives 
and experiences it and only s/he can experience it fully.
Experiences are symbolised in a fluid and changing manner in each 
individual’s perception.
Each individual acts in a way that fulfils the needs perceived and 
experienced in her/his reality.
All needs have a hasic connection, which spring from and have 
reference to the ‘tendency to maintain and enhance the self (Rogers 
1988).
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Their validity and applicability to the research is based on a review of the central 
elements of these propositions and their impact on the field of research. These 
elements are:
Experience as a tool for learning. This features in both the 
hypothesis and intention. As part of the hypothesis, experiential 
learning describes the main area of exploration. As part of the 
intention, experiential learning forms the main methodological angle. 
Therefore, this discourse is defined in three ways. These are:
•  i) an exploration of existent definitions,
•  ii) a overview of the ‘four villages’ of experiential 
learning, and
•  iii) a hrief examination of the politics of learning.
2. Formative tendency. This is the fundamental premise upon which 
the motivation of experiential learning is based. This is the notion of 
survival and self-fulfilment. Relying predominantly on 
psychodynamic theorists such as, Goldstein (19400, Maslow (1943), 
Rogers (1988), and Heron (1987,1992) the formative tendency is 
defined in terms of Carl R. Rogers’ Fully functioning person and 
Abraham H. Maslow’s theory of self-actualisation.
3. Perception. Two main elements also directly related to the field 
and encroached the research proper, and were:
(a) Patriarchy. This contextual framework serves to limit 
both experiential learning and the full expression of self-actualisation.
This ideology is defined in terms of how gender is ‘experienced and 
structured through culture’ (Moore 1992; 9). The difference is not 
only the emphasis on gender but also the intentional approach to 
research analysis.
(b) Symbolism. Evidence of the process of self-actualisation 
and the constraints of the context on experiential learning. As a 
principal element of ordering and providing meaning to experience.
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symbolism is defined in terms of its use as a tool for structuring and 
maintaining social order.
2.2 EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
The notion of experience, how it is defined, is a thorny issue for many practitioners 
(e.g. Bawden (unpub), Brownhill &l Smart 1989, Heron 1991, Boud et al 1993, 
Criticos 1993). The idea that our encounters with the world produce a re-action that 
we call experience is in essence agreed. What is debatable and where the contention 
remains, is how we use, leam and/or disregard previous experience in current 
situations (Criticos 1989, Heron 1991, Stavenhagen 1993, Usher 1993).
Learning from experience is essentially a personal process. Each individual has a 
unique set of experiences, situations and history, which contribute to the way in 
which they perceive that experience and the subsequent moments in their lives. 
Defining this then is dependent on intention and political stance (Boud, Keogh 
Walker 1987, Weil McCill 1993). It is not surprising therefore, that existent 
definitions range from seemingly uncomplicated and encompassing statements such 
as experiential learning is "learning by doing” (Alexander 1989; 4 in Criticos 1989) 
or that it is “about ensuring that people can do rather than merely know” (Henry 
1993; 28), to more specific and convoluted definitions such as those offered by 
Peterson (1993) and Criticos (1993), for example, who distinguish between types of 
knowledge. Peterson (1993) sees experiential learning as:
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"...the process whereby knowledge is created through the 
transformation of experience .... [and thus] places the 
emphasis on the process of learning rather than on the 
outcome or content of learning."
(Peterson 1993; 174)
Here emphasis is placed more on the knowledge of how something has occurred 
rather than what has occurred. In a similar manner, Criticos (1993) describes 
experiential learning as an upward process of enhancement:
"Experiential learning is concerned with knowledge 
building and conscientizing as opposed to knowledge 
preservation and transmission."
(Criticos 1993; 212)
Again, as Peterson, Criticos places more weighting on knowledge as a tool for moving 
forward rather than knowledge for maintenance. Both of these definitions describe 
the process of learning from experience rather than its qualities (other examples are 
Rogers 1983, Boud, Keogh &  Walker 1987, Kemmis 1987), where the quality of 
enhancement is inferred by the emphasis on process.
There are also more ethereal definitions that describe the different qualities of 
experiential learning. Such definitions are provided by for example. Heron (1992), 
Boud, Cohen and Walker (1993) and Rogers (1983), which describe the properties of 
learning from experience. John Heron’s (1992) definition of the experiential 
learning process centres on the idea of learning about the self as a basis for evaluating 
and understanding the external. Heron sees understanding the self is the first step to 
being able to understand behaviours of others (Heron 1992) and states that:
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"Experiential learning is acquiring knowledge of being and 
beings through empathie resonance, felt participation."
(Heron 1992; 224)
Boud, Cohen and Walker (1993) advance a similar thought on the quality of 
learning and experience, in that in order to understand others an individual must 
first understand him/herself, becoming shaped by the knowledge gained:
“It involves dealing with complex and intractable problems, 
it requires personal commitment, it utilizes interaction with 
others, it engages our emotions and feelings all of which are 
inseparable from the influence of content and culture.”
(Boud, Cohen & Walker 1993; 1)
Yet to impose one ‘world view’ (Ardener 1975, Reason &  Rowan 1991) onto the 
experiences of another is also seen as not acceptable since what is leamt and 
understood by each person is fundamentally an individualistic process.
'We attach our own meaning to events. While others may 
attempt to impose their meanings on us, we ultimately 
define our own experience;"
(Boud, Cohen & Walker 1993; 10)
Like Heron (1992) and Boud et al (1993), Rogers (1983) felt that in order for an 
individual to leam from experience that leaming needed to emanate from within the 
self. Leaming imposed by an extemal other does not constitute experiential leaming 
for Rogers who was a staunch advocate of the person as central to any process of 
understanding human nature, change or philosophy (Rogers 1983)h For Rogers 
experiential leaming:
 ^ Rogers distinguishes the leaming environment from the learner and the teacher. Experiential leaming can 
take place in a designated leaming environment such as a school or college so long as the process through 
which leaming takes places allows the student some autonomy.
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"... has a quality of personal involvement ... it is self- 
initiated ... it is pervasive ... it is evaluated by the learner."
(Rogers 1983; 20)
In contrast to the humanistic perspectives of experiential leaming, other definitions 
centre on the theoretical nature of leaming. Usher (1993) provides one such 
definition, stating unequivocally that experiential leaming is the ‘science of leaming 
from experience’ (Usher 1993), where for Usher the experiential leaming discourse 
provides only the academic perspective of what forms the essence of leaming from 
experience. This definition is characteristic of the scientific approach to the role 
experience has in leaming and is acknowledged here.
It is from such humanistic ideas of leaming as a personal quality, used by the 
individual to make sense what they are experiencing in a given moment based on 
what they have experienced before, that is being explored here. The notion that 
leaming is what happens when we take the moment and attach a meaning to it so 
that we can reference it in future moments and use it to define, and act in that 
moment, is the basis of this research. The implicit notion underpinning the 
discourse is that what is leamt from experience (through reflective exploration) forms 
part of an individual’s history. Heron (1990) refers to this type of individual 
historical knowledge as ‘archaic knowledge’ (Postle, 1994). Using acquired archaic 
knowledge (either consciously or unconsciously) an individual can begin to 
understand and evaluate present time events. It is this interplay between the initial 
experience, the understanding gained from reflecting on that experience and action 
in the present event (here and now), which underlies the research activity that was 
undertaken in the field. Using Postle’s arguments (1993), the interplay of past 
experiences has a direct link into the understanding and evaluation process of the 
individual during a present time event. He saw the relationship between the two as
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an essential part of the progression of understanding one’s origins in order to inform 
the future.
FIGURE 2.1
INTERPLAY OE PAST AND PRESENT (POSTLE 1993)
PRESENT TIM E  
EVENTS
P ER SO N A L
H ISTO R Y
The role of personal history is two-fold cycle. In the first scenario the individual has 
the experience in the present time, set in the dominant ideological structure, s/he  
evaluates the experience and possible options, concluding that the most realistic 
option for survival in the first instance, would be to conform. In this cycle, there is 
no discernable change in the individual, since this option denotes their acceptance 
(either conscious or unconscious compliance) of the dominant social structures. 
The second scenario denotes movement through the process of change. In this case, 
the individual, on reflection of the current event, examines possible choices and/or 
action and considers the consequences, leading to integration of new information, 
which in turn affects the ideological premise which evaluated it and changes it 
(Kemmis 1987). Once the individual has integrated this, confrontation of the 
dominant structures begins to take place (Stavenhagen 1993). In this way, the status 
quo is challenged and with each further cycle, a layer of movement forms and builds 
on previous experience to continue the process of change.
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These are only samples of existing definitions on the nature, process and approach to 
experiential leaming (other definitions that are noteworthy include those by Kilty 
1982, Kolb 1984, Kemmis 1987, Marshall 1991, Hutton 1993, Mulligan 1993, Weil 
&L McGill 1993 and Postle 1993,1994). The range of definitions, touching on 
various kinds of leaming goals, experiences and outcomes, demonstrate the complex 
and deep area experiential leaming per se has embraced. There are efforts by 
theorists and educators to clarify regions within the experiential leaming discourse so 
that the diversity and complexity can be maintained whilst the necessary attachment 
of theory to understandable labels and hence grouping of similar theoretical ideals 
together in order to aid progression is better undertaken. One such endeavour is 
the ‘four villages’ approach.
THE TOUR VILLAGES' OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
In an effort to resolve the impasse the diversity in defining experiential leaming 
posed, Susan Wamer Weil and Ian McGill identified ‘four distinct villages within 
the global village of experiential leaming’ (Weil &  McGill 1993; xix). The four 
villages represent different levels of participation in education and leaming and the 
varying assumptions and goals that exist within the experiential leaming discourse 
(see figure 2.2 below).
Briefly, Village One uses assessment and accreditation of leaming from life and work 
experience as a route into higher/further education, employment and professional 
membership. It also identifies individual leaming outcomes and is primarily 
concemed with access to institutional superstmctures within which most formal 
leaming takes place. Hence, Village One explores ways in which institutions can 
better serve the individual. Village Two emphasises the ‘process’ of leaming and the 
role of the teacher-student relationship and challenges the structure and 
environment of the leaming process in post-school education. Both villages One
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and Two emphasise the importance of the outcome of the leaming and not so much 
on the process.
FIGURE 2.2
THE FOUR VILLAGES OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
VILLAGE 1
Assessment and Accreditation of prior 
experiential learning for “new’ routes into 
Higher Education (APEL).
Experiential learning as a basis for identifying 
individual learning outcomes.
Aim: To reduce social inequalities
VILLAGE 2
Process and outcome linked
Action is structure orientated and based in 
exploring the goals of post-scbool education.
Aim: To change the structure of the 
leaming environment to be more student 
centred.
Individual growth and development. 
Experience treated as neutral and value-free 
with regard to wider social context.
Contextualised in therapeutic relationship. 
Aim: To increase personal potential.
Experiential leaming as core educational 
mode. Leaming by reflective experience.
Group conscious raising.
Questioning of internalised dominant social 
stmctures.
Aim: community and social change.
VILLAGE 4 VILLAGE 3
In contrast, Village Three is focused on a commitment to understanding the contexts 
within which individuals leam from their experiences. The emphasis in this village is
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on challenging ‘how internalised dominant assumptions , or ideologies are recognised 
in wider societyV (Weil <Sl McGill 1993; 12), where village Four is concemed 
predominately with personal growth and development issues. Strongly influenced by 
both the humanistic and therapeutic traditions Village Four explores means of 
achieving self-fulfilment and actualisation (Boud, Keogh &. Walker 1987, Boud, 
Cohen &  Walker 1993, Weil &  McGill 1993). The commitment of both villages 
three and four is to the interpersonal processes of leaming (Mulligan Sl Griffin 
1992, Weil &  McGill 1993).
Figure 2.2 above is a diagrammatic representation of the four villages of experiential 
leaming that Weil and McGill (1993) identify, illustrating the relationships between 
each of them, highlighting specific qualities in experiential leaming. For instance, 
Rogers (1983) saw a ‘quality of personal development’ and a process of self-initiation, 
placing his ideas in village 4. Whilst Peterson (1993) saw an active leamer whose aim 
was to transform her/his experience into the creation of knowledge, where the 
emphasis is placed on the process and not just the end product - the acquired 
knowledge; giving the process as important a role as the end product, placing him 
closer to village3. Such arguments are echoed throughout the four villages described 
by Weil and McGill (1993) as well as through much of new paradigm research (e.g. 
Reason &  Rowan 1991, Reason 1992).
However, it is noteworthy that both Weil and McGill (1993) and Mulligan and 
Griffin (1992) point out that although debate and discussion does occur on a ‘global’ 
level, there is little inter-village communication or awareness. Yet, the relationship 
between the four villages produces an energetic dynamic. The increased access to 
different levels of leaming activities and the goals achieved by each village can have a 
combined positive effect for the leamer.
During the first phase of research, I had the impression (from reading other research 
accounts) that many of the personal experiences I would gather from participants
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would not be ‘directly’ relevant. My impression was that I would need to surmise 
from inferences from the participant, information relevant to the hypothesis I had 
chosen. I found this disturbing, as it did not sit well with my intention of including 
the participant’s reflections in the research. However, on further reading I came 
across other theorists who were choosing to give attention to their own experiences 
and to those of their participants, validating its existence by including a systematic 
notion of doubt (Reinharz 1988, Moustakas 1990, Patton 1990, Lather 1991). As 
part of knowledge acquisition, the process of doubt enables the individual to remain 
aware of and questioning of, implicit and possibly internalised norms from their 
personal histories. Examples of similar accounts are Liebow 1967, Easterday,
Papdemas, Schorr Valentine 1984, Rogers 1988, Moustakas 1990, Daly 1991,
Lather 1991, Marshall 1991, and French 1994. These accounts encouraged 
reviewing the emergent data from different perspectives (see also section 5.6 on the 
use of triangulation methods), which included experiential leaming. That the 
intention of the research is to explore how the individual utilises experiences to 
inform the process of change places the thesis more in village 3 which centres on the 
personal potential.
POLITICISING LEARNING
Embedded in the ethics of the experiential leaming discourse is an explicit focus on 
personal growth and social development (Kolb 1984, Weil <Sl McGill 1993, Postle 
1994), including both ethical and moral stances which at some level also include 
categories of right and wrong. Such categories in tum  establish a political direction^. 
Values of what constitutes ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ are an intrinsic part of the leaming 
process yet the majority of formal (i.e. institutionalised) educational systems do not 
“openly” teach political education according to Brownhill and Smart (1989).
 ^ That the personal is political’ is discussed briefly in chapter three. Radical feminism confronted many issues 
which were considered personal and brought them into the public arena by highlighting their social significance 
(e.g. domestic violence and rape).
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W hen using the term ‘political education’ I refer to, as Brownhill and Smart (1989) 
do, the fact that education is value laden (Polyani 1967, Norman 1976, Gigliotti 
1994). This is the case whether or not the values are taught to the student explicitly. 
In particular, this research concentrated on the ‘political’ referring to that which is 
led by the ruling class, guiding its population towards acceptance and maintenance of 
existing structures, and hence keeping the status quo (Adomo 1990, Brownhill 
Smart 1989). Using the assumption that institutionalised educational systems do not 
openly display the values and norms within the content, it can be assumed that the 
political message would also remain latent, and thus influencing the actions of the 
individual covertly.
Hence the personal becomes political in the following sense: from a holistic 
perspective action cannot be understood outside its context, individuals experience 
and leam within that context, the context is controlled by those members of the 
group who are able to manipulate social stmctures to their advantage (Stavenhagen 
1993). Since a dominant group with a specific agenda controls the context (i.e. the 
leaming environment), it is therefore invariably political in nature (Brownhill &. 
Smart 1989, Stavenhagen 1993, Usher 1993). The value system constmcted by the 
dominant group maintains the status quo and therefore it is the beliefs and ethics of 
the educator that provide the potential for a dialectical process. Dissension to the 
existing education systems appears when the educator chooses and/or believes it is 
‘right’ to educate in a way which challenges and/or opposes existing systems 
(Brownhill <Sl Smart 1989, Reason &  Rowan 1991).
Since the values and ethics that underpin theoretical categories of right and wrong 
also have ‘political’ properties, taking dominant values and moral ethics on board 
(either willingly or not) we are maintaining the current stmcture (Brownhill &  Smart 
1989, Stavenhagen 1993). In other words, by accepting what is taught through the 
dominant group, a status quo is maintained where the powerful remain powerful and
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the powerless remain powerless (Hegel 1892, Sartre 1978, Rendel 1981), until such a 
time as the dominant ideological structure is challenged (Argyris &  Schon 1974, 
Brownhill &  Smart 1989, heron 1991). Social education and our acceptance of it is 
a continuous leaming process, where the institution within which leaming takes 
place is the whole of society - where the family unit is the micro-social stmcture and 
society the macro-social. Social stmcmres that denote values and norms, serve to 
maintain the equilibrium and give the outward appearance of harmony.
Accepting that leaming can take place outside a ‘traditional’ leaming environment, 
which is set up specifically for the purpose of leaming is to be part of a specific 
political ethic. Ergo, leaming takes place when we engage in our surroundings and 
through our experiences, reflect, adjust and re-experience. W e use leaming to 
understand, to survive and to make choices (Rogers 1975, Postle 1993). It is through 
experiencing and reflecting that we leam as “part of day-to-day life” (Usher 1993; 
169).
Describing not only the process but also the quality of leaming, I found ideas such as 
those put forward by Carl Rogers (1983) and John Heron (1992) on a way of ‘being’ 
useful. When talking with Cypriot women whilst in the field, I discovered that they 
tended to use descriptive terms to portray their feelings. The type of description 
used fell into four categories that correspond with the points on John Rowan’s 
experiential leaming cycle (1991) (see figure 2.3 below). Briefly, I found that the 
participants:
Described the experience they were having in the here and now. 
Invariably this was an experience they were still going through - 
Experience.
Described an experience, which had affected them significantly - 
Insight.
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Described how they intended to change an experience in the future 
from what they had discovered from a similar experience in their past - 
Integration.
Described how they had changed/were changing their experience - 
Confrontation.
FIGURE 2.3 
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING CYCLE
EXPERIENCE
EMOTIONALPRACTICAL
^  INSIGHTCONFRONTATION
INTUITIVECONCEPTUAL
—
INTEGRATION
In using the leaming cycle, I also found it useful to include the ‘four modes of being’ 
from Heron’s ‘up-hierarchy of the integrated individuating and participatory modes’ 
(Heron 1992). These modes are emotion (feeling), intuition (imagery), conception 
(reflection) and Practice (action). Using hoth Heron’s modes of being (1992) and 
Rowan’s experiential leaming cycle (1991) I could locate, within these existing 
categories, the nature of participant responses. The paradigms Heron and Rowan 
argue are based on the premise of an individual’s unique pattem of experiences, and
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therefore not gender specific. Hence, the leaming cycle and the modes of being are 
applied without prejudice. It is within the context of individual growth that leaming 
to use experience is explored. Rowan’s cycle gives form to that growth and Heron’s 
modes of being embrace the differing states of perception during that growth. In the 
research opinion, both form a fundamental part of what motivates an individual.
As has been briefly demonstrated here the experiential leaming discourse carries 
within it varied and in places, seemingly contradictory definitions of what constitutes 
leaming from experience. Having outlined the definitions within this discourse, I 
have chosen to concentrate my understanding of experiential leaming specifically on 
personal development. This research is predominantly concemed with how an 
individual leams from her/his surroundings and how growth and change take place 
because of and often in spite of those surroundings. Therefore, based on the 
interests of the villages as described by Weil &  McGill (1993) and Mulligan &  
Griffin (1992) I place the emphasis of this research predominantly in village Four, 
where the aim is to increase personal potential. This does not suggest that aspects of 
this work are not relevant to the other villages^. The implication is only that this 
research is primarily concemed with individual growth and development and how an 
individual increases her/his personal potential in surroundings that can be hostile to 
such change.
 ^ Chapter nine particularly touches upon the notion o f education as a means for change. This is an aim of  
village one which seeks to reduce social inequalities.
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23 THE FORMATIVE TENDENCY
The theory of the formative tendency forms the premise upon which the motivation 
of leaming is based. Underpinning the definition of formative tendency is the 
concept of self and its related components. ‘Self-actualisation’, first used by 
Goldstein (1940) and later used more extensively by A. H. Maslow (1987) denotes 
tbe forward moving tendency of and individual. Maslow s definition of self- 
actualisation is explored briefly below, as is C. R. Rogers theory of the fully 
functioning person. Both of these perspectives underpin the idea that leaming forms 
part of a process of change that is motivated by the formative tendency. In order to 
place Roger’s and Maslow’s theories in context, a brief outline of the concept of the 
‘self is offered as applied in the research.
THE ‘SELF AS A NUCLEUS
Although various streams of psychotherapy and psychology have previously been 
explored (for example. Psychoanalysis (Strachey 1971a,b, Freud 1973), Gestalt 
therapy (Peris 1964, Steven 1977), Jungian therapy (Jung 1954, Truax &  Carkhuff 
1967), Behaviourism and Psychodrama) my interest and my knowledge lies 
predominately in the work of Rogers who pioneered Person-centred therapy in the 
1940’s and 1950’s (Kirschenbaum 1979). Rogers developed the idea that the self is 
the basic motivational force behind an individual s continued psychological growth. 
He theorised that an individual leams only that which is necessary to her/his 
survival.
 ^ My first research degree was in the area of counselling and psychotherapy.
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“A person learns significantly only those things which he 
perceives as being involved in the maintenance of or 
enhancement of the structure of self’
(Rogers 1989; 389)
The self becomes the nuclear element in Rogers’ theory of the person. Learning and 
change therefore, take place in accordance to the real and/or perceived needs of the 
self. Unlike Sigmund Freud (1973), Rogers did not perceive the self to he inherently 
destructive (Kirschenbaum 1979, Thome 1987, Rowan 1988), envisaging instead 
that each person had the capability to reach her/his full potential - whatever that 
potential was and he believed that the potential within the person was positive. 
Negative actions, Rogers held, were invariably a result of societal pressures and/or 
conditioning rather than ‘natural’ to the self (Rogers 1975, 1989), since in order to 
deal with society the individual would develop a ‘self concept’ that interacted 
between her/his external and internal worlds.
The self is the directional force behind the formative tendency and as such, the 
directional force behind individual actions since all individuals possess the potential 
to motivate themselves. Because the formative tendency is individual - influenced by 
the experiences of the individual - it in turn influences the outcome of the self- 
actualising/fully functioning goal of the individual. Although both Maslow and 
Rogers maintain that certain characteristics are present in such individuals they also 
stress that it is not an end point and neither is it true that individuals possess all of 
the ideal characteristics all of the time.
SELF-ACTUALISATION
To better conceptualise the nature of individual motivation A.H. Maslow’s idea of 
self-actualisation is defined. For the purpose of this thesis, self-actualisation is a tool 
to understanding the motivation for change and Maslow theorised that each
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individual has hasic human needs and basic cognitive needs. Both these needs are 
organised in a hierarchy of relative prepotency. That is to say, once one need is 
satisfied another will appear in its place. According to Maslow, there are five basic 
human needs and two basic cognitive needs. These are; physiology, safety, belonging 
and love, esteem, and self-actualisation. The last, self-actualisation, Maslow describes 
as the strive towards “what humans can be, they must be” (Maslow 1987; 22). The 
focus therefore, is on this notion of self-actualisation.
TABLE 2.1 MASLOW’S CATEGORIES OF BASIC NEEDS
Basic human needs Physiology
Safety
Belonging
Love
Esteem Needs 
Self Actualisation
Organised into a hierarchy o f relative prepotency. 
These are organised as basic Cognitive needs 
according to:
a) Desire to know and understand
b) Aesthetic needs
Characteristics There are degrees o f satisfaction 
If one need is satisfied, another 
emerges.
Exist largely in the unconscious
Exceptions to the rules exist and can be 
culture specific.
THE FULLY FUNCTIONING PERSON
Rogers (1989) developed the theory that the basic needs of an individual are 
portrayed by a tendency to survive, to move forward. In a similar vein to Maslow’s 
theory of self-actualisation Roger’s felt that as each individual came closer to reaching 
their fullest potential, they came closer to being a ‘fully functioning’ person. This 
ideal, formed part of the research assumptive premise as I entered the field. Upon 
the notion of the fully functioning person, the theory of learning from experience is 
built.
Rogers defined the continual growth and development of the individual as: 
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“..the tendency of the organism to maintain itself - to 
assimilate food, to behave defensively in the face of threat, 
to achieve the goal of self-maintenance even when the usual
pathway to that goal is blocked  the tendency of the
organism to move in the direction of maturation, as 
maturation is defined for each species. This involves self- 
actualisation, though it should be understood that this too 
is a directional term.... The organism actualises itself in the 
direction of greater differentiation of organs and of 
function. It moves in the direction of limited expansion 
through growth, expansion through extending itself by 
means of its tools, and expansion through reproduction. It 
moves in the direction of greater independency or self- 
responsibility. Its movement .... is in the direction of an 
increasing self-government, self-regulation and autonomy, 
and away from heteronymous control, or control by 
external forces.”
(Rogers 1989; 488)
This definition encapsulates the ethos of the research as it the underpinning from 
which the notion of motivation and learning is approached. In the field, I used this 
idea of ‘movement ...in the direction of increasing self-government’ as a given, 
approaching the emergent data as outcomes of this movement, searching to find 
evidence of the use of experiential learning as a possible motivational force. The 
following eight points form the strata supporting the idea of self-actualisation as a 
motivation for learning from experience. Forming tenets, the points below whilst 
ensuring the participants freedom of expression, also served to enhance to systematic 
‘notion of doubt’ (Reinharz 1988, Moustakas 1991, Lather 1991) which kept the 
researcher alert and questioning of implicit internalised norms, which as part of the 
dominant ideology had been internalised in one’s personal history.
1. Each individual is the centre of her/his world. Only s/he can 
experience it fully.
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2. Each individual reacts to her/his ‘reality’ as s/he experiences and 
perceives it. Reality is an individual perception that is fluid and 
changing and is continually checked with another and adjusted.
3. Each individual reacts in an organised forward tendency towards 
her/his reality.
4. Self-actualisation is the tendency and striving to actualise, maintain and 
enhance the individual’s experience of her/his reality. Where there is 
choice the tendency is forward moving and progressive.
5. Each individual acts in a way that is forward moving and self- 
actualising of the needs experienced in her/his reality.
6. The behaviour of each individual is accompanied by emotion, which is 
in turn related to the perceived importance of the action by the 
individual for her/his self-actualisation.
7. Behaviour is best understood from the protagonists’ point of view.
8. Part of the perceived ‘reality’ of the individual becomes part of the ‘self 
as the experience is reflected on.
2.4 PATRIARCHY
Patriarchy manifests and affects different societies in different ways and is particularly 
relevant here because of the field chosen (Rendel 1981, Daly 1991, Walby 1992, 
Landry &  MacLean 1993). The Republic of Cyprus can be described, and indeed 
has been by many of its inhabitants, as ‘patriarchal’. As with experiential learning, 
defining patriarchy rests on intentional purpose and political stance, as well as 
personal beliefs.
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From a historical context, forms of patriarchy have existed for centuries and describe 
different familial and hierarchical systems (Brownmiller 1986, Lemer 1986, Pyrgos 
1988, Walby 1992). From a political context, patriarchy describes policy for social 
systems (Rendel 1981, Mitchell <Sl Oakley 1986, Daly 1991). Although the meaning 
of the term patriarchy has continued to evolve as has manifestations of the same, the 
difficulty of definition lies in the accumulation of connotations over time. Maybe it 
is because of this accumulation that some theorists see the concept of patriarchy as 
staid and ‘fatalistic’ (Rowbotham 1981), and perceive any meaningful discussion that 
overcomes such undertones as difficult. With this in mind is it relevant to say that in 
this discussion, it is more profitable to describe which of the undertones one intends 
to argue from, than to outline concepts of patriarchy regarded by the researcher as 
outdated and to be of negligible importance to the issue at hand.
To be sure there are varying levels of definition of patriarchy which range from the 
abstract view of patriarchy as a ‘system of social relations’ (Walby 1992; 20) to the 
more tangible level of defining patriarchy in terms of the social domains within 
which it is seen to be dominant and therefore powerful (Rendel 1981). Trying to 
define patriarchy and distinguish its cause and effect relationship in Cypriot society, 
indeed in any society, is difficult not only because of its pervious nature and ability to 
infiltrate and become entwined in all social strata from language and education to 
the evaluation of the self, but also because of the intimate nature of its power.
“The operations of patriarchal power through gender, 
structure of emotion and affect, sexuality, notions of duty 
and dependency and the profound bonds and antagonisms 
typical of relationships of intimate obligation, makes this 
form of power hard to track. In heterosexual relationships, 
families, households and workplaces specifically, patriarchal 
power proves hard to untangle. This complex interweaving 
of power in its public and most deeply private forms makes 
patriarchal power especially difficult to resist.
(Landry & MacLean 1993; 3)
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Without question, the concept of patriarchy is ‘man-made’ (Rendel 1981, Rosaldo <Sl 
Lamphere 1984, Lather 1991, Moore 1992), and is held together through social 
forms of values and norms that are themselves subject to individual interpretation. 
There are two distinctions of the main forms of patriarchy, which are private and 
public (Ortner 1984, Walby 1992). Socialisation of female and male within existing 
categories of right and wrong perpetuate the subordination of women whilst 
maintaining the dominance of me, since these categories become internalised and 
presumed ‘natural’ (Rendel 1981, Weil <Sl McGill 1993). In questioning the natural 
existence of such dichotomies (for example private and public, reason and emotion, 
subject and object), the need for distinction and therefore discrimination and 
segregation is questioned. Such dualism serve in the first instance to define desirable 
and in so doing undesirable comes into existence. This form of segregationist 
ideology forms a discrimination policy that serves hierarchical and dominant 
structures and their maintenance is upheld by those who are subservient, in an 
attempt to acquire the desirable.
Briefly, private patriarchy bases its presumption on household production as the 
main site of women’s oppression. Whereas public patriarchy bases its presumption 
principally in public sites such as employment and the state, as well as largely 
excluding women through segregation and discrimination (Bassnett 1986). The 
household does not cease to be a patriarchal structure in the public form, but no 
longer is it the chief site (Ortner 1984). In private patriarchy, the expropriation of 
women’s labour takes place primarily by individual patriarchs, while in the public 
form it is a more of a collective effort. In private patriarchy, the principle patriarchal 
strategy is exclusionary; in the public it is segregationist and subordinating (Walby 
1992). This though is simplistic in form and it should be noted that patriarchy and 
its influence varies within different social levels. As Walby (1992) suggests, each 
patriarchal domain (public and private) contain within them levels of segregation. 
The relationship between these levels differs as the role of male and female varies 
(Moore 1992). As women become more prominent in the public domain, through
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the power afforded via their accumulated knowledge -  experience -  patriarchy has 
adapted. Though no formal canon was in place, the patriarchal structure and in the 
Republic of Cyprus, manifest in the honour code system, colluded to ensure women 
remained inferior. As Walby argues (1992):
“They [women] are not barred from the public arenas, but 
are nonetheless subordinated within them. . The 
expropriation o f women is performed more collectively
than by individual patriarchs in the public form of
patriarchy the exploitation of women takes place at all 
levels, but women are not formally excluded from any.”
(Walby 1992; 178)
Moreover, Walby identified six levels of existence that she called, paid employment, 
household production, culture, sexuality, violence and the state. In theorising the 
segregationist and subordinating ‘power over’ woman, of these six levels, she 
approached the issues from four main perspectives, theorising the ‘complete’ 
subservience of women across society and arriving at the conclusion that the 
insidious nature of patriarchy has remained ingrained in the fabric of society (Walby
1992), even as women begin to feel more ‘powerful’, for example by entering the 
public domains. She suggests that this is patriarchy adapting itself and that women 
remain exploited. Other feminists such as Rowbotham (1981) see patriarchy as a 
contextual framework per se, which reduces the debate to biological differences, 
which in turn perpetuates roles of social inequalities in gender. Rowbotham saw this 
gender difference as a fundamental inescapable fact. Her negation of a theory of 
patriarchy is based on the idea that the societal definition of gender, and the power 
ascribed to each is beset by subtleties for which patriarchy ‘has no room’ 
(Rowbotham 1981; 366). Although many feminists are quick to reject this 
perspective as hasty (for example Alexander &  Taylor 1981), the need for a 
contextual framework within which to begin to understand and answer questions 
about female oppression proves to be greater than the inadequacy of the concept. 
Examples of these are Mitchell’s (1984) essays on feminism and psychoanalysis.
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In theorising patriarchy, I have identified six levels of existence similar to those of 
Walby (1992). These are: family (to Walby’s household production), politics (to 
Walby’s state), religion (to Walby’s culture), work (to Walby’s paid employment) and 
social (to Walby’s sexual). Walby saw violence as the sixth fundamental way in which 
women are forced to remain in subordinate positions, since as the use of violence 
increases state action remains limited^ I examined the use of education as a 
socialisation form that ‘completely’ socialises the woman into acceptance of her 
patriarchally defined role and using a definition by women; education is a form of 
‘passive’ violence, where the right of the woman is taken away in the name of 
education. This definition is radical in that it bases itself on women’s words and not 
on external, invariably male, definitions of violence. The six levels, social, family, 
work, politics, religion and education, which I have identified demonstrate the 
insidious effect of dominant cultural strategy, and are used in analysing the field 
data.
2.5 SYMBOLISM
Social systems maintain their status by controlling social ritual. Social rituals are 
actions that are enveloped by symbolism. Symbolism provides the content of ritual. 
Understanding the values placed on such rituals and the role of manipulating them 
is central to understanding social structuring (Hobsbawn <Sl Ranger 1988, Kertzer
1988).
 ^ Preliminary research identified that forcing the issue of male violence in the Republic o f Cyprus would be 
premature. Recent efforts made towards setting up an agency for the protection of women and children against 
violence in the family have had limited success to date. Even so, the prevailing cultural norm closed down 
general discussion of violent fathers and husbands and other family members.
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It is the presence of symbols such as the honour code system in the Republic of 
Cyprus, stemming out of actions, that distinguishes them from mere habit or custom 
(Hobsbawn &  Ranger 1988) and which presume power over the other (Heron 1990), 
by setting a threshold of ‘acceptable behaviour’. These symbols form part of an 
internalised dominant social structure that is almost invariably never seriously 
challenged (Hobsbawn &  Ranger 1988). Hence as part of a ritual process symbols 
convey ‘unspoken’ messages through the ‘action’ of acceptance and tolerance by 
members of the social group (Hobsbawn &  Ranger 1988, Alexander &  Seidman 
1991, Moore 1992).
Symbols provide the constant in the research process. It performs its function of 
being ambiguous and changing, adapting to the environment around it, nevertheless 
remaining constant in its single-minded goal to exist and to be adhered to. In the 
Republic of Cyprus, the dominant symbol is the honour code system^ and is the one 
that I have chosen to concentrate on particularly. Experiential learning is directed by 
the evaluations of the honour code system. The formative tendency is informed by 
the expectations of the honour code system. The honour code system is a symbol 
that directs the desires of the individual in Cypriot society (Appendix 2 is a 
diagrammatic representation of the honour code system).
2.6 IDENTIFYING CHANGE
In 1950’s Cyprus, it was not uncommon for those seeking honour and recognition 
amongst their peers to kill themselves. Self-sacrifice was deemed an act of honour 
(Peristiany 1965). Extreme measures such as dying for one’s honour, are no longer 
sought after in contemporary Cypriot society (Balswick 1973, Anthias 1982, Roussou
The Cypriot honour code system is defined in chapter four.
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1989) although this example serves to demonstrate the extent to which symbolic 
actions convey meaningful messages to members of a society.
A brief overview of the research concludes that the patriarchal strength of the 
Cypriot honour code system no longer holds undisputed segregationist powers and 
are no longer exclusive to the Cypriot male domain so women become more involved 
at all levels of the social strata. As one participant eloquently said;
"8: ...women at this time have begun to understand her 
oum strength and have begun to be involved in more things, to be 
not only passive but active in the centres of decision-making...”
What concerns me is not that the honour code has changed, since examples of 
change are evident in everyday Cypriot life from fashion and social life to education 
and politics. It is the processes through which that change has taken place and what 
is more important the role of experiential learning in that process which is of 
concern here. By investigating the process of change and the role of experiential 
learning within it, this thesis demonstrates that the individual tends towards self- 
actualisation. To demonstrate the process of change the research concentrated on 
answering a number of general questions within the case study group. These 
questions, although asked more specifically in the field, relate directly to the three 
stages in the process of change. Broadly, the areas the questions touch on are 
represented in table 2.2 below.
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TABLE 2.2 IDENTFYING CHANGE IN THE FIELD
EXPERIENCE
1) What evidence is there of reflection?
2) Where did these experiences take place?
3) How often has this individual had similar experiences?
QUESTIONING AND ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE
1) Which methods were used to gather knowledge?
2) Who asks the questions, and of whom are they asked?
CHOICE
1) Who makes the choice?
Critical questions are asked in the analysis of the research which focus on the six 
categories of patriarchy identified above, of work, social life, politics, religion, 
education and family. These questions although context specific were asked in order 
to answer one or more of the above questions. Experiential learning and the 
formative tendency together react to symbols in society and change is seen as the 
development of the individual satisfying her/his needs regardless of the demands 
made by the symbols - in this case the Cypriot honour code system.
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CHAPTER THREE
CONTEXTUAL FRAMEWORKS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The present research sits and is influenced by three main contexts. As has already 
been discussed the research is centred on exploration of experience as a learning tool 
within a process of change that also includes introspection and action. Bearing in 
mind that the intention is that the research should further contribute to arguments 
presented by most notably hooks (1984), Moore (1992), and Walby (1993) from 
within the female thinking and also to identify the experiential learning process 
within the cycle of change, the contexts discussed in this chapter delineate the 
research boundaries to this end.
Heuristic inquiry best defined by Clark Moustakas (1990), proved to be a turning 
point in understanding the driving force behind the research and served to uncover 
the researcher agenda. This was a crucial process of the initial stages of research -  
even before entry to the field for data collection. The need to understand the 
personal, political and social drivers to any step taken by the researcher, whilst in the 
field, maintains the purity of the data as the researcher was able to better identify 
where her own views end the those of the participants began.
That the research sits, as has been stated earlier, between Villages in 4 of the 
experiential learning villages as defined by W e^il and McGill (1993) in Chapter two, 
humanistic psychotherapy and feminism, as forms of consciousness raising and ways
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of being respectively, that encourage the individual to be self-expressive, make up the 
main perspectives discussed here.
3.2 HEURISTIC INQUIRY
“I begin the heuristic journey with something that has 
called to me from within my life experience, something to 
which I have associations and fleeting awarenesses but 
whose nature is largely unknown. In such an odyssey, I 
know little of the territory through which I must travel. 
But one thing is certain, the mystery summons me and 
lures me ‘to let go of the known and swim in an unknown
(Moustakas 1990; 13)
I found this statement by Moustakas described my inner feelings to the research 
succinctly. From the outset the desire to know, to discover more, about why as a 
woman my thoughts and even my actions had felt alien to me and yet I still felt 
compelled to act them out in order to fulfil another feeling which for me was based 
on acceptance. After deep researching, I could see that my own issue was one of 
emancipation. Living both within the Cypriot culture and away from it, I drew on 
different strengths in order to realise my own power. Bom to parents of Cypriot 
origin I was taught Cypriot and Creek religious and cultural traditions 
{KovXrovpa -koultou-ra - culture). The preference for sons and the neglect of 
daughters was a common phenomenon in Cypriot families, and I learnt early on that 
although much loved and cherished I was still just female. My respect and reverence 
towards men was judged by my obedience and quick and efficient response to their
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commands. Obedience and respect often translated into obedience without 
question, with potentially harmful consequences.
As I left home in pursuit of my higher education, I was afforded with the opportunity 
to temporarily leave behind the Cypriot KovXrovpa {koültou-ra - culture), creating 
an environment that enabled me to begin to question the incongruence between my 
desires and my internal value system. Through intensive personal development, I 
began to understand the nature of my own emancipation and I now see this as the 
precursor journey to this research, and although the desire for this research stemmed 
from within me, the nature of the search had more far-reaching implications than 
simply individualistic gratification. Again, as Moustakas succinctly says:
“The heuristic process is autobiographic, yet with virtually
every question that matters personally there is also a social
- and perhaps universal - significance.”
(Moustakas 1990; 15)
Heuristic inquiry represents an emphasis on the subjective connection with the 
process, as opposed to research methodologies that emphasise being detached from 
the phenomenon (Glazer 1972, Patton 1990). Michael Quinn-Patton (1990) who 
explored the theoretical implications of various research strategies, distinguished 
heuristic inquiry from phenomenology in particular, arguing that phenomenology 
focuses more on the structure of the experience of others, maintaining a detached 
approach to analysis, distilling out the essence of experience and then attempting to 
define that structure. Whereas, in contrast, heurism emphasises connectedness, 
retaining the essence of the person, and producing analysis through creative synthesis 
of the data, the experience and the theory entwined (Reason Rowan 1991, 
Reinharz 1991, Postle 1993). Also, essential to the heuristic inquiry are the empathie
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responses of the researcher (Cohen & Manion 1989, Moustakas 1990) that are 
central to the inquiry and the subsequent process of sense making (Rowan 1991).
There are systematic steps that characterise the heuristic research process (immersion, 
incubation, illumination, explication and creative synthesis) to produce creative and 
innovative results based directly on the experiences of participant and researcher 
(Postle 1993). Figure 3.1 below, based on the Postle’s research and experience into 
such inquiry techniques, diagrammatically presents the cyclical process, though he is 
careful to highlight that as is the nature of the inquiry, the steps are revisited as the 
participant and researcher work towards achieving the goal set.
FIGURE 3.1
CHARACTERISTIC STEPS OF HEURISTIC INQUIRY 
Incubation
Creative Synthesi
Immersion
Explication^
umination
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The cyclical process includes space for individual and ‘creative’ expression, described 
by Postle (1993) related to the inquiry, and as Patton (1991) suggests, asks the 
question:
“...what is my experience of this phenomenon and the 
essential experience o f others who also experience this 
phenomenon intensely?”
(Patton 1991; 71)
It is at these moments of ‘sense-making’ that the stance of the researcher takes on 
fundamental importance. The heuristic inquiry process demands a deep sense of 
involvement by the researcher and a commitment to the outcome that tends towards 
the personal (Moustakas 1990,1991), where the whole ethos of such research inquiry 
is to explore holistically an experience (or range of experiences) that affect the 
researcher as well as the participants. This philosophical stance bears implications 
for analysis, and as Reason (1992) puts it:
“The emphasis on wholeness also means that we are not 
interested in either fragmented knowing, or theoretical 
knowing that is separated for practice and from experience. 
W e  seek a knowing-in-action which encompasses as much 
of our experience as possible. This means that aspects of a 
phenomenon are understood deeply because we know them 
in the context of our participation in the whole system....”
(Reason 1992; 11)
In making explicit the research premise, my intention has been to clarify the 
direction and methodological boundary. In part, it is a subjective statement 
stemming from my own belief system and in part, it is a political one, stating from 
the outset the perspective on issues of human rights (Oakley 1981, Brownmiller 
1984, Reason Rowan 1991). The difference between a belief and a stand, as
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distinguished here, is one of depth of conviction (Patton 1990). For instance, I may 
choose to change or move my stand with respect to circumstances and evidence, but 
a belief comes from a much deeper and less easily accessed place and may not be so 
easy to adapt (Fransella 1987, Dalton &  Dunnett 1990, Postle 1993). In choosing to 
incorporate the heuristic philosophy, 1 am reflecting a desire as a researcher to 
“inductively and holistically understand human experience in context specific 
settings.” (Patton, 1990:37)(also Reason <Sl Rowan 1991).
When 1 embarked on this research project, I really believed in and cared about the 
issues 1 was proposing to explore -  that experience informs our survival and that 
access to knowledge is a path to power within the self -  believing also that my work 
would form a link in a chain of research and projects whose aim is to improve the 
future of women. However, the process of academic validation often ‘chops’ about 
and alters the initial reality, rendering it indiscernible (Patton, 1990, Reason &  
Rowan, 1991). 1 wanted to hold onto the ideas 1 had started with, allowing them to 
develop but never losing sight of them in the process of the research and there were 
times when 1 found this hard to do. The often self-imposed pressure of conforming 
to a research ideology backed by decades of validation would cause me to fluctuate 
between what 1 really wanted to do and what 1 felt was ‘expected’ of me.
The research itself and the journey from outset to completion has been a learning 
process for me. As a single woman of marriageable age entering a country where my 
mere existence (not just my actions) challenged some of the most deep-rooted norms 
and values, 1 leamt about myself in equal measure as 1 leamt about the people of the 
Republic of Cyprus. For me, part of respecting the people 1 met in Cyprus and the 
contribution they made to the research is to own both our learning in the time we 
shared. One way of doing this was to choose to present this work as the experiences
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we had and to demonstrate that the participants took part in the creating and in 
informing the process and the direction of the research. This research was not an 
action research project in the same vein as Swantz and Vaino-Mattila (1988), or 
Bravette (1994); even so, the emergent experiences of the participants nonetheless 
guided the path of data gathering.
Like Reason and Rowan (1991) I feel that working with rather than on 
participants makes an important statement about the way a piece of research is 
conducted and about the tenets of the researcher. For me there is grounded-ness in 
the reality of the field but also in ensuring that the participants are not exploited and 
interpreted to meet one person’s ends, where the participants invariably do not see 
the outcome of their contribution.
These are the positive aspects of the heuristic inquiry method and like all methodologies; 
heurism also has disadvantages that need to be taken into consideration. Due to the 
often-autobiographical nature of the inquiry, it is sometimes difficult for the researcher to 
distinguish between research life and personal life. The two become entangled to the 
point where trying to make a distinction leaves the data meaningless. There is also a 
danger of introspection that is biased and subjective. When choosing heuristic inquiry 
the researcher needs to be aware of her/his own beliefs and personal views to an extent 
that appropriate measures are in place throughout the research to keep them in check. 
Heurism, though a way of working in itself, severed here to highlight the researcher in the 
field and to distinguish her ideology from the notions, ideologies, positions and passions 
of the participants in the field. This in turn ensured that in each case the participant was 
as clearly present as was possible.
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3 3  HUMANISTIC PHILOSOPHY
During the fieldwork, I found that I was excited by what others had to say and 
intrigued by the contexts they used. I travelled with them along their life paths in an 
attempt to grasp and understand their meaning. This deliberate action often took 
me in tangential directions from my research intention and introduced me to 
thoughts and ideas that 1 may not have found otherwise. For a long time my 
‘wanderings’ concerned me and 1 felt the need to discipline myself in order to stay 
with the process, and yet, 1 found that 1 could not.
For me, working with people meant allowing them to define themselves in the way 
they wished to, however that might be. Reason and Rowan point out: 
“Appropriately, this is a naturalistic enquiry. 1 wanted to start from where people 
are” (Reason &. Rowan 1991). From this place, 1 found that the most appropriate 
research methodology was an eclectic one, as the domain of women is not singular 
and the effect of experience is not universal. Therefore, to remain closed within a 
system would be to evade clarity across the field. This research concentrates on the 
field adapting itself to meet the needs of participants. Rigidity in the methodology 
does not lend itself in this case easily to spontaneity and is in my experience less 
grounded (Patton 1991).
The chaos this produced was as frightening as it was exciting. The conversations and 
interviews, which could often be long and in-depth, whilst involving me on a 
personal level, would leave me, as researcher, questioning as to its relevance to the 
research. In pursuit of a contingency and understanding of the process 1 looked to 
research that was concerned with group life (some examples are Barber 1994a, 
Cooper 1979, Heron 1990, Hinshelwood 1987, Rogers 1970), which in turn opened 
up the field. The conclusions drawn from such work conducted on specific groups,
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usually of a finite number, are effortlessly adapted to the larger community scale and 
aided the understanding of changes in the field as the participants shared their 
experiences during both one to one and group conversations with the researcher. As 
a researcher, my mere presence in the field provided a variable that needed to be 
better understood and incorporated into the whole aspect of how the research was 
conducted and the data gathered. Mitroff and Kilmann (1991) established a theory of 
practice that focused on the researcher’s input into the research. Based on the 
assumption that researcher presence alone is an intervention in the field and hence 
alters it, input on and about the researcher as a variable then becomes necessary. 
The theory they put forward outlines the differences between the analytical and 
conceptual approaches to fieldwork and data collection, using, thinking, feeling, 
sensing and intuiting as modes of understanding. In wanting to ensure that the 
participants remained as diaphanous as was possible in the field, I opted for a mode 
of working which was as inclusionary and holistic as the research limitations would
allow.
Using Mitroff and Kilman’s definitions, an example of an analytical scientist would 
be a researcher who concentrates his/her methodologies in the statistical and 
quantitative field, producing data that others can reproduce. An example of a 
conceptual humanist would be someone who concentrates their methodology on 
intuiting and experiencing the field, relying on data from participants in the sample 
or case study. This type of research cannot be exactly reproduced, as the data is 
contingent on the conditions, participants and researcher interaction, all of which 
are variable subjects, although the outcomes can be mirrored and corroborated in 
studies conducted in similar environments and conditions.
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FIGURE 3.2
TYPOLOGY OF RESEARCHER
(ADAPTED FROM MITROFF AND KILMAN IN REASON 1991)
THINKING
ANALYTICAL SCIENTIST
'Methodological separation of 
research for controlled and 
rigorous experimentation. 
'Factual, structured and 
precise.
SENSING
PARTICULAR HUMANIST
-Personal interest in inquiry. 
'Holistic in process. 
'Interested in concrete 
experience and irtdepth 
case studies.
CONCEPTUAL THEORIST
'Theoretical ideologies applied 
to inquiry for multiple 
perspectives.
'Builds understanding on
conceptual basis from objective
view o f analysis INTUITION
CONCEPTUAL HUMANIST
-Conceptual inclusionary 
inquiry into processes. 
'Uses intuition and insights 
for understanding. 
'Personal view as part of 
whole.
t
FEELING
One of the main characteristics of a conceptual humanist approach which drew me 
in particular, was the stance taken on problem solving, where the emphasis is on the 
experience of the researcher, with relation to the issue. The holistic and inclusionary 
process of the research philosophy followed by conceptual humanists considers the 
experience of the researcher together with the experiences of the participants. This 
was an important aspect of going into the field. As an unmarried female of 
marriageable age, entering the field alone, the transference of social norms onto my 
being, affected how the participants interacted with me and hence my own 
interactions with them. Together with my heuristic connection with the inquiry, my
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‘own experience’ of the phenomenon, and my own questions of the phenomenon of 
experience as a learning tool, placed me firmly towards the feeling side of the 
research. As will be illustrated during the analysis, the researcher became entwined 
in the research and the personal interest ran parallel to the research proper as 1 
found myself in the odyssey Moustakas (1990) described and began to swim in the 
‘unknown current’. The humanistic philosophy alluded to here is more of the way 
in which the whole ethos of the fieldwork and interaction with the participants was 
understood.
3.4 OVERVIEW OF FEMINISM
“Feminism is increasingly understood by feminists as a way 
of thinking created by, for, and on behalf o f women, as 
‘gender-specific’. W omen are its subjects, its enunciators, 
the creators o f its theory, o f its practice and of its language.”
(Delmar 1986; 27)
This definition by Rosalind Delmar (1986) provides only a general definition of 
feminism, limited in scope, implying a unified campaign by using terminology such 
as ‘a way of thinking’. Such terminology limits the scope of the definition by 
ignoring differences that arise from social structures such as class, religion and 
ethnicity. Gender specific terminology precludes male participation and ignores the 
power struggle that exist between women and men and between women and women. 
Even with such inherent difficulties, the emphasis that Delmar’s definition places on 
the gender origins of feminist theory makes it a central ideology for many feminists
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and describe not only the ideology but also the agenda of the feminists that adhere to 
them.
To be clear the plethora of definitions that exist, describing various properties and 
assumptions make attempting to place a boundary around feminism unwise, as the 
feminist discourse is undoubtedly more than the sum of all its definitions and as 
Weiner (1994) points out, such attempts are a ‘hazardous’ undertaking. There is 
however, a need to understand an overview of feminist thought before placing the 
Cypriot woman within it, with a brief historical review of the movement. This is not 
to say that 1 will conclude with a definitive feminist definition but only that by 
strolling through the feminist ‘gardens’ can the existent phenomenon in the 
Republic of Cyprus be placed in context. To define the feminist movement and more 
specifically the ideals of a feminist, denies its diversity. Sisterhoods such as ‘Women 
of colour’, ‘lesbian separatists’, ‘radical feminists’, ‘Marxist feminists’ and ‘liberal 
feminists’ to name but a few, all approach the fundamental premise that “women 
suffer discrimination” (Delmar 1986;8) from differing perspectives. Henrietta Moore 
(1992), a prominent feminist anthropologist placed the ideal of feminism within 
workable social structures:
“In a minimalist definition, feminism could be taken to 
refer to the awareness of women’s oppression and 
exploitation at work, in the home and in society as well as 
to the conscious political action taken by women to 
change this situation.”
(Moore, 1992; 10)
Again, as with Delmar’s definition of feminism, ethnic, religious and class differences 
amongst women are conspicuously absent as is the commitment of feminism to the 
fight for equality. The most that definitions such as the two above can offer is a
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perspective on certain areas of a phenomenon that has continued to evolve since the 
writings of Mary Wollstonecroft in the late eighteenth century^ (hooks 1984, Weiner 
1994). Highlighting the above definitions serves to demonstrate the difficulty faced 
when approaching the question asked by many feminists; ‘What is feminism?’ (For 
example Delmar 1986, Spender 1986, Mitchell &  Oakley 1986). Neither definition 
is comprehensive, but both, as others do, point to valid and important aspects of 
what feminism includes.
Feminism in its most recognisable form is cited in the eighteenth century, starting 
out as a movement committed to equal rights (Banks 1986a, 1986b, Delmar 1986, 
Radtke &  Stam 1994). Since these beginnings, feminist theory has spun outwards 
and has diversified as the complexities of individual circumstances identified the 
inadequacies of the main schools of thought (i.e.. liberalism, Marxism, radical theory, 
socialist theory). Quickly, gaps began to emerge in feminist thought (Nye 1989) and 
in the 1960’s, after a brief ebb in activity, the women’s movement enhanced its 
profile. This resurgence of activity has been referred to by some, as the ‘second wave’ 
of feminism (Banks 1986b, Mitchell <Sl Oakley 1986) and by others as the ‘new wave’ 
of feminism (Ramazanoglu 1993). The movement worked towards ‘sisterhood’ and 
an ideal of ‘togetherness’. The aim being to demonstrate that all women share 
experiences of oppression (Mitchell 1984, Delmar 1986).
Although some progress was made in raising the awareness of the position of women 
in society, experiential divisions became evident. The idea of a ‘sisterhood’ and the 
presentation of a united front became ever more distant as women from many 
cultural, religious, educational and social backgrounds sought to express their own
 ^ Mary Wollstonecroft published A  Vindication of the Rights of Woman in 1792. Influenced by the 
Enlightenment and the French Revolution, Wollstonecroft is considered by most feminists to have been a 
daunting forerunner to present day liberal feminist thought. The wom ens movement o f the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth century is generally referred to as the ‘first wave of feminism’ (Banks 1986, Delmar 1986, 
Segal 1987).
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experiences within the movement (Weiner 1994). The emerging differences directly 
related to the problem of defining feminism. Being a complex and continually 
evolving international group of individuals, theorists, scholars and activists the 
phenomenon feminism is comprised of, contained often-contradictory ideals.
In general, there are two common ways to define feminism. One concerns itself with 
the terminology encompassing conceptions of gender relations and how these can be 
challenged and changed for the better (e.g. Delmar 1986, Mitchell Oakley 1986, 
Banks 1986a). The other offers a defining boundary from within which to examine 
feminist issues, pivoting on the definition of the category ‘woman’ (e.g. Moore 1992, 
Ramazanoglu 1993, Weiner 1994). Therefore, in accepting a definition of feminism, 
one inevitably expresses a political view (Spender 1986, Ramazanoglu 1993) and my 
own perspective on feminism and where 1 place myself within it is illuminated in the 
next section (3.4.1).
Even though feminism per se eludes definition, highlighting a few of its approaches 
gives an insight into its nature and complexity (Segal 1987, Ramazanoglu 1993). The 
aim is not to reduce feminism to single concepts of biological determinism or 
equality essentialism, but to demonstrate two points:
1. As a global movement, feminism must necessarily include varying 
schools of thought since the emphasis is on individual experience.
It is possible to group together individuals based on their political 
perspectives, but beyond that, feminism manifests itself uniquely in 
each individual.
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2. Based on the point above, my own perspective within feminism is 
both irrelevant and relevant. It is irrelevant because the 
manifestation of my feminist ideals is unique to me and is 
fundamentally rooted in my own life experiences. My ‘brand’ of 
feminism is mine. It cannot be generalised and applied to another 
person. At the same time, my perspective is relevant because as part 
of a collective stream of thought my theories contribute to 
feminism’s evolution.
As mentioned earlier there exist a number of sisterhoods that embrace the idea of 
feminism and to define them all is not essential for this discussion. Instead, I will 
follow a tradition of outlining the three main feminist theories (Charvet 1982, Banks 
1986b, Mitchell &  Oakley 1986, Walby 1992, Ramazanoglu 1993, Radtke &  Stam 
1994). These three schools of thought - radical feminism, liberal feminism and 
Marxist feminism - are not comprehensive, but do serve to demonstrate the link to 
main organised women’s groups in Cyprus.
1. LIBERAL FEMINISM
The focus placed on issues of equal rights by Mary Wollstonecroft has remained a 
fundamental issue of liberal feminism to the present day. As a founding ideology of 
the women’s movement, liberal feminism fights primarily for equality in society 
(Charvet 1982, Delmar 1986, Segal 1987). Advocates of this ideology typically fight 
for issues such as equal pay, equal access to health care, housing, education etc. 
Although the liberal feminist regard of issues such as class, power, ethnicity and 
sexuality, are not satisfactorily dealt with, this perspective has nevertheless remained a 
central part of feminism (Nye 1989). Ramazanoglu suggests that liberal feminism
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remains prominent in the women’s movement because it is the Version of feminism 
most clearly understood by non-feminists’ (Ramazanoglu 1993; 10). By non-feminists, 
I assume she refers to individuals who have not actively stated a feminist intention. 
To be clear, many of the rights I have today are due to the crusade envisioned by 
liberal feminists and are attributed here.
The main criticism levied against liberal feminism is that its utopian perspective of 
the world does not allow it to consider in detail, class, ethnicity, racism and 
unemployment and the like (Charvet 1982, Delmar 1986, Mitchell &  Cakley 1986, 
Walby 1992, Ramazanoglu 1993, Radtke &  Stam 1994). These are factors included 
by radical and Marxist feminists as fundamental issues affecting the nature and 
quality of women’s lives. The ideals of liberal feminists are viewed as less threatening 
to ‘non-feminists’ because there is minimal challenge of the root causes of inequality, 
but more a focus on the need for change.
In the Republic of Cyprus, liberal feminism is represented most prominently by an 
organisation called l a a  AiKaiCDfiara, la sg  EvOuvsg (Eesa Dikeo-mata, Eeses Ephtheenes - 
Equal Rights, Equal Responsibilities -lAIÉ), This organised pressure group fights for 
the rights of women, among other things, to have equal access to education. An 
example of its success is that lAIE  has successfully co-campaigned to force the 
government to change the out-dated and impractical motherhood law. lAIE  works 
towards better rights for the exploited and underpaid female workforce. As part of 
my research, I met with participant 8, an active member of the group who shared her 
achievements with me.
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2. RADICAL FEMINISM
The ideologies of radical feminism tackle the male doctrine head on by bringing the 
relations between women and men into the political arena (Banks 1986a, Nye 1989, 
Walby 1992). The central ideology of radical feminism is that as women we suffer 
subordination because we live in a world controlled by men. The universal 
oppression of women was undoubted (Charvet 1982, Delmar 1986). This 
unquestioned hypothesis transformed women’s political consciousness by asserting 
“this is the situation and there is something wrong with it”, and from here, a range of 
issues not previously addressed by liberal feminism entered the debate on social 
inequality. The slogan the ‘personal being political’ epitomises the direction of 
radical feminist philosophy, with rape and domestic violence as just two of the issues 
which radical feminists challenged society to take responsibility for. These issues 
were no longer simply a woman’s problem, as the focus shifted to the male role in 
instigating and oppressing women by raping and wife-beating, thus placing the 
corresponding issues firmly in the public political domain.
The main criticism levied against radical feminism is that it does not adequately 
consider the class and power structure within which the women’s issues are 
experienced (Segal 1987). Attention has tended to focus on patriarchy as the main 
oppressor in women’s lives and does not address divisions between women per se 
(Rowbotham 1981). Effectively this defines other forms of social oppression, such as 
equality and racism, as a direct result of male dominance and Marxist feminists 
particularly, have found fault with the presumption that all women suffer the same 
oppression from men, without due regard to issues of history, class and power 
(Mitchell &  Oakley 1986, Nye 1989).
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In the Republic of Cyprus, radical feminism was not widespread. Declaring male 
domination as the root of women’s problems in a society that is inherently 
patriarchal does not come easily. Centres such as Bio^ Z n v  OiKoysvsia {Via Stin 
Eekogenia - Centre for abuse in the family -BZd) have recently been set up “to give 
support to people in families when they have nowhere else to go” (participant 11) .^ This 
organisation does not make any public political statement as to the reasons for its 
existence. Instead, it focuses its existence on ‘philanthropic’ ideals. As a charitable 
organisation the aim of BEO, they state, is to support individuals suffering abuse in 
the family, whatever that abuse may be. They do however concede that the abuse is 
directed towards the women and children, almost exclusively, by the husband, father, 
or father-in-law. By demonstrating to the victims that they are not alone BZO hopes 
to change their quality of life. Although BZO may not call itself radical, its existence 
and gradual growth in popularity is a radical phenomenon in the Republic.
3. MARXIST FEMINISTS
In antithesis to radical feminists, Marxist feminists consider that patriarchy is a by­
product of capitalism (Walby 1993). The contradiction inherent between Marxist 
views and feminism has made the merger of the two schools of thought complex. 
Maybe it is because of these inherent problems that Marxist feminists have tended to 
question all structures (Nye 1989, Ramazanoglu 1993). Marxist feminists questioned 
many of the ideas that radical feminism has accepted. Marxist feminists even 
questioned their own ideology (Taylor 1981, Mitchell <Sl Oakley 1986). This was 
necessary because Marxism offers no concepts for dealing directly with the 
experiences of women (Haralambos 1980, Delmar 1986, Walby 1992) as they centre
 ^ The word B ia  has a number of meanings in Greek. In its most common usage, it means ‘to force’. B ta  is 
also the word for rape.
 ^ Participant 11 was interviewed for the purpose o f the research and talked about the aims o f the centre and the 
reaction of the community to its existence.
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on the forces of production and the social relations that develop around that 
production. Political, legal and educational institutions are thus considered to be 
determined by economic factors (Walby 1992).
The Marxist idea that society is continually evolving because of inherent 
contradictions that rest on the exploitation of one social group by another 
(Haralambos 1980, Taylor 1981) was developed further by Marxist feminists. They 
used this idea together with the radical feminist concept of patriarchy to question the 
concept of female oppression. Within the Marxist feminist tradition there are many 
sub-divisions (Taylor 1981, Segal 1987, Ramazanoglu 1993). Some Marxist feminists 
focus on materialistic analyses of class relations, whilst others argue for a less 
economic based discourse. The main site of women’s oppression is also debated. 
Some see the main site of oppression as located in the structure of the family whilst 
others see social ideology and culture as the main site (Walby 1992).
The main criticism against Marxist feminism is that it views gender relations through 
theories of capitalism. Class and economic power become the central structures of 
Marxist views of feminism (Delmar 1986, Spender 1986, Ramazanoglu 1993). The 
exploitation of the working class woman remains as a central framework for Marxist 
feminist theories, whereas this perspective is rejected by radical feminists as reducing 
gender struggles to capitalist determinism.
In Cyprus Iioro (Pancyprian Federation of Women’s organisations - POGO) is a left 
wing women’s organisation that draws heavily on both Marxist and socialist theories.
Established in 1959, JJOro began as a union of women fighting for working 
women’s rights. Since its inception, /70T(9has fought varying issues and continues
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to grow in strength. Particular contact was made with participant 12, an active 
member who contributed to the research (see chapter 14).
Unlike Iloro (POGO) who work as an independently run organisation for the 
enhancement of women in society, the ZocnaXtaziKi] K iv ijo ig  FuvaiKCDv {%ssicilistiki 
Kinisi Genekon - Socialist movement of women - E K T ) is affiliated to EAEK^ a left of 
centre political party .^ E K T  draws its philosophy predominantly from socialism, 
although many of its ideals are more radical in nature. Members of E K T  have 
debated issues of rape and domestic violence openly, although this did not appear to 
have received widespread support^.
3.4.1 TO BE FEMINIST - A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE
I advocate equal rights. I have fought for and been outspoken on health issues and 
access to education. I have rallied, demonstrated and signed petitions in support of 
saving or extending a service that promotes access to all members of the community. 
Does this make me a liberal feminist? Maybe it does.
Yet, I have also actively campaigned for a review of the law regarding rape. I have 
worked with survivors of domestic violence and rape and been confronted by the 
disregard for class and ethnicity of these actions.. N o woman is beyond the reach of a 
violent man. I have attended and spoken at seminars about rape. I have shared the
 ^ Most political parties in Cyprus have an affiliated women’s section except AKEA the communist 
party. AKEA feels all its members are equal and therefore chooses not to place women’s issues onto a separate 
agenda.
 ^ Official government statistics on reported crimes do not show rape as an issue.
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trauma of reliving such violations whilst fighting for better lighting in car parks and 
side streets. Many of my early theories concluded that the trouble with society was 
male domination and their appropriation of women’s bodies as a means of 
oppression (Brownmiller 1986). Does this make me a radical feminist? Maybe it 
does.
More recently, I have considered the effect of different social structures such as 
culture, capitalism and education on women’s experiences. I have considered power 
differences in society drawing on Marxist and socialist theories for understanding 
and I have found myself agreeing with much of what was being argued. Does this 
make me a Marxist feminist? Maybe it does.
Herein lies my difficulty. I was bom and brought up in London to a Cypriot family 
and taught to believe in traditional Cypriot patriarchal ideals; to obey the male 
members of the family without questioning. At school, I learnt about freedom of 
expression. At college, I actively demonstrated for student issues as a member of the 
National Union of Students (NUS). Through my life, I socialised with people from 
different classes, religions and ethnic backgrounds. Men have been the cause of my 
most traumatic and most loving moments, as have women. With each experience, 
my own ‘brand’ of feminism developed. How then do I go backwards and define 
myself using criteria set by others who have not had my experiences?
Like Lather (1991), I wanted to ask certain questions that would confront the very 
way in which I undertook and approached the research that would include my 
personal perspective. I wanted to know how our efforts to liberate ourselves 
perpetuate the relationship of dominant structures to the way we continue to exist. 
In order to do this I needed to first decide which aspect of dominance I would
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concentrate on and from which ideological perspective I would approach it. These 
questions are part of the intentional infrastructure that underpins the main 
hypothetical position of this thesis and as Reinharz puts it:
“Research without personal commitment lacks an essential 
source o f motivation and is likely to be deprived of 
experiential insight.”
(Reinharz 1988; 142)
There may be an element of naivety in my assumption that feminism has as its main 
issue, whichever branch or perspective you choose, women. Feminism is a complex 
ideological structure with often contradictory strands entwined (Moore 1992, Mies
1993), but the constant for me is the feminine and the pursuit of change. However, 
the discourse disillusioned me as, in form, I found feminism to be segregationist and 
exclusionary, where I had imagined eclectism and an embrace of diversity and I 
accept that I know not the entirety of ‘what feminism is’, I know only that which has 
touched my life so far. My allegiance to women’s issues and to doing research ‘with’ 
instead of ‘on’ (Reason &  Rowan 1991) crystallises my personal commitment and 
involvement.
Feminism has become terminology for a collection of ideals that challenge unequal 
relations between women and men and indeed between women and women. 
Feminism has alerted women to gender inequality, to unique worlds and to cultural 
incarnations (Radtke &  Stam 1994). Feminism has evolved into a multi-faceted 
political phenomenon (Rendel 1981, Roberts 1984). Feminism is a continually 
evolving international phenomenon, which defies static description (Weiner 1994), 
and this is how it must be, for feminism rests on expressions from individuals about 
their experiences of life.
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3.4.2 THE DOMAINS OF W OMAN
For the purpose of this thesis, briefly discussed is an already well-established 
dichotomy (Moore, 1992) that separates the ‘domestic’ and ‘public’ domains of social 
life (Ortner, 1984, Rosaldo, 1984) with respect to gender. This division, although 
artificial and necessarily static and simplistic, serves its purpose in laying boundaries 
for the discussion of the position of women within society (Ortner, 1984; Rosaldo 
1984, Moore 1992, Walby 1993). The overriding assumption drawn from this 
dichotomy is that women (and in this discussion, Cypriot women) are closer to the 
domain defined as the domestic, and that men (Cypriot men) are closer to the 
domain defined as public. Using this model provides a powerful way of “linking the 
cultural valuations given the category ‘woman’ to the organisation of women’s 
activities in society.” (Moore, 1992; 21) and forms an important linkage between 
what a cultural group values and how it allocates activities from which patterns of 
dominance become established. The insights are gained by building a picture of 
valued social positions according to gender. Therefore, using the domestic/public 
model in conjunction with cultural valuations, distinctions are made between actual 
personal power and perceived personal power as experienced through gender (Ortner 
1984, Rosaldo 1984, Lather 1991).
To elaborate, with perceived personal power comes the ‘given’ authority. In the 
abstract, it is the right to make decisions concerning others, to control and change 
social constructs while commanding obedience (Rosaldo, 1984). As a form of 
political system, it is a way “in which power and powerlessness are distributed (and 
legitimated) in society” (Rendel, 1981; 15). With the distribution of a power 
position, resting on the “labour and resources” (Rendel, 1981; 15) that can be 
extracted from the powerless, the ability exists to make far-reaching decisions 
institutionally upheld. Personal power, on the other hand, is power exercised
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through influence and/or force. It does not rely on a hierarchical chain of command 
as with given authority (Heron 1991).
It is important to note however, that the concept ‘woman’ per se, is not universally 
defined and understood past its genderised connotations and so, when researching 
the social structure within which ‘woman’, ‘man’ or ‘child’ exist, the nature o f that 
concept changes. The definition of these concepts is therefore dependent on the 
value and status that each culture places on them (Moore 1992) and thus brings us 
back to the beginning of the loop where in order to research the social life and the 
importance o f women’s roles we return to the dichotomy of ‘public’ and ‘domestic’ 
domains.
In Cypriot society, invariably the man claims superiority within the public domain. 
The assumed superior position of women is only within the domestic domain 
(Balswick 1973, Anthias 1982, Erotokritou 1985). However, this is not the issue. It 
is not enough to say that each is equally dominant in their pre-defined and culturally 
set roles, since, by definition, each role is unequally valued within the culture - and 
these definitions are not universal (Lather 1991, Moore 1992). Some Marxist 
anthropologists like Leacock (1978) and Sacks (1984) argue that women are not 
universally subordinate to men, although it is clearer, in my view, to look at the issue 
of gender roles within the whole of society, rather than to look (as they do) at the 
distribution o f responsibility and labour. To omit the differing levels o f value and 
status associated with each gender role gives a deceiving picture.
One of the dilemmas that essays such as those by Leacock (1978) and Sacks (1984) 
bring to light is whether or not it is a meaningful endeavour to explore ‘woman’ 
within the bounds of her socially set roles without asking who set those boundaries,
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why were they set and are they legitimate (Walby 1992). Is such an exploration 
adequate for understanding ‘woman’? This continues to be a lively debate and as 
Moore (1992) eloquently poses the question:
“.... if we want to see women as effective social adults in 
their own right, is it enough to say that they have power 
within a specifically female domain, or must we argue that 
they have power in those areas o f social life which have so 
often been presented as the public, political domain of 
men?”
(Moore, 1992; 39)
Easily argued (again as Sacks and others do) is the assumption that possession of the 
concept power belongs to both genders, although specifically within the domains 
they are perceived as being dominant. Power itself is a more complex interrelation of 
relative autonomy between two states of; first, superiority with legitimated power set 
by recognised cultural norms that are responded to; and second, superiority 
connected to and legitimated by gender roles. In endeavouring to explore Cypriot 
women across the domestic/public domains of Cypriot life, this study is attempting 
to produce a representation of the encounters of women with respect to various 
value-laden forms of decision-making/ evaluation. Neither the Marxist 
anthropological stance presented by Leacock (1978) and Sacks (1984), nor the 
position taken by Moore (1992) and Walby (1992), as a way of exploring the 
experiences of women with decision-making/evaluation, illuminates the point 
adequately.
The essential element to note here is that the virtue of each divisional perspective is 
dependent upon the issue sought to resolution. The interesting point lies in the use 
of the dichotomy ‘dom estic/public’, or as Ortner (1984) puts it ‘nature/culture’, as a 
way of constructing the problem in a form for it to be resolved. Seen as the
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dominant partner, Cypriot men are more able to use power and are more readily 
seen as prominent in both party and village politics (Sant Cassia, 1981). This is 
highlighted in many paintings and folklore of Cypriot life (Sant Cassia 1981, 
Roussou 1989).
The distinction of feminist Marxist works from the main body of the study is a 
salient one, in that it provides an indication of the fundamental make-up of the 
design and use of conceptual frameworks that in turn influences, and sways, the 
fieldwork design and data analysis (Leacock 1978, Lather 1991, Walby 1992).
One of the major distinctions of feminist anthropology, from the main school of 
anthropological thought is the perspective that it adopts in research. Traditional 
concerns of anthropological studies have centred on the expression of gender 
through social rituals, and decision-making (Moore, 1992). In feminist anthropology, 
the perspective shifts to exploring the experience, through gender, of social rituals 
and decision-making. This is a significant shift of perspective in that it also shifts the 
balance from one ‘world view’ (i.e. that of the researcher through her participants) 
towards a plethora of experiences of the same events. In other words, it shifts the 
emphasis from one of culture analysis to one of gender role identification and in this 
way gender becomes central to the final analysis, and is taken into account as a direct 
and intentional tool used in cultural construing enabling a clearer analysis (Ardener, 
1975, Rosaldo, 1984, Moore, 1992).
Although, to be clear, this is neither an anthropological nor a sociological study, but 
an exploration of the use o f experience as a learning tool, the arguments that these 
disciplines raise provide a significant context from within which aspects o f the 
analysis can be viewed. Since social structures exist within a group environment, so
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educational issues and issues of learning experiences are viewed from the nature and 
structure of that social group and as Mitzel suggests:
“Culture is o f course an abstraction. As distinct from a 
group of people, you cannot see culture any more than you 
can see evolution or gravity.”
(Mitzel 1982; 132)
Unfolding here is a theory of female knowledge. I began with abstract ideas of family 
and society as a part of a powerful state system within which socialised learning is 
placed. Through a process of systematic research, these ideas moved from abstract 
and assumed images to more accessible and validating concepts of the cogent social 
learning structures that I inquired into (Patton 1990). These structures are based on 
the power systems that influence behaviour and norms of acceptability (Rendel 1981, 
Ortner 1984, Lather 1991). It was partly for this reason that I chose to work with 
Cypriot women. Related to the people of Cyprus, I found that on one level I had a 
rapport with their way of existing and on another to have none. I felt that the nature 
of the Cypriot way of life, (particularly prior to the events of 1974^) had affected the 
nature of the Cypriot women and this ‘mystery’ called to me (Moustakas 1990).
I have drawn on many different sources and theorists during the course of this study. 
Reinharz (1988, 1992) raises questions about doing research, and Rosaldo (1984) 
brought to my awareness issues of women and their positions in power systems; 
anthropological theorists such as Moore (1992) talk about movements in 
anthropological research towards the feminist perspective, and philosophical
 ^ In 1974, Turkish soldiers occupied 33% of the island. This action forced many people to leave their homes in 
either the North or the south and to become refugees in their own country. Many women lost their male 
protectors.
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ideologies such as theories of knowledge creation and Hegelian dialectics (1892). 
Together with physical, primary and secondary research material, knowledge about 
an experiential learning process is emerging. Primary data material includes 
interviews, observations and group process data, personally collected in the Republic 
of Cyprus, during fieldwork expeditions between 1992-1994. Secondary data, mainly 
related theories and studies conducted in Cyprus in addition to other written 
material that described and/or included the Republic of Cyprus and her inhabitants.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CYPRUS: THE NATURE OF THE FIELD
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In the Republic of Cypms the social stmcture - the environment within which life is 
experienced - is in transition (Balswick 1973, Erotokritou 1985, Kalava (unpub), Roussou 
1989) and is what makes the present research possible. For a long time Cypriot life was 
immersed in tradition, ritual and custom (Anthias 1982, Roussou 1986, Sant Cassia
1981) with no significant external forces against which the nature of society could be 
compared with or challenged byk Hence, social power remained concentrated in a few 
areas invariably dominated by Cypriot men. These remained, to a large extent, 
unchallenged (Balswick 1973, Sant Cassia 1981, Anthias 1982).
In 1960, Cyprus gained her independence from Britain rule, and over the last two 
decades has changed a great deal in order to survive both politically and economically. By 
1974 with over a decade of unrest pre-dating her independence, Cyprus was divided by 
military invasion from Turkey. Now, there is no official freedom of movement between 
the two sides of the island. Apart from the demographic changes, political priorities and 
the labour market have reformed, altering the nature of Cypriot social structures. This 
has contributed to the transitional process. Changes have included not only the place 
and the way Cypriot people live but also the way they relate to and tolerate each other.
 ^ Although Cyprus was continually being invaded by other countries, the islanders remained close to their own 
traditions and beliefs. This was mainly due to the strong influence o f the church and the role of religion in the 
lives o f the people o f Cyprus (Anthias 1982, Newman 1940, Peristiany 1962),. The village nature of Cyprus led 
to small close knit communities where others were always considered to be outsiders.
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With increased outside interventions and influences, this has also meant a change in 
many of the most deep-rooted traditions (Balswick 1973, Markides et al 1978, Sant 
Cassia 1981, Mylona et al 1986).
The closed system within which the Cypriot culture used to exist is no longer a reality 
(Erotokritou 1985, Kalava (Unpub)) and for the most part, the Cypriots have begun to 
experience and to leam from a wide variety of sources. Their thirst for knowledge and 
the energy with which Cypriots pursue academic accreditation has raised their minimum 
level of education to one of the highest standards for a small country in Europe and this 
is still increasing (Demitriades 1985). W ith education and hence knowledge comes the 
opportunity to choose change. It is for this reason that deep-rooted customs and 
traditions need to adapt in order to survive the new needs and new wants of coming 
generations (Kertzer 1988, Connerton 1989, Lather 1991, Criticos 1993). This chapter 
seeks to describe the nature of the field chosen for the research, concentrating in 
particular on the symbolic aspect of society, religion, mythology and the Cypriot honour 
code system.
4.2 DEMOGRAPHIC NATURE OF THE FIELD
Cyprus is the third largest island in the Mediterranean, after Sicily and Sardinia (Newman 
1940, House 1985) with an area of 9251 square kilometres (3572 square miles), and is 
75km South of Turkey and 800km East of Greece (Demetriades 1985). Until 1974 the
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population of Cyprus was almost 98% Cypriot^ (Appendix one). The Cypriot language 
in its present form derived originally from the Creek of mainland Greece. Spoken 
Cypriot-Creek has its own dialect and is differentiated from mainland Creek (or Modem  
Creek as it is known) by a mixture of Turkish, Italian and French influences (Anthias
1982).
4.3 RELIGIOUS SYMBOLIC RITUALS'.
Over the centuries of occupation and foreign rule, the Creek Orthodox church was 
considered by many - including itself - as being the only institution that could maintain 
the Creek identity under occupation (Triseliotis 1977). The church has always been an 
influential part of Cypriot life, influencing every part of society. The Orthodox Church 
has its own ecclesiastical laws, which govern the individual according to the word of 
Christ and his disciples (Markides et al 1978).
“During the marital ceremony, which is considered by the 
Greek Orthodox Church as one o f the seven Mysteries, St.
Paul’s Epistle to the Ephesians is read to the newly-weds. It 
distinctly offers certain moral imperatives such as that a 
wife must be submissive to her husband, that the man 
should be the master of the woman and that a woman must 
fear her husband. It is obvious that a study of values and 
moral principles of Cypriot society cannot be considered 
outside the framework of the Greek Orthodoxy.”
(Markides et al 1978;86)
 ^ It is politically correct to delineate the population as follows - 80% Greek-Cypriot, Armenian and Maronite- 
Cypriot, 18% Turkish-Cypriot and 2% representing other nationalities (Demitriades 1985, House 1985, P.l.O. 
1992).
 ^ This account o f religion in Cyprus does not pretend to be exhaustive. It is merely an overview of the main 
influences o f orthodox religion as an external point of evaluation of self.
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A senior official of the Greek Orthodox Church, interviewed for the study categorically 
denied that the advocacy for fear existed as part of the ceremony. In his words, fear 
meant respect and nothing more’ (transcript of this interview is provided in Appendix 4)
These role models were not there simply to limit and restrict acceptable behaviour, they 
were for living up to. Female characters in religion are generally condemned and 
punished for their actions. As one of the participants from the field said:
“23: O.K. this is a nasty comment but here it comes... the virgin is 
idealised, but of course she’s dead and ako she managed to be a 
mother and a virgin.”
In the Creek orthodox religion, the most revered female role model is the Virgin Mary, 
the mother of Christ. She is faultless, virginal and pure. As was expressed by one 
participant, to live up to such a standard is not possible and yet the Cypriot woman finds 
herself in a position where she is inferior, because she cannot reach the role model set for 
her. The powerful influence of the church informed the criteria by which, not only 
women, but also all of society were judged. Since the orthodox religion is patriarchal in 
nature, the judgements were usually more limiting regarding women. As an external 
locus of evaluation, again the representation of women within those evaluative criteria are 
biased.
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4.4 GREEK MYTHS
One area that has many female role models comes from Greek mythology. Created by 
the ancient Creeks, mythology carries many messages as to the role and place of women 
and men in society, as well as morals, advice and warnings (Larrington 1992). Creek 
mythology has many interpretations and many gods and goddesses. As some Creek 
myths and legends are close to Roman ones and others, have several interpretations and 
endings, and as such made decisive conclusions difficult (Larrington 1992). The symbols 
are abundant, intangible and hence ambiguous, which is precisely the reason that the 
power of mythology remains - because each individual is free to interpret the meaning 
and significance of a legend according to their need (Hope 1989, Cuerber 1990, Cuhl 
Koner 1991). It is also for this reason, that attempting to document the significance and 
meaning of the myths and legends becomes vague. This is my interpretation of some of 
the more popular myths, having read a number of different accounts and taking on board 
the controversy that surrounds mythology.
O f the twelve Olympian gods, four were female, Hera, Artemis, Athena and Aphrodite 
(Craves 1991). Hera was the sister and wife of Zeus, the almighty Olympian god. Her 
fate as a wife was to tolerate his adultery and as a sister, to support his actions. The 
occasions she is depicted as contradicting Zeus were only when her sister role and her 
wife role came into conflict with each other; then she would ‘defy’ him. Always though, 
there was retribution and she was punished in some way for her disobedience (Kerenyi 
1988, Craves 1991, Larrington 1992).
Artemis, the second Olympian goddess is talked of as the daughter of Zeus and the mortal 
Leto. Artemis was the twin of Apollo (who was known for being the god of war and for 
his musical beauty) and was a ‘virginal maiden’ goddess. She was associated with 
midwifery, the menstrual cycle, nature (forests and meadows) and the hunt (Kemyi 1988,
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Graves 1991). As the virgin, Artemis maintained purity, did not disobey Zeus and was 
related to the female aspects of life.
The third goddess Athena was said to be the daughter of Zeus and Metis (a Titaness). 
According to the myth, she was bom from Zeus’ head. She is the goddess of justice and 
wisdom. Another ‘virginal maiden’ goddess, Athena was often depicted as a masculinized 
figure. The myths involving her are generally ‘wise’ stories, with a moral (Graves 1991, 
Guhl Sl Koner 1991). Again, as a virgin Athena was depicted with purity and she is seen 
to be wise from her association of being bom from man.
Aphrodite was the forth goddess. She was said to have been bom from the sea. 
According to the legend, when Kronos cut off the genitals of his own father, Ouranos., 
the genitals fell into the Mediterranean, near Cyprus. Out of the sea came Aphrodite on 
the shores of Cyprus and was known as the goddess of sexual love and beauty. In her 
stories, she is said to have captivated her lovers with her beauty and a special belt, which 
would enrapture them (Hope 1989, Larrington 1992). Most of the myths of Aphrodite 
end in retribution. Aphrodite, particularly, is characterised as only worthy of her status as 
a lover. She is not credited with anything other than that the goddesses would come to 
her when they needed to entice or to trap other gods or mortal men (Craves 1991).
O f the four Olympian goddesses only, two are not virginal. Neither Hera nor Aphrodite 
are associated with roles that are typically valued in society. Both Artemis and Athena, 
both maidens, can by virtue of their purity be associated with social values - Athena more 
so because she was often depicted as a man. These are the main figures in Creek 
mythology and as can be seen, acceptance is associated with purity and marriage means 
servitude (Kerenyi 1988, Larrington 1992). There were many other goddesses and gods 
in stories of their own. These ‘minor’ goddesses would roam the earth and live amongst
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the mortals. Some stories involving mortals and goddesses were, in essence (as many 
Greek myths and legends were) characterised by the moral at the end.
Myths were used to explain natural phenomena for which the Greeks did not have an 
explanation. For instance, the seasons of the year are said to be controlled by the Earth 
mother Demeter. In the story, the weather was always good and the crops were always 
plentiful. Demeter had a daughter called Persephone whom she adored. The god of the 
underworld Hades wanted to marry Persephone and to take her down to his world. 
Demeter did not agree to this so. Hades stole her. Stricken by the loss of her daughter. 
Demeter decided to punish the earth until her daughter was found and thereafter crops 
failed, the weather changed and Demeter, Mother Earth, forsook the earth and neglected 
it.
As mortals began to die, Zeus intervened and spoke to Hades, who agreed to let 
Persephone go. W hile Persephone was kept in the underworld she did not eat anything. 
However, before she left. Hades tricked her into eating some seeds from a pomegranate 
fruit. Since she had eaten from the food of the underworld, Persephone had to spend 
half of the year with Hades, hence the creation of the seasons. W hen Persephone is with 
her mother the earth blossoms and crops grow - spring and summer; when Persephone 
leaves, the earth is punished for not protecting her and everything withers and dies in the 
cold - autumn and winter. Demeter was unable to save the fate of her daughter without 
the intervention of Zeus. The two men came to an agreement but Hades still ensured 
that his desire was fulfilled even partially by enticing Persephone to eat the pomegranate 
seeds.
As well as the immortals, there were stories that involved mortals such as the one of 
Penelope. She was a mortal woman immortalised by her faithfulness as the wife of
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Odysseus of Ithaka. Odysseus went to the wars and did not return for twenty years. In 
the legend, the faithful wife protected his property and territory, including herself, for 
him. She did this by promising her suitors that she would choose a new husband when 
she had finished her tapestry. Each night she would unravel the work she had done the 
day before in order to ensure that this did not happen. The moral of this story being that 
a ‘good’ wife would wait for her husband however long it took. The tragedy of this tale is 
the real life comparison that after more than twenty years of occupation there are still 
1619 Cypriots missing, almost all men. Many of these men were married or betrothed. 
The women left behind are charged with the ‘Penelope’ syndrome. They are to be seen 
to be waiting for their husbands and fiancés however long it takes, even as the majority of 
the population believe that the men are now long dead. This is their fate and they are 
known as y/soro ~XVP^ (pseftoheeres - false-widows).
Greek mythology also explains the creation of woman. It is said that the Gods gave a 
woman made from an earth-water mix as a gift to man and she was named Pandora. The 
Gods also gave her a box that contained all the sorrows and troubles that had not yet 
visited man and told her not to open it. Unable to overcome her curiosity Pandora 
opened the box and let out all the troubles that man now has. Variations of the myth say 
that hope was also included in the box, because of her fright Pandora shut the box 
quickly trapping hope inside, and so this is the reason that hope always follows a disaster.
Goddesses represent motherhood and childbearing, nature and menstruation, love, 
beauty, stupidity, untrustworthiness and virtuosity, and monogamy to man. The 
significance to this thesis of the mythological characters is that, through the ambiguous 
nature of the myth, the moral of each story could be adapted to fit life-situations being 
experienced by the individual. With the absence of historical female role models, Cypriot 
society would tend to draw more on these parables. The morals for ‘acceptable’
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behaviour for women within mythology were restricting. Over-riding any other meanings, 
mythology prescribes to the subservience of woman to men.
4.5 THE CYPRIOT H O NO UR CODE SYSTEM
In 1954, John Peristiany (1965) studied the inhabitants of Alona, a highland village in 
Cyprus. He concluded that two of the main influencing aspects of Cypriot society at that 
time were honour and shame"''. He saw these two values being invoked at all levels of the 
social hierarchy, affecting all members of the village and their actions:
“...in the context of the evaluation o f conduct, the 
individual actor was conceived as the protagonist o f a family 
and that the village was commenting upon and evaluating 
every action.”
(italics mine) (Peristiany 1965;179)
Honour and shame were to be and to some extent still are, the two main features of the 
‘honour code system’ (Campbell 1965, Eissenstadt &  Roniger 1984, Peristiany 1965, Pitt- 
Rivers 1965, Roussou 1989). Both of these values form part of the base social structure 
that characterises Southern European countries (Eissenstadt &. Roniger 1984). The 
honour code provides the route through which exchange of resources such as support, 
loyalty, votes, protection etc., takes place (Sant Cassia 1981) and the process of 
exchanging resources functions on a strong and necessary element of inequality (Pitt- 
Rivers 1965, Peristiany 1965, Eissenstadt <Sl Roniger 1984). Hence, notion of inequality
Peristiany (1965) also highlighted that the village nature of the island was in transition and that the main 
factor for this was wider education. As the sons left the village to become educated in town schools many would 
choose not to return, eventually marrying there.
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is an essential part of the way that the Cypriot honour code system functions. There are 
many examples of how the honour code not only enables people to find jobs, move up 
the social ladder, but also of how the honour code continually represses some members of 
society. For example, a basic form of how the honour code implemented is this; A  with 
less honour than B cannot (thixi - offend) her/him. Whereas C, with more honour 
is privileged in being able to choose whether or not to do so (Anthias 1982).
Peristiany observed that honour and shame formed the basis of a social ideology which, 
accepted by individuals (in his case, in Alona), formed a ‘common value language’ then 
used to understand and give worth {n fil  -timi) to each other (Alastos 1955, Peristiany 
1965, Campbell 1965, Balswick 1973, Attalides 1981, Eissenstadt S l Roniger 1984, 
Roussou 1989).
“The notion of honour finds an important place in the 
sociology of the mind and derives from the performance of 
assigned roles - especially familial and sexual ones like the 
performance of ‘husband’ and ‘father (as patriarch and 
controller of women’s sexuality).”
(Anthias 1982;64)
Although this research had different intentions and was conducted under different 
conditions four decades on from the pioneering work of Peristiany, I find myself faced 
with similar issues. It is mainly for this reason that I think a comparison at the outset is 
necessary. The honour code system in Cyprus was effective in raising the social status of 
the men through their proven ability to control female purity. This notion of proven 
ability was entwined with female honour to form the base level of social evaluation in 
Cyprus (Appendix 2)( Peristiany 1965, Pitt-Rivers 1965, Balswick 1973, Anthias 1982, 
Roussou 1989). Behaviour was evaluated exclusively from within the honour code system
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and it was upon that evaluation that family and individual reputation depended 
(Peristiany 1965, Pitt-Rivers 1965, Balswick 1973)(see figure 8.1 also).
“It is the adequate performance of socially appropriate roles 
that is important, rather than a morality intrinsic to the 
individual himself (sic). Men are susceptible to having their 
honour tainted by the behaviour of women, wives or 
daughters, since this indicates their own failure to exercise 
appropriate control. It is thus tied to a notion o f the 
‘masculine’ as the controller o f female sexuality and the 
feminine as always on the point of ‘falling’ from the ideal of 
sexual purity without the proper exercise of control.”
(Anthias 1982;64)
The honour code also provided the criteria by which male and female roles were defined. 
As Peristiany’s study demonstrates in the 1950s the Cypriot woman’s definition of her 
role, function and existence remained exclusively within ‘a man’s world’ (Peristiany 1965, 
Balswick 1973). This definition of female roles included not only the rigid evaluations of 
the honour code but also the level of acceptable behaviour imposed by the Creek 
Orthodox Church in Cyprus that was a powerful and an indubitably male institution. 
Often villagers would regard the word of a priest above the word of the law when settling 
disputes among themselves. As Peristiany put it:
“The priest representled] ...not only the autocephalous 
church o f Cyprus, but the only legitimate authority.”
(Peristiany 1965; 175)
Working within the honour code system the church was able to re-enforce the code and 
as an intrinsic part of the dominant social structure, religion established itself, through its 
priests and bishops, as an authoritative figure on individual behaviour. Like religion, the
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Cypriot honour code deals in extremes - a man or woman was either honourable or 
shamed (Peristiany 1965, Balswick 1973). The following two sections examine both 
honour and shame, drawing out some of the more controlling aspects of each.
4.5.1 HONOUR
Men had svnfiOTiTa {endermdida - respectability) and were considered to have (trmi
honour), which was a representation of their manlihood based on meeting the criteria set 
by society. EvnfiOTizcL was afforded to those who held official positions within the social 
structure (e.g. the TuaTcag (papas priest) and the fiovpKzap (mourktar - mayor)) as well as to 
those who had standing in society based on their family reputation (Campbell 1965, 
Peristiany 1965, Pitt-Rivers 1965, Balswick 1973, Anthias 1982, Roussou 1989).
Ttpi (honour) was mainly a symbol of masculine authority. The community observed this 
authority and noted it (Campbell 1965). Masculine authority was dependent on the 
perceived’ sexual purity of the wife and daughter of the male (Anthias 1982, 1992). 
Since n p i  (honour) could not be self-assessed it was dependent on the value given to 
men’s actions (and the perceived protection of the female members of their family) by 
other men. “The judgement of “honour” (zipi) is other-ascribed” (Anthias 1982;65). 
One of the main exceptions to the rigidity of the code rules, where some laxity is deemed 
permissible, is where the protagonists have some wealth (Balswick 1973, Anthias 1982, 
Roussou 1989)^.
 ^ Although Ttprj refers here to honour and dignity, with a slight change of inflection it is also the word for 
what something is worth.
 ^ Financial security can buy reputation to a certain degree. What is sure is that a family with good financial 
stability is generally judged less harshly.
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Family reputation was based on the evaluation of two main criteria - male honour (npi) 
zunrllïsiufkeT/iitiie OMastos IStSS, /untfdas ISXEKZ, Ftsristiarqr 196,5, BaLswiclt 1973, Roussou 
1989). In the 1950’s, only men were at the top of the honour code hierarchy and to get 
there, their n p i  (honour) depended on the actions (or perceived actions) of those at the 
bottom of the social hierarchy and how other members of the village would evaluate those 
actions (Peristiany 1965). Invariably, this translated as the evaluation of the actions of the 
women folk. Female honour was solely dependent on her perceived sexual punty and 
her ability to remain, in the eyes of the village, pure:
“Woman s foremost duty to self and family is to safeguard 
herself against all critical allusions to her sexual modesty.
In dress, looks, attitudes, speech, a woman, when men are 
present, should be virginal as a maiden and matronly as a 
wife. If it were possible to combine the concepts of 
virginity and motherhood the ideal married woman would 
be a married mother virginal in sensations and mind. It is 
as though we were moving in the field of ritual prohibitions 
for a maiden is defiled not only through contact or 
awareness through one of the senses but also through the 
unwitting arousal of desire. She may even be sullied if her 
name is constantly on the lips of men.’
(Peristiany 1965;182)
Anthias (1982, 1992) in her study of migrant Cypriots saw the notion of honour as an 
important symbolic and class value, where “honour c[ould] be conceived as an ideological 
construct serving the interests of a ruling class” (Anthias 1982;66) and where others 
vfould jtidge an inclwichial loasecl oncsiterhi setiiiresp ,ect(]f die symboÜc value of die 
code. Also, the individual would act in accordance with those criteria in order to remain 
honourable and respected. She also found that the migrants in her study held onto many 
aspects of the Cypriot lifestyle as a way of being able to identify themselves in a 'new’ and 
different - often frightening - culture (Anthias 1992).
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One of the cultural aspects, Anthias (1982, 1992) suggests migrants preserved, was 
patronage in the form of honour. The protection of daughters and wives appears to have 
taken on even greater importance in a country, which does not have the same value 
system. Thus, the migrant Cypriot male remained ‘controller’ and kept his honour - as 
would any Cypriot male in Cyprus. The continuation of these social ideologies by 
migrants demonstrates the potency of ‘internalised’ structures to the extent that these 
structures carried into new environments as a form of social identity.
The case in point here, is that the daily life of Cypriot women was experienced and 
valued exclusively from within the Cypriot honour code system - an intrinsically 
segregationist and male ideological world view - one that was dominant and other to the 
ideology and values of a female secondary world view (Ardener 1975, Rendel 1981). 
Therefore, it is important to understand the totality of patriarchal control before 
beginning to examine the evolutionary steps that have started to take place.
A powerful example of the supremacy of the Cypriot honour code system is displayed in 
the preparation for, and ceremonies of, marriage. In the 1950’s, most marriages were 
arranged (npo^Evia -proxenia). U p o ^ s v i a v j ç x t ,  often arranged by a member of the family 
who would ‘know o f someone suitable. Usually before the couple met, the parents 
would endeavour to find out about the reputation, honour and standing in the village, of 
the other family. This was particularly important when a match was being considered 
with someone from another village (Peristiany 1965, Balswick 1973). Parents who could 
afford to educate their sons were in a stronger position to demand a zip ia
yovaiKa  (honourable woman) and one with a large npiKa (preeka - dowry). Parents able to
provide their daughter with an ample npiKa (dowry) wanted a son-in-law who was 
educated and therefore better able to provide economically. Consequently, competition
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for an educated ‘son-in-law’ grew, as did the price of the dowry, and questions of female 
honour:
the marriage market had now become so competitive 
that punctiliousness concerning questions of female honour 
is as fierce as ever.”
(Peristiany 1965; 175)
Today, even as things have moved on, little has changed when it comes to marriage. Even 
though the young couple may not seem concerned with such issues as dowries and 
honour, their parents still demand a well stocked dowry from the daughter-in-law to be, 
and a well educated son-in-law to be (this usually means at least to post-graduate level).
4.5.2 SHAME
In contrast to zipi (honour) there is always vxpom  (ntropi - shame). Falling from grace, or 
being implicated in any action which was not considered to be r i f i ia  (honourable), 
would result in that individual (and in most cases their family’s reputation also) being 
sullied (Peristiany 1965, Pitt-Rivers 1965, Balswick 1973). Men who were thought of as 
a n p tj  (without honour) were considered to be without shame and with no self-respect 
(Peristiany 1965). Anprjm&cs. were also known as (vagabonds or vagrants) and
were at a low level of the social strata.
This aspect of the code usually (although not always) was used to evaluate m en\ since 
women were charged with being ^povipri (meaning ‘good’), referring to their sexual purity 
(Peristiany 1965). Male vrpom  (ntropi - shame) could be brought onto respectable men by
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other members of his family - such as the actions of their brothers - as well as by their own 
inability (or perceived inability) to control their females.
FIGURE 4.1 '
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In contrast to honour, those who are shamed have their standing in society lowered. 
They are deemed to have betrayed the ^vcng (physis - nature) of their ‘given’ roles 
(Peristiany 1965, Pitt-Rivers 1965). It was thought to be in the ‘nature’ of male and 
female to fulfil certain roles, such as for the man to search for power and the female to 
guard her sexual purity (Pitt-Rivers 1965, Peristiany 1965). Where such shame had 
befallen an individual ‘involuntarily’ - e.g. a woman who is raped or a man whose honour
 ^W omen who had been widowed and were therefore without a male protector were thought o f as fallen women 
aOso^oPri (not god-fearing). Their honourable status would be lost and villagers would tend to avoid them.
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is only from his mother and not from his father - the “only way the dishonoured patient 
may be translated into that of honour-seeking actor is to die.” (Peristiany 1965; 189).
Having approached the field from a philosophy of holism, an attempt was made not to 
exclude or compartmentalise emergent data and hence separate it from the experience, in 
the first instance. In effect, this has meant that although my interest is specifically the 
empowerment of subordinate groups within a dominant group structure, I collected data 
on most aspects of Cypriot life, ranging from coping with sudden death to celebrating a 
marriage.
The patriarchal nature of Cypriot society contrasts with the emerging needs of Cypriot 
women. This becomes evident from the words of the participants as they express their 
frustration at the tension between what they want for themselves and what they feel they 
must comply with.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART TWO
Part two of the thesis focuses on the various methodological aspect of the research 
through three chapters that address the methodological design, field experience and 
the environments of data collation respectively. Chapter five discusses in detail the 
design of the methodology, identifying some of the early decisions regarding 
methodological ideology and a review of the current debates on qualitative and 
quantitative methodologies.
Chapter six briefly highlights the environments within the field for which data was 
collected, detailing the locations in the Republic of Cyprus where the participants 
lived, and the environments within which the interviews, conversations and 
observations took place. Chapter seven examines more closely the techniques used 
and how I experienced the field. Examples of how the different techniques 
produced different data material are given as illustrations. Also in this chapter, 
techniques which did not go as planned but produced an unexpected source of data 
is explained.
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CHAPTER FIVE
METHODOLOGY
5T INTRODUCTION
The aim here was to create a picture of how the hypothesis, which is that experiential 
learning forms part of a three stage process of changes that is motivated by a 
formative tendency, is present in the field, using different data gathering techniques. 
To preserve some of the chaos and confusion, which in its own way has contributed 
to the process, this chapter briefly describes the strategy adopted to collect data, 
separating out various stages for clarity and understanding, where in practice such 
distinctions were not readily visible (Reason &l Hawkins 1988, Moustakas 1990). 
The premise developed here stemmed from the ideological stance and contextual 
framework outlined in part one of the thesis. The nature and experience of the 
fieldwork therefore, was holistic and is presented as such as far as possible.
From the outset a number of guiding principles used as beacons, directed the 
methodological route. For instance, as stated in Chapter One, the drawing together 
of different levels of data using the ‘story-telling’ technique that Reason and Hawkins 
(1992) advocate to encompass the dialectical relationship between explanation and 
expression fitted well with John Rowan’s experiential learning cycle model (1991) as 
discussed in Chapter Two (see figure 2.3; Page 44) and also with Moustakas (1990) 
conviction that each question that has significance for the individual also has ‘a 
social -  and perhaps universal -significance’.
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Devising a fieldwork plan prior to entering the field provides a form of security for 
the researcher (Reason &  Rowan, 1991, Reason, 1992) in the idea that the 
experience of fieldwork can be planned to follow a particular course of action to 
yield a specific collection of data. This is comforting when entering the unknown 
cosmos of the field (Burgess 1982, Patton 1990, Moustakas 1990), where the initial 
temptation is to devise a ‘suitable’ fieldwork sketch, to dictate a plan of action to 
bring about the kind of results that would be conducive and necessary to a particular 
type of analysis, with specific conclusions (Glazer 1972, Patton 1990). It was as if, by 
defining a certain set of procedures, the researcher could invoke the kind of data 
results that would fit a predetermined and desired pattern. In truth, fieldwork does 
not proceed according to a previously determined plan and in ethno-anthropological 
fieldwork the element of ‘not knowing’ comes with the territory (Reinharz 1988 
Moustakas 1990, Moore 1992).
From the outset the philosophy underpinning the research and hence the fieldwork, 
was based on the belief that the participants know themselves and their environment 
better than I do and that the research should be undertaken “with people and for 
people rather than on people” (Reason, 1992; 1). W ith the intention not to generate 
‘impersonal’ statistical data, I moved further from the quantitative field of research 
methodologies and data gathering techniques and more into the qualitative 
methodologies, which included conversations, semi-structured interviews and 
participant observations, considering them to be in tune with the experiential inquiry 
philosophy. Qualitative data gathering techniques tend to be more field intensive, 
and from my experience, I found that during the life of the fieldwork, the researcher 
becomes involved with the participants, to the extent that the research acquired a 
personal quality which stands in anti-thesis to scientific-objective research
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philosophies that advocate detached professionalism. Reason and Rowan (1991) see 
qualitative methodologies as:
“...ways of going about research which (are] alternatives to 
orthodox approaches, alternatives which ... do justice to the 
humanness of the study and of all those involved in the 
research endeavour”
(Reason &. Rowan 1991; xi).
Even though I chose to work qualitatively, and hence experientially, existing 
statistical data was used as part of the process of corroboration. Any available data 
on Cyprus was useful for a theoretical understanding and overview (examples 
include, Markides et al 1978, Demetriades 1983, House 1981a,b, 1985a,b, Ministry 
of Finance 1985, Mylona et al 1986, Ministry of Statistics and Research 1989.). 
Given the debate on the use of research methods and the fact that it has tended to 
focus on qualitative - quantitative data collection methods as polemics (Smith 1983, 
Howe 1992), remaining consistent with respect to the needs of the field as well as my 
resources as a researcher was a primary concern. As argued earlier, heurism involves 
an element of the autobiographical, which includes a subjective connection to the 
inquirey. In my view however, this does not exclude quantative data collection and 
as such the qualitative versus quantative polemic of data collection and analysis 
enters the frame and is therefore briefly discussed.
Another determining factor in deciding how to work with the participants during the 
study was to understand the norms and values of the field, and in particular any 
limitations and any obstacles these may present to the research purpose. Before 
entering the field, primary research on cultural, sociological, historical and political 
aspects of Cypriot life were conducted and an overview is presented here.
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5.2 RESEARCH CYCLE
In choosing the fieldwork design there was a conscious effort not to falsify and 
fragment (Swantz &  Vaino-Mattila 1988, Marshall 1991, Reason &  Rowan 1991) the 
experiences of the people contributing. I wanted to know participants as best as I 
could within their own environment within the time available (Liebow 1967, Glazer 
1972, Moustakas 1990, Reason &  Rowan 1991, Patton 1995). In particular, I was 
concerned that the data collection strategy enabled participant guidance rather than 
researcher leading, which also meant allowing for the spontaneity of the field in the 
natural occurrence of events (Reinharz 1992).
The implications of researcher participation, on the field, were considered in 
conjunction with the research material from the participants. As pointed out by 
Swantz and Vaino-Mattila (1988) it is important to be clear as to the political intent 
of the researcher as his/her presence will influence the content and outcome. 
Although Swantz and Vaino-Mattila (1988) argue expressly in terms of participatory 
action research, this study is not of that ilk. The extent of the researcher 
participation stopped short of working with the group to actively change their 
environment and did not take on the role of action research, which seeks as an 
outcome to change the field it entered (Swantz and Vaino-Mattila 1988). However, I 
did not seek to disguise my intentions as a researcher, choosing instead to be 
diaphanous during conversations and interviews. Though I did not always announce 
my presence when conducting observations, I did not actively seek to be covet either. 
That my own presence in the field was explicit was not only a personal, but also a 
political stance (Reinharz 1988, Moustakas 1990), which in both senses, affected the 
understanding and perception of the analysis and the depiction of the participants 
(Rendal 1981, Reason &  Rowan 1991, Reinharz 1988, 1992).
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Reinharz (1991) argues that in order to develop a process whereby the researcher can 
include within their research their own personal skills and experiences, there must 
first be ‘a socialization of the new paradigm researchers’. This is where the researcher 
attempts to develop ‘a genuine relationship with the nominal subjects, leaving open 
the possibility that both will change the process’ (Reinharz 1991). Although 
Reinharz continues to refer to this relationship throughout the paper, as action 
research, the primary intention is not to change the process and any change that may 
take place is as a by-product of that process.
As part of the relationship building, the researcher continues to dialectically 
challenge the process of learning and discovering as s/h e continues to refine the 
process. Four phases within the process of learning were highlighted as; Immersion 
in the dominant paradigm. Exposure to critical analysis. Resolution of the arising 
conflict and Carrying out the new research. Using Reinharz’ model as a basis, figure
5.1 below illustrates the research cycle as it developed for me. Each consecutive cycle 
experienced added another layer to the research as the integration of data began to 
inform the planning of the next phase of research and the reflection was supported 
by the feedback from others during communication.
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HGURE5.1
RESEARCH CYCLE (ADAPTED FROM REINHARZ 1991).
PIANNING
INCLUSION OF NEW 
QUESTIONS ARISING 
FROM RESEARCH CYCLE 
PROCESS
COMMUNICATIOl
EXPLAINING TO OTHERS 
AND GEITING FEEDBACK
ACTTON/EXPERIENCE
- HELDWORKDATA GATHERING
REHECmH
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIENCE 
AND INTENTION
RATION
SYNTHESIS OFTHEORY AND IDEAS 
WITH REELECnONS ON DATA
DOING RESEARCH WITH
It was immediately vital to me that the participants involved in the research were 
honoured^ and the choice to participate and share and the method used to obtain 
data, plays and pivotal role in this (Easterday et al 1984, Gluck Sl Patai 1991, Mies 
1993, Lennie <Sl Close 1994). Lennie and Close (1994) saw the adoption of such 
collaborative methods in research, as a means of accessing channels of social change 
and like Reinharz, see feminist research as a collection of ‘ways of knowing’ rather
 ^ Examples of honouring the participant in research can be found in Reason 1988, Swantz &. Vaino-Mattüa 
1988, Lather 1989, Reinharz 1992).
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than a single method (Reinharz 1992; 4). This was an integral part of my 
understanding of the philosophy of ‘research with’. Largely, this meant that the 
participant would choose if, when, where and for how long they wanted to talk to me 
and under which conditions (e.g. taped or not-taped, formal or informal, as part of a 
group or alone). Sometimes this meant emotionally charged and intense expressions 
of self from the participants. Other times this meant that meeting with women was 
fraught with tensions of divided loyalties between the feeling of betraying their 
husbands, or of betraying other women, or of betraying themselves.
5 3  PRIMARY RESEARCH ON THE FIELD
Amongst the limited research material available specifically on Cyprus, there 
appeared to be little reference to women^. It was at this early point in the 
preliminary research that a male bias in research accounts was identified. Mary 
Pyrgos (1992, 1993) also noted this phenomenon in her work with Cypriot women. 
However, there were some notable exceptions that are briefly mentioned here further 
down. However before highlighting them, a brief overview of the type of material 
available give and insightful impression of the extent of Cypriot women’s invisibility.
One of the earliest narratives I came across, on Cyprus, was written by Newman 
(1940) and is typical of the studies of that time. He focused on the demographic
 ^ The exception to this statement are the commissioned studies by the International Labour Office (Geneva). 
These studies examine various perspectives of the role of Cypriot women in the labour market.
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qualities of the island and the ‘natural’ beauty he saw there. Published a decade 
before any serious disturbances between the Cypriots and the British, his book is 
untouched by violence and he subsequently saw no need to discuss cultural, ethnical 
and religious differences.
In a similar vein, Nancy Crawshaw’s (1978) story of the Cypriots on their ‘beautiful’ 
and ‘picturesque’ island mentions nothing of the activities of women or their actions 
with respect to family life, social life or even the decade of disturbances. Her account 
is naïve and romantic, not referring to any significant social, economic or political 
events, such as the Independence of the island from British rule in 1960 or the 
events leading up to and including the division of the island in 1974. Crawshaw 
description of life in Cyprus does not include any account of the lifestyle, nature or 
presence of the women she must have met. Similar accounts by non-Cypriot writers 
focus on the Island’s demograpic beauty and the tranquillity they sensed there. Some 
writings (including Foley 1964, Foot 1964) reference the political character of the 
population, with reference to their own involvement in it, but also omit any 
reference to female activity. Cypriot women did play an active role during the many 
struggles, including protecting and hiding men who were being sought by the 
authorities and concealing weapons about their bodies, as they were less likely to be 
searched, however, again this is not remarked on.
Both Alastos (1955) and Attalides (1981) - Cypriot men - give insightful accounts of 
Cyprus and the culture of her people. Reading such accounts, a feeling of the living 
conditions, the hardships and in Attalides’ case the dramatic changes that took place 
in recent decades, is evident. Yet the insights stop short of including women, their 
activities and contributions to the social order of Cypriot society. There is no
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mention of the daily activities of women or the nature or extent, if any, of their 
inclusion in social or ritual practices.
Disappointingly, Katia Hadjidemetriou’s (1979) account of the history of Cyprus, 
which is set in the traditional mould of historical texts, again does not feature 
women. Although she eloquently charts the historical changes of the island from 
ruler to ruler and some of the consequences of these conquests on the island as a 
whole, there is no reference, specific or general, that refer to how the changes were 
experienced by, or affected, the women in Cyprus. Alastos, Attalides and 
Hadjidemetriou mirror the social priorities of their society in their writings, detailing 
that which is considered to be significant and noteworthy. Ergo, women’s activities 
were not central to the upkeep of society and the extent to which women were 
excluded from the literature is as if they did not exist.
Shifting the focus to research projects rather than socio-historical accounts, there is 
more evidence of the activities and interests of Cypriot women. Most notably in this 
area were Floya Anthias (1992), Mary Pyrgos (1993) and Maria Roussou (1989). All 
three women produced work based on material gathered working with Cypriot 
w om en\ Mary Pyrgos expressed her difficulty in finding data that referred directly to 
the Cypriot woman and found herself looking to other tekm iria  (social clues) (Veyne 
1984) to draw indirect conjectures about what ‘life may have been like for the 
Cypriot woman’ (Pyrgos 1993). As Pyrgos’ work is mainly historical, she searched 
through archaeological finds for clues that might suggest the nature of how the 
Cypriot woman of antiquity lived. In available accounts (which were mostly written
 ^ Mary Pyrgos also worked with women from other countries (Pyrgos 1988). Floya Anthias has worked with 
other cultures also.
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by monks and priests) there is no mention of women or children and if one relied on 
these accounts only, they would suggest an island inhabited only by men (Pyrgos 
1993). Although thorough, Pyrgos stresses that in the absence of tangible clues, the 
best that one can achieve is a conjecture of how life may have been and how Cypriot 
women may have lived. N o conjectures are made as to the extent to her influence 
outside the home.
Maria Roussou^ produced work that relied more on her research findings and 
fieldwork than it did on an overlap with previous studies since, like Pyrgos, she was 
unable to locate any satisfactory sources. Her work is lengthy in charting many of the 
experiences she gathered from women participants. Although illuminating in 
drawing images using the experiences of women who had lost their complete sense of 
existence overnight (becoming refugees), Roussou’s work has some serious and 
concerning drawbacks as a piece of qualitative research.
The women Roussou interviewed, wrenched from the only social environment they 
had known, were homeless, living in temporary campsites and refugee 
accommodation. Their existence threatened by the continued presence of foreign 
armed forces and the stability shattered at the loss of loved ones. Roussou makes no  
account of the effects of such devastating events on the nature of the field or to the 
research process. I had no clear idea how the political turmoil was affecting the 
research, or where her dilemmas were and how she resolved them. Even so, her work 
does have some insightful points, in that it illuminates the depth of dependence
 ^ Maria Roussou conducted her research over a ten year period whilst working in Cyprus. She found herself in 
the unique position of being able to work with women whose complete reason for existing had been shattered.
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Cypriot women had on the all encompassing patriarchal structure that had formed 
the basis of their existence.
In contrast, Floya Anthias (1982) presented her research set within sociological 
frameworks, outlining her intentions together with why she felt Cyprus to be 
adequate for case study material. Although Anthias does not directly mention that 
she found few studies on Cypriot women it is evident from her sources, that she 
chose to rely on her own extensive research to substantiate her doctoral study. 
Anthias is scathing in parts and critical overall of the role of men in Cypriot society, 
in particular with regard to the continued subordinate position of women in the 
home as well as their exploitation in the work place.
In her research, Anthias highlighted the sociological position of honour and the 
honour code system in Cypriot society, where she saw, zip i (honour) represented “an 
idiom for expressing asymmetrical ‘friendship’ and dependence” (1982; 52-53). She 
also examined the role of patronage with respect to class structures, role/status 
power, social performance and female sexuality. Anthias, in a similar vein to John 
Peristiany (1965), saw the role of patronage and honour as part of the fundamental 
social structure, which is common to many societies of the Mediterranean. Peristiany 
(1965) saw the Cypriot honour code system as the main building block for relations 
within a village and the main source of currency between families when marriage 
came to the foreground.
John Peristiany studied life in a Cypriot highland village in the 1950’s, and taking a 
comparison of the main value systems from his work through Anthias’ (1982) and
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Paul Sant Cassia’s (1981), the significance of the Cypriot honour code system 
becomes evident and justifies its presence here.
In addition to the studies above undertaken by individuals, there is research by 
various teams funded either by the Cypriot government and/or by Cypriot 
organisations, or by the International labour office in Geneva (e.g. the numerous 
studies by W.J. House), though the context and focus is on a generalised scale. One 
example of such research is the work of Mylona, Pascalis, Kalava, Patsalidou and 
Erotokritou (1986). Titled “The Cypriot Woman”, it focused on various aspects of 
what was seen to be the main issues in the life of the Cypriot woman. The research, 
using quantitative methods, selected participants via a numbered selection process 
and the research team would then administer a structured questionnaire. There is a 
frugal description of the methodological technique used, and the analysis of the 
results does not demonstrate how the topics for the structured questionnaire were 
chosen. Many of the questions centred on issues which, I would argue as being of 
concern to the androcentric ideological view of what interests women than to what 
women may have actually wanted to talk about^. Also, in the analysis of the collated 
data, comparisons were made between the women of Cyprus and the women of the 
United States. I would argue that a comparison of this nature is not coherent since 
the class structures; social levels of freedom, economic independence, education and 
emancipation of the two groups differ a great deal.
 ^ I base tbis assumption on my own research wbicb was qualitative in tbe sense tbat for tbe most part tbe 
women were able to discuss issues wbicb tbey felt concerned tbem. In analysis I found tbat my data was not 
congruent witb tbe questionnaire administered by Mylona et al.
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In contrast to the well known quantitative work of Mylona et al (1986), Markides, 
Nikita and Rango (1978) published the findings from their research undertaken in 
the village of Lysi. Their study combined participant observation with semi- 
structured interviews (which included both open and closed ended questions). 
Markides et al, offer a concise account of the dialectic between being both part of the 
culture - i.e. with the ability to empathise - and an outsider of the village and hence a 
‘stranger’ and the advantages this afforded them. The team used Georg Simmel’s 
(1950) definition of stranger, as one who is close to the culture and society but at the 
same time is distant from the ‘web of local affiliations’ (Markides et al 1978; 2). 
There is however, some confusion in the concluding statements that do not delineate 
between those based on analysis of collected data, or conclusions based on researcher 
beliefs. For example, on the question of marriage Markides et al state:
“If marriage offers an outlet for the acquisition of 
manhood, it is of even greater importance for the 
acquisition o f womanhood. Through marriage the woman 
achieves the goal of her life, to become a wife and a 
mother.”
(Markides, Nikita & Rango 1978;84)
The research does offers salient insights into the life of Cypriots in Lysi, although 
some clarification of researcher bias and intention would have been useful in making 
a distinction between the beliefs of the villagers, and those of the research team.
Even though I have generally tended to criticise the research material available 
specifically on Cyprus, I appreciate that there was some and that I could relate my 
research to some of the available material, drawing on the questions inevitably left 
unanswered. In the most recent studies, Cypriot women only begin to exist.
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5.4 QUALITATIVE V S QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION
Having affiliated the research underpinnings to working in a more person centred 
way, which would allow the participants the space to tell their story, the nature of the 
testimonies was already decided. The raw material from conversations and interviews 
would be qualitative in form by default, however there was still the idea that the 
contents could be drawn into single strands of data. Essentially, there was a choice 
between whether during the fieldwork the raw material would be; quantitative in 
nature, i.e. statistical in form and scientific in nature, separating facts and values and 
using a subject-object perspective, or; qualitative in nature, i.e. the holistic use of case 
studies using interpretive perspectives to understand existing relationships.
The two approaches to data collection - qualitative and quantitative - bring into play 
different ideological and epistemological bases for understanding, as well as different 
methodological techniques for obtaining the same (Smith 1983, Burgess 1985, 
Patton 1990, Reason <Sl Rowan 1991, Cohen &. Manion 1992). For Smith (1983) 
the differences between the two methods were insurmountable, with more divisions 
‘than possibilities for unification’, making the point that:
“(e)ach approach sponsors different procedures and has 
different epistemological implications. One approach takes 
a subject'object position on the relationship to subject 
matter; the other takes a subject-subject position. One 
separated facts and values, while the other perceives them  
as inextricably mixed. One searches for laws, and the other 
seeks understanding. These positions do not seem to be 
compatible given the present state o f thinking.”
(Smith 1983; 12)
Smith (1983) saw a direct conflict that he viewed as irreconcilable, and thought that 
combining qualitative and quantitative techniques of data collection and
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interpretation was disjunctive eclecticism (Howe 1992). However, more than a 
decade on from Smith’s contribution to this debate, the centre has shifted from one 
of the incompatibility of the techniques, to the incompatibility of the fundamental 
epistemological assumptions” of the paradigms (Howe 1992). Although a researcher 
may choose to ‘mix and match’ her/his methodological techniques in data gathering 
and during analysis, in order to obtain a variety of forms of data material, there is still 
an implicit requisite for loyalty to an epistemological premise. In accepting the 
‘incompatibility’ argument, a choice between the positivist and interpretivist 
approaches must be made (Howe 1992).
On an ideologically assumptive basis the positivist approach is androcentric and was 
rejected from the outset. Reinharz (1992) argues succinctly that the active separation 
of the scientist from the phenomenon in the positivist approach brings into play a 
level of detachment and objective distancing. This is in anti-thesis to what has 
already been described, as the preferred mode of use by the researcher. To over­
generalise an experience that is unique to each individual would be to lose the 
essence of the research -  how did that person use their experiences to guide them. 
Data obtained en-mass, in scientifically controlled conditions, would eliminate the 
spontaneity and irrationality, which is the part of human experience, being explored 
in this paper, the ethos being to present women’s experiences expressed from within 
women’s own world views, where the positivist approach implies within it implicit 
patriarchal reasoning (Reinharz 1992).
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5.5 RESEARCH ADVENTURES
“The first field experience provokes identity questioning:
W ho am I, why am I doing this, what am I doing here?
Along with introspection, however, the stress of the first 
field experience is expressed in crying, eating... huddling 
into protective friendships, taking long solitary walks, going 
to bed early and reading novels... depression and 
concomitant inhibition o f activities, rejection of member of 
the culture studied as beyond the pale in certain respects, 
and paranoid feelings that one is being cheated, plotted 
against, or laughed at contemptuously... and plunging into 
continuous activity.”
(Reinharz 1988; 198)
As Shulamit Reinharz describes it, the experience of fieldwork can be as painful as it 
is exciting and rewarding. I experienced all those emotions whilst in the field, and 
the wanting to be aware of every moment and every interaction became almost 
unbearable at times. To stay clear I chose to ‘move out’ of the environment of the 
field into areas I had designated as my ‘living space’. I could return to my thoughts 
and make sense of the data I was gathering (Rowan 1991) and not feel that I was 
missing out on something around me I should be observing. John Rowan saw the 
process of ‘making sense’ as the bridge to communicating an experience to others 
(see figures 5.2 and 5.3 below).
Once an encounter has taken place, the individual takes the time to introspect, to 
assimilate that experience and to understand it before being able to explain and 
communicate it to others. After interactions with the participants, I would return to 
my living space to reflect on the encounter. I would experience an urgency in 
wanting to record as much of the encounter, as quickly after the event as possible, so 
as not to lose the quality. In this way, I found that I could clear my mind from the
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one encounter and prepare for the next. Each of these I would call a research 
adventure, allowing the natural rhythm of the fieldwork environment take its course.
COMMUNICATION
□
BEING ENCOUNTER
PROJECT
FIGURE 5.2
T^ OWAN>S RESEARCH CYCLE (1991)
5,6 TRIANGULATION
The main purpose of triangulation is to verify and validate qualitative research data 
and takes place at any or all part of the research process, serving to adjust biases that 
might otherwise go unchecked (Denzin 1970, Patton 1990). Although various 
methods of data gathering were used to obtain data from different sources that could 
be compared against each other in analysis, the main source of data was participant 
interaction. Michael QuinmPatton (1990) points out that data gathering does not 
always mean using different methods as the analysis will automatically come
1 2 0
□w
together to produce some nicely integrated whole” (Patton 1990; 466). More often, 
conflicting outcomes that need to be reconciled (sometimes by further triangulation) 
are produced. The use of triangulation as I understood it was to enable a mixing of 
the different perspectives, ideologies, and types of field environment, to bring 
together a strategy providing cross-data validity checks. An example of theory-related 
triangulation is illustrated in figure 5.4 (below).
FIGURE 5.4 
TRIANGULATION
IN T U IT IV E  IN S IG H T
EX PER IE N TIA L
L E A R N IN G
C Y C L E
FE M A L E
T H E O R IS T S C O N T E M P O R A R Y
P H IL O S O P H Y
The experiential learning cycle formed an integral part of the process enabling the 
researcher to gather insights from the emergent data. Using intuitive understanding 
of the field, I would act accordingly to gather data. On retreating to the designated 
living space, reflections was part of how the intuitive processes formed insights from
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action. These insights would begin to inform a better understanding of the impact 
and effect of my interactions in the field, choosing specific people (who were not part 
of the research study) to share my insights with^. Like Reinharz (1988,1992) and 
Moore (1992) I was aware of my desire to create research that openly includes the 
female perspective. The distinction Reinharz and Moore are make, lies in the 
accepted assumption that a gender perspective, which can manifest itself and fall into 
what Ardener (1979) calls ‘world views’, exists. I was conscious of the theorists and 
philosophers I used and made a concerted effort to use female created knowledge 
where I could find it.
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE INFLUENCING THE RESEARCH ADVENTURES
Being able to speak fluently in Greek and knowing the unspoken rules of etiquette 
and the social models, I was aware of some of the social nuances and Cypriot values 
prior to entering the field. There was a constant dichotomy between being able to 
draw on past knowledge of the field and the familiarity this afforded, and taking a 
step back so that the familiar could become new again. When becoming involved in 
the domestic lives of the participants, heing entangled in their politics and the 
problems that they face, becomes unavoidable. In the Republic of Cyprus, not all 
their daily lives revolve around the ‘Cyprus Problem’^  and yet for a large majority of 
the people this is still the only real issue that exists. Either at work, or for most men
 ^An ex-tutor, now living in Cyprus took the role o f ‘rattling and shaking’ many o f my assumptions in the field. 
In addition, whilst 1 was in the field a student from England visited for a short while. His interest in Hegelian 
and Marxist thought gave me some appreciated critical feedback.
’ The Cyprus Problem is the term used to encompass the whole social, political, psychological, demographic, 
economic etc, circumstances surrounding the forced division of the island in 1974.
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in the K a^sv ia  (Kafenia- coffee-shops), politics and debate make a never diminishing 
source of interaction.
Living with the community leaves one with no doubt as to the importance the 
national issue holds for them. The acuteness is felt when called upon to make a clear 
statement as to your own political stance before any aid is offered. Many Cypriots 
felt so passionately as to how the Cyprus problem should be resolved that to support 
someone who disagreed was not possible. Quickly, I realised the need to have an 
open contact on the main political fronts, to be able to understand the salient points 
of each party and their vision of the future. Once a participant felt that I was not the 
‘enemy’, they appeared more willing to contribute and to ‘open doors for me’. This 
was cast into sharper relief when interacting with men. I did not lie about my 
personal beliefs, nor did I seek to conceal them, when confronted I would answer by 
placing the research intention into a wider context, and found this to be generally 
the hest practice.
The ethical factor around pre-empting a participant response and consciously taking 
steps to avoid that action was not one that I considered before time. In the field, 
where the decision for this action was taken it seemed more appropriate to work on 
the research issue at hand rather than to continually enter into a political debate. 
This is not to say that there were not occasions where such interactions took place. 
Intermittently I would awarely or (as was more common) unawares, engage in 
discussions with, more often than not, male participants regarding political issues. 
Each time this would occur I would again come to the decision that pre-empting this 
type of interactions was more in-keeping (not only with the research but more 
importantly as a woman) with my actions as a co-participant. This I leamt from my 
experience in the field and at the cost of valuable early connections and field time.
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CHAPTER SIX
FIELD LOCATIONS
6.1 THE PLACE OF THE FIELDWORK
In recent years, unless research centred on, or involved itself with, the political issues 
of the island of Cyprus, the assumption here is that Cyprus was avoided as a 
research/political minefield^ even though the Republic of Cyprus provides a vein for 
specific research interests, which have not been previously explored. I found that the 
Cypriots took less notice of the research process, and any attempts to use it to their 
own ends was minimal, paying more attention to their own environment - which, in 
the end, is what I wanted. The relative ‘research-free’ atmosphere meant that 
rehearsed responses to researchers would not exist (and hence I would be more likely 
to gather ‘real-life’ data).
The Republic of Cyprus was chosen as I felt it to be a unique location from which to 
investigate the junction between where Western society meets the Middle Eastern 
way of life, as there are strong influences of both ways of life here. The prevailing 
social structure has a strong patriarchal quality, which was an important quality for 
the research since it was this aspect of symbolised ritual behaviour that was being 
considered and its comparison to the ‘modem’ way of life, which is centred around 
technology and intellect (Pyrgos 1988).
 ^ If research is not openly party political, then its authors’ political background must be ascertained. This is 
because the ‘Cyprus problem’ has infiltrated every aspect of the majority of Cypriot lives.
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6.2 HELD LOCAHONS'
At the outset, two main sites were chosen for meeting with participants. The first 
was Nicosia. Also the Capital of the Republic of Cyprus, Nicosia is situated towards 
the centre of the island. Without a coastline, it attracts a different number and type 
of tourist and as such has not been overtaken by the tourist industry. The 
assumption here being that the influence of the tourist industry, which has overtaken 
much of the economic growth, has affected ‘tradition’. In Nicosia, the effect is less 
evident^. The second reason for choosing Nicosia is that many of the institutions 
that were felt to be important, in the sense that people of interest worked there and 
could be interviewed, such as the new University of Cyprus, the government 
ministries, the presidential palace and the archbishcopal palace, are located there. 
Thirdly, the political and social ramifications of the division of the island are more 
evident here as the Nicosians live in a town physically divided. A  line of soldiers 
separating the Cypriot Nicosians from the Turkish Nicosians divides the Captial, and 
with no official contact, they endeavour to live their daily lives in oblivion to the 
others’ existence (Hitchen, 1984).
The second site chosen was Limassol, as much for convenience with respect to 
accommodation as for prior knowledge of the town'*'. The potentiality for data here 
was great, with the coastal part of the town affected - almost saturated - hy tourism 
compared to the outskirts of the town, which are more rural. This town was the 
most simultaneously ‘affected’ and ‘unaffected’ town on the island^. Affected by
 ^See Map of Cyprus - Appendix One.
 ^An example o f places which have changed since the influx o f tourists is Ayia Napa. Previously a litde known 
or visited village, Ayia Napa and the neighbouring village of Protaras have become tourist sites to rival many 
places in Europe.
 ^ Limassol is the second largest town in the Republic of Cyprus.
 ^ Although Limassol is only one o f the main tourist centres, many o f the inhabitants work in industries which 
are not direcdy dependent on the tourist trade. This is in contrast to towns like Ayia Napa and Pro taras which 
developed in the last two decades and are predominately dependent on the influx of tourists.
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tourism and immersed in tourist trade, and on the outskirts of the town, unaffected 
and bordering on rural in nature.
Once in Cyprus, the practicalities of Nicosia as a research site distinguishable from 
Limassol reduced in importance and the existence of a second site appeared only to 
confuse the issue as I spread my time between the two sites. Perhaps significantly, 
entering and leaving the field meant that I would reintroduce my intention to the 
participants every time I returned and they would always be interested in ‘what the 
others’ had to say. The journey between the two sites (approx. 72Km), made me 
unresponsive to my environment for a significant period on reaching my destination 
at either end, which I felt was not good use of field tim e.. The switch between being 
‘present’ and constantly leaving, reminded the participants that research was taking 
place; (EipOsv naXt o smaxtpovaç paç  - ‘Our academic has returned’), which had the 
effect of constantly placing me at the doorstep of the research process where the 
participants and I felt a need to start again and become ‘used’ to each other. The 
harmonizing with the participants that I strove for was lost each time I left and re-entered 
the site.
After a trail period had heen undertaken, where I stayed for a longer period of time in 
one site, my inquiries were concentrated around the town of Limassol, following the life 
stories for a longer period of time without the need for repetition, gaps or the rebuilding 
of some of trust lines. This decision took place after about two months in the field, 
during which time I was concentrating more on one-to-one interviews and was thus 
getting an almost equal proportion of them from both Nicosia and Limassol .^ As I began 
to concentrate on one site, my relationships with the participants became stronger, and I
 ^ I tried to concentrate my research to women who lived in the towns but I found that some of the participants 
lived on the outskirts of either Nicosia or Limassol and I did not want to turn them away for this reason.
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moved from one-toone interviews more into group discussions and general and specific 
observations.
6.3 ENVIRONMENTS
The mixture of ‘environments’ within the field incorporated different participant needs 
regarding safety. In the main, observation used to gather general data and to grasp ideas, 
was one of the core techniques used in data collection. Alone, an observation is 
‘meaningless’ in that it acquires the interpretation of the researcher without being 
grounded in the reality of the field (Burgess 1985, Moore 1992), so to avoid making too 
many generalised statements based solely on my interpretation, observations were backed 
by group discussions and participation, as part of the triangulation technique discussed in 
Chapter five.
By appropriate setting of the environment variables, which included social gatherings, 
observations and/or co-participant work, inquiry would take place. Co-participant inquiry 
refers to occasions when I felt the need to share myself in order to elicit an initial 
response from a participant. At these times I would share a part of myself willingly, 
building a connection with a woman with whom I may have had a shared esq^erience.
There were other times when sharing was not prudent due to the environment and its 
setting in such cases I made links for meeting up again in a different environment Such 
gatherings included formal affairs like weddings, christenings, funerals, conferences etc, to 
more informal settings such as family gatherings.
Each of these events provided data relating to the ‘apparent’ accepted behaviour, 
symbolisation and/or learning that members of the group displayed. The fundamental
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importance of these observations was backed by the insights given to me from participants 
in the one to one interviews.
Other settings would be of a more intimate nature and were based not on surroundings 
as much as on participants - i.e. the make-up of the group was more important than the 
physical surroundings. In these places, the group would be the focus and often although 
not always, the setting would become immaterial. These types of settings were sometimes 
set up by me and in some cases I utilised existent opportunities; that is the ‘natural’ 
course of data gathering was sometimes altered by some kind of verbal and/or physical 
interaction from me which would bring about a discussion or raise the issue of experience 
and learning for the present group. I did not do this often since the group itself provided 
me with enough data to begin with. Even so, if allowed to continue past a certain period 
of time and as my researcher self worked on becoming less prominent, the group reverted 
to its own neutrality and moved away from the ‘lets please the researcher’ aspect that 
characterised the beginning of these encounters.
I observed other settings from a distance, since my mere presence - as a woman -would 
have rendered the situation to be observed artificial. An example of these kinds of 
situations is the environment of the k œ ^ e v e io v  (coffee shop). Traditionally a haven for 
the menfolk of a village, coffee shops were not frequented by women. Indeed it was 
thought to be indecent for a woman to be seen in one (or even walking past one) unless it 
was family owned and she had to work there. In certain respects the Ka^tsvsiov can be 
described as a ‘men’s club’. With the advantage of Mediterranean weather, the 
are usually outdoor affairs, and are generally located in the village square or centre of a 
suburb.
In recent years, women could be seen at some of the coffee shops with their husbands 
and children on an afternoon out. In the present day the rules are more relaxed and it is
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not uncommon for tourists to be seen resting for a while at a table outside a coffee shop. 
The people still find it hard not to question why an unaccompanied woman may be 
sitting at a coffee shop, since to some, it is still the domain of men, tourists excepted. In 
this and similar circumstances, in order to disrupt the field the least, it was my choice to 
conduct observations from further out and remain as invisible as possible.
Another setting I used, involved being invited to participants homes. This was always a 
unique experience. Usually the family were intrigued by me and questioning of me as a 
new phenomenon in their lives and for me it was often a mixture of delight and 
trepidation. I was always delighted to be on the receiving end of Cypriot hospitality 
though I was often anxious about my research and the real purpose I was in their home. 
Cypriot people do not invite others home without making an exceptional effort to make 
them feel welcome. Food and entertainment are what they provide best, and they like to 
be seen as courteous. In this setting, interviewing was difficult, often impossible. 
Therefore, the family were viewed as a group, and while I participated in whatever activity 
the participants engaged in, data was gathered through observation as well as through 
participation. After such events I would be sure to set aside time for notes and reflection.
I found that quiet reflection (as part of the research adventure cycle) would often turn up 
unanswered questions, which I would bear in mind the next time, with the next family.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
DATA GATHERING
7T INTRODUCTION
By exploring accounts of other research experiences, such as those by: Liebow (1967), 
Glazer (1972), Scott (1985) etc, I was able to review analyses of field methodology (in 
particular. Denzin 1970, Babbie 1979, Burgess 1982, Bowles <Sl Klein 1983, Mies 
1993) and to read various theories on data gathering techniques, trying to suit the 
method to the research objective (such as Burgess 1985, Reinharz 1992, Hammersley 
1993, Giglotti 1994). Although I found these accounts and their insights supportive, 
the feeling of being ill equipped on entering the field remained as if I had read 
nothing and understood even less, which characterises many first time experiences of 
fieldwork research (Glazer 1972, Reinharz 1988). There was an over-whelming sense 
of data saturation, where I could see many possible avenues for research adventures, 
knowing they could not all be followed.
To make sense of the field process, interactions with participants were recorded in 
forms that allowed for sense making, and although the process was fluid the necessity 
to understand moments within the experience called for the some breakdown of the 
moment (Glazer 1972, Whyte 1984, Burgess 1984, 1985). Figure 7.1 (below) is a 
schematic representation of this methodological procedure, demonstrating the links 
between the ranges of techniques made use of in the field. This chapter explores 
how that process took shape, drawing in experiences with participants to illuminate 
points. Sometimes the experiences merged into each other, where for example, I 
would start an observation and find a group discussion taking place or I would start
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in a group and come away with a meaningful shared experience with one person 
from that group. This merging of techniques became a strategy in itself as it gave the 
responsibility of participant experience back to the participant, and my role as 
manipulator became minimised, and my reliance on ‘remaining open to the 
outcome’ strengthened (Heron 1992). Following this strategy also meant that 
flexibility was imperative in maintaining the openness to the field, the participants 
and the nature of the shared experience.
7.2 MEETING WITH PARTICIPANTS.
Due to the nature of the Cypriot way of life, based in part, on a system of ‘who you 
know’I found setting up interviews (e.g. through letters of introduction and/or 
telephone calls) complicated. Approaching people on the street - random sampling - 
was completely unsuccessful (examples of this are shown later in this chapter). Being 
a ‘stranger’ meant I did not have fiEcrov (networking power) and there emerged a 
suspicion of who I was working for and what my intention was. Typical comments 
would include:
*^ What channel [T.V.] are you from?’*
‘What do I get if I tell you things?”
Even introducing myself as a student from England was met with rebuff. After 
numerous attempts, almost all to no avail, meetings with participants had a specific 
type of introduction. This I have called the pre-interview phase.
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THE PRE-INTERVIEW PHASE
Essentially, to be introduced to a person willing to participate in the research a third 
person was needed. This person would already have some knowledge of my research 
and would introduce me to people that s/he knew. This would then ensure that I 
was no longer a stranger to them. It was as though being introduced by a ‘known’ 
person, formed a sign of approval and this behaviour links back to the honour code 
system as discussed earlier in chapter 4. The respect and honour of the person doing 
the introduction vouched for my honour and this would overcome the initial 
suspicions that I might be someone without any. Once acquainted, the opportunity 
to engage the person as part of the research was available.
Such introductions were a necessary action in order to ensure further meetings. 
Making the intention of my research known, whenever it was appropriate, at the 
beginning stages of the field helped my work. Typical replies would be:
(a)
(b)
“14: I know just the person for you to talk to... I will call her and 
tell her to talk with you.”
“41: Let me call a woman I know. She has an interesting life and 
you should include her in your study.”
Though I was not bound to take include the women I met, and they were not 
coerced into taking part, the introduction served to be a valuable starting point. The 
main feature to note regarding the use of a third person is that almost invariably it 
would be male (as in both these examples). Through their interest and introduction 
to other women I found myself connected to a network of women that I could move
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among and leam about. Initially I was hesitant about accepting this form of 
introduction to women, from men, as I was unclear as to the degree this male 
involvement would colour my research. Questions which constantly came up for me 
were;
1. What was the ‘pay-off for this man to introduce me to this 
woman?
2. Why has this man introduced me to this particular woman and 
what, if anything is on the hidden agenda?
It was difficult to accept all introductions on face value and I would approach the 
first meetings with as much caution as they approached me. Male members of the 
community would present themselves to me as authority figures on women’s 
opinions, feelings and/or experiences and would know of a woman that I might find 
interesting for my study. Early on, I discovered that the ‘pay-off for the third person 
was around showing me that the ‘traditional values’ of Cypriot society still existed 
and that women were happy as they were and did not want to change. This was 
deduced in part, based on observations of conversations with the introducer and in 
part, on my intuitive reaction to the experience.
In making contact, the introducers needed to mention me as a known person, thus 
establishing me as part of the honour system. This emerged as a successful route to 
meeting potential participants, as I wanted people that I had not met before to be 
involved.
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7 3  INTERVIEWS
This was the main technique for gathering primary data and was either taped or not, 
lasting between 30 minutes and four hours (with long sessions only part taped). 
Interviews took place in three different settings; at the place of work, in the homes, 
or in designated areas of my living space. On a few occasions, the participant would 
choose, a public place, such as a patisserie/cafe. I tended to leave the decision of 
location to the participant, either whether it was more convenient for her, or, more 
confidential for her.
Women choosing to be interviewed at their place of work asked more questions and 
needed more reassurance regarding the extent of anonymity and confidentiality. 
Most asked questions about content-confidentiality and about who would be reading 
my work, wanting to know how I intended to use the interview with them and if they 
would he identifiable. After reassurance regarding confidentiality and anonymity, 
the interviewing process began, though some remained cautious throughout. For 
example one woman, referring to mythology and role models for women, began 
talking about her interest in one particular character because they had the same 
name. She looked at the tape recorder and then said to me, as she avoided saying 
her own name:
“71:1 would just read mythology. I was interested in mythology as 
a whole without having a particular favourite. I think I was 
particularly intrigued with stories evolving round a particular 
person only because we happen to have the same name.”
It was within the confines of instances such as the one above, that the women 
interviewed at their place of work would refer to themselves, using T . Mostly, there 
was a detached-ness about the conversations and the limited time available would
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restrict the building of a relationships Those interviewed in their own homes, or in a 
segregated area of my living space, appeared less worried about the issue of 
confidentiality, and more eager to answer questions. Those interviewed in their 
homes came across as heing less shy and more willing to open up with regard to their 
experiences. I found keeping the conversation personal, in that the individual talked 
about and referred to her own experiences, was less of a task here.
My expectations from reading various accounts of interviews by other researchers 
(such as those by Liebow 1967, Glazer 1972, Reinharz 1988), gave the impression of 
sessions somewhere between a confessional and an unburdening and, sometimes it 
was like this. What was more typical of the interviews though, was a singular kind of 
hanter between two women touching on various issues (Oakley 1981). The task of 
transcribing the tapes, translating them into English and then working on the 
translated transcripts, which needed to be searched through, read and re-read, as well 
as listened to over and over, to be able to find a specific quote, or a captivating 
phrase.
As interviewing became a more rewarding experience, I was able to relax into it, 
being led by the participant, whilst I looked out for my particular themes of interest. 
Although I felt that I was right in labelling the nature of Cypriot society as 
‘patriarchal’, I also felt that it would be a mistake to impose that presumption on the 
thinking of the participant. Instead, I listened out for what they thought their society 
was like. The comments helow are typical of the statements women would make:
(a)
“71: ... I think there’s been a change in attitudes as regards 
women working ... the attitudes in the past used to be the woman’s 
place is in the home...there has been a very gradual gradual
 ^Approximately 85% of the women interviewed at their place of work were only met once.
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change, a very slow change ... but we still have a very long way to 
go a very long way ...”
(b)
“23; Their role was what? wife and mother, that was her main 
object in life it was to marry and to have children ... it was a very 
patriarchal society with many feudal concepts I feel and I felt so ... 
I would say it is cryptchpatriarchy with a fake liberation ... but 
this may slowly change, this is only my own attitude...being in a 
patriarchal society there is more flexibility for how society 
approaches men than how it approaches women although the rules 
are probably the same the social approach is different..”
I was sure in these cases not to mention the word patriarchy or to refer to the social 
system in Cyprus as male dominant, at least until the women had expressed in their 
own words what they felt Cypriot society to he like.
Conversations brought a sense of safe-ness into a pre-contrived atmosphere and the 
participants appeared to feel comfortable relaxing into the sharing and becoming 
more open, touching on subjects at a deeper level as they were left to explore without 
the interruption of my guiding questions. For example, when talking about what she 
felt was the desperate failure of her marriage, one participant opened up slowly (over 
a period of several session) and began to talk at length about the difficulties she 
faced:
“64: We are together because we don’t have the strength to do 
anything eke. There have been lots of times that I have told my 
husband that I want him to leave because we have many problems 
that we can’t solve..”
The time spent with each participant varied and in some cases can he viewed as a 
lengthy process. The main shortcoming being, that taping the complete encounter 
was not viable, meaning that some parts of the encounter would not be recorded
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verbatim, but from memory immediately after the session, had heen completed and I 
was alone. Even with this shortcoming, the conversational approach was preferred 
because if felt more congruent with the field, where the participant touched on the 
issues I was interested in without my prompting. This also meant that the 
participant was less likely to be focused on the acute nature of my research intention. 
I found that I could get a deeper insight into the interconnections of actions and 
events as the participant saw them and not as I might have imposed them. I also felt 
that the women were more able to say what they wanted to say and what they felt was 
important to them, rather than what they imagined I wanted to hear. For example, 
this woman found it difficult to admit to people that she felt lonely since her 
husband had died and that over the years she has felt she had no-one to turn to for 
what she saw as her mounting problems:
“65: ...there is anxiety and anxiety bothers me very much. There is 
no one ... there is no^ne ... you go to that bed at night to sleep 
(points towards her bedroom) and there is noone. What can I do? 
Tell me? (tears) ... I have a son in England. He says I will take 
you to England you wiü rest but I need to work, I cant just sit 
there”
Therefore, the main style was conversational and less formal than an interview 
(Oakley, 1981), where sampling was done on a random convenience level (Shipman 
1981, Cohen Sl Manion 1992) through casual acquaintance with women we would 
arrange to meet at another time to talk more. People with prior knowledge of my 
research intention were not included as participants as this would jeopardise both 
reliability and validity. Reliability as I could never be sure whether I would be getting 
rehearsed answers or truth; and validity, in that my one-to-one sample would include 
people whose prior knowledge, interest and alliance would be with me as their
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relative or friend^ etc. The intentional rationale behind this reasoning being to
negate the effect o f researcher pleasing’ -where the participant strives to respond in
the way they feel the researcher wants, rather than how they feel (Reinharz 1988). 
Shulamit Reihnarz (1988) talks about how an interview takes place on two roles. The 
first is where the participant and researcher get to know each other and build a 
degree of trust. The second is that during the first part of the interview, the 
interviewee may feel the need to connect with the researcher by trying to please her. 
This would occur during the first minutes of the interview, where I found the 
interviewees would try to please me by giving answers to questions or say things that 
they presumed I wanted to hear. A  common example was as the one below. I was in 
conversation with a woman in her late thirties, and early on we started on the subject 
of marriage. She hegan to tell me how unhappy she was and that if she had the 
chance again or been in my position she would not marry as I had not. I asked what 
made her decide to marry and she replied:
“64: Because 1 thought that the aim of a woman was to get
married and have a family... wrong, yes, but I believed it.”
As she said this, she looked to me for approval wanting some kind of sign that she 
had said the right thing. Identifying that my being of ‘marriageable age’ and still 
single meant I did not approve somehow of marriage and that my study with women 
must mean the same. This view was held by approximately 40% of those interviewed 
on first meeting me.
At the time I suspected that maybe she thought I did not believe in marriage myself 
since I was still single, and discovered that I needed to be aware of times when, not
 ^Although I made a decision not to interview this group of people, they nevertheless provided not more than 
30% of observational material.
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only what I said but also what I represented for the participant, might get in the way 
of the true expression of their feelings. Almost all the interviews conducted with 
women over 30 years of age included some sort of ‘approval’ as in the next example. 
Participant 35 and I had met and talked on a number of occasions. Once she felt 
she had gained my friendship, and after ascertaining my age and marital status 
wanted to give me some advice. She was in her late twenties and had heen educated 
outside Cyprus, and working as a psychologist when I met her. Her advice was:
“35; Do not marry because feel you must now hurry up. It is not 
good to think it is too late. To many a man you really do not love 
you will be not happy.”
Having just divorced at the we met, it was as if she wanted to warn me against 
marrying at a young age, as she had. She explained to me that my life is too precious 
to allow someone else to rule it and talked about the initial acceptance of her role as 
wife, followed by the despair and guilt she felt at the sense of loss after the divorce 
had been finalised by the Creek Orthodox Church. Participant 35 would return to 
her own life experience and use it as a warning to me, at times pleading with me to 
“leam from the mistake of others”. . Where some participants searched for approval 
from me, more than 65% of the sample of participants felt ‘protective’ of me. O f 
this percentage more than half were women.
More typical reactions to my unmarried status were: “a pretty young educated girl like 
you should not he having trouble getting married, and it is time for you to start a 
family.”, (participant 44) or “ you should not be having these troubles, and with an 
education you don’t need such a big dowry anymore..” (participant 36). These kind 
of statements would be followed with the offer of their son, nephew, grandson etc., 
the implication within the statement of their expectation for someone like me, gives 
an insight into the internalised norms of the social structure - like noticing
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something that is so common no-one thought it worth mentioning specifically 
(Bahhiel979).
Although one-to-one conversations were insightful and provided me with a lot of 
data, I found that they had a few drawbacks. Firstly, I found that since both the 
women and I felt more comfortable in conversational mode rather than structured 
interviewing, each encounter would he lengthy. Consequently, I found taping the 
whole encounter difficult. Thus, I felt the need to compromise between taping parts 
of it and having to choose when to turn on and off the recorder, as inconspicuously 
as I could so as not to disturb the flow, or I would tape none of it and retreat into 
isolation straight after the encounter in order to write down the interchanges as 
faithfully as possible.
Secondly, I found that some of the participants wanted to re-assure me, to set the 
scene of their life-histories for me, that I might not mis-understand them or the 
difficulties they had faced in their lives. Feeling comfortable with me, the women 
would describe important events and/or circumstances in their lives in order that I 
might better understand their present actions.
This was a drawback with regards to time, but as a process, it was precious to watch 
and to experience. A  typical example is a woman who insisted on telling me her 
medical history so I could better understand her hardship - by way of excusing her 
‘humble’ home and her tired appearance:
“65: M) Ufe is very hard (pause) because (pause) my husband 
died (pause) about ten twelve years ago (pause). He left me with 
all the work, Î found it very (pause) I am ahne, about fourteen 
years ago I had a big operation you need to know this, 1 had an 
operation on my breasts, I have a problem with my sugar level, 
look my hands tremble, I have a problem with my spine and yet I 
still work.”
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It was for two main reasons that I decided it was best to allow for the women to build 
their own security around me. First, if the women felt I would understand and 
accept them more, because I knew certain experiences about their lives such as which 
operations they had, how much they are paid by the hour and how their husbands 
treated them, then I did not want to hinder them. More importantly for me though, 
was my own agenda. I was interested in the way they looked back on the experience 
they were describing and how they used that to understand and explain the present 
moment - using reflection to understand and leam from their previous experience.
This process became a feature not only of one-to-one sessions, but also in group 
discussions. In the next section, I describe the accidental way in which I discovered 
that group observation/discussions was a rich source of primary data.
7.4 GROUPS
As a strategy, it was unclear prior to entry to the field how observing groups would 
manifest. The idea was to watch, somehow, be a part of and distant to (Liebow 
1967). One of the first encounters took place when I had been invited to dine with a 
family I had only recently met. Having finished the meal we continued to sit around 
the table discussing various issuesL During the course of the conversation, I was 
asked how long I intended to stay in Cyprus and what was the purpose of my 
research. I tried to explain briefly, saying that I was interested in how we use our
 ^This is a Cypriot custom. It is considered hospitable to enjoy a meal, exchange thoughts and ideas and to be 
able to return to the meal at any point.
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experiences to understand our lives, without wanting to enter into a monologue 
about my work and without wanting to elaborate further. What followed fascinated 
me. With little input from me thereafter, a discussion ensued around the statement I 
had made. It appeared as though all present around the table had something to say, 
male and female and they all wanted to be heard. Two of the women had previously 
declined an interview with me and yet spoke prolifically around the table.
Reflecting on this for some days later, I wondered whether it was a coincidence that 
this had occurred or whether there was a possibility that I might re-experience this 
phenomenon and made the decision to try out a similar practice of introducing my 
research to a different gathering. A  few days later, this time of a group of younger 
people (in their mid to late twenties - the previous group was a family group with age 
ranges between 30 and 60 plus the researcher) I tried again. W e were gathered in a 
public setting in the evening, the group had initially consisted of about fifteen people 
but at this point seven were left including myself. I made a comment about how the 
way we live our lives helps us to understand events that happen to us and also added 
that, I had not yet been able to define the place of Cypriot women in Cypriot society 
and was unable to find anyone else who knew. Knowing that this was a more 
provocative statement than the one I had made a few days earlier I waited to see what 
would happen. Again, without further input, the discussion amongst the group 
continued for almost two hours and was often heated. There were three main 
speakers in this group, two female and one male, although the rest of the group, 
excluding the researcher, contributed at various times. I did not find the answer to 
the ‘place of Cypriot woman in Cypriot society’ hut I did hear how the women felt 
they fitted in their mirco-cosmos.
These encounters tended not to he recorded since on the occasions that I did the 
taping detracted something from the spontaneity of the group responses as they tried
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to phrase and direct their discussion into the microphone. My experience was that 
everyone in the group had a view to express and an opinion that wanted to be heard.
Much of the data from this technique is in the form of researcher reflection. In one 
or two cases, I was able to gather reflections from a participant in a group at a later 
meeting. Of the active methods that required direct researcher participation, such as 
groups, data emerged containing statements from personal experiences. I found that 
people who were unwilling to enter into an interview situation with me were 
comfortable enough to express their opinions in a group situation.
I did not purposely set ahout to create any of the group interactions with a view to 
generating a data gathering discussion. As I participated with others I looked for 
opportunities whereby I could encourage a discussion to take place. Sometimes a 
light, short exchange would follow and then the subject dropped. Other times more 
serious and lengthy discussions would ensue. In all cases I was known to at least one 
member of the gathering. The rest were usually people known to each other. I 
found this the best way to work. Having no or little prior knowledge of the people 
present kept me more vigilant to the possibility of bias. Knowing I was not aware of 
their lives and hence uninformed ahout the way they may have been affected by 
previous experiences, made it difficult for me to be critical of their expressions.
The size and make-up of the groups varied as I was not selective about either of these 
variables and tried mostly to remain open to the flow of the field. Groups were 
generally of mixed gender, age and professions. Sometimes they were a family group 
related to each other and sometimes not.
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7.5 OBSERVATIONS
Primary data collected from observations formed part of the triangulation method for 
crosschecking reliability (Cohen <Sl Manion 1989, Patton 1990) and opened up the 
sources of data collection to situations that I would have changed on entering, or had 
no access to (examples helow). This was a clean way of keeping researcher bias in 
check (Cohen &  Manion 1989, Patton 1990). Sometimes observations would stem 
from a one-to-one session, from a shopping trip, or from a family commitment. 
Other times situations would be actively sought and some observation would merge 
into a group encounter. The lines of division are hence haiy and arbitrary (see also 
appendix seven “The Female Human Chain”), but nevertheless useful as signposts 
for the discussion at hand.
7.5.1 PEOPLE WATCHING
This covers a whole range of situations and prefaces the rest of the discussion on 
observation, in that as a researcher on fieldwork, I was continually taking notice of 
the people around and my main concern was to blend out of the fore-ground, into 
the background. More often I was within hearing distance and could add what I was 
hearing to my experience of the interactions. Occasionally, it was necessary to keep a 
distance, in order to watch without disturbing the natural balance of the field.
An example of the latter type of situation, is the environment of the - 
(cafeneon - coffee shop) Traditionally a haven for menfolk of a village, coffee shops 
were not frequented hy women and indeed villagers thought it was dishonourable for 
a woman to he seen in a coffee-shop. To enter into the environment would have 
been to disturb the natural flow. During the fieldwork, I found general observations 
provided a rich source of data, which although not directly part of the hypothesis,
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served as a contextual understanding of the interactions between the inhabitants. 
This in turn, related to understanding how the main structure researched here, the 
Cypriot honour code system, affected the social order. For instance, posture, eye- 
contact and head movements were codes of intimacy and leamt behaviour which 
denoted levels of honour as will be referred to in Part three of the thesis. This was 
also reflected in the genders differently.
One example of how levels of honour are reflected in body language was observed 
whilst with a family in Nicosia, where I had been invited to dine with an introducer 
and his family (as defined earlier, the introducer was someone who would put me in 
contact with potential participants). Having finished the meal, we were still sitting 
around the kitchen table when the father asked his two children to help their mother 
clear away the dinner plates. The son, aged eleven, complained of being too full and 
too tired and remained seated. The daughter aged nine, also said she did not feel 
like it, she was too hot and too full and remained seated. The introducer responded 
immediately by shouting at the girl to get up and help her mother, deriding her for 
her insolence. To this response the girl rose from her seat, lowered her eyes, drooped 
her shoulders and began to clear the table. The introducer then turned to me to 
explain that he had not brought up his children to he insolent and began to 
apologise for the behaviour of his daughter, citing it as ‘showing off in front of the 
guest’.
The example here highlights a clear distinction being made between the son and the 
daughter, where the father felt that the daughter had been insolent in answering 
hack, yet the son was not. Throughout this exchange the mother did not speak at all 
or indicate in any obvious way how she felt about the exchange. I noticed 
particularly that she deliberately continued with her tasks without glancing towards 
the table or hesitating in her motions.
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Another example of the gender interactions typical of the older generation of 
Cypriots was a more conservative and reserved, almost timid approach. The 
generation including up to thirty year olds, are more intimately aware and close, 
appearing more able to be tactile and forthright concerning their wants and needs. 
Eye contact is more engaging and I sensed a more relaxed feel to their encounters in 
public. In contrast, I would watch the older generation almost involuntarily stiffen 
and engage in interaction from a distance before reaching each other. A  formality 
would emerge between them and their interactions were carefully measured and 
would seem to me understated. This reminded me continuously of the type of 
learning that I had been told about and read about in the way that the Cypriots used 
to live before the tourist boom and the exodus to universities in more Westernised 
countries.
There were examples of this kind of interaction present daily. There was a sense of 
‘seeing it coming’ for me. At weddings, funerals, shopping trips etc., as the two 
people spotted each other and approached to greet, their shoulders would go back 
slightly, the women rarely would meet the eye contact of the man. Their greeting 
would he informal, yet carry a sense of deference in the posture, tone of voice and 
eye contact of the women. The men would appear less tense, slightly uneasy but not 
uncomfortable and they would demonstrate more control of the conversation, often 
being the one to start and end it. This example depicts the ‘traditional’ public 
encounter between men and women, not related. The distance and the tension 
characterising the learning experiences of people taught that engaging in any 
interaction with the opposite gender was enough to sully the reputation of the girl’s 
family and shame the male involved (Peristiany 1965, Balswick 1973).
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7.5.2 MEDIA WATCHING
Over the last decade in particular, the Republic of Cyprus has seen a media 
explosion and from the moment I arrived in the field, the power, and influence of 
the media was evident and was without question to be included in the body of the 
research. Television, radio, newspapers and magazines have begun to fill the gaps in 
the market and the inhabitants are introduced to other existences and ways of being.
In the 1970’s the sole television channel (Paôio^&vtKo lôpvfia KvTupov P i/r  —RIK  ^
was broadcasting for only a few hours a day. Predominately the programming was 
concerned with the national crisis with little air time left for recreational or 
entertainment scheduling. Newspapers were predominately read by the men in the 
Ka^svia (Kafenia -coffee shops) since it was a ‘luxury to buy and take home’ 
(Participant 41) and women did not frequent coffee shops. The few magazines that 
were circulating at the time were bought by those who could afford also to buy 
newspapers and were monthly editions.
Presently the Republic of Cyprus has three television channels of her own, two more 
imported from Greece, can receive the Turkish channels and using a satellite dish 
can pick up many more Middle Eastern Stations as well as the British Bases television 
station"*^ . The dominant position of the television in most households demonstrates 
how central its role has become. Imported soap-operas and new formats for 
discussion programmes have filled the air-waves. Its effect is not gender-based or 
even confined to the younger generation - my experience of it was widespread. Most 
of my interview-times with participants in their homes rested on which soap opera
Since the fieldwork ended, the broadcasting network in Cyprus has continued to expand. Therefore, it is 
important to note that the reflection in this thesis is on the media status as it was at the time data was collected.
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they were following. Since most are broadcast daily and with channel-hoping it is 
possible to watch soap-operas from the early afternoon right through till close down 
on some days of the week meeting with people was challenging. The soap operas, 
mainly American and Brazilian, are televised with Greek subtitles.
There are numerous examples of how such programmes have begun to dictate family 
priorities. For one example, I was invited to visit a family living in Nicosia with the 
intention of interviewing the 23 year old daughter at some time in the future. While 
I was there, the sister of the mother, and her husband, arrived for a visit. It was 
explained to me that they lived in the Troodos mountains and would only come into 
town when they needed supplies. My visit lasted for longer than I had anticipated 
and I was there for approximately 3 hours. The visiting sister began to gesture to her 
husband that she wanted to leave and began to pace. Her husband, busy with 
something, was delayed a while and by this time a soap opera had started on the 
television, which I subsequently discovered was the family favourite. The sister 
refused to leave until the episode was over, even though by that time it would be dark 
and the roads leading to their village would he hazardous^. Her husband insisted 
they leave and switched off the television. Though she became evidently angry and 
was distracted, she did not attempt to stay. The host family apologised to me for the 
‘embarrassing’ scene that had occurred and switched on the television to watch the 
rest of the episode.
On another occasion, a group of families gathered for a birthday and I was invited by 
one of the female participants to join the gathering as their guest. Around 9 o’clock, 
the television, which was switched on in the background to the festivities, became the
 ^At the time o f writing, the majority of the Troodos roads were built single laned and ascended the mountains 
using hair-pin curves.
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focus as more than half of the gathering -women and men - began to watch one of 
the most popular soaps operas being broadcast, “The Bold and the Beautiful”. The 
festivities were paused and after the episode had finished the party ended. Yet other 
occasions included people re-scheduling meetings so as not to miss a particular 
episode of this or that soap opera, since they had read that something spectacular was 
about to happen in this episode.
In addition to fictional programmes, the Cypriot broadcasting companies have tried 
to inject a more ‘awareness’ based format into some of their programming schedules. 
Though these vary from channel to channel, the Church sponsored channel, Aoyog 
(Logos), for instance, ensures that the programmes broadcast, although not all 
religious in content, do not contain material that offends or opposes the orthodox 
faith. It should also be noted that radio stations have also adopted a similar style in 
entertainment, aping many western European formats.
In addition to the television and radio input, magazines and newspapers have filled a 
large gap in the consumer market. As in most Western European countries, the 
magazines cover a variety of topics and include material imported from Greece, 
America, Britain and France. O f particular interest were the magazines being 
marketed as family magazines, with examples including To IIspoStKo iDo Perotiko - The 
Magazine] and £eXtSsg[SeleedeS' Pages]) that have cornered a large part of the market 
and are similar in content, lay-out and marketing techniques. Both To IIspoStKo and 
EEÀ.IÔEÇ are weekly magazines and cover issues that vary from medical and family 
subjects, to scientific reports. The front cover is almost invariably (with the exception 
of election issues and some Christmas issues) a photograph of a woman, or women, 
who are semi-clothed and/or in compromising positions (see appendix 6 for example 
covers). Participant 71 expressed a clear opinion of her view of the popular 
magazines:
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‘71: 1 don’t think there is a word to describe it. the cover is 
pornographic, there are certain articles inside which could be 
considered politico-scientific, some aspects of it are family 
orientated and others are just gossip orientated.”
She admitted that she did read the articles inside but would not actually buy any of 
the magazines herself. Participant 71 also said that, as with most households, it was
her husband who brought the magazines home. She was sure that the front cover
photograph was the impetus for his buying the magazine and not the content.
In order to compete with the influx of foreign material, Cypriot magazines appear to 
have moved heavily into sensationalist reporting. Their stories probe the private lives 
of those who have become victims and the reporting is designed to pull the reader 
with graphic photography. Even when a story has yet to be confirmed it is run 
without due concern of the consequences to those involved. The dishonouring and 
shaming is therefore on a larger scale. Participant 71, a senior court official who had 
been educated abroad, spoke at length of the collusion between the media and the 
authorities in their endeavour to uncover signs of dishonour.
“71.•....it shouldn’t get away with what it does because there are 
laws against this sort of thing, but another disturbing case was 
where the police raided a massage parlour on the grounds that it 
was used to promote pornography and they arrested three girls .... 
there they showed the raid. One of the TV. stations was already 
there. They’d been informed there was going to be a raid, there 
were ready with the camera to film the whole thing. They rushed 
in, came out with three ladies, full face to the camera, published 
their names on TV. and the next day, a few days later the public 
was informed on T V  that no charges were brought against them 
because nothing transpired, but despite that, knowing the 
mentality of Cypriot society those girls now will probably have a 
pretty hard time in trying to prove that they’re not what they were 
made to appear to be when the police first rushed in .... the seed 
has been sown.
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This participant makes it clear that despite the retraction made by the media, the 
sensationalism of the original report of the raid and the fact that the women were 
identified meant that the stigma remained. Centring the research around women, I 
concentrated most on articles and programmes which were about or involved 
women. Most of the cases therefore, were wife-beating and child abuse. I did find 
some articles (though not many programmes) which were about the achievements of 
women. Although the press, particularly, has changed over the last decade, evidence 
of women’s lives is minimal. The input of the media supplemented the idea that 
what is experienced by each individual is reinforced by the socially accepted norms 
and values of the society, since the media acted as the upholder of the same.
7.5.3 RELIGION WATCHING
Although the Republic of Cyprus is a religious society the power of the church has 
started to diminish in recent years, unlike its wealth, which makes the Creek 
orthodox church in Cyprus one of the richest landowners (Triseliotis 1977). Due to 
the church’s unique place in the social structure, many religious Cypriots donate or 
bequeath their land to the church. It has its own power and is in its nature a 
political institution. Preaching from the pulpits is not an uncommon sight and the 
Creek Orthodox Church bases its right to be involved in these matters because it sees 
itself as the only ‘true’ crusader and fighter for the continuation of Hellenism. The 
initial observation was that the effect of religion was often two-fold on the 
inhabitants. Some people it ‘scared’ into subservience by its ‘power over’ and far 
reach into society, with views on divorce, abortion, social status, dress etc, and others 
it appeared, followed the church faithfully without questioning. For this group of
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people the Greek Orthodox Church provided a sanctuary from their problems and 
above all hope. Participant 64, in her late 30’s works in a factory. She spoke of how 
her faith has supported her and that without that frame ‘to hold her up’ she would 
not keep going.
“64: What is more beautiful than to be a good Christian? You 
are protected. If you have faith you don’t need to be scared, not 
even from bad friends or from drugs, or theft or from bad 
people.... Matcapt f/wsfi]! could turn back time...”
Apart from personal faith that was described by the participants illuminating what 
Creek Orthodoxy meant for them, observations on the ways in which the church 
permeated social strata in order to maintain access to the masses were also 
enlightening. With its own radio and television station, and a voice in the House of 
Representatives, the Creek Orthodox Church has managed to demonstrate to society 
its wider interests and to maintain its influence on the changing society^. From these 
various pulpits, the priests preach the orthodox doctrine. One of the formal 
interviews that I conducted was with a highly placed representative of the Creek 
Orthodox Church in the Republic of Cyrpus. Having applied through the 
appropriate channels, an audience was granted so that the Church could contribute 
its view on the place and role of Cypriot woman in society. Prior to meeting the 
official a set of questions and topics to be discussed was sent for approval by his 
office. The Church Official met my male chaperon and myself in his chambers, 
during his lunch hour, and allowed the session to be taped. Though he selectively 
answered the questions on the list he did nevertheless provide insightful images of 
the ‘rightful place’ of woman and how the church worked towards encouraging 
women to take on this mantle. While we were discussing the roles of women in
 ^ Archbishop Makarios III epitomized the reverence of Religion when Politics and Religion were embodied and 
entrusted to him, by becoming the President of Cyprus, during the Islands’ most difficult times after gaining it’s 
independence from British Rule in 1960.
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society I asked his Holiness why nuns did not perform the holy services, as is now 
becoming common in other Christian countries, with the acceptance of female 
Priests.
45:- They do not perform, not only the nuns but generally, they do 
not have the right of priesthood as women ...in order to perform the 
holy service you must first have been given the blessing, the mystery 
of the priesthood, and this mystery is not given by our church to 
women...Christ sought out his disciples and his disciples were aü 
men.”
His Holiness continued to explain the position of the Creek Orthodox Church 
philosophy and talked at length on the appropriate role of women within the family 
and the necessity of her servitude to her father and husband in particular as is 
enshrined in the vows of holy matrimony. The text of this interview is reproduced 
in Appendix 4.
Participant 71 highlights the popularist view of the Church below. This was a view 
that I came across amongst many of the inhabitants, though not all would be 
prepared to state it so clearly in a group environment. This dualism was however 
present throughout the age group and social strata, where new influences have 
brought questions regarding the role models set out by the faith, in particular those 
that are set out in the extreme, such as to he either virginal or disgraced.
“71: [the church is] not as patriarchal, not as influential and its 
not as attractive ...it’s losing out and people are moving away and 
I think maybe the church itself is at fault”
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7.5.4 SELF WATCHING
Although not part of the direct field activity, researcher actions did at times directly 
influence the field and as such needed to be an informed part of the fieldwork 
process. When retreating to the designated living space I was able to look back at my 
actions and interactions and try to make sense (Reason 1992)(see figure 7.2 for a 
diagrammatic representation of this process). This would often give me some insight 
which I was able to take into the next day in the field and be aware of.
Giving time to my own learning and identifying experiences as separate to the field, 
or the changes that were happening in the field due to the participant actions was 
part of the field work struggle. During the fieldwork distinguishing between 
researcher principle and researcher integrity caused dilemmas that needed to be 
addressed as part of the process of data collection. Not wanting to disturb the field, 
yet becoming entangled in the daily lives of the participants looking to the researcher 
for, in some cases, rescue, meant that adherence to stringent boundaries of 
professionalism was often a greater task than originally anticipated.
Part of being aware of the self of the researcher in the field for instance was, being 
aware of unspoken rules of etiquette and social expectations and ensuring that leamt 
behaviour of the researcher and preconceived ideas brought into the field were in 
check. However, being identifiable as part of the community meant combating the 
stereotypical ideal of woman that formed part of the process of the research and 
would sometimes interfere with my interactions with both women and men. In the 
main I was not able to ‘put my life away’ while I was in the field, be it the need of the 
participants to identify with me or my own convergence with their stories and 
stuggles. Thus the question; How much did my own need for emancipation inform 
my research choice and how far did my research choice become a vehicle for my own 
‘unfinished business’? became more relevant as I began to enact a process of 
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confrontation which I had spent a large part of my personal life preparing for. 
Whilst in the field a personal tragedy affected the researcher in an untimely fashion 
and began to mirror the victimisation she was seeing in her participants. At this 
point, questioning hidden agendas behind the process was unavoidable. My own 
personal tragedy unfolded during the course of the fieldwork and although I 
questioned seriously the termination of the complete endeavour, I was driven by a 
need to complete the task I had started. Also I did not want to be diverted from my 
intentions by a process which, although untimely, was in its own way a part of the 
fabric of the research experience and has without a doubt influenced the data 
collection and evaluation. There was to be sure the added pressure of continuing to 
model the researcher role, which included competency and professionalism, to the 
participants who were in their own cosmos evaluating the researcher.
7.6 DOING NOT SO WELL
As with most first time researchers, the trial and error of the fieldwork highlighted 
clearly, the point argued earlier regarding methodology planning (Patton 1991). As a 
precautionary measure and to be well equipped once in the field, accounts of data 
gathering techniques, researcher roles, approach to sampling etc. were reviewed in 
depth and those felt to be the most appropriate were chosen and concentrated on. A  
good example of how fieldwork planning being incongruent to fieldwork experience 
is illustrated here.
Prior to entering the field, I reviewed the random sampling technique as felt that it 
would be a good source of independent participants for the research. The idea was
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to maintain anonymity for the participant and increase the sample size. To this end,
I had envisioned potential participants seizing the opportunity to express themselves 
in complete confidentiality and thus being candid.
Once in the field, I took up positions outside shopping malls and streets outside 
popular shops and recreational areas etc in both Limassol and Nicosia. The Cypriot 
people, known for their hospitality can be equally inhospitable when approached in 
a way that does not conform to their socially accepted norms. As a researcher, trying 
to go about my research in a serious and dedicated manner I thought that I could 
approach people casually on the street, with a clip-board and a list of questions. 
Asking questions unannounced of passers-by was treated with more suspicion than 
with interest. My intention was to engage with them in a way that I presumed would 
be safe so I may ask to interview them at some future point. The presumption being 
that they would welcome the anonymity, bringing about greater confidentiality. The 
actuality was very different. Some women would physically push me aside “Tm busy, 
1 dont ivant to talk to you, why should I talk to you” Others would ask which television 
or radio channel I was from or which political party I represented, was the Church 
commissioning this study etc. As I answered that I was an independent student from 
abroad conducting a study in Cyprus, I was met with suspicion and rejection. I made 
a number of attempts for random sampling in this manner on different days of the 
week and different times, however the outcome was always the same, save for the 
occasional response where I was advised “to go and do something useful”.
On relating these experiences to other participants with whom I was beginning to 
build a rapport, I was greeted with laughter and ridicule at having even entertained 
the idea. This exercise became a symbol of my incompetence, and paradoxically 
brought me closer to the participants. Each time it was felt that I was engaging in 
something that was thought of as inappropriate or threatening, for whatever reason,
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the story of the researcher ‘accosting passers-by would be retold. The dishonour 
encased in the action was not clear to me at the time and only became evident as the 
story was being retold and would be closed with words of advice in my direction..
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INTRODUCTION TO PART THREE
Part three of the thesis centres on data analysis and has eight chapters in total. In a 
bid to demonstrate that individual change is a three-stage process, which involves 
reflective experience, questioning internalised truths and the active making and executing 
of choices, data was amassed using primarily qualitative techniques. It is the position of 
the researcher that the process of such change is observed and recorded as the participant 
becomes aware and is involved in an element of retrospective expression. In-depth 
conversations and interviews (both semi-structured and unstructured) with participants, 
hundreds of hours of observation of interactions of members of the field, as well as an 
e3q)loration of the use of symbolism in Cypriot social structures in particular the Cypriot 
honour code system were undertaken to this end
Whilst in the field data on different themes either personal (concerning the 
individual) or social (concerning the community), but in both contexts, examples of 
women and men moving towards self-actualisation are found. The process leading to 
Cypriot women challenging the structures that delineate patterns of behaviour is the 
main issue here.
The empirical analysis quantifies the participant sample, outlining special features of 
the sample that had bearing on the type of results obtained. This was the main 
extent of quantitative undertaking, to ensure the sample was of a wide enough and 
varied enough grouping to be demonstrative of a good cross section of the 
community. The remaining chapters centre on specific social perspectives 
delineating the data for the purpose of extrapolation and analysis.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
EMPIRICAL DATA
8.1 INTRODUCTION
Dominant power systems are maintained and strengthened using structures and 
symbols, such as in this study the Cypriot honour code, which reinforce 
conventional notions of power. Such systems limit wider access to power (Rendel 
1981, Kertzer 1988, Moore 1992) and in experiencing such structures, an individual 
begins to form ‘appropriate’ behavioural patterns (Hobsbawn Sl Ranger 1988, 
Connerton 1989) that enable them to appear productive within the social structure 
of their culture. Exploring how these behavioural patterns take shape was the 
impetus behind the research and the driver to explore how far experiential learning 
forms part of a three-stage ‘process of change’ that is motivated by the ‘formative 
tendency’ (Rogers 1975). A  second element of the study was to demonstrate that Cypriot 
women, who live in a patriarchal culture, perpetuate the existence of that culture through 
their immersion in ritual and symbolic social structures, until a time when such 
embedded behaviour is challenged. The base assumption from the outset was that this 
tendency is an instinctual process within each individual and that we strive for survival in 
the first instance and the accomplishment of our own needs and desires in the second. 
Such leamt behaviours become internalised and act as re-enforcers of the dominant 
superstructure (Rendel 1981, Connerton 1989, Weil &  McGill 1993). Changes 
occur within an established system when using past knowledge (i.e. experience) of a 
situation, an individual chooses to alter an exchange by altering their interaction in 
the exchange.
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The main symbolic ritual researched for this study was the Cypriot honour code 
system, which the researcher considers one of the more dominant superstructures in 
the Republic of Cyprus. The effect of the honour code system on society, and its 
continual adaptation was central to the experiences of the participants, in particular 
the sample of Cypriot women (74% of the interview sample) provided an insight into 
how it affected the way in which they live their lives and how they are struggling to 
influence change, both on an individual and social scale.
Data gathered through empirical and experiential primary and secondary research, in- 
depth one-to-one interviewing, group interviews, observations and co-participation 
served to ground the research in actual experience. The data also demonstrates how 
the central values of the honour code system have ‘adapted’ as the hierarchical order 
of Cypriot society has adapted so that evaluations of the honour code system - 
regarding, for example, a rifiia yvvatKa (Timia Gyneka - good woman) - have changed, as 
Cypriot women have challenged invariably internalised social norms and challenged 
the boundaries which confined them. Such challenges have effectively produced 
conflicting definitions of ‘woman’ within the public and private domains where there 
is a conflict of roles and needs (Ortner 1984, Rosaldo 1984, Lather 1991). Roles 
such as mother and wife, come into conflict with self-determined roles set by 
individual needs, such as professional, community activist and lover. The Cypriot 
woman has been challenged by the dichotomy of her existence and through this 
study some of their experiences have been explored in a spirit of reflective 
exploration and expression. Within an arena of dialogue and dialectical 
development, the participants were able to express and explain their experiences, 
which were recorded in the main using the ‘story’telling’ technique prescribed by 
Reason and Hawkins (1992). Examples of this technique will continue to be 
demonstrated through out the paper.
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8.2 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
Using non-identifiable categories such as age, occupation and marital status, the 
participant sample used for the interviewing is presented in Appendix 3. The eighty- 
one people listed are those met using the sampling technique, involving an 
introducer and who agreed to an interview for the purpose of the research. This 
sample does not demonstrate the full case study interactions as many interactions 
were on a more casual and anonymous level. For example, at social gatherings such 
as funerals and weddings, where observation of ritual and social interactions took 
place, it was not possible to obtain information regarding age etc. of the group 
observed.
8.2.1 THE SAMPLE
The interview participants were chosen using an adapted casual sampling process (as 
discussed in chapter 7) with the final commitment to interview being the 
participant’s choice. Using an introducer, who, as stated earlier, potential 
participants were aware that a study was taking place and were asked if they like to 
spend some time talking to a British Bom Cypriot woman about their lives. The use 
of an introducer was the main adaptation to the casual sampling process and was a 
necessary part of adjusting to the etiquette of the field environment.
The underpinning criteria for inclusion in the process of the research, was an 
expression of interest in taking part. Hence the eighty-one people represented by the 
table in Appendix 3 all expressed a desire to take part and for that reason, the bulk 
of the data gathered (approximately 85% of the total) was based on varying degrees of 
interaction with this group of people and members of their family and friends. The
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extended contact presented by the participant family and friends was the basis for 
group discussions and observations, anc access to an unlimited group of people. 
Appendix 3 does not represent these members of the sample because the criterion - 
explicit interest in participation - was not expressed and the telling of their story did 
not take place. N o person who expressed an interest was excluded intentionally from 
the studyb Participants were not involved in exchanges that they showed were 
difficult for them and were always aware prior to interview that their particular 
stories and life experiences would be used in a study looking at how people live.
In over 90% of the participants that shared their stories and life experiences with the 
researcher, the decision to continue with the interviewing and hence to enter into 
the possibility of deep emotional expression was taken by the participant. O f the 
remaining number of participants (both women and men) with whom I expressed my 
own need to terminate or shorten the interview, I experienced the participant as 
entering into an exchange with me because they felt obliged to rather than because 
they really wanted to or because I had concerns for their safety. In such cases the full 
responsibility of balancing my need to generate and collect data with my need to 
ensure the participant remained in control of the interaction without question 
strongly looking out for the participant.
Overall, the sample was representative of the conditions within which the study was 
taking place and the participants, although mostly female, were from a cross section 
of the communities of Limassol, Nicosia and the surrounding areas. There are 
however, a number of features that are particular to this sample and therefore need 
to be mentioned, since the makeup of the sample has a direct influencing factor on 
the resultant data.
 ^The only exception to this rule regarded members o f the researchers’ family, for reasons o f data integrity.
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FEATURE ONE
As can be seen from figure 8.1 over 70% of the participants interviewed were female. 
This was part of an intentional strategy, since the driver for the research was that 
female participants had the larger voice. The life stories used in the research were to 
demonstrate how women overcome the patriarchal system, which they are taught to 
accept as the norm. The stories that male participants contributed were useful in 
that they served to demonstrate how members of the dominant social structure view 
and experience the same society. It appeared more difficult for the male participants 
to express themselves in terms of their own experience, with a tendency towards the 
use of the third person more frequently in their vocabulary and to refer to the 
experiences of others to illustrate points. There was no interest in forming a balance 
of male and female participants, since the research focus was on how women 
experience change^.
Chart 8.1 GENDER OF PARTICIPANTS
□  Males 
26%
□ Females 
74%
 ^ The changes men experience may warrant another research intention. To include both perspectives in this 
study would only serve to confuse the main issues as outlined in Chapter One.
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FEATURE TWO
The second feature to note is in terms of the ages of the participants Figure 8.2 
diagrammatically represents the spread of the age groups of the interview 
participants. It would appear from that sample that two groups of society have been 
omitted, those in the age group twenty and under and those over seventy. Although 
contact was made with people younger than twenty (and there are some examples in 
Chapter Fourteen) women from either group were not interviewed on either a formal 
or an informal basis. Figure 8.2 is a diagrammatic representation of the group of 
eighty-one participants who expressed the criterion - explicit interest in participation 
-  and there was no clear indication from the under twenties age group. However, 
during many of the group activities and family observations, children and young 
people were present and were included in the process of the research on this level 
predominately. In the same vein, the over seventies group, who were involved in a 
number of group activities, did not form part of the interview group since again, no 
clear expression of intentional participation was made. They were however present 
during many gatherings including, weddings, funerals, social events, outings, family 
situations etc.
Chart8.2 AG E GROUP OF PARTICIPANTS
50-60
10%
20-30
23%
60-70
40-50
30-40
34%
□  20-30
□  30-40
□  40-50
□  50-60
□  60-70
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Having an ‘open poHcy where the participants chose their own level of involvement, 
no attention to the fact that a specific age group of society was not actively taking 
part, was given whilst in the field. In retrospect, these participants may have needed 
more attention or encouragement than was perhaps being given.
During the fieldwork, it became apparent that some inhabitants avoided the subject 
of my research and sometimes me, as if the idea that I was exploring the 
unquestioned was uncomfortable and threatening. The caveat, ‘leave your work at 
home’ would preface a number of occasions that I was invited to attend. Similarly, I 
was also aware that those people who avoided me, or expressed disinterest in the 
research and invitations to participate were younger than twenty. I found that young 
Cypriot women, whilst probably interested would be largely non-committal and 
whilst happy to ‘chat with’ me did not want to take it further. It is also noted here 
that almost all Cypriot males are drafted into National Service for twenty-six months 
on leaving school.
FEATURE THREE
O f the sample interviewed and presented in Appendix 3, over 70% had been 
married at some time, with over 60% of the sample still married. Of the women 
interviewed over 60% were in marriages at the time of the research and 6% were 
either divorced or widowed. There were a small number of participants who did not 
divulge their marital status, even when asked by the researcher, and are represented 
by the ‘don’t know’ bracket. The significance being that the high percentage of 
married women conforms to the expectancy of the culture as to the role of women. 
O f the 27% listed as single (sixteen of the total sixty women interviewed), over 75% 
were in the grouping of twenties to thirties, which is as was expected from the field.
1 6 8
Chart 8.3 MARITAL STATUS OF SAMPLE COMBINED
W I D O W E D
D O N ' T  K N O W
D I V O R C E D .  
5%
S I N G L E
23%
M A R R I E D  
64%
Chart 8.4 MARITAL STATUS OF FEMALE PARTICIPANTS
W I D O W E D
3%
D O N ' T  K N O W  
5%
D I V O R C E D  
3%
S I N G L E
27%
M A R R I E D
62%
FEATURE FOUR
The forth noticeable feature is more to do with type of contact rather than the make 
up of the group. Figure 8.5 illustrates this based on the majority of interaction with 
participants (i.e. conversational, continual, taped or non-taped interviews, and 
correspondence). Evidently, the most common form of contact was conversational 
over a period and is in line with the technique described by Reason <Sl Hawkins 
(1992) and Rosaldo (1984) on oral history. These conversations were not taped
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(invariably at the participants’ request) and took place either in one-to-one situations 
or in a group.
Chart 8.5 TYPE OF CONTACT
CORRE S PONDENCE
UNABLE TO 
CONTACT
CONVERSATION
TAPED INTERVIEW
INTERVIEW
10 15 20 25 30
The interviews (taped and not-taped) also form a large section of data, with many in 
this category being people with high social and/or political positions. Many of these 
people (more than 50%), felt that they wanted to be taped on condition that they 
had access to the tape or a copy of the transcript, which I agreed to. In practice 
however, no copies of the tapes were asked for and the only transcript delivered was 
to the Greek Orthodox Church Offices in Nicosia, where Participant 45 was 
interviewed (the transcript of this interview is presented in Appendix 4).
There were however a number of people who felt that even with anonymity assured 
they did not want to be taped, for two main reasons. These were:
i) Some of those interviewed at their place of work, expressed anxiety about 
the possibility of jeopardising their appointment. A male relative of 
participant 6, introduced us, and she agreed to meet with me at her place of 
work, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The appointment was formally held in
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her offices and though she listed me in her diary, the subject of our meeting 
was omitted. Once we had settled into the reason for my visit and the kind 
of questions I might ask, I took out the tape recorder from my bag and asked 
if she would mind the interview being taped at all. She insisted that I did not 
use the machine and only felt comfortable once she had removed the 
batteries herself. She was apologetic but explained that:
"6: I worked very hard to get accepted here, I want to help you 
hut you must understand how it is for me.”
ii) Other participants felt that what they had to say was so contrary to the 
image that they presented to others, that they did not want to be ‘hindered’ 
or ‘inhibited’ by being taped. They envisaged that they would be 
controversial enough to shock me in their views and would indeed on 
occasion shock themselves as they talked, provoking an emotional response in 
themselves. Often following such testimonies, the participant would 
apologise for the expression but rarely for the content.
On both occasions, I observed the participant request. This sharing of experiences 
would take on a confessional type sense, where it would appear as though the 
participant taking the opportunity afforded by the anonymity to express themselves 
in ways which would not be possible in the natural course of their daily lives. As 
researcher, I was able to utilise this to my advantage and hence the conversational 
approach formed the largest interactive content.
O f the eighty-one in the sample there were four people whom I had tried to contact 
intentionally - i.e. I was introduced to them and we had arranged to meet. For 
various reasons the meetings did not happen. For instance, in one case, there was a 
death in the family; in another, we were unable to find a time to suit both. The 
reason they are included in the overall sample is that they expressed the base
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8.3 QUANTITATIVE CONCLUSIONS
The empirical evidence presented here validates the extent to which participants were 
approached and involved in obtaining accounts of peoples experiences of their 
environment and the phenomenon of the Cypriot honour code system. As 
Appendix 3 demonstrates, a cross-section of society was approached with a conscious 
tendency towards the inclusion of women and this table illustrates only the 
participants that met the base criterion of explicit interest in participation. Though 
interactions with a wider cross-section of the community will be evident through the 
analysis, it is important to note that the participants here formed the basis of the 
intense research and access to members of their family and friends formed part of the 
wider context of the study.
A  curious anomaly that came to light having left the field of study was that Cypriots 
under twenty and over seventy years of age were not represented by the interview 
sample, which depicts the majority of participants as being in the range of 30-50 years 
of age (65% of overall participants). It must therefore, be concluded that the research 
is directed predominately by a section of society that are married, in work and also 
on a political note have within their experience the actual events leading up to and 
including the division of the Island in 19741 Though this was not intentional, the 
research is however, clearly portrays the life experiences of this group over and above 
the other groupings involved.
3 To be sure, all the participants interviewed would have either known of, or were refugees’ in their own 
country. Some even described their role in working with agencies for refugee support and information 
regarding those lost or missing.
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CHAPTER NINE
WOMEN AND EDUCATION
9.1 INTRODUCTION
When Cypriot women began to study overseas in universities, a seemingly 
unbridgeable gap between a growing appetite for education and the demands of the 
Cypriot honour code became evident, there would be no guardian to vouch for 
female purity and honour whilst she was studying overseas. The conflict between the 
patriarchal insistence on female purity (assured by male authority) and the social 
desire for education highlighted tacit codes of conduct which became difficult to 
adhere to. Despite strong moral and cultural views the number of women leaving 
Cyprus to enrol on undergraduate and graduate courses has continued to increase^
Wider access to education has been a key factor in the changes that have taken place 
in Cyprus and the majority of Cypriot women no longer internalise the honour code 
ideology without question. With increased media circulation and the progress of 
technology, education has continued to open opportunities for Cypriot women, 
which were not part of the cultural norm. The possibility of questioning the 
accepted roles dictated not only hy the Greek Orthodox Church and the patriarchal 
system, but also by the configurations of the language, gathers momentum as the 
freedom education provides continues to spread. The construction of the language is 
based on the Female, Male and Neuter terminology, where an object, a role, an
 ^ For the academic year 1988/89 there were 9,410 Cypriot students studying abroad, o f this number 3,696 were 
female and 5,714 were male (Ministry of Statistics and Research 1989).
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action etc. are located within these constructs, prefaced by H  if female, O if male or 
To if neuter. For example, a house is: To Enizi. (Do Spiti) using the neuter, a doctor 
is: O Fiazpog  (O Yiatxos) using the male, love is female; HAyanri (Ee Agapi) etc, hut 
also some roles were existent in both genders such as teacher, which can be either 
OâacTKaÀoçiO Daskalos) or HôaœcaXaiEe Daskala). The setting out in the language 
of the idea that some roles, some feelings, some places are inherent to one gender 
over another embeds the cultural norm to the root of society in everyday interaction.
To be clear though, this has started to change, the reference here is to the traditional 
use of the language, and it should be noted that adaptations to original words has 
begun to take place, with words such as Fiaxpog, adapting to include the female 
equivalent. That Cypriot women are questioning the roles they have so far accepted 
is the issue here, not whether individuals choose to accept or reject those roles, since 
it is the process, which is under exploration more than the actual outcome.
9.2 CRITICAL QUESTIONS
Whilst in the field in 1991, there was a seeming dilemma in play between the desire 
for control over female purity, which would invariably mean no formal education, or 
the educated female who would be subject to speculation and compromised since her 
virtue could be in question whilst absent from the home, overseas, and without a 
guardian. The desire to educate daughters as well as sons was often fraught with 
social fears surrounding the idea that away from home her sexual purity could not be 
counted on. Although arranged marriages have become less the norm, the insistence 
that due regard is given to the same rituals remained at the time the study was 
conducted. The patriarchal structure in the Republic of Cyprus operates 
hierarchically based inherently exploiting gender difference, and is based particularly
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on the sexual purity of the female to secure the family honour where honour and 
shame are the evaluative criteria. That women in Cyprus are choosing education not 
only for themselves but also for their daughters has put the traditional social 
constructs in jeopardy and the role of women in question.
Approaching the subject of education from an ethnological perspective, the 
participants were not asked directly about their educational background. Though the 
kind of occupations that participants were in at the time of the study were noted as 
part of the systematic accumulation of information, there was no direct focus on how 
they got their joh and what exact qualifications came out. It was more the case that 
during the course of the sessions with participants whether or not they were educated 
would come out. During the transcribing and translating of sessions, it would 
become clear whether education and the participant, had been approached. Two 
critical questions were on the agenda for the researcher during fieldwork activity and 
formed the basis of the understanding of the anecdotal accounts from participants. 
These questions were:
1. Has education played a significant role in the way Cypriot 
women make choices and if yes in what way?
2. What effects, other than highlighting conflicting needs, 
been the role of woman in the honour code system and 
the modem Cypriot woman , has education brought up?
Using the evidence from the participants regarding what they felt were the strong 
influences in their lives, and also what they felt contributed largely to their present 
lifestyle, conclusions ahout the role of education per se were drawn. In conjunction 
with social observations, cultural changes were correlated against formal education
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(i.e. resulting in an academic qualification) and informal education. Using the 
artificial boundaries delineated by such correlations four categories became evident 
during the analysis and were reinforced by transcript cross-referencing. These 
categories are; (i.) first impressions; (ii.) purity V ’s education; (iii.) education and 
guilt and (iv.) choosing education. Though there is overlapping to a certain degree, 
of these categories the delineation was necessary in order to cover all the main issues 
raised by the participants with regard to education.
9.3 FINDINGS
As Cypriot women left their parental homes to study overseas, new horizons began to 
emerge for them, as with formal education came the opportunity of wider 
employment options. The qualifications women returned with, enabled them not 
only to search for more fulfilling employment for themselves, but was seen by the 
parents as an addition to her dowry when searching for a potential husband.
O f course it was not only the end-product (the qualification) which Cypriot women 
brought back to Cyprus. The experiences of leaving home for the first time, of living 
alone and of participating in another culture, added extra dimension to their 
education and formed part of the learning process, where the enrolled academic 
course formed the learning content.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
To hegin with, the images and social messages of the host countries resulted in two 
distinct reactions that became evident early on in conversations with participants 
who had studied abroad. Some described their experiences in the host countries as ‘a
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necessary hardship’, and gave the impression that they endured this for the sake of 
gaining higher education. Others would describe an awakening, ‘an exciting time’ 
where they did not know where to start first. The former reaction was often 
conveyed with an edge of fear, where the host country was described using 
terminology which depicted it as dangerous and without tangible codes -  these 
invariably being those of ‘honourable actions’. These participants would talk about 
returning home with relief and would often pause for long periods when 
remembering being away. Initially I assumed that the pauses were moments when 
the participant was reminiscing about what they were missing, imposing my own bias 
on their thoughts. I imagined that I would have longed for the freedom of the new 
and therefore that they would have also. However, on re-reading the transcripts and 
during subsequent interactions, it became apparent that some women found the 
experience of leaving their homes and the security of the cultural norms they were 
accustomed to fraught with difficulty.
For example, ‘Evi’, participant 73, works for one of the government ministries. She 
is forty-two years old and had studied business administration in England in the late 
1960’s. This was her first time away from home and from her anecdotal accounts 
almost regretted going. She was grateful for her education and the career 
opportunity it gave her, but she found the ‘process’ of heing away from her family 
and solely responsible for her actions ‘a hardship’. The impression she gave was one 
of self-blame:
"73: When I went to England I studied for two years. The course 
was very interesting and I kamt many good things.
R: What was it like leaving home for the first time?
73:..(pause) I made a mistake. This is my thought when I saw 
England. When I came to the campus, I said to myself, [Evi] you 
have made a mistake. You see I said to my family, let me have 
the chance. My father said no, but I did not stop until he said 
O.K.... 1 did not like it. There was no one to talk with and no
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one knew me or my family. I saw so many people that I did not 
know ...it was terrible. I came home all the vacations.”
The desperation in her voice was almost tangible as she continued to recall how lost 
she felt on campus and the time it took for her to become accustomed to so many 
new faces and experiences. That ‘Evi’ chose to return to the family home at each 
opportunity it is not an uncommon one amongst students who are homesick, 
however that she chose to return to the safety of the environment she was used to is 
more the issue. In a similar vein ‘Melina’, participant 70 also described her 
experiences in England as difficult. She is younger than ‘Evi’ and had recently 
returned to Cyprus from a university in Manchester.
‘Melina’ lives in Limassol and coming from a town with tens of thousands of 
inhabitants to a city with more than a hundred thousand she felt was overwhelmed 
and disorientated. For many inhabitants, there is a sense of safety in knowing that 
wherever they go on the island, someone will know them or at least have heard of 
their family. As part of the honour code system, the ‘knowing’ relates to being aware 
of social standing, reputation and honour. An individual can be located in the 
socio-cultural strata by the n p i  (timi -  honour) of the family. Leaving this environment 
can disorientate an individual and leave them without definable constructs to help 
them to understand their surroundings. ‘Melina’ talked ahout Manchester heing a 
large place with huses going in all directions and people rushing. She had friends in 
universities in other cities but felt the travelling and the distance too great for her. In 
an attempt to interject another perspective for thought, I ventured to suggest that 
although big, the opportunity to explore was greater, to which ‘Melina’ insisted that 
the place for her was Cyprus.
"R: England can be a big place, I know. Sometimes it’s difficult to 
find your way around....but because its big there is so much to see 
and so much to do.
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70; Give me Cyprus always. AU the time there were so many 
faces. There were noises. I did not know people and when I got
lost I was too scared to ask anybody. We hear so many stories
about how it is in England I did not want it for myself."
Both participants ‘Evi’ and ‘Melina’ expressed a sense of fear of heing ‘contaminated’ 
almost, by the culture they had entered. The environment was different to anything 
they had experienced before. The images that they had preconceived about England, 
from the stories they heard, directly affected the way in which they engaged with 
their environment, and hence shaped their experience of it. Experiences such as the 
examples used here were formed hy 10% of the participant sample, which amounts 
to 30% of the educated female participants^.
In contrast, other women expressed their experiences of studying abroad as an 
awakening and talked about a desire to leam more, to experience the ‘new cosmos’. 
Though there was a sense of trepidation mingled with inquiry, an anxiety combined 
with a need to know, these women saw the opportunity to make a difference to their 
lives within the window of opportunity afforded to them by the fact that they were 
legitimately away from home gaining an academic qualification. ‘Xenia’, participant 
18, lives and works in Nicosia. She is a politically active member of a party left from 
centre and leamt about the existence of women in politics whilst abroad. She freely 
admitted that she was timid and that the idea of leaving home was filled with anxiety 
as she was warned of the dangers she would face. Once on campus, she found that 
not only was she a person in her own right but that she could be accepted and liked 
for herself and not simply because of the family she came from and their social 
standing within the community.
Other participants were 4(female), 5(female), 25(female), 52(female) and 60(female).
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"18: When 1 went away I found out a lot of myself 1 did not 
know. I can talk to anybody and they can like me. I saw that I 
must not just say it is O.K. Things do not change like 
this....(pause) that is one reason I took this job now, to help 
everything change..."
Participant 18 talked about ‘finding’ herself, that although she had begun her studies 
in tourism, which she assumed was the right industry for her on an island where 
tourism was growing, her new experiences changed her direction. She came back to 
the Republic of Cyprus believing it was important to be active in instigating positive 
social policy and legal change and took on a job within a political movement in a hid 
to actualise her aspirations.
Like ‘Xenia’, ‘Niki’, participant 11, talked about becoming more confident once she 
was sure how to find her way around campus. When we met, she was working in the 
helping profession providing emotional and practical support to individuals and 
families in need at the Centre for abuse in the family ( B i a  Z t i v  OiKoyevma W ia  Stin  
Eekogenia - 'B S Ô ) ,  Though she found the scale of American universities daunting at the 
outset, she leamt to enjoy herself whilst there, and remembered with some sense of 
fondness the friends she had made and the time it took her to orientate herself.
"11: Things in America are so big, you know... 1 fek lost just in my 
dorm. The campus was bigger than my village. Everyone was so 
busy rushing everywhere, I needed one semester just to find my 
way...but by my final year I enjoyed being there, but I missed my 
home and I wanted to be home with no stress in my life, like there 
ivas in my life in America."
‘Xenia’, participant 18, and ‘Niki’, participant 11, both demonstrate how the process 
of their education provided experiences that altered the view they had about their
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lives .^ It was more the actual physical presence on campus, away from home that 
encouraged them to explore their own potential. That they also came away with an 
academic qualification was the original intention. Like the examples used here, other 
participants talked about the way they were affected by the culture they entered 
whilst studying abroad (amounting to approximately 60% of the educated female 
participants). More than half the women in the sample who had studied overseas, 
felt that overall it was a good thing to gain the academic qualification and that whilst 
away from home the experiences they gained helped them to make independent 
choices in their lives. They felt strongly that they had changed as a result of leaving 
the home environment, of being somewhere where they were not recognised and 
where the family connections and social standings had no significance, and the 
learning was ahout their own potential as separate to the family ties. Despite this, 
some women felt lost and the desire to return to the comfort and safety of what they 
knew was greater than the desire to experience the unknown (Kertzer 1988, 
Connerton 1989).
PURITY VS EDUCATION
In contrast to the wide-ranging experiences of women who studied overseas, there 
was no apparent indecisiveness from the Cypriot men. The prevailing view was that 
their daughters needed protection. Sending daughters abroad was always a difficult 
decision to make and the fathers felt the burden was greater if the daughter was still 
unmarried. If after they were married, the hushand was comfortable with his wife 
studying abroad, that was not a problem the father could not be held responsible. 
Until such time, as marriage had taken place, the father saw his duty as ensuring his
 ^ Other participants were l(female), 2(female), 3(female), 6(female), 7(female), 8(female), 13(female),
16(female), 22(female), 26(female), 27(female), 31 (female), 32(female), 35(female), 55(female), 56(female),
68(female), 7 l(female),
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daughter’s purity. This was the prevalent attitude of the male inhabitants that 
contributed to the study. One female participant, ‘Cloe’, participant 79, expressed a 
view of education of women which was so incongruent to her other beliefs that I 
suspected it not to be her own, but one she had adopted. My reason for thinking 
this was that the father dominated ‘Cloe’s’ life, even though when I met her she was 
about to marry and was living with here fiancé. Her father was the point of reference 
for any soico-political content we touched on, for economic ideas she held and for 
her views on the ‘duty’ of men and women. Before accepting to talk with me, even 
though she had expressed interest in participating, ‘Cloe’ asked her father and not 
her fiancé, if it was appropriate, and we met her four times and three of these times 
were in the parental home and once was in what would become her marital home 
(still under construction), next door to her parents. Though her parents were not in 
the room during the interviews, they were in the vicinity.
"79: 1 think it is different for you Sylvia, but my father he wants to
protect me. When I m et______ we were at college together. 1
wanted to marry him but my family said no at first. Now we are 
engaged and he is going to go to Wales to finish his masters. I will 
stay with my family until he comes back and then we will be 
married.
R: Don’t you want to go and do your masters also?
79: But I have to wait here with my parents and anyway I cannot 
go abroad alone, I would be frightened.
R: Maybe you could also find a place in Wales so you can study 
together with  .
79: I don’t need a masters Sylvia. My father can only pay for the 
wedding and the house. The furniture I like is Italian and will 
cost him more than he ivas thinking. I would be ungrateful if I 
said I wanted to have a masters. What wiü I do with it after my 
marriage. I wiü be too busy because we want children."
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‘Cloe’ saw that her role in marriage would revolve around children and the care of 
her husband and did not question this with me. Often ‘Cloe’ would remark that life 
is different for me and would choose to emphasise this point whenever I questioned 
her father’s plans for her. Although curious about how ‘Cloe’ felt and what she 
wanted for herself, I understood from this repeated statement of our difference that 
she did not want to talk about it. After our second meeting it was no longer 
appropriate to pursue my curiosity, but I remained convinced that her statements 
reflected the desires of her father more than her own.
Like ‘Cloe’\  other female participants also felt that their role was to bring up 
children. ‘Alexia’, participant 9, a civil servant from Nicosia is another example. She 
is married with no children and we met several times and always at her home, 
arranging to meet for coffee, usually during the afternoon siesta. Like ‘Cloe’, 
‘Alexia’s’ home was next door to her parents’ home. The gardens and front halcony 
were communal. Although I had a number of conversations with ‘Alexia’ she 
preferred not to be taped. The only time she had left Cyprus was for her 
honeymoon to Italy and one visit to her brother who was studying in Greece. This is 
significant because when I asked her whether she had wanted the same opportunity 
as her brother, she said:
“9: I have seen what can happen out there. What am I to do 
with a paper [qualification]. The family is more important and I 
don’t need a paper for a good family.”
The idea that to be educated precluded having a ‘good family life’ was one that 
surfaced on a number of occasions, from both men and women. ‘Bambos’, 
participant 75, felt strongly that he knew what was right for his daughter captures the
 ^ Some other participants who expressed similar stories were 4(female), 5(female), 21(female), 24(female),
25(female), 30(female), 40(female),44(female), 61(female), 63(female), 64(female), 76(female), 79(female) and
80(female).
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mood of many Cypriot fathers. ‘Bambos’ worked to bring to his children 
opportunities that he did not have and felt, as a refugee, the added hurden of 
wanting to provide more than had been lost, in order to compensate for the tragedy 
the family felt. The refugee status ‘Bambos’ had acquired after the events of 1974 
when Cyprus became divided, made him feel the need to prove himself to the people 
around him and to his family. He wanted to show that he was a good father and an 
honourable man, having lost the village he grew up in where his honour was 
established, he was forced to re-create his honour status. With a government grant, 
he set up a small factory making clothes for export. During the guided tour he talked 
with pride of his achievements and the struggle of starting from nothing, 
emphasising that he had created this business himself, that he had fought to support 
his family and more importantly that he was succeeding.
”75:..understand that I know what nry daughter needs. Education 
wiü give her money only. To work in the family business she does 
not need education from a foreign country. She must be happy in 
her life. To be happy she wiü need a good husband. We can find 
a good husband, but he wiü only stay good if she can look after 
him. If she cannot cook or be a housewife, what wiü her 
education give her.
R: I can see that your daughter means a lot to you. Do you know 
if she wants to work in the factory?
75: We lost everything in the invasion....y ou have to understand
that we are starting again she knows that one day I wiü give my
business to my grand<hildren....so it can be a good business she has 
to work here and help us.”
‘Bambos’ was quick to correct my assumption that his daughter may have a 
contribution to this decision. Although I did request to spend time with his daughter 
‘Bambos’ who explained that her duties in the factory meant she had little spare time 
to afford me, and politely declined on her behalf. Clearly, he felt as strongly about 
his daughters’ future as he did about his business and was convinced of the authority 
with which he had decided the path that his daughter’s life would take.
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The Cypriot male ideology does not desire that women become involved in work that 
either takes them away from their familial responsibilities or which pays them a salary 
higher than that of their husband. In internalising these desires as their own, 
Cypriot women have tended to believe that they did not want to abandon their role 
in the family or to shame their husband or father. Indeed many Cypriot young 
women believe that they can bring shame to their parents if they cannot perform as a 
housewife and mother.
There were exceptions from the male participants who did not follow this line, 
though they also did not voice a strong desire to support women in chasing the 
academic chalice if it compromised their role as wife and mother on returning from 
their studies. O f the sample of participants, only 26% were male, of that number 
more than 80% expressed views similar in mind to ‘Bamhos’^ .
EDUCATION AND GUILT
To place the effect of education in perspective, it is necessary to identify its role on a 
broader social scale. Nationally, education has played an important function in the 
transformation of Cypriot society, particularly in the last two decades. Following the 
independence of Cyprus in 1960, from British rule, came free education in schools, 
and the flexibility for both genders to follow educational paths which were previously 
reserved for one gender or the other (Demetriades 1985). This change offered a 
significant role in the emancipation of women. With education came the ability to 
aim for better paid jobs that were more interesting as well as a desire for a more
 ^ Participants expressing views similar to those used in the example above are: lO(male), 14(male), 15(male),
20(male), 38(male), 41 (male), 45(male), 46(male), 47(male), 49(male), 53(male), 69(male), 77(male) and
81(male).
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educated husband (Erotokritou 1985, Mylona et al 1986). With this shift in focus 
came the questioning of life restrictions, as Cypriot women began to review the 
predetermined roles they had until this point accepted. For this questioning to form 
part of a process of change, women needed to experience new situations which 
would bring them to question the old ones. As the feeling of security increased with 
the independence of the island, so families began to consider allowing their 
daughters to receive an education increased^.
That the political situation in the Republic of Cyprus played a crucial role in how 
women leaving home for academic achievements, was viewed, is without question.
The first group of women to leave were faced with an unknown response from their
community and their families. ‘Neovi’, participant 16, described the changing nature 
and role of education in the lives of Cypriot women with respect to the political 
situation in the early 1960’s. She was part of the first wave of young Cypriot women 
to take the risk and leave not only her family home, but also the country in pursuit of 
education. She highlights the climate within which the first Cypriot women left en- 
mass, to study.
"16: .....  ‘61 ivas the first year when female school leavers began
in large numbers to study abroad ... 1 don’t think that this was by
chance it was helped by the knowledge that there was greater
certainty about our country after the independence..,.”
‘Neovi’ had studied to be a lawyer and left Cyprus to study abroad in the early 
1960’s. Having questioned the path of her life and gained knowledge of other 
cultures, ‘Neovi’ found the traditional constraints of Cypriot cultural life limited her 
self-expression. Although she was excited about the opportunity that had opened up 
for her, at the same time she was pragmatic about the expectations of her as she knew
 ^ This trend remained on a steady upward slant until the tragic events o f 1974. At this time the status quo was 
irreversibly disturbed and many Cypriots were made refugees in their own country.
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the expectations would he placed on her once she returned home. These 
expectations came not only from her parents but also from herself:
"16:... from the home front ..yes the parents did send you to study 
but inside they believed we ivill give her some qualifications but we
hope to many her off.  They did not want us to work and so
we always had these difficulties from home, don’t be late, don’t do 
this, don’t do that. That is to say they still want to a large extent 
to have us tied to the home, however at the same time, even 
though we had been educated, because we had been brought up
within the tradition it was also hard for us to change  I mean
even though we wanted to be independent and even though we 
wanted to work simultaneously, we also wanted to be housewives 
and to fulfil our community commitments to peifection and we fek 
remorse at allowing our children to be cared for by a third party."
‘Neovi’ describes with clarity the pull of a professional career against the internalised 
desire to perform in the traditional social role she had been brought up to believe in. 
This dilemma is not uncommon and was an issue for a number of the participants^.
It was difficult for the women to reconcile their experiences overseas with the 
restrictions (either community imposed or self imposed) that they felt once back 
home. Participant 4, ‘Joanna’, talks about how she was dealing with changes and 
why she was making the decisions she was following. ‘Joanna’ studied computers in 
France and when we met she was not working, which she made clear was her own 
choice. ‘Joanna’s’ parents had arranged her marriage soon after her return to Cyprus 
and she now lives in the home that formed part of her dowry, and was built by her 
family on a plot of land backing onto her parents’ home. The balcony from 
‘Joanna’s’ bedroom was only a couple of yards away from the balcony that led to her 
mother’s kitchen®. In Paris ‘Joanna’ lived in a small apartment near the centre of
 ^ Participants were 2(female), 3(female), 8(female), 13(female), 26(female), 27(female), 3 l(female), 32(female), 
35(female), 55(female), 56(female), 68(female) and 71 (female).
® See Chapter Ten on women in the family.
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the capital and talked nostalgically about her time away. She described how different 
her life was in Paris and became tearful as she recalled the memories, which were 
punctuated with long pauses.
4: As soon as I came back to Cyprus I found it claustrophobic, 
after four years, (pause) I was used to my freedom but now all the 
neighbours know everything about what I am doing and when I 
am fighting with my husband...(pause)...because I was really young 
when I went I found it hard to settle down again....(pause) it was 
hard to forget my freedom and I think my friends have also found 
it hard to forget their freedom. Sometimes I want it in Cyprus too 
but I know it is not good (long pause)............
R: Is something stopping you from doing the things you did when 
you were studying away?
4: No...no...nothing is stopping me but I know it is not right for
Cyprus we have customs. My parents showed me the family
values and because of this I can look after my husband I have
my masters but I can cook and look after the children which is very 
important to do...my parents taught me before I left. I think he is 
pleased that I can also do these things... our family is good because 
of this..."
‘Joanna talked about having lost her freedom and could not conceive of living in 
Cyprus and having her freedom. She was socialised to believe in custom and 
tradition and felt unable to let go of what she called her ‘Cypriotness’. The feeling of 
‘Cypriotness’ was described by almost all participants and was referred to as 
characteristic to live by and be judged by. I noticed this tendency to differentiate 
‘Cypriotness’ from other parts of the self, more in participants who had lived or 
studied outside Cyprus for some length of time. As with ‘Joanna’, other participants 
were concerned that they were seen to be a good {ziptcc) by their neighbours; to be 
seen to fulfil the honour code expectation to not bring shame on their family, even 
as their actions often stand in anti-thesis to the ethos of the system.
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Other manifestations of guilt were more prominent. For example, ‘Aphrodite’, 
participant 42, is a working mother in her mid thirties. Unlike ‘Neovi’ and ‘Joanna’, 
she had not studied abroad, but attended one of the technical colleges in Cyprus. 
She took her two young children to a child-minder so that she could work hut felt 
uncomfortable about this. Though I did not ask where her children were, 
‘Aphrodite’ tried to justify her choice, emphasising that her time with the children 
was extra special because it was more concentrated, giving me examples of the kinds 
of things she would do for them. I sensed her desire to impress upon me that she 
was a good mother, despite the fact that she worked and often in conversation she 
would let me know that the children ‘come first’ for her, referring again to the choice 
she made to send them to a child minder. For instance:
" 4 2 :________ [the child-vninder] is very good with [the children],
hut when they are iü, I come home from work I feel guilty to
see them sick and not to be there."
She was not alone in this (approx. 72% of the women interviewed) and wanted to be 
sure she might not he judged harshly as she needed to be seen to fulfil the role set out 
for them by the honour code. Again, participant 36, ‘Zina’, felt the same way. 
Often during our meetings, she would reassure me as to the priority her children had 
in her life. Working as a secretary, ‘Zina’ was proud of her job and the 
independence her salary gave her and like many other Cypriot women wanted me to 
know that ‘despite what it looked like, she was a good and caring mother’.
"36: yes if it wasn’t for my mother, I wouldn’t work. She comes 
here and makes the lunch for them until I finish, she protects them 
forme."
In contrast to ‘Neovi’ who studied abroad as a lawyer, both ‘Zina’ and ‘Aphrodite’ are 
secretaries and although in employment, neither woman was educated overseas, both 
attending technical colleges near their homes and attaining Pitman qualifications in
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typing and shorthand. Yet, all three women felt that outside of the home whilst 
endeavouring to compete in the labour market, the traditional responsibilities 
expected by society of a mother were constantly at the forefront of their minds.
The guilt attached to heing a working mother was expressed by most of the women 
and is not a phenomenon specific to Cyprus or solely due to the existence of the 
patriarchal honour code. More the honour code system intensifies the feelings of 
guilt that many women felt as well as the need to justify their reasons for working 
and to demonstrate that their children’s welfare is still of paramount importance to 
them^. This aspect of women’s lives is explored further in chapter eleven, which 
looks at the role of women in society as opposed to concentrating on education. It 
should be noted here that the role of guilt in the process of change is an inhibiting 
one. Feeling guilty about choices which are non conforming encourages 
maintenance of the norm and holds back change.
To understand with more clarity the weight of motherhood and the origin of such 
guilt, is to inquire into the role of the honour code system. Although many educated 
Cypriot men wanted an ‘educated woman’; one who could continue to provide 
financially towards the marriage after the dowry, many of the women who had been 
educated, were educated at the expense of a large dowry. This was because most 
families were not able to provide both the finances needed to educate a daughter and 
to supply her dowry (traditionally in the form of building and furnishing a home) 
(Peristiany 1965, Balswick 1973, Mylona et al 1985). This created tension between 
daughters who wanted to study and parents who wanted to be seen to provide an 
‘adequate’ dowry in the traditional sense, in order to he confident of securing a
 ^ Participants with similar views were: 9(female), 11 (female), 13(female), 24(female), 37(female), 39(male), 
40(female), 42(female), 43(female), 44(female), 52(female), 54(male), 55(female), 57(female), 62(female), 
65(female), 70(female), 74(female), 78(female) 80(female) and 81(male).
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DISCRIMINATION
O f those women who had taken the step and studied abroad, the challenges did not 
stop with adapting to the host country. On their return to Cyprus with their 
qualifications, many found themselves unemployable. Not only did employers think 
twice before employing a female worker, the salaries were unequal to their male 
counterparts and the roles being offered were only when other male candidates were 
not available. Many women found that instead of being employed at the level they 
had studied for, they were faced with accepting lower grade roles and working their 
way up towards the role heing given to their male counterparts at the outset. Some 
companies would hold positions open for their own children and would not hire 
externally, whilst others preferred simply not to employ women. ‘Neovi’ was a well- 
respected leader in her profession when she agreed to meet with me. She described 
the struggle she faced on returning to Cyprus in the 1960’s having qualified as a 
lawyer  ^h
"16: We had dijficulxy in heing accepted in the areas in which
each of us had studied ....  1 characteristically remember that
because I didn’t come from a family with a law connection, I had 
to begin my own career. The simplest way would have been to find 
a position in one of the law firms... the doors did not open... either 
because I am a woman or because they were waiting for their own 
children to return."
The situation became further aggravated by the political and national unrest of the 
1970’s. With such critical national, political, social, demographic and economic 
change, employers were faced with the need to cut their workforce and were more 
ready to make redundant their female workers. It was in the face of such 
discrimination, that women began to set up their own businesses, or reluctantly 
taking on the role of ‘educated housewife’. With education, Cypriot women have
Other participants who described similar experiences of difficulties in gaining employment were: 1 (female), 
2(female), 6(female), 12(female), 23(female) 35(female) 43(female), 61 (female 70(female) and 74(female).
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worthwhile husband. Again, this notion of ‘being seen to do the right thing’ is 
embedded in the Cypriot honour code system that maintains that part of being an 
honourable father is not only to preserve the sexual purity of the females in his 
family but also to provide a dowry which secures their future^®. Choosing between 
education and a ‘respectable’ sized dowry was seen as a major life decision that the
family made on behalf of the daughter. Some parents sought aid from family and
friends in making the decision and in securing their daughters future. For instance, 
participant 44 felt that part of the duty of the child’s Godfather was to provide for 
her needs along side the parental contribution. For example, she felt that the 
Godfather should be able to present jewellery at each birthday, which the child 
would amass, and thought it was reasonable to expect a contribution towards a plot 
of land that would be needed to build on when she is old enough. The very reason 
she made the choice of Godparent was not as a religious or spiritual guide for her 
child but as someone who could be able financially to contribute to the future wealth 
of that child.
”44:...as soon a s  was bom we approached our koumbaro
[best man from the wedding] and asked him if he would be the 
Godfather. We know that he could pay for some of the money we 
need to buy her land. Anyway he has some land which he might 
give it as a present to ________ at the christening.”
Such assumptions, though not as extreme, were common as parents began to see the 
need for educating all their children, whilst being unable to ignore the traditional 
ritual of the dowry.
It was common for unmarried brothers who were living at home and working to be obliged to contribute to 
the dowry of a sister.
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begun to demand more from their lives and their partners. Although still influenced 
by the social ideologies within which they were brought up, as in the examples ahove, 
the women make determined efforts to re-examine their experiences.
Getting involved was only part of the obstacle. Not only because this meant 
breaching a previous male-only social domain, but also because in doing so women 
were demanding by their actions to be seen for a greater worth than just as women. 
‘Neovi’, a prominent lawyer, expresses these sentiments:
"16: A subject that is discussed, a political subject, or a subject 
that concerns the community, different ways will the man see it 
and different ways a woman will approach it.... therefore with the 
greater participation of women I believe that we wiü have a more 
equal confrontation, a more correct confrontation. A  woman has 
more sensitivity... she is more cautious... she does not see things so 
cut off from these things... but everything depends on how strongly 
the woman presents herself and how far she can pass this message 
to the people that you should not see me only as a woman but I 
have the qualifications and I have the want and the strength to do 
aü that a man does and maybe more.... there is stiü a need for a 
lot of enlightenment...”
She herself campaigns continually for equality in the workplace and is renowned for 
her contribution and support of women’s issues.
9.4 CONCLUSION
In working towards educational equality, Cypriot women begin to challenge the 
social roles, defined for them by the male dominant - patriarchal - social structures of 
society. Prior to the availability of mass education, families tended to choose to send 
the sons for education in the hope of being able to use that in bargaining for a richer
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dowry (Peristiany 1965) and the daughters were kept close to the family home so that 
her sexual purity could be ensured. In so doing, education had been limited since 
many villages did not have secondary schools and until the 1990’s, the Republic of 
Cyprus did not have a university.
Education has played a significant role in the process of change of Cypriot women. 
It has provided women with the opportunity to experience their lives from other 
perspectives outside the family home. Before the 1960’s education formed part of the 
dominant domain, in which predominately men could take part.
The traditional female domain consisted of remaining pure for the husband and for 
the reputation of her family, where she would be judged and it would be reflected in 
her dowry. Education has emancipated women by providing them with an 
opportunity to challenge the traditional role of women, as well as allowing them to 
be for the first time economically independent. The honour code system comes 
under challenge, as a direct result of enlightenment through education, as Cypriot 
women begin to show signs of self-valuing and self-acceptance. Many women are 
challenging the restrictions placed on their lives by the honour code system and are 
beginning to demand change for the next generation. Education has been a 
powerful tool for many women to demonstrate not just to their families but to others 
also that they have rights too. Although it is the outcome of education - the 
qualification -which gives Cypriot women immediate access to areas in the public 
domain of society that they had previously felt excluded from, the process of leaving 
home, of learning to encounter situations outside of the honour code domain has 
changed the way in which they react to situations within it.
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CHAPTER TEN
WOMEN AND FAMILY
10.1 INTRODUCTION
When I think of Cyprus often what comes to mind immediately after Sun and food, 
is family. There is no doubt that for Cypriots the nuclear and extended family links 
form a large part of social life in Cyprus. This is evident in the way the Cypriots 
structure their lives, the frequency with which issues relating to the family enter the 
conversation and its essential role in the infrastructure of the honour code system. 
In the honour code women are seen as being the main source of vrpom  (shame), 
unless men are able to demonstrate their worth {npTj) by protecting the chastity of 
‘their’ women (mothers, sisters, daughters, cousins, sisters-in-law). Both these values, 
vrpoTut and Tiprj have consequences relating directly to the standing of the family.
In my experience, traditional Cypriot extended family was strongly valued and was 
the basis of unity functioning as one organism, controlled and directed by the head 
of the family, invariably the eldest male member; the patriarch. Christmas, Easter 
and Birthdays often mean a small family gathering of fifteen people^ or more, with 
family issues being deliberated on by the patriarch.
Such traditions and rituals in Cypriot families abroad were a crystallised form of the 
traditions and rituals of Cyprus in the 1940’s and 1950’s. Floya Anthias (1982)
 ^ For example my father’s immediate family totals thirty-four, including, twelve grandchildren and three great 
grand children and until recently all lived within 5 müe radius o f each other.
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makes a concise case of how migrant Cypriots hring strong cultural links with them, 
often maintaining them long after they have heen forgotten back home, ardently 
preserving their identity through the continuation of custom and ritual
Personal preconceptions of family life, based in childhood experiences were coming 
to the fore whilst in the field. Although proud of the strength and security afforded 
by a large family, there was also an awareness of the oppressive restrictions felt as a 
woman. In using the family construct, the idea was to explore how women in 
Cyprus experienced and felt for the family and what they thought and demanded 
from it, so as to understand how this central social construct influences, if at all, how 
they make changes; looking at the first instance at the place of woman within the 
family environment and her experiences of it and secondly at how her actions can 
perpetuate the continued existence of patriarchy.
10.2 CRITICAL QUESTIONS
The assumptions made about the family environment were based in the first instance 
on personal experience where men were seen to make decisions and it was the 
responsibility of the wife and children to respect that decision. The male had to be 
seen, by the community, to keep his wife and children under control and in return, 
he could expect respect from the community. The wife’s role included motherhood, 
fulfilling her role as housewife and wife and working for the family business, if one 
existed. In remaining aware of the boundaries that the above assumptions would 
place on the field if inappropriately dealt with, I decided to actively include them in 
the research process. Instead of attempting to negate my perspectives from the field,
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I used my assumptions as basic notions for approaching it, forming a number of 
questions. These questions provided a focus on the phenomenon ‘family’, and were:
1) What does the phenomenon ‘family’ represent to the Cypriot 
woman and, how central is the family for women in Cypriot 
society?
2) What role was defined by the honour code for women and have 
they changed? and,
3) With regard to change, which social rituals from the honour code 
system, are women questioning how they have adapted in order 
that the structure continues to he maintained?
These questions were formulated as a direct result of the first stage of the fieldwork, 
which was conducted as a precursor to the main fieldwork experience in 1992. It 
was during this time that I became clear about my own preconceptions. Although 
questions relating to the family/kinship etc. arose, they were sociological in form and 
did not address the issues of the thesis directly. More significant was how women 
experience their place within the phenomenon and how they define the role of 
family in the process of change.
A  specific strategy was adopted with respect to family in light of researcher bias and 
personal experience. This was so that validity could he maintained and researcher 
contamination minimised. Family themes were interjected into conversations early 
on and the researcher maintained minimal reference to her own experience in order 
to contain her views and allow the participant to remain congruent to theirs. The 
term family was used loosely so that each participant could attach their own ‘brand’
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of meaning to it. Again, as with data collation on education no particular structured 
questions were asked directly of the participants. Instead, the focus was on observing 
family groups for consistent behavioural patterns and ascribed roles, as well as 
identifying levels of importance for the individual and then more widely in society, 
with the critical questions identified above serving to focus the attention.
The discovery that ‘family’ invariably came into the conversation with all 
participants, without any prompts made the researcher role simpler. I did not have 
to encourage talk about either their family life or family in general. All the 
participants that I had contact with mentioned family in some form. This factor 
alone highlights how central family is in Cypriot society.
I entered the field with preconceptions from my own family. I knew I was confused 
and I knew I would need to be more vigilant here of my own bias than at any other 
point in the research and I was excited. On arriving in the Republic of Cyprus, 
researcher confusion was at its highest when considering family. Av^areness of 
cultural idiosyncrasies specific to Cypriot culture and the insight into the honour 
code system let to heightened controls. The participants who found it difficult to 
deal with the non-committal feedback from the researcher, on occasion interpreted 
this as dispassion.
103 FINDINGS
As I had chosen to leave the notion of ‘family’ open to participant interpretation the 
data gathered touched on many different areas including the role of grand-parents 
(mentioned by approximately 7% of participant) whereas the issue of honour in the
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family was referred to extensively (approximately 85%). The main categories 
identified are marriage, the dowry, and ascribed roles in the family. Each category 
will be discussed separately. Other issues relating to the family were mentioned^, and 
after careful consideration are presented elsewhere.
MARRIAGE (TAMOS)
Until 1991, civil weddings were not acceptable forms of marriage and are still not 
condoned by the Greek Orthodox Church today (see chapter 12). As a core 
infrastructure of family, marriage represented one of the central symbolic institutions 
of Cypriot life -• where men and women acquire adulthood (Markides, Nikita Sl 
Rango 1978) and is often used by Cypriots as a definition of family.
‘Mary’, participant 43, a secretary, described herself as lucky to have the 
opportunities she has had. She did not study overseas. Instead, she completed a 
secretarial course in Nicosia at an institution a few miles from her home. When we 
met, ‘Mary’ had just returned to work after the birth of her third child and talked 
continually about her family, in particular about her sons. ‘Her eldest son was in his 
mid twenties and single and she spoke most frequently about him. From her 
manner, I understood that she approved of me as a potential daughter-in-law, 
indicating that in her mind an education was as good as a dowry, even better, since 
the possessions could be gained and lost, but a skill was always useful. She would 
show me photographs of her son and relate his achievements to me at every session. 
Without wishing to offend, I made it clear that I was not looking for a husband at 
present but concentrating on my work. ‘Mary’ would shake her head in 
disappointment but continue to tell me about her son and would talk about the need
 ^ Other areas such as death in the famüy and christenings are dealt with in chapter eleven, W omen and 
Society.
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for family and how important it was. So I asked her what she thought made a family. 
She gave me a perplexed look and simply stated:
"43:...the man and the women make the family... if the marriage 
is good the family is good, isn’t that so?"
Similar responses from other participants^ made the question seem redundant, as the 
central structure of their lives was family, without question. The notion of what 
constitutes a family also appeared undisputed and ‘obvious’, though when the 
structure breaks down, honour is also lost. I spoke with participants who were 
divorced making up 5% of the combined sample and 3% of the female participants. 
The women in particular spoke in terms of losing their standing in society of feelings 
of failure at not being able to keep the home, the marriage and the husband. 
Participant 74, ‘Christina’ and I would meet regularly and talk over coffee. She was 
a factory worker and we would meet up in the early evenings, often I felt because she 
wanted the company in equal amounts to wanting to share her story. She had only 
recently divorced and felt bitter about the way her husband had left her. Although 
he had left the family home to live with another woman, the community shunned 
‘Christina’ and not him. She felt she had lost her honour by not keeping her family 
together and that her husband leaving was an act of demonstrating she had failed. 
That he also had legal custody of the children was also a devastating blow to her. 
Although the divorce papers were completed, ‘Christina’ still referred to him as her 
husband in the present tense. She was concerned in particular about her neighbours 
and co-workers and how they viewed her now she was a divorcee.
 ^ Other responses, which were in a similar view, came from 4(female), 13 (female), 21(female), 25(female), 
26(male), 27(female), 37(female), 42(female), 43(female), 45(male), 54(male), 61(female), 64(female), 65(female) 
and 74(female).
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"74: ....I know what they think of me but what can 1 do? [pause] 
When he went away he said to me that the family was finished. 
He threw away our family because he didnk want me.
R: So you and the children live alone now?
74: He didnh leave me the children. He took them. The woman 
he has now tends to them. They phone [cries].
Although ‘Christina’ was talking about her marriage, she constantly used the term 
family interchangably. This was not uncommon, since the lynch pin of a family in 
Cyprus is marriage, with more than 75% of the sample describing the first role of the 
family as marriage. The philosophy is that women are provided with a domestic 
domain in which to exist and that marriage is the central focus, within which 
children are brought up and socialised. Sons are educated in the honour code, the 
need for acquiring respect from their peers and daughters are guarded so that their 
sexual purity can be utilised as a bargaining tool towards their own marriage.
For young men marriage was the freedom to rule their own home and the 
opportunity to become equal with their fathers (Peristiany 1965, Balswick 1973, 
Markides et al 1978). For young women it could often be out of their control 
completely (Balswick 1973, Anthias 1982). As soon as daughters were deemed ‘of 
age’, this usually began around the age of seventeen, a TcpoÇsvia (proxenia -marriage 
union), would be arranged. For families who saw itpoÇsvia as an outdated custom, 
the anguish of waiting for the daughter to bring home her intended partner would 
begin. The older participants, those over 50 years of age (i.e. 11% of the participant 
sample), all felt that a Ttpo^evia (marriage union) needed to take place early on in a 
girl’s life if she was to be ‘happy’. Only one male in his twenties felt that it was a 
“disaster” (participant 69). The other participants saw family as the most natural 
path for a young woman and felt that education was an “extravagance” on the part of
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the parent (participant 14). Of the other participants who expressed a view in this 
area, the opinion was that each person should come to his or her own decision.
As discussed earlier, questions of female honour were central to many marriage 
negotiations, and the more the daughters’ honour could be assured by her parents, 
the greater the standing of the family. From this perspective, the family and 
marriage represent restrictive social boundaries around female behaviour. They also 
place the locus of evaluation outside the female domain. Hence, invariably Cypriot 
men evaluated the actions of Cypriot women. Inevitably, evaluation outside of the 
self restricted the choice that an individual would make. The hypothesis here is that 
in order for change to take place there needs to be an element of choice present. In 
order to see choice where previously there was thought to be none, there needs to be 
knowledge of and/or experience of possible actions; a necessary prerequisite.
In this example, ‘Annie’, participant 2, is a prominent social figure managing her 
own business, writing books and giving lectures on social issues. W e met in her 
offices and exchanged views on the changing role of women and in particular 
Cypriot women. ‘Annie’ also provided copies of some of her lecture notes as a 
validation of her views. She studied abroad and travelled extensively during her 
career. She explains how she asserted her need to remain independent. Having 
qualified in her maiden name, ‘Annie’ did not want to forsake or re-create her career 
because she was getting married.
"2: You know I did not take the name of my husband. I had to 
work very hard and I did not want to forget it because I wanted to 
get married. When I said I did not want his name he did not 
understand and we fought.
R: What made him change his mind?
2: You see in Cyprus women always take the name of the husband 
but I did not want to. He agreed to this because I said that all 
the children of our marriage would take his name.
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R: He could understand that you had created your career under a 
different name, but he wanted to be secure about people 
recognising his children?
2: No I don’t think this was it. I think he knew we would work 
hard and if the children had his name he would still have a 
family."
Although this view is forward looking and presents an attitude held by many career 
women across the world, the reality of marriage in Cyprus is that it defines women’s 
role in life and presents them with a culturally accepted goal (Peristiany 1965, 
Markides, Nikita <Sl Rango 1978, Roussou 1986). In Cyprus this level of 
independent action is still the exception. Such show of assertiveness demonstrates a 
shift in the process of unquestioning subordination. ‘Annie’ questioned the reasons 
why she must give up her career for marriage. Having studied abroad as a mature 
student she met women from other cultures in a similar position to herself who did 
not see keeping the name they wanted as an issue. This knowledge helped ‘Annie’ 
to make a choice about her career and her name.
In contrast to ‘Annie’ is ‘Sophia’, participant 61, a young single woman in her 
twenties who has never left home. She finished her secondary education with 
average grades and completed a typing course at the local college, though when I met 
her she was searching for a job as a shop assistant. Her mother works as a care 
worker for elderly, her father is a caretaker at the town hall, and she describes him as 
an alcoholic. ‘Sophia’ and I had regular contact over a period of four months and 
touched on a large number of issues ranging from the difficulties she was 
encountering in trying to find employment to what she enjoyed doing when with 
friends. When issues became personal or difficult ‘Sophia’ would talk about herself 
in the third person and would lose eye contact with me. On one occasion we were
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talking about an engagement she had attended the previous weekend, and I asked 
her if she wanted to marry, she paused and looked out of the window for a long 
while and said:
”61'....most of the women want to get married, that is for sure, they 
want to have a family as soon as possible and to be protected by 
some man..”
Again, she paused and looked out of the window. In her early twenties ‘Sophia’ 
considered herself almost too old to marry. She felt her home life was difficult and 
she saw marriage as an escape. Being single made ‘Sophia’ feel as if she had not 
succeeded. She saw getting a job and going out regularly as her way of meeting
people and so a potential husband. ‘Sophia’ felt ‘let down’ by her parents because
they were unable to ‘find’ a man for her. Without the opportunity to broaden her 
experience other goals in her life remained unattainable. In this extract from our 
third meeting, ‘Sophia’ hinted at her lost goals.
"61: Is your life so good?
R: My life has been shaped by the things around me. Yes 
sometimes it is good, sometimes not so good.
61: But do you ever want to be someone eke?
R: [pause] No. No not even in my most difficult moments. I
often ask myself why me though. Why, do you?
61: I wish my parents were good parents to me. How can I have 
a good life without a dowry. Maybe if I were different, or if my 
parents were different my Ufe would be aho. [pause] This life is 
hard for all of us.
R: Do you really think so?
61: Who can tell I dream sometime I am like you. I wiü travel 
I can say whatever I want, I iviU buy whatever I want, your job 
makes people respect you. Sylvia, tomorrow you will leave, but me,
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I will still be here. 1 was bom to a poor family unless I am lucky 1 
vuiUstay poor, I know "
‘Sophia’ is extremely thin and always conscious of her figure and her current 
boyfriend a football celebrity on the island was someone she was hoping would love 
her enough to marry her. She was aware however, that his parents did not approve 
of her because their family backgrounds were so different and that eventually his 
mother would convince him she was not the ‘right girl’ and she would need to find 
another prospective husband. She does not question her destiny, believing she must 
marry and she must do it soon. For ‘Sophia’ the question of love was no longer the 
central issue, only that she must marry while she was young enough and attractive 
enough to get a man and as she frequently put it ‘be protected’. ‘Sophia’ and her 
family lived in two basement rooms below the skeleton of a house that was in mid- 
construction. She explained to me that ‘this building site is going to be my marital 
home, but we ran out of money when he Iher father] started drinking it away’. She 
saw this as part of the reason why she could not find a husband, the community 
knew her dowry was incomplete.
Long after talking with ‘Sophia’, I often wondered exactly what she might have 
wanted to be protected from. Was it the harsh way society viewed unmarried women 
and widow women? Like the scene in Nicos Kazanzakis’ ‘Zorba the Greek’ where the 
villagers prepare to stone the widow because she is seen talking with the stranger. Or 
was it from herself and her fear of being alone. I did not ask ‘Sophia’ what she 
meant, though even as I continued my research I felt the answer was given by other 
women.
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Like ‘Sophia’, other women felt that marriage was the only solution^,whether it was 
to escape from the family home or to restore the honour, which they felt, was lost.
For their own reasons each woman felt that their present life and their neighbour’s
and family’s “judging nods” were unbearable and the only option open to them was 
marriage. Participant 64, ‘Louisa’, felt that she had married in haste, but had also felt 
she needed to follow the expectations made of her since she had dishonoured her 
family with her actions. Her ‘actions’ were to fall in love. Her ‘mistake , as she put 
it, was to let other people know about it.
"64: I saw marriage a Uttle bit as a Ufe jacket. I didn’t Uke where 
we were Uving, it was one room. We had to eat in there and sleep 
and sit in there.
R: that was when you came to Limassol?
64: Yes when we came to Limassol .firstly I fek very closed in,
and then because of the guih feeUngs that they made me feel... I
fek disquietened, weak, I wanted something to hold onto, and
maybe that’s why I married. (pause). 1 didn’t realise it then
I’ve come to see it now (teary)  (pause) It was the people
around me. My mum never steered me towards getting 
married.....
R; it’s simply something that is done to be accepted...
64: Yes and I fek guiky because I had a previous relationship...
..(teary)
R: in Cyprus if you’ve a previous relationship it’s taken bad?
64: It’s not so much now but about 15, 16 years ago it was 
something....! was just expressing myself. I am a person that
expresses myself. well afterwards they made me feel guiky, that
it was wrong and I shouldn’t have expressed myself and the people
that saw me and the people that heard about it  and you’ve
offended us and your family and this and that "
Other participants feeling that marriage was the escape they needed were female participants: 3(female), 
6(female), ll(female), 21(female), 24(female), 25(female), 40(female), 42(female), 43(female), 44(female), 
61 (female), 63(female), and 80(female).
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Following on from her falling in love, ‘Sophia’ felt that the only recourse was to 
marry the man her family brought to her. In this way she would in some way be able 
to redeem the damage she had caused. ‘Sophia’ had shown her love, by telling the 
man she wanted how she felt for him. They did not embark on a relationship, nor 
were her feelings reciprocated. From ‘Sophia’s’ accounts he was unable to deal with 
a woman who was bold enough to express her feelings before a man had the 
opportunity to do so, and so he rejected her, though he did inform others of her 
indiscretion.
With education, the stereotypical model of marriage began to change and was 
challenged. Women began to question the narrow role of remaining ^ p o v tftr j (Fromimi 
pure) till marriage and x i p i a  (honourable) once married, always obeying the 
husband. Now women have a greater say in their marriage. I Ip o ^ sv ia {? ro x e n ia  - 
arranged marriages) are more the exception than the norm and young women are 
involved in making the final decision regarding her marriage partner. Both 
education and greater economic independence have contributed towards the 
changing attitudes Cypriots have to roles within a marriage. Education, and more 
often the act of leaving home to study, has given women the chance to gather 
knowledge and experience different social and cultural norms. In turn women have 
questioned the validity of their given role as mother and wife only. Effectively, the 
process of acquiring education has equipped Cypriot women with choice.
It should also be noted that the Creek word for wedding y a p o g  (Gamos) reminds of 
the old times when procreation and female virginity were a fundamental aspect of 
the process of marriage. Weddings would take place over two or three days and the 
ritualistic celebrations would include the dancing of the bed, where the marital bed 
would be blessed for the couples fertility and healthy children would be rolled over 
it, to the ritualistic dressing of the bride and groom by the families. The bed sheets
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from the wedding night would be displayed from the balcony of the marital home to 
demonstrate that sexual purity had indeed been maintained and the bride had been a 
virgin on her wedding night, thus establishing the honour of the new couple and 
maintaining the honour of the bride’s family. The word Fapog  has two connotations. 
In its literal form, it is used to refer to the union of a man and a woman in marriage. 
With one change of inflection, the word is equivalent to the Anglo-Saxon slag term 
‘fuck’.
THE DOWRY (npoiKtt)
The existence of a dowry forms the main symbolic structure surrounding marriage, 
family and the honour code system. The role of marriage dowries in the relationship 
between two families whose children were marrying is distinctive in the Cypriot 
culture. Original dowry contracts were signed under ecclesiastical law and usually 
detailed the majority of the items the bride would bring with her to the marriage 
since it was expected, at least in the 195O’s and 1960’s that she would not work. The 
expensive and large items of ornaments and furniture as well as the bride’s jewellery 
were itemised and shown as part of the bride’s contribution to her new life. In 
recent times, the dowry is rarely a written contract. A  verbal agreement between the 
brides’ family and the grooms’ generally suffices and is an indication of what will be 
included.
I met participant 17, ‘Helen’ in Nicoisa. I contacted her regarding some historical 
documents I was searching for and she became interested in my research. W e met 
four times and talked for about an hour each time. ‘Helen’, had just married and
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was still getting used to living in her own home. She enjoyed her wedding day and 
had many people ‘view the house’^ and added:
”17: it s Uke everything, although many would argue that a dowry 
is no longer of any importance, most still gather essential items for 
their daughter to take with her when she marries....”
Others saw the dowry as a sense of honour and pride and something to be worked at. 
‘Despina’, participant 44, in her late forties was a mother of three and felt that 
‘young girls have things easy’. She was referring to the honour code system and the 
social expectancy of them with respect to marriage, meaning it was less now than 
when she was young. She felt also that young women did not consider the dowry 
with pride any longer and that it was their pride that diminished, not the importance 
of the dowry. To this end, ‘Despina’ and her mother-in-law were endeavouring on 
her eight-year old daughters’ behalf to ensure that her dowry was in place. Although 
her youngest daughter was only eight (her elder son and daughter had only recently 
graduated), ‘Despina’ felt that it was not too early for her to amass items she would 
need in her marriage, such as lace tablecloths and hand woven bedspreads. She was 
conscious that her daughter would not be without the essential items she needed to 
secure a successful husband and assured me that:
”44:... her grandmother is making her a tablecloth and a 
bedspread... when she grows up she wiü have them already.”
The power of the dowry as a method of measuring both wealth and social standing is 
undisputed by the participants, with 42% of those talked to in the sample referring 
to the dowry as a sign of acceptance of the son-in-law by the bride’s parents.
 ^ In more traditional wedding ceremonies, wedding guests are invited to view the dowry home as part o f the 
celebrations.
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Whereas just over 64% felt that the wealth of the dowry was a measure of the family’s 
standing and reputation.
Observing weddings I noticed the display of dowries manifested in various ways, 
though invariably the dowry was presented. In a village near Limassol, the 
researcher attended a traditional wedding, where the main festivities were held in the 
village square, over three days. Traditional wedding food such as p sa m  (ressi - wheat 
cooked with meat and meat fat for several hours in large boiling pots of about 
SOlitres) was served to the guests and the traditional ‘dances of the bed’ and ‘dances 
of the money’ took place. For the dance of the bed, the couples’ mattress was carried 
out into the square, to music, by friends and relatives of the groom. Female guests 
sewed red ribbons in the form of crosses on the four comers of the bed. This 
symbolises good faith and religious guidance/protection for the couple in their 
marriage. Small, healthy children, were rolled across the mattress. This symbolises 
for the marriage to have many children. The dance of the money involves the bride 
and bridegroom dancing for their guests. Instead of gifts, the guests would then 
approach the dancing couple and pin money to their clothes. This money would 
symbolise a prosperous start for the couple.
Part of the ritual of this wedding was for the mother of the bride to give a guided 
tour of the couple’s newly built and fully furnished home. On route through each 
room, the brides mother would mention how much each piece of furniture cost and 
where it was bought. The bedroom was the ‘show-piece’ with an ornate white 
bedspread which one of the bride’s grandmothers had made. Most of the guests took 
in the ‘tour’ and there soon formed a line of people entering the kitchen door as 
others left from the front door.
 ^Some o f my relatives were invited to the wedding of a work colleague’s daughters’. 1 went along. 
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All these rituals, the dances, the traditional food and the tour of the dowry, serve to 
establish marriage as a central element of Cypriot life. For three days, a village would 
be overtaken by the ‘wedding’ event. With such importance placed on marriage, it is 
not hard to understand how ‘Sophia’ the unmarried young woman feels, faced with 
such tradition. Though this type of ritual is no longer common in the larger towns 
where the reception is held in hotels or church-halls, the dowry exchange between 
the families does not diminish in its importance.
‘Soulla’, a foreign national, came to live in Cyprus in the 195 O’s as a young woman 
and has been married to a Cypriot man for more that twenty years. As a foreign 
national married to a Cypriot, she is more outspoken about what she saw and 
experienced as a young woman in the 1950’s and describes how courting took place 
whilst at the same time describing the kind of power that a dowry contract has over 
the issue of marriage:
"23:.... a couple had very Uttle contact, they may have met in a 
cake shop which was a very big thing and of course it was done 
behind the parents...the dowry is very much with us. Well yes it is 
important although they say no it isn’t ... however when it comes 
to the crunch.... now remember the old dowries may not have said 
everything but it was there and I’ve seen marriages held up because 
they didn’t get the car they were promised or because the house 
wasn’t handed over.”
This experience is of extreme tension. Many such issues are resolved prior to this 
junction, though the point is illustrated that even as change takes place and 
individuals have the freedom to choose their own marriage partners, the question of 
financial benefit gained from the bride’s dowry is still a salient one. Being 
^povipri (fronimi -  pure/good) may often suffice for the groom, but his parents seek to 
ensure the security of their son and the fulfilment of any verbal contract made 
regarding a dowry.
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ASCRIBED ROLES IN THE FAMILY
The role of the Cypriot woman in the family is often translated into unpaid labour 
about the home. The private sector, meaning the environment of the household is 
often theorised as the domain where women are considered dominant (Ortner 1984, 
Rosaldo <Sl Lamphere 1984, Moore 1992). This is because women are seen to make 
decisions that affect the family in this area. In Cyprus, to follow this argument 
would produce a false ideology. In rural areas of Cyprus where the nature and 
existence of the family has remained largely unaffected by western influences, the 
role of woman is still subservient to the role of man. ‘Despina’ explains why her 
mother had told her not to question her husbands’ decisions even when she believed 
him to be wrong.
"44: My mother said to me never to answer back... if his decision 
is wrong he wU find out, if I tell him it is wrong he will be shamed 
in front of me.”
‘Despina’ went on to tell me about her mother’s life, which was similar to many life- 
stories that I heard whilst in the field. She told me how her mother used to be 
violently beaten by her father. The reasons for the beatings would vary from losing 
his bet with a friend to the food not being ready ‘on time’ or not to his liking. As 
she described these beatings to me, over a coffee and j X o k o v  (gleekon -fruit preserved 
in syrup), she showed no emotional distress or any sign other than acceptance of this 
behaviour as part of what men:
”44:..have to do when they are frustrated because the things in 
their life do not go as they want them to”
More than 60% of sample saw aggressive male behaviour as the ‘norm’, assuming 
that part of a married woman’s life was to be at the service of her husband and in 
some cases this meant even if he wanted to beat her. The man’s role in the family
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was to produce a son and heir and to provide for his wife and children. Their 
involvement in the rearing of children and household chores was either minimal, or 
in most cases non-existent. Therefore, it is understandable when women talk of the 
help that their husbands give them with pride. Theirs is the exception to the rule 
and contrary to common Cypriot practice. Participant 65, ‘Marina’, widowed when 
her children were very young, had brought up her children alone. W hen I met her, 
all her sons had finished their National service and all but one of her children was 
married. She was grateful to have only sons as this meant she was not obligated to 
provide a dowry, though she felt that if her husband were alive there would have 
been a greater choice in potential brides. ‘Marina’ would like to talk about her 
husband to me and remembered him with fondness and great pride.
"65: But they were deprived of their father my husband was a good 
man.... He didn’t know the coffee shops, he didn’t know the cards, 
he never played he never gambled. He was an orderly man.
When our children were small, he would stand and sort out the 
children [pause] they were so young and give them their baths..."
Her husband had died suddenly when her children were young and she was left to 
bring them up alone. During our conversations, she reminisced about how he had 
been a ‘model husband’ and how her life had been better than she had expected; she 
was not beaten. ‘Marina’ wanted to honour her dead husband in our conversations.
It was important for her that I understood he had not failed her even though he had 
died. I talked with ‘Marina’ for a long time. Her strength and determination was 
moving as she talked about her years without him, yet she drew a picture of him with 
her words, as if he had only left her the day before.
‘Marina’, like many Cypriot women depended on her husband’s Ttprj (honour) in 
order to be thought of as rtfiia  (honourable) herself. Therefore, in keeping his 
memory alive and fresh she was able to retain a standing in her local community for
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her sons. Most of the married female participants would use their husband’s name 
and his achievements to impress upon me who they were and how much honour 
they had. Understanding the ascribed roles is an important part of social etiquette. 
In the family, the father/husband figure holds honour. The role of women 
traditionally has been to ‘shame the family’. This in itself is how the honour code 
continues to maintain its control. The actions of women are perceived to be 
dishonourable and that the Cypriot women continue to ascribe to this perpetuates 
the patriarchal structure within which their actions are defined and judged.
PARTICIPANT IDEAS ABOUT CHANGES IN THE FAMILY
With education and greater gender integration in the labour market, the traditional 
ascribed roles of ‘woman’ and ‘man’ in Cypriot society have changed, this is without 
question and documented in research by House (1985b). Women demand more 
from their lives than just being mothers and wives and the limitations of the family 
role. One of the issues being explored here was how the role of the family has 
changed and where the Cypriot woman has changed within that. To define this in 
terms of singular activity is to diminish the individual experiences of the participants 
who expressed, through their stories, their own changes. To illustrate this point the 
views of four participants are given. Each woman represents a different response to 
the changes in the family and is consistent with changes in the honour code system, 
which as a central structure of Cypriot culture, has been a dominant factor in the 
velocity of change.
‘Anthoulla’, participant 3, is an independent researcher in her late forties. Although 
we were unable to meet face-to-face we did have three conversations by telephone. 
My impression of ‘Anthoulla’ was of a conservative type of woman and I imagined 
her to be modestly (i.e. traditionally dressed). W hen we spoke, I felt that she was
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guiding me, advising me almost against the errors of my youthL When I saw a 
photograph of her in a magazine I was surprised at how cosmopolitan she looked. I 
saw a beautiful woman dressed in a smart business suit smiling back from the 
photograph. When I asked about her I was told that she was thought of as a 
‘progressive mind’, meaning her ideas were thought of as forward-looking and 
challenging. I was surprised because this was not the idea I had formed from 
speaking with her. In our first conversation, I outlined my research idea explaining 
my interest in exploring experience as a tool for change and looking at the lives of 
Cypriot women. After asking me my age, ‘Anthoulla’ said:
"3: ...and to be sure these young women are too modernised. They 
keep wanting more things.
R: Does this affect the family do you think?
3: Of course... you see the young women want to be modem and 
be Uke the man and then they forget how it is. The traditional 
values which keep the family together wiü be bst. It is strong in 
Cyprus the family but it wiü disintegrate without the values. 
Think of it... the family which was strong in the war and in the 
crisis wiü be gone because the young want to be modernised."
This typifies the ideals of ‘Anthoulla’. She wanted to defend the positive nature of 
family life, seeing virtues as far outweighing any short-lived fads. Like ‘Anthoulla’, 
other participants, most in their mid-forties, lamented what they saw as the demise of 
family values and warned against the dangers this would bring. Opinions similar to 
‘Anthoulla’s came from 35% of the sample of which 11% of the participants 
expressed their view explicitly®.
’ In all three of our conversations, she asked me my age, to which she would reply ‘Ah you see you’re still very 
young’.
® Participants 25(female), 36(female), 40(female), 41 (male), 54(male), 77(male) and 81(male).
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‘Annie’, participant 2, like ‘Anthoulla’ sees the power of family diminishing and does 
not see the role of family - or marriage - as surviving in its present form. Unlike 
‘Anthoulla’, ‘Annie’ does not express concern at the change. Instead, she offered 
reasons as to why she thinks the changes have occurred and felt they were not 
necessarily negative, noting only that they were aware of them. Similar views were 
expressed by 13% of the participant sample^.
"2: I think that at this point the institution of marriage is
suffering in a way, because there is great confusion and a clash of 
interests... Up until thirty years ago there were definite roles within 
the family. The father had this role and he had to do all these 
things .. he had to be the top of the family and he had to do that. 
Now today this thing does not happen and continuously women 
gain more power do to their economic, they earn money and they 
help the family financiaUy and this has given them more power 
and they have more demands because they offer economically they 
have more demands. And this creates confusions.,.. And also the 
whole system is changing and this creates confusion. No the 
institution of marriage I believe is facing a crisis. Yes. if it is 
going to continue to have a marriage it has to change. Women 
are more demanding."
Different again were the responses from participants who felt that the family was not 
changing significantly. During the course of the fieldwork, I met people who were 
relieved to be able to talk with me, to express their feelings and many were 
frustrationed. I also met Cypriots who felt that my aim was misguided, that I had 
chosen to study a population without problems and that I would leave empty- 
handed. This view was only expressed by 8% of the sample^®. They were very clear 
that I was attempting to apply ‘Western dysfunctional views on people who know 
what is happening and are ok’ (participant 66).
" Participants l(female), 6(female), 8(female), 16(female), 18(female), 19(male), 52(female), 60(female) and 
69(male).
Participants 9(female) 34(female), 39(male), 43(female), 44(female), 66(female) and 75(male).
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Participant 9, ‘Alexia’ was a civil servant in Nicosia, married with no children. I met 
‘Alexia’ a couple of times for coffee and to talk and although we come from different 
backgrounds, we found an instant rapport and she was happy to talk to me. ‘Alexia’ 
did not like to be taped, but had a way of expressing herself that stayed in the mind. 
She appeared comfortable with me and would come straight to the point, as she does 
here:
"9: I am sorry but I don’t understand why you are doing this study 
in Cyprus. It is good that you are helping women because many
women need help but why in Cyprus? Anything you want
from the office here is free and you take as many pamphlets and 
posters as you Uke, if they K/iU be helpful to you..and you wiü see 
this....
R: I chose Cyprus because I fek that as women move from the 
more traditional role of housewife and mother into the workplace 
and education, I could look at how this transition takes place.
9: I think women are very happy in Cyprus. We have good 
families and we are safe because Cyprus is a smaü place and we 
aü know each other and this is a good thing because people wiü 
not do bad things, they would be embarrassed, you see, we know 
each other..."
‘Alexia’ had a way of getting her point across so you did not miss it, I knew she was 
telling me that she felt I was wasting my time but I also felt that she wanted to talk 
about herself. She spoke about the importance of her family and that her work was 
one way of ensuring she could help her husband to provide the best for them. There 
was a hint of wanting children though she did not mention specifically her own, only 
that people with families had responsibilities to ensure that they provided for the 
future and that the nature of Cypriot culture was that because everyone knew each 
other the ‘right thing will always be done’.
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The forth view of the changing role of the family came from participant 4, ‘Joanna’. 
‘Joanna’ had studied in France and was not working when we met. After her second 
child, she had decided to stay at home to look after the children. She expresses the 
view of many Cypriot women where the need to conform is a stronger desire than 
the want to fulfil one’s own pleasures and was by far the strongest view held among 
Cypriots. I felt that more than 50% of the sample displayed actions in support of 
‘Joanna’s’ view. Explicitly expressed views were given by 15% of the participant 
sample
"4: ...TTvy children give me very much pleasure. But I am glad that 
I have my mum to help me out with them sometimes I need to rest 
and she is there you know, to take the children and feed them and 
bath therru
R: You said before that you were glad your family had taught you 
the family values which you have learnt. Do you think they are 
something you wiü pass on to the children?
4: This is for sure to be in a safe family is better than
anything, even more than to have education, I want for my 
children everything that is good .. I want this means to show them 
how to respect the parents and grandparents and to be able to do 
things in the family”
‘Joanna’ illustrates that the best she can offer is to preserve the culture and hence the 
honour code system and the patriarchal structure. She sees that family structure as 
the cosmos within which she can exist and is intending to instil this in her children.
The stories of these women illustrate the phenomenon family. As a central construct 
of the honour code system the phenomenon family has played an important part in 
the way Cypriot women change. The experience of family, its interchangability with
Participants 2(female), 3(female), ll(female), 13(female), 17(female), 22(female), 27(female), 57(female), 
59(female), 74(female) and 80(female).
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marriage and its position in the honour code system reinforces its own role. The 
Cypriot woman returns to the unit of the family even though she has begun to 
question its structure.
10.4 CONCLUSION
This was the most difficult aspect of Cypriot society to research, not least because of 
my own familial connections and personal bias. The honour code system in Cyprus 
was particularly influential in the family domain. The Cypriot woman was 
considered respectful and honourable as long as she obeyed the male members of her 
family without question. As the central most social structure in Cypriot society the 
family environment served to socialise its members. The idea of marriage and family 
are interchangeable in Cypriot society, where Cypriot women still see marriage as a 
‘life-jacket’, a ‘protector’ and single women like ‘Sophia’ feel incomplete until they 
are married.
As a single woman, whilst in the field I found that my presence caused concern. 
Many of the participants felt they needed to help me by searching for a ‘suitable’ 
young man and hence indicating how fundamental marriage and the family are to 
Cypriot society.
As Cypriot women are choosing to follow careers they have to divide their time 
between their work and their family. The honour code system has left many women 
feeling guilty and constantly needing to justify their decision to go out to work. The 
emergent dialectic between the traditional role of ‘woman in the home’ and ‘career
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woman’ has seen many participants begin to question the authority of the honour 
code system.
The findings in this chapter illuminate the changes that have taken place in the 
Cypriot home. Women are no longer confined to the house. With greater 
educational freedom, the over-arching male supremacy diminishes. The role defined 
by the honour code has changed as the Cypriot women have demanded that it 
changes. For instance, the role of mother has adapted. There are many laws that 
protect and preserve the right of motherhood whilst acknowledging that women now 
leave the home for paid employment. Hence, the role of child rearing is given up to 
nurseries and nannies that culturally have taken a long time to accept, and the 
mothers feel guilt.
The interchangeability of the terms marriage and family has meant that as the role of 
marriage has diminished societal significance for women (with regard to education 
and employment), the role of family has also altered. Although unarguably central to 
Cypriot life and the honour code system, the experience of family is no longer 
unified. I found, as I expected, a different definition of family for each individual I 
spoke with. For society, the family structure remains very important. It is credited 
with many positive aspects of social preservation. Cypriot women have found the 
family structure simultaneously supportive and oppressive.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
WOMEN IN SOCIETY
11.1 INTRODUCTION
Cypriot women are beginning to manage tbeir own place witbin social and political 
structures in Cyprus, re-defining themselves using criteria other than those imposed on 
them by the dominant (androcentric) world view. That Cypriot society is patriarchal has 
been established and that women define their roles and usefulness in terms of servicing 
that structure, as argued earlier, by maintaining their sexual purity to maintain the 
honour of the family or by forsaking their own dreams because the culture would not 
allow it. In questioning their socialisation and the internalisation of dominant ideologies 
(Weil &L McGill 1993), Cypriot women begin to challenge the way in which they live. 
This challenge has given rise to questions that many Cypriot women did not ask 
previously. They began to see that there were other ways in which they might choose to 
live their lives. As one participant points out:
"31'.....because we see other co sm o s we started to ask questions."
In asking the questions, accepted structures come into the light and are scrutinised. 
Common ones whilst I was in the field were: ‘Who says I cannot choose my own partner 
in life?’,- ‘Why must I do something I know is wrong, just because I am told I have to 
obey?’; ‘Why can I not participate in the fight for a solution of the Cyprus problem, even 
though it affects me too?’; ‘I have something to say, why do people not listen to me?’.
For change to have taken place, action, which frequently takes the form of confrontation, 
needs to happen. The Cypriot woman challenges the process of socialisation, which
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induces her to accept a subordinate place in the social structure, in varying ways. With 
wider access to education the Cypriot woman acquires the knowledge and experience 
with which to confront social and legal institutions.
Analysis of the impact of education on the previously ‘closed’ social system in Cyprus has 
demonstrated its centrality to the process of individual change. This chapter concentrates 
specifically on the social environment of the participants and experiences with regard to 
changes, which have affected the social aspect of the honour code system^ As stated 
earlier it is not the nature of the social environment that is important, but the 
adaptations and changes that have occurred within that environment. These changes 
indicate the level of influence of experiential learning as well as the endurance of the 
honour code system in maintaining itself. With regard to identifying other factors, which 
may have influenced change and/or maintenance of social structures, the role of the 
media is explored.
11.2 CRITICAL QUESTIONS
Due to the way that the honour code system operates establishing ‘public’ life as the 
domain of man, the emergence of Cypriot woman has been a gradual process. The 
honour code system demanded that women were p^ovifir]  ^ which infers both good and 
pure. At its most powerful, the patriarchal honour code system charged women with 
being the source of temptation (Peristiany 1965) and their actions were the source of lost 
honour if not controlled. Therefore, the chastity and subservience of women came under 
the control of men and the idea was that this ensured the reputation of the family 
remained intact
 ^ The honour code system, By its nature, affects the family and is influenced by religion. Although the honour code also 
sets standards of norms and values in work and in politics, it is primarily a societal phenomenon.
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As stated in the introduction it is not the nature of the environment that is of most 
importance here. This does not suggest that the context need not be understood merely 
that the analysis here is concerned with experiences of change within that context. 
Whilst conducting fieldwork the specific social structures (i.e. the honour code system) 
direcdy influenced the decision-making process of the majority of participants in the 
social domain was particularly dominated by the gender roles defined as a consequence of 
such structures. The societal environment bore exceptional significance to the change 
process. It is for this reason that ‘typical’ Cypriot social settings are explored here.
Changes in social norms and values were in part due to formal education, including the 
experiences of leaving home and the environment of the host countries. Therefore, my 
interest in ‘women in society’ rests in inquiring into gender inequalities and my 
questions were directed more towards how the honour code system maintained itself 
through that change. Daly (1991), Lather (1991), and Walby (1992) informed the 
argument behind the first question, which was: do gender inequalities exist because 
hegemony exists which places one gender superior to another? And the personal and 
participant experience re-enforced the inclusion of the second question: How is the 
structure of the honour-code system maintained and how has it changed? If gender 
inequality exists in Cyprus because a hegemony exists, with a male dominant ideology (as 
has been argued earlier) further questions are raised. Questions such as; how do the 
segregationist and subservient socialisations of Cypriot women occur? Do Cypriot 
women passively acquiesce, or is the power of the patriarchal ideology so far-reaching that 
its message is carried by all the institutions of society? And, if it is assumed that the 
question of inequality is essentially one of differences between masculine and feminine, 
then are we also to assume that because the male worldview is dominant that the female 
is ‘naturally’ inferior? (Bowles Klein 1983; Oakley 1987; Daly 1991; Walby 1992). 
Answers to these questions were a by-product of the process, which was to concentrate on 
how experience informs change. Remaining open to the process included these queries
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and demonstrate the significance of the societal role I cultural development and identity, 
though direct answers were not sought
The critical questions were addressed predominately through observation of and co- 
participation in social activities. The types of ‘scenes’ observed were marriages, funerals, 
family gatherings and political events. Also included in the societal domain is the role of 
the media forming part of the social aspect of society. Television, radio, newspapers and 
magazines have played a central part in Cypriot social development, in particular with 
regard to their depiction of gender and sexuality. Again, the artificial delineations used 
to explore the field have made it necessary to present the data in a way other than in the 
linear flow of events. Even so, I have tried to order the research in accordance with the 
artificial boundaries (Reason Sl Rowan 1991)(as discussed in chapter three) delineated by 
the chapters in this section of the thesis.
11.3 FINDINGS
Observation, co-participation, interviewing and searches through media images were used 
to explore where the Cypriot woman fits in the social domain. The intention here is to 
demonstrate that the expectation place on her by her surroundings directly influences 
and informs her experience of herself and her peers. This in turn affects the process of 
change. Though there was no agenda to explicitly hide the researcher activity in the field, 
it was not always appropriate to publicize the process. Technically this could be viewed as 
covert observation, since the people being observed were unaware that they were being 
involved in a research process. Also, there were situations where my presence would have 
affected the natural flow of the field.
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1. TACE CONTROL’
For the duration of the fieldwork, the researcher began a with social interaction a group 
of people in their mid-twenties^. On Friday-nights, the group would meet and the 
evenings tended to follow a similar pattern of events. The group would meet at a J la p u K i  
(Baraki- an open-fronted cafe/bar) with atmospheric lights and music. Once the group 
had assembled, the rest of the evening would be planned. There are two main types of 
Barakia  ^which attract different clientele. Tourist barakia tend to be louder with neon lights 
and are situated in the centre of town or close to resorts or beachfronts, and are not 
usually frequented by Cypriots. Cypriot barakia are more often away from the centre of 
town, in residential areas or the outskirts of nearby villages. Different groups of friends 
tend to frequent particular bars, as if they were their own. This phenomenon derives 
from the honour code ‘who you know’ - networking. Cypriots tend to go to places where 
they know people and where they are known. In addition, to these a new phenomenon 
of barakia which are patronised by predominantly British born Cypriots ,^ who are 
holidaying or whose family has returned to live in Cyprus.
The baraki frequented by the group I was with had recently opened in town and was 
considered to be ‘trendy’. Admission was free, although the management exercised 
selective admission. Outside, a large throng of people would be trying to attract the 
attention of the door staff in a bid to gain admission. This is known as ‘face control’ and 
is an adaptation of the honour code ‘who you know’, including women and men. The 
people on the door search for those people they feel ‘fit the mood and style’ of the club 
and of faces they know. The inclusion of women in face control has changed the base 
criteria of the honour code system somewhat, shifting the focus from family reputation to 
that of individual reputation. Each individual, female or male, relies on her/his
 ^ I met this group in 1992 and socialised with them for the purpose of the research over 4 months. The participants 
were: 59,60,63,69, and 77.
 ^Second and Third generation Cypriots bom in Britain are finding that they need to create an identity for themselves, as 
they felt neither British nor Cypriot. Studies have been done exploring this phenomenon.
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reputation to achieve status. This may mean being seen with the ‘right people’ or going 
to the ‘right’ places.
Inside the particular baraki frequented by the group, the bar was on two levels. The main 
bar was on the ground floor in the centre. Above was a balcony from which people 
would stand and watch those below and there was no designated dance floor. On this 
particular evening, the idea was to meet up with a girl. Lia who had come with her 
brother and his friends. Her brother was unaware she had a boyfriend or that she had 
planned to meet up with him at the club. Arriving at the club in the group which 
included the boyfriend, one of the girls approached ‘Lia’ as an old friend, providing her 
with an excuse to break from her brother long enough to talk to her boyfriend. From the 
information I was given about ‘Lia’, her family were very formal and disapproved of any 
contact she had with men prior to an engagement announcement with someone of the 
parents choice, i.e. an arranged marriage. These kinds of games are often played and are 
used as ways of meeting each other when that meeting is not ‘allowed’ in the open.
The atmosphere of the bctraki was heady and gave a feeling of euphoria where the 
revellers could forget about the ‘Cyprus problem’, the restriction of the honour code and 
their own personal problems. The young people were freely enjoying themselves and 
could have been any nationality in any bar in any country. However, once outside the 
bar again the focus returned and the social expectations of being male and female were 
back in play. Face control’ has diffused the honour code system. The guidelines between 
female behaviour and male authority have become blurred in the social domain. Criteria 
for judging oneself and indeed others have changed.
2. THE ‘BIRTHDAY PARTY (rENE0 AIA)
Whilst in Limassol I met another group of people for social evenings, regularly over four 
months. Initially the group were wary of my presence, taking care with their words, 
though after some time, I felt accepted in the group. The question of my research
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seldom arose formally; though the story of how I would ‘accost’ passers by was often 
retold. I tended not to be the researcher so much in this group though I discovered early 
on that simply being myself was not possible and not simple (Glazer 1972, Reinharz 
1988) and that whilst I was observing the group, the group was observing me.
On this particular evening, the group were invited to the birthday party of an exclusive 
jewellery store. The store was celebrating its third year in business and had invited its 
valued customers. The party was by invitation only. Until this particular evening the 
group had been less formal (e.g. we would meet in shorts and jeans). Most of the 
evenings I joined, were spent at each other’s houses, the baraki or at a beach evening. On 
this particular evening, I was advised to wear my smartest clothes by a number of the 
group. ‘Sophia’ (participant 61) was a member of this group who felt she was losing her 
chance to marriage and saw such events as the opportunity to meet a potential husband. 
In advising me what to wear, ‘Sophia’ wanted me to be ‘less conservative’, describing my 
dress as ‘classical but it suits you’. She felt that not only must she look her best for the 
evening but in order for her reputation to remain high so must the rest of the group.
The friends had chosen ‘Sophia’ to prepare me in how to dress for the evening, and had 
we been the same size ‘Sophia’ would have opened her wardrobe to me. The way I chose 
to dress in the field was seen as a depiction of myself and was interpreted, by this group at 
least, as one of the reasons I was still single. Coming from a western culture, the freedom 
was about choosing my own style of dress, my style did not assert my freedom, it 
conveyed another dimension of my personality. In Cyprus, style is freedom. To find, to 
afford and to wear clothes imported from Europe and America denotes independence. It 
is not simply to dress but to give the message of self. Cypriot women (in the age bracket 
18-30) tend to wear clothes that denote a sense of who they want to be. For example, in 
the local supermarket young women wear evening clothes to shop. The honour code 
system has had to redress the gender imbalance radically. It has done so by incorporating
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women in issues of shame, reducing familial reputation and promoting self. Women 
have tended to assert their selves through the clothes that they wear.
At the party, the gathering was of approximately 50 people. The setting was formal and 
the storeowners had emulated an evening function with canapés and champagne. The 
group congratulated ‘Sophia’, on bringing me in line, which she did by adding her own 
accessories to my clothes. I agreed to this because I felt that being part of the process was 
to allow the participants the freedom to express themselves, and in this case they were 
expressing that my choice of clothes did not meet with the style and image they were 
portraying to other groups of their peers. ‘Sophia’ did not meet a potential husband at 
this party, though she did ensure she knew which men were single and which were 
married. She began gathering this information almost as soon as we arrived and 
circulated amongst the guests. Within the first 45mins, she had returned with feedback 
for the rest of the group. Satisfied that there were no missed opportunities for her, 
‘Sophia’ was able to relax into the evening.
3. THE PROMENADE (îcspiTcaTO CTXiv icapaX,xa)
The coastal towns of Larnaca, Paphos and Limassol have promenades by the sea front, 
which in the summer evenings are filled with people talking in the cooler evening air. 
Cypriots use these walks to meet with others and as a way of demonstrating harmony in a 
family, as they stroll together and has become a social institution joined by many tourists. 
The stroll along the promenade has given people a purpose, some older people use it as 
exercise, and some teenage people use it as a place to meet members of the opposite sex 
during that difficult transition between being a child and having permission to go out at 
night. In Paphos, you might see fishermen, in Limassol you are more likely to find lovers 
and in Larnaca tourists. This form of social behaviour has remained as an enjoyable part 
of Cypriot life even if its motives are often more deep rooted than mere enjoyment. On 
most evenings I would venture to the promenade and become part of the crowd. Sitting 
on a bench along the promenade, the researcher was able to observe interactions between 
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groups of people as they passed by. Although the observation was staggered and based on 
short moments, they were however insightful.
On one evening, a family with two children were walking the promenade. The two boys 
were walking several paces ahead of their parents, engrossed with a bag of popcorn. In 
all, I saw the family pass by four times and on each occasion the husband was arguing 
with his wife. Each time they passed me, he was busy talking and making what appeared 
to be aggressive gestures in the air ahead of him with his arms, and each time they passed 
me the wife said nothing. The children did not appear to be distracted by this, though 
the wife appeared to be distressed, and as far as I could tell was not contributing to the 
exchange with her husband. I watched them pass the first time and knowing that many 
people walk the promenade a number of times looked out for them each time. In this 
way I could observe them from a farther distance in the hope of seeing the wife make a 
contribution. However, I did not. Whatever the private situation between the woman 
and her husband, in the public arena she maintained the honourable role of allowing her 
husband to over power her. It was clear that he was unhappy with an action of his wife’s 
and had chosen this place to raise it. The body language of the woman was withdrawn. 
She made no eye-contact with her husband during the time I was observing, her 
shoulders were down her head lowered. It appeared as though she was listening but not 
contributing. In such a public place the demonstration of obedience is a necessary part of 
maintaining the honourable image. Participant 44, described the importance of not 
‘shaming’ a husband at home, but to do it in a public place would have been to invite 
criticism and questions as to the authority of the man in his household.
On another evening, a mother had brought her young daughter and another girl to the 
promenade. I watched as they got out of the car and began to walk up and down. The 
young girls were smartly dressed and appeared very excited. They held each other’s hand, 
skipped the first few steps, and were in the age range of early teenage years. The mother 
followed behind them and walked one length of the promenade with them, then she sat
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on a bench near her car (and my location) and lit a cigarette. The girls continued to walk 
up and down the promenade for some time, and could be seen walking with other girls 
and boys of similar age each time they passed by where the mother and I were sitting. 
Approximately an hour after they had arrived the mother called to them as they passed 
indicating that time was up and the friend needed to be returned home. As I watched, 
what came to mind was how the traditional walk had adapted to make room for the social 
contact between the genders in a way that would not compromise the honour code caveat 
of sexual purity, but was also not as harsh as ‘Soulla’, participant 23, described the strict 
boundaries of contact, where women were not able to exchange pleasantries with men 
unless accompanied by a chaperon.
On one occasion, while visiting the town of Paphos, I sat along the low wall of the 
promenade watching as people passed and looking out for interesting exchanges, noting 
commonalities in body language and gestures and seeing how people greeted each other, 
when a fisherman began to set up his equipment beside me. The wall on which I was 
sitting separated the beachfront from the sea and was a common fishing ground. He 
asked first if I was a tourist and pointed to his angling gear to indicate that he intended to 
fish. I answered in Greek that I did not mind and that I was not a tourist. He then 
asked since I was Greek what was I doing alone on the wall and was I waiting for 
someone, to which I replied ‘No’. He looked puzzled when he insisted on asking me 
what I was doing here alone. When I explained that I had travelled from England and 
was doing a study about Cypriot people, he relaxed his frown and nodded to me. He 
explained that when he saw me he thought I was ‘up to no good’ and wasn’t sure I should 
be engaged in such an activity, adding that to be navta KaXa (panta kala- always good -  
meaning ‘better safe than sorry’) he would move further down the promenade from me, 
which he did. This curious exchange was a good indication of the level of stereotypical 
judgements that are levied against women. That I was alone on the promenade was an 
issue in itself for the fisherman, but that he should be seen in my proximity was also an 
issue for him. In his reality the fisherman was ensuring he avoided any suggestion that
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he might be associated with a woman sitting alone; at the same time his actions assured 
that my action of sitting on the promenade wall without an escort would not be 
misconstrued by his presence.
How a woman acts in public is intensely scrutinized. Her actions, if ambiguous, could 
cause dishonour and speculation not only for herself but also with implications for her 
family. The responsibility of family honour therefore resides in the actions of the 
females, though it is the male responsibility to enforce and ‘protect’ the honour of the 
women in the family, in accordance with the honour code system.
4. THE COFFEBSHOPS (Ka<|)8veia)
Traditionally coffee-shops would be situated significantly, in the village centre. It 
restricted the route women could take around the village. It also ensured that even 
though the male members of the family were at the Ka^eveiov (Kafeneon) they were able to 
ensure the general whereabouts of other members of their families, in particular the 
women. In towns, coffee-shops tend to be central to neighbourhoods. Although their 
positioning still tends to be central - e.g. on the main road or neighbourhood square - 
coffee-shops are a place for men to gather and socialise and express political affiliations as 
well as displays of honour. K a^eveia  identify its patrons as members of different 
political stances and demand loyalty from their patrons. The k o ^ e v e i o v  (Kafeneon) 
context can be described as similar to a traditional ‘working man’s club’ in Britain, 
though the climate and working hours are such, that in the Republic of Cyprus the 
coffee-shops spill out into the street.
Whilst staying near Limassol I passed through the village of Germasoyeia regularly on my 
way into town. The village has only one main road on which is situated the church, the 
grocery shop, the butcher, the two coffee-shops and the restaurants. The coffee-shops are 
exactly on opposite sides of the road from each other. The affiliation was to display
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honour amongst their peer group. Usually sons would frequent the same k o l ^ e v e i o v  
(Kafeneon) as their fathers, building their own reputation and honour on that already 
established by the father and grandfather before them. The road narrowed at this point 
and therefore two cars could not pass at speed. As I did not live in or use any of the 
amenities of the village the men in the coffee-shops would look out for me and I guess 
wonder who this person was that passed through so frequently but did not stop. I 
noticed that the same men sat at the same coffee-shop, not changing sides and discovered 
that loyalty to a coffee-shop was an important part of the male esteem and the 
maintenance of honour. Also on political occasions the different coffee-shops celebrated 
in different ways. On the one side of the road Flags of Greece would be intermingled 
with Cypriot flags, where on the other side of the road, only Cypriot flags were present. 
The significance of this demonstrates the dividedness between those loyal to Greece as 
the motherland and those who choose to be an independent island - both of these are 
distinct political views. This was particular noticeable on October 28^ ^^ . This is a national 
holiday in both Greece and Cyprus and is known as the ‘NO ’ day -  the day that Greece 
said no to Mussolini. The celebrations take place across the Republic, but those who see 
the island as part of Greece take to heart the weight of the occasion, again demonstrating 
an individual’s loyalty and social standing.
THE INTERVIEWS
It seemed to me that few women actually talked about their social situation, tending 
instead to talk about themselves in terms of family, of educational achievements and of 
their obligations. When trying to locate the woman in a social setting and how she 
experiences it, therefore becomes a less direct exercise. The terminology to deal with the 
manifestation of women in the public domain is limited, leaving the listener with a need 
to intuit, check out and establish how far a comment by a participant could relate to 
actual events and could include the person. The female participants generally found it 
difficult to relate stories that did not include their education or their responsibility to the
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family and the efforts they were making to maintain them. On review of the stories 
amassed, it was clear that this sense of self was not yet in place.
The first example is from ‘Soulla’, participant 23, a widely travelled woman in her sixties.
‘Soulla’ and I met on a number of occasions and we always spoke in English. She had 
travelled to Cyprus when she was in her twenties and married and settled there. Being a 
young person from a Western culture, the restrained environment of the 1950’s and 
1960’s made an impression on her and in one of our conversations, she described the 
permissible contact between the sexes that she saw amongst the Cypriots, when she had 
just married:
"23; ...because she had a reputation to maintain...she had to be a 
*fronittû* [good] girl, you see, otherwise no-one would marry her... 
all this sort of thing was of course intimidating to her... it didn’t mean 
they wouldn’t look at each other and they weren’t aware of each
other, but there was very little contact   Whatever she did was
reflected for or against her family her brothers and sisters, she was 
responsible for this image and of course she was made to feel that she 
was responsible and there was always a great deal of guilt she is 
automatically guilty, I have often thought just for being a woman, 
guilty because people expected her to he a source of how would you 
say, temptation or seduction.”
‘Soulla’ describes the 1950’s, which was a time of political unrest under British rule. 
Though not as extreme, the research did reveal that the onus remains on the woman to 
uphold her honour and thus to not disgrace her family.
In my first attempt at taping a structured interview, I met with participant 1, ‘Androulla’, 
who works for the Ministry of Justice. I only met with her once and this was at her place 
of work. Even though I had prepared some questions and taken along a friend for 
support, as well as familiarising myself with using the tape machine, the outcome, though 
insightful on a number of levels, confirmed that the structured interview technique was 
not one that this researcher intended to use often. My idea was that a structured
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interview would give me the information I wanted whilst giving the participant the 
freedom to express themselves. In reality, I felt that the structure that I imposed on the 
meeting inhibited the participant and consequently me. Though the information 
provided by participant 1 was salient, the element of the individual was missing. In our 
interview she remained focused on the topic and answered solely in terms of government 
policy, general attitudes and the mission statement of her department. On reading a 
copy of the transcript alongside, transcripts conducted later during the research, a sense 
of the missing person is clear. Even though the questions tended to ask ‘Androulla’ to 
express her thoughts, her answers remained general as in the example below were she 
remained pragmatic"*^ .
"R: How far do you think the changing of the law has helped in the 
struggle for women’s rights and the bringing about of enlightenment?
1: Look with the changing of the law is does not mean that you
change automatically the attitudes of the people and that which we 
have already seen is that in reality in our society there still exists 
stereo-typical ideas about what the roles of a woman is and the role of 
her husband and what she must do in that role as wife the law does 
not change that and the rights are the same..."
As I transcribed the interview it became clear that researcher discomfort with structured 
interviews and formal question - answer sessions had sabotaged the process. Although 
the interview had some insightful informational points, there was nothing on the 
conversational level present, between ‘Androulla’ and I and limited her responses to 
‘policy’ and the ‘official view’. Though disappointed in the interview technique, a 
different method was adopted with participant 2. Although similar in questions, the 
researcher followed the conversation rather than leading it, allowing the participant to 
talk through the interview as opposed to responding to questions. My interaction with
Other participants who expressed the same point, though in different contexts, were 6(female), 8(female), 17(female) 
18(female) 19(male), 20(male), 39(male) and 7 l(female).
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participant 1 had been formal throughout the interview, so I was dealing with her 
professional self. Hence, the opportunity to discover the person was missed.
With participant 2 a more open approach to the interview was adopted, so that the 
researcher remained open to the responses of the participant. Hence, the next question 
would stem from the conversation, bringing fluidity to the process, which was lacking in 
the first interview. ‘Annie’ felt that it was right to ‘move with the times’ and talked about 
her work and how she saw society changing in general, I asked her what she felt about the 
progress of change in Cyprus. This time I got a different style of answer from the one 
‘Androulla’ gave me. ‘Annie’ paused for a moment before turning to a personal example 
to illustrate her point to me. She began to talk about her daughter and how she wanted 
to support her in creating a place for herself within society independently.
"2; ... my daughter is a lawyer and she is not going to change her 
name. I mean even after her marriage because she is knoivn in life
like this  and her degree is like that, so she wants to keep her
maiden name so she has to make sure that whoever she marries
accepts this because it can cause problems afterwards. She has to put 
it as a rule.
R: The onus is still on the women., the responsibility for change still 
lies with the woman...
2: Completely....because the woman up until now was the victim I
think men were the victims as well by their superior positions........
because it was a very difficult situation for them to keep such a
superior position when in reality they were not so superior.  I
think this change of attitude of women has made men change their 
attitude towards women also up until a certain point women needed 
help in order to come out because their poor voice was not heard...."
As this example illustrates the empathy that develops gives the participant the feeling of 
security. The response ‘Annie’ gave was sincere and impassioned. This style began to 
feel comfortable and was the one I adopted for the majority of my interviews (taped and 
not'taped).
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THE MEDIA
The rigid social rules and the tight community provide a sense of frustration for some 
Cypriots, with the inability to express themselves freely often manifesting later in life. 
Voyeurism and an insatiable appetite to know what is happening in the lives of others in 
Cyprus and in other countries, is prevalent. This is one of the reasons why the media has 
a strong and flourishing place in contemporary Cyprus. As the people clamber for more, 
the media probe deeper into, the private lives of Cypriots and are not above importing 
the ‘gutter-press’ from other countries. As ‘Sue’ a senior official in the judicial system 
commented:
"23: ...older people will tolerate outright pom and sniggering jokes, 
prurient photos, hut will publicly castigate a girl who they perceive as 
not being ‘froninü’.[good girl]... which is very interesting... they seem 
to separate their own society from this impact of outside cultures."
The media opened possibilities that did not exist before, such as access to news across the 
island and world news. Both are recent phenomena widening the horizons of the people. 
Cypriot women begin to witness the lives of other women, to compare, and to reflect on 
values they had previously accepted without question. The dominant ideology developed 
gaps in its structure, and a previously closed form of knowledge that had the effect of 
keeping those in power, powerful (Rendel, 1981) had opened. Women did not have 
knowledge of how other women lived. Their socialisation was completely within 
androcentric structures and they were unaware of the effect of the patriarchal ideology on 
their environment. In accessing knowledge that illustrates how others (in particular 
women) live, Cypriot women started to question their own internalised structure and 
value system and effect processes of change. These changes challenged the dominance of 
the male social structures. With time, Cypriot women have built a place for themselves 
within the existing structure.
The increased level of media activity in Cyprus has been accepted so readily that most 
Cypriots do not ‘notice’ it. Television, videos, newspapers and magazines have saturated
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the market to an extent that the consumer is almost unaware of their level of 
participation. Most of the data I was able to gather here was through observing the effect 
of television on social interaction (see chapter seven) and the rate of consumer 
consumption.
One illuminating example of the hunger for media is the ‘top shelf policy that in 
England and other European countries protects those under-age from coming into 
contact with magazines and material unsuitable for their age. This policy does not appear 
to exist in Cyprus. My first encounter was approximately four weeks into the fieldwork. 
I had stopped arbitrarily at a local news-agent/mini-market near where I was staying. 
These types of shops are usually small and crammed with magazines, confectionery, toys, 
watches and basic food items such as bread, milk, tinned food and coffee, as well as 
anything the shop-owner felt he/she could sell from light-bulbs and car accessories to 
glass-ware and picture frames. I had been in this particular shop maybe six or seven times 
before as it was located on a common route being used at the time.
On entering the shop, immediately facing the customer is a small stand, about three feet 
high, made of steel mesh and has crisps (chips as they are known in Cyprus) displayed. 
Clipped to the side of the stand, facing the door, with clothes pegs are magazines. The 
first few times I did not take notice of the magazines there. What drew my attention to 
them on this occasion, was a little boy of about seven or eight years old. As I walked into 
the shop, I noticed that he was standing by the crisp stand staring. I made my purchases 
and turned to see what he was staring at. Amongst the magazines clipped to the crisp 
stand were the Cypriot weekly and monthly magazines which many people buy and which 
were piled elsewhere in the shop. The rest of the magazines were imported soft and hard­
core pornographic magazines from Thailand, America and Germany and the explicit 
photographs on the covers were not blocked out, neither were the pages sealed.
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The shop assistant made no move to stop him, as the boy continued to stare while 1 
walked past him and left the shop. I stood outside for a short while to observe if other 
customers would react to this. Two women and one man also made purchases from the 
shop whilst I was standing there and none paid any heed to the young boy, who by this 
time was leafing through the pages. I became aware of a threshold of acceptance that was 
very different from my own and made a point to visit other such small shops and news­
paper stands noticing how their magazines were displayed in a bid to discover if this was 
an isolated case or not. I discovered that this is the ‘norm’ and that if there is a policy 
relating to pornographic material being sold and displayed, it is being blatantly and 
consistently flouted. Images of this kind convey messages of acceptability. In the process 
of socialisation a young person receiving such an image of women would justifiably 
believe that women are for sex. The notion would have been internalised without 
question because it would not have been noticed as a process. Such implicit learning is 
often the hardest to conquer.
Through observation, I found that there is negligible sexual inhibition in the media. The 
public are eager to buy and to watch sexual images (and sexual exploitation). Appendix 
six demonstrates the extent to which the Cypriot public exploit sexual images. These are 
covers of one of the island’s most popular family magazine. The content of the magazine 
is eclectic, including T.V. listings, scientific, sociological, fashion, community-based, and 
health based articles as well as gossip columns and fictional pieces. The cover, almost 
from the first issue has continued to be suggestive. Images such as those described above 
are easily accessible to those of any age. The message is one of female exploitation. The 
honour code system also carries a message of female exploitation where sexuality is 
thought to be the dishonouring factor.
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11.4 CONCLUSION
That the honour code system still exists in an adapted form is reaffirmed by the difficulty 
Cypriot women face in expressing themselves in the social arena. Though there are more 
opportunities for her, the stigma and the slow progress of change means that in this 
domain acting out the desire is still the exception and not the norm. The most 
prominent change in the Cypriot honour code system today is that instead of a solely 
community structure, the honour code includes the more individualistic, so that the 
actions of a protagonists affect the reputation and honour of the individual in the first 
instance and their family in the second. This is a change from the original concept where 
the actions of a member of the family were not distinguished from the honour of the 
whole family.
There is evidence of a hegemonic structure in Cypriot society, though it is not thought 
here to be the cause of the subordination of women, since it is a structure which exists 
within the honour code system, a structure that has tended to dominate social 
interactions, continuing to exist and perpetuating a ‘power over’ scenario. The 
segregationist and subservient socialisation of Cypriot women effected in part by the 
complete infiltration of all social institutions of society by the male dominant doctrine. 
There were no ‘grey areas’ where Cypriot women would question their existence and role. 
Once the media opened channels of information, together with women gaining an 
education (particularly from overseas), the effect of patriarchy was no longer total.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
WOMEN IN RELIGION
12.1 INTRODUCTION
Though the influence of the Greek Orthodox church in Cyprus is not as far-reaching 
today as it was in the 1950’s and 1960’s when John Peristiany studied the villagers of 
Alona, it still has unrivalled power and its dominance is undisputed. To continue its 
growth the church has adapted and diversified to include newspapers, television and 
radio stations, medical clinics and schools, one of the richest landing-owning 
institutions (Triseliotis 1977).
As a strong patriarchal structure steeped in tradition, the rituals of the Greek 
Orthodox Church provided stability and even those who declare their atheism attend 
the Easter and Christmas services (of the biggest religious festivals in Cyprus and 
Greece). Rites of passage such as christenings, weddings and funerals are marked by 
church ceremonies, which are steeped in rituals that are also public displays to which 
the majority of the village (or more recently the neighbourhood) take part and 
witness. The dominance of religion is undisputed here. During the course of the 
fieldwork more than 80% of the participants in the sample demonstrated that 
whatever the individual feeling about the Church, the core construct remained as a 
factor that needed to be taken into account and referred at least once to God, 
religion and/or the church^
 ^ This percentage does not include those observed during church activities (e.g. wedding, funerals, 
christenings).
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This chapter analyses the role of religion as an influential experience in the lives of 
the participants and will demonstrate that as a dominant structure its adaptations 
were towards maintaining the social order within which it existed; to which end the 
Greek Orthodox church has had success. However, in doing so the church has 
neglected to evolve its ideology, in particular with regard to women, in favour of 
remaining close to the original doctrine, and it is argued that as such the role of the 
church has served to limit women and to socialise them into acceptance of the 
existing superstructure of which religion has a dominant patriarchal role. This has 
directly affected how women continue to perpetuate the existence of their system 
through their faith. Experiences through faith have effectively been understood from 
a position outside of the self and based in the tradition of the religious dogma.
12.2 CRITICAL QUESTIONS
In exploring the role of the Greek Orthodox Church in the lives of Cypriots, the aim 
was to illustrate the extent to which it affects the evaluation of the individual 
experience by imposing expectations based in ritual expression. These expectations 
are then used to make judgements about the self and others regarding acceptable and 
non-acceptable behaviour. To demonstrate that religion and in particular the Greek 
orthodox religion, has been an influencing and dominant factor in the way Cypriot 
women express and evaluate themselves, the experiences gathered from the field were 
explored using two main constructs. Firstly, the data was examined to understand 
how far religion influences Cypriot society in the present day. The aim being to 
highlight the participant feeling of the importance of religion and the role its 
teachings have on their lives, taking into consideration that the traditional teachings 
of the Orthodox Church have rigid dogma concerning the ‘appropriate’ and
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acceptable role and place of woman and her exhibits of faith. Secondly, the 
experiences amassed through social observations were reviewed to highlight the 
importance of ritual and how the subtle nature of the symbolism it contains informs 
and instructs the population on behaviour and levels of honour.
Religion and the Cypriot honour code system perpetuate the cycle of individual 
action affecting group status and both place as central concepts the purity and 
servitude of females. Both questions relate to the honour code system. This is 
because religion forms a major structure in the maintenance of the honour code 
system. Not least because both structures - the honour code system and religion - 
have the characteristic patriarchal quality.
12.3 FINDINGS
Particular research techniques were used to ensure that triangulation of methodology 
took place to guarantee that a holistic view of the Greek Orthodox Church is 
presented. Specifically:
a) An audience with a Senior Greek Orthodox Church 
Official. This interview was requested prior to entering the 
field and on arrival in the Republic of Cyprus a copy of the 
questions were sent to the offices in Nicosia were they were 
reviewed. Once my interview was granted, I was allowed to 
tape the interview.
b) Search through Church literature. The Orthodox Church 
in Nicosia contains many texts on the teachings and
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principles of the Church. I was able to access some of this 
material on an authorised visit.
c) Participant accounts of their experience of religion.
Although not an item brought up by the researcher, the 
participants tended towards including a mention of God, 
religion and/or the Church in some form. Over 80% of the 
interviewing sample did this, suggesting that there is a 
cultural relevance and central role played by the Greek 
Orthodox Church.
d) Intentional attendance and observation of religious rites of 
passages such as funerals and weddings, where the symbolic 
ritual attached to each gender signifies the religious stance.
The result was as expected in that the participant view and experiences of religion 
differed from the Ecclesiastical institutions opinion of its influence and reverence. 
However the results also highlighted that regardless of whether a participant thought 
of themselves as religious and/or spiritual, or not, the dogma of the church was all 
the same instilled in their way of thinking and formed part of their locus of 
evaluation of the self and others^. This included perspectives on sex before marriage 
(or ecclesiastical engagement), the role of motherhood and the male social 
dominance, which mirror and maintain the Cypriot honour code system and was in 
evidence. Thus the Cypriot woman is trapped into the perpetuation of her role 
because of her inability to exist outside of the structure, which in Cyprus is all- 
encompassing.
 ^ It must be noted bere tbat tbe schools in tbe Republic o f Cyprus focus on tbe teachings o f the Greek 
Orthodox Church predominately and in some schools, exclusively. Other religious beliefs are mentioned as 
inferior to Orthodoxy, if mentioned at all.
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THE ECCLESIASTICAL PERSPECTIVE
The interview which details the position held by the Church in Cyprus, as presented 
by one of it’s own senior Bishops, is presented in full in Appendix 4. Together with 
my appointed Chaperone, an audience was granted for one hour. The Ilanag (Papas -  
Priest) saw me in his office and had a copy of my list of questions in front of him, 
which he ticked off as we went through them. As I was particularly interested in how 
the church viewed women I began by asking exactly this question, to which the 
UaTuag responded:
”45:..the church of Cyprus asks for nothing more from women than 
that which Christ tells us... He asks for women to be loyal, to serve 
her fellow man and to fulfil her duties as a woman either as a wife 
or a mother or a sister..... it is still asked of the Cypriot woman 
that she save her modesty, her chastity, and generally all those 
attributes that make her worthy and constitute, in the church’s 
mind, the best ornaments for a woman.”
He emphasised his reference to chastity and modesty and saw no expansion of the 
female role beyond her duties as ‘wife, mother, sister’. Both chastity and modesty are 
desirable qualities in the honour code system and the greater the evidence the higher 
the potential standing of the family, whose responsibility it is to maintain them in 
their women. In Greek Orthodox religion teachings clearly indicate that the onus lies 
firmly with the female and through her continued and unyielding faith in Christ she 
will be led on the ‘path of righteousness’ (Chrysosstomos 1979). The two 
superstructures, Greek Orthodox religion and the Cypriot honour code serve to 
reinforce the ideals of each other in that they both approach the population with 
ideals on honour and shame. For instance, the honour code sees dishonour as 
shameful, and this shame commonly stems from a female action that has 
compromised her purity (and could be as simple as participant 64’s action expressing 
one’s love), and in the same light the 'Tlana^ implied that shame will fall on those
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who choose not to follow the teachings of Christ. Examples referred to by 
participant 45, were civil weddings and abortions.
With respect to the position of women in marriage, the was forthright in
admonishing my suggestion that the phrase *tj Ssyvvjj tva^offstrat rovavSpa* [‘He 
then ee yee na phoveete ton antra’ woman be fearful of man] which is heard during Greek 
marriage ceremonies, prescribed an unequal union.
”45:....the fear is not fear as in everyday life. It is respect! Fear 
means respect...”
He explained further that the joining together of two as one meant to share both the 
good times and the hard, admitting that a religious wedding, as opposed to a civil 
ceremony, was more directive in what it demanded of the couple:
"45: Here you must Uve faithful to your husband and the husband 
must bve his wife as Christ loved the church.”
In both these extracts, the inequality is apparent not only in the explanation but also 
in the teaching. That fear should be equated to respect and not reciprocated and 
that the responsibility of faithfulness is with the wife, reinforces the Cypriot honour 
code. During the interview the 'Ilajua^ expressed the view that women needed to 
follow the church in order to be ‘blissful’, and stated that in ecclesiastical terms there 
is no difference between women and men except that:
‘45: Christ sought out his disciples and his disciples were all men’.
I took this statement as a directive. The dogma of Greek Orthodoxy was to translate 
the teachings in the Bible in a way that dictated roles of men and women. This 
enforces the worldview of patriarchy and charges women with defining themselves 
within it, using constructs external to their own potential.
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After the interview, secondary data ascertained the depth of validity of the 'nanag’ 
view. Further, the Archbishops’ offices in Nicosia and the ‘Holy Scriptures of the 
Church’ (Chrysosstomos 1979) agreed with the views that I had been given in the 
interview. Representatives of the Synod echoed the strong opposition to female 
priests expressed by the ^IIana< .^
Similarly, the idea of civil marriages was condemned as “agreements without 
substantial protection for the woman or the family” and was seen to represent a shift 
in the authority of the church. Before such licences were permitted, the church 
presided over family and marriage issues and any divorce needed to pass through the 
ecclesiastical court, which resided over the final decision to separate. This new 
licensing, less than a decade old, demonstrates a shift from the stringent control of 
the Orthodox church to one which has passed into more accessible domains.
The Creek Orthodox Church nonetheless remains a driving force in Cypriot society, 
where its supremacy reached a pinnacle in Archbishop Makarios III, during the 
1970’s. He was simultaneously the head of the Church in Cyprus while presiding 
over the political situation. This period was the height of interconnectedness, where 
the superstructures explored here, were without question the defining institutions. 
Cypriot women evaluated their experiences from these perspectives, and having lost 
the stability and security felt less that fifteen years earlier, when Cyprus won it 
independence, the Church presented the only stabilising force and emerged as the 
guiding light of a nation lost.
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THE PARTICIPANTS’ VIEW
‘A v  OsXsi O  © so (f  (‘If it is God’s will)
This proverb prefaces most things from a love-match or examination pass to living 
until tomorrow, with the unspoken ending to this saying being ‘it shall be’. It is a 
commonly used phrase interjected frequently into conversations and hints at a 
society with a deeply rooted religious foundation. It refers to the Almighty as the 
ultimate decision maker and it seemed as a way of moving from self-responsibility to 
external responsibility. Although the response from participants was mixed, with 
almost half of the female participants feeling that the church had become an 
outmoded institution more interested in money and politics than saving the people, 
they concurrently expressed feelings of solace from the church. Even so, the idea 
that something, other than the self, could be responsible for the circumstances in 
their lives, that it was ‘God’s will’ was a live one.
There were examples of both antipathy and unconditional love for the Church, 
though some of the participants, mainly accepting of religion, had become 
disillusioned. ‘Maro’, participant 71, was a senior court official when we met. 
Although her family are religious, she explained that she does not attend church on a 
regular basis. ‘Maro’ and 1 met only once, at her offices, by an introducer. W e 
talked for about two hours, of which 40 minutes were taped. Consequently, due to 
the environment and our short acquaintance, the interview began more formal in 
style but relaxed as we progressed, becoming almost conversational. ‘Maro’ felt ill 
equipped to talk about religion as she thought of herself as distanced from it. Even 
so, she did contribute this, with regard to the open-handed qualities of the Church:
"71: I find Cyprus is not as spiritual perhaps as other churches 
may he, but they’re certainly more nationalistic and more involved 
in peoples everyday lives and that of the country and its survival
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1 also find the church very patriotic compared to a lot of other 
churches...."
This was a commonly held view by those who felt the church had lost them because 
it had lost its way\ Describing the recent scandals involving priests and bishops who 
were exposed having fathered illegitimate children or been involved in fraudulent 
activities, the participants felt let down by the example they were being given. Most 
of those who expressed disillusionment cited money as the aim of the Church today 
and saw it losing sight of the changing needs of the congregation.
Other participants overlooked the external interests and shortcomings of the church 
as inconsequential compared to the solace it gave them, feeling that there was 
nothing more beautiful in the world than to be ‘a good Christian’"^. One example is 
‘Louisa’, participant 64, who works in a factory during the day and as a beautician in 
the evenings. Her brother was our introducer. He was aware of my 
psychotherapeutic background and asked if 1 would talk with his sister who he 
decided was depressed. When 1 met ‘Louisa’, 1 found her approachable. 1 explained 
that we were under no obligation to meet or to talk and that 1 would be happy to just 
have a coffee and leave her if that was her choice. She said she was glad to talk with 
me, but felt that if 1 were to go regularly 1 needed payment, to which 1 refused. 
Eventually we agreed to exchange services, where 1 gave her an hour of my time each 
week and once a fortnight she would give me an hour of her time in treatment. She 
and 1 became friends. 1 made the decision not to tape the sessions 1 had with ‘Louisa’
 ^ Other participants who saw the Church as having lost sight o f its congregation were 2(female), 3(female) 
6(female), ll(female) 12(female), 13(female), 19(male), 26 (male), 32(female) 34(female) 46(male) 48(female) 
74(female) and 78(female).
 ^ Participants 4(female), 8(female), 9(female), lO(male), 14(male), 15(male), 17(female), 27(female) 28(female) 
30(female), 36(female), 37(female), 38(female), 40(female), 41(male), 42(female), 43(female), 45(male), 
52(female) 55(female), 60(female), 64(female), 65(female), 75(male), 80(female) and 81(male).
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because in the beginning she was fragile, 1 did not want to add to it, and 1 felt that 
taping would do this. It was some time into our relationship when she suggested 
being taped, because she was aware 1 was doing this with other participants and was 
curious to be interviewed like them on T.V.’. Therefore, although 1 met continually 
with ‘Louisa’ 1 taped one sixty-minute session. It was during this particular meeting 
that we talked about religion and for ‘Louisa’, it came back into her life when the war 
in the Gulf in the early 1990’s threatened Cyprus. She had become frightened and 
sought comfort, finding it in religion. She now saw nothing greater than her love of 
Christ.
"64: What is more beautiful than to be a good Christian? You 
are protected. If you have faith you don’t need to be scared not 
even from bad friend or from drugs, or theft or from bad people."
‘Louisa’ lived in a ground floor flat in Limassol. W e would sit in the kitchen 
/through lounge area, which was the only communal living space, and talk over 
coffee. Our meetings were scheduled when her son and husband were out, since this 
room was the family room, the dining room and the television room, leaving no 
other space, save her bedroom. The room was adorned with icons and images of 
Christ and in her kitchen she always kept a lantern, known as a Gandila, alight by her 
chosen saint. When we talked she would often pause in thought and focus on one 
of the holy images around the room. One of the reasons we met regularly was 
because at her request, since she felt she needed to talk to someone who ‘<u;on’t judge 
me as evil’. She would often seek this re-assurance from me when she spoke about 
difficulties she was facing or about the hardships she had endured. ‘Louisa’ would 
refer to the Church at such times explaining how attending morning mass gave her 
the strength to get through the day. In this extract, ‘Louisa’ talks about the 
difficulties she was facing in her marriage when she discovered her husband having 
an affair, and how turning to the Church for support helped her through it.
R: Do you go to Church?
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64: Yes.
R: Do you take your son?
64: No I would have liked or him to go hut he’s not used to going 
to church because I didn’t teach him to be. You see I never went 
to church at the time when I should have. It’s only recently that I 
have started to go again... the last two years.
R: When was the time you should have?
64: Maybe akvays....(sobs)
R: What changed for you?
64: I made the first turn when the war was in the Gulf. I fek
scared. I fek that I had to move closer to God then after
that there were many problems with my husband (pause) he fell
in love with another woman and I saw many things and I didn’t 
want to react to make a scene or any fuss in front of other people, 
so I would go to confession to a priest and he helped me very much. 
I became more able to accept and deal with various situations 
and that gave me more room, then later on I went to church and 
began to feel better. I fek more peaceful, more calm. Slowly slowly 
it became routine and I continue to go.”
Through her faith ‘Louisa’ accepted the situation around her, in particular her 
husband’s infidelity and believed that if she ‘remained strong and unwavering, God 
will show the right way’. Instead of confronting her husband, or at least talking with 
him about the situation, ‘Louisa’ confessed to her priest, who encouraged her to ‘let 
him work it through his system’, thus placing her in a situation where her inaction 
was perceived by her husband as condoning his affair. Subsequently he went on to 
have further affairs and ‘Louisa’ remains confident, that having allowed the situation 
to progress, she now knows her ‘true husband’. At no time during our meetings did she 
express any anger or feelings of betrayal towards her husband, maintaining that ‘God 
is showing me what 1 must leam’.
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Like ‘Louisa’, ‘Alexia’, participant 9, wanted to share with me the ‘secret of 
happiness’. ‘Alexia’ is a civil servant in Nicosia and is married with no children. To 
overcome the pain she felt when she discovered that she and her husband were 
unable to conceive. Alexia’ turned to religion for enlightenment and strength to 
carry on. It was not what ‘Alexia’ said that captured the moment, since a number of 
the participants saw religion as "the path of righteousness '. It was more in the way in 
which she expressed herself, speaking as if of a great miracle which was 
simultaneously obvious and secret. At this point her voice lowered to almost a 
whisper and her face relaxed, she maintained good eye-contact with me and solemnly 
confided:
"9: We have the church you understand .... you see the people 
know that God will be with them and if they do not abandon 
Him, He will not abandon them. This is what you will find 
makes us secure in our lives”
MARRIAGES
Although marriages were discussed in Chapter 10, a brief mention is made here with 
regard to the legal changes affecting the marriage ceremony, since it forms the 
cornerstone of societal relations. Though wedlock is considered to be the ultimate 
goal of women and the right of passage into manhood of men, the ecclesiastical laws 
were stringent on marriage and the canons had not changed for centuries. The year 
prior to the fieldwork, civil weddings were accepted as legal in Cyprus, though the 
uptake to date was slow with mainly foreign nationals using the service. 1 found only 
one office performing this ceremony in Nicosia and was told that due to the 
disinterest of the public, no more offices were needed. However, despite the 
negative view and the opposition of the Greek Orthodox Church, campaigners saw
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this victory as a step in the positive direction since it contributed choice and 
provided an alternative for those who were cynical of Cypriot religion.
‘Antigoni’, participant 12, is a member of POCO (Pancyprian Federation of 
Women’s organisations) and had campaigned for many years for the more rights for 
women. She was excited about many of the changes her organisation was involved in 
and talked at length about the joining of women’s movements to create a stronger 
front and affect change, which would give Cypriot women alternatives. She saw the 
instigation of civil marriage licenses as a good thing for the island as it shifted the 
seat of power from the male dominant patriarchal locus to a wider group that 
included women. Though careful to explain that she is herself religious and her faith 
is ‘part o f  her strength, she was clear that the previous law which centred on the 
ecclesiastical courts deciding the fate of the congregation as flawed.
"12: ...in 1991 the civil wedding is accepted as a marriage but all 
this issues which were concerned with the family and marriage 
were before in the domain of the church and we viewed and still 
view that all these cultural changes cannot be held just in the 
hands of the church, we wanted them to pass to the hands of the 
people ....so today instead of all these issues being dealt with by 
courts of the church they are dealt with by the peoples court which 
we call family courts."
FUNERALS
As a rite of passage, funerals mark the passing on of a honourable person, though in 
my mind the ritualistic ceremonies are more for the living than for the dead. 
However, in the Republic of Cyprus, funerals are regarded with deep solemnity. Early 
on in the fieldwork, an uncle was killed in a motorcycle accident. Due to his 
premature death 1 was very upset when 1 attended the funeral and as 1 stood in the 
church 1 became aware that my grief was shadowed by a heightened awareness of
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what was taking place. I took mental notes on how many women and how many 
men wore black. 1 watched intensely the ceremony at the church and at the 
cemetery. After the funeral 1 went with others to my aunts’ house and participated 
in the wake. My awareness, no doubt heightened by the feelings of grief centred on 
the role of women during the wake and the intensely symbolic rituals which took 
place both before and after the Church service. There was a need to attend more 
funerals in order to gather comparable evidence, and since funerals are like wedding, 
they are public events, joining a procession as it made its way through the streets was 
not difficult. Driving around town, past Churches would usually indicate if a funeral 
was taking place, in which case 1 would attend.
The speed with which funerals take place after a death is important to note. Custom 
dictates that the deceased is buried within forty-eight hours of death and so, for 
example, if a person is to die on Wednesday morning, her/his funeral is arranged for 
either Thursday afternoon or Friday morning. The news is spread from family to 
family along the honour code system and the networking system which is established 
to ensure that key members of the community are informed. It was accepted that the 
greater the turnout at the funeral, the higher the honour and respect of the family 
and so it was imperative that everyone is informed. Morning newspapers would carry 
bulletins detailing funerals and recently deceased and was another form of ensuring 
that people were made aware of the death.
In all, 1 attended nine funerals (including one personal one) and the comparisons 
clearly indicated defined ritualistic roles for men and women that appeared to bring 
a sense to the grief being experienced by the families. The three funerals described 
below are noteworthy for their ritual content throwing into sharp relief the return of 
women to the traditionally set roles prescribed by the honour code system and the 
Church.
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1. 'ACCIDENTAL DEATH’
In this funeral the chief protagonists all wore black clothes and the widowed woman, 
appeared to be in a deep state of shock and 1 noticed she was sedated at regular 
intervals. It was a small funeral of approximately sixty people and was being 
organised by two men, who in keeping with tradition had remained unshaven from 
the point of hearing of the death. As 1 learned from another mourner, the husband 
died suddenly, at work on Thursday morning (yesterday), and 1 understood he was in 
his late 50’s. The widow was flanked by members of her family and was constantly 
being coached to not cry and to remain ‘dignified. The mourner 1 stood next, 
invited me back to the house with her, to take part in the wake and ‘honour the 
deceased and those he had left behind by drinking a coffee in his home. 1 agreed and 
once the open coffin burial had taken place at the cemetery, 1 followed the woman to 
a house not far from the Church. At the house, women were busy making small 
cups of Creek coffee and serving the traditional olives, bread and halloumi (Cypriot 
cheese), which are given to the mourners at the mourners. Here the roles of male 
and female were clearly defined, as 1 found myself helping the women prepare and 
distribute the food, since with the exception of the widow and an older lady, no 
other woman was sitting down. There appeared to be a need to be active in doing 
‘everyday things’ whilst something out of the ordinary was happening. The women 
had congregated in the kitchenette and on the balcony, taking turns to enter the 
parlour with coffees and food. The widow remained alone amongst the group of 
men who began to discuss the dead man s estate, the future of the widow and 
whether or not he had outstanding debts. From the balcony the conversations were 
clearly heard and many women stood silently listening. The widow did not 
contribute to the discussions whilst 1 was at the house and was encouraged 
continually to ‘remain dignified’.
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Two months after this funeral, 1 came across the same woman again, coincidentally. 
1 was in town attending an evening seminar at the university of Cyprus and saw that 
she was also present. Still dressed in mourning clothes she was sitting towards the 
back of the hall. During the interval, 1 approached her to offer my condolences at 
her loss. She thanked me and asked if 1 had attended the funeral, to which 1 said 
yes. She asked me to describe it to her again, apologised to be asking, confessed to 
having no memory of the day, and was relying on what other people told her to 
believe that he was actually dead. In remaining dignified and not crying, the 
constant sedation meant that this woman did not fully experience her grief and was 
left with a feeling of unfinished mourning.
2. m XURAL CAUSES’
This was the funeral of the grandfather of participant 69, who had died in his sleep. 
Again, the funeral was a day from his death and even though it was late summer with 
temperatures near 30C, he was not taken to a morgue. 1 joined this family’s grief 
prior to the service. At the house mourners crammed into the deceased’s bedroom as 
the priest blessed him passing into the coffin. The body was on display for the 
mourners to pass by and pay their respects before he left his home for the last time, a 
candle and a plate of cracked wheat placed under the bed he was laying in. The 
priest prayed as male members of the man’s family lifted him into the open coffin, 
which was then carried to the nearby church, followed solemnly by a procession of 
mourners that had steadily gathered. The door of the house was covered with black 
material to signify that 'death had visited’ and the family we in mourning clothes, which 
for the women included covering their arms and legs and for the men remaining 
unshaven.
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The church was filled with mourners and for the length of the twenty-minute service, 
people still came. There were over 100 people at this service and the family, seated at 
the front of the church, were able to see who was attending. At the end of the service 
the congregation file past the coffin, which is at the alter and pay final respects. The 
majority of coffins include a glass panel to allow the mourner to see the deceased. As 
we walked from the Church to the cemetery holding up the traffic, 1 could hear 
many talk of not really knowing the deceased but of coming in support of so and so 
who was related to the dead man. The grandfather was buried, as is traditional with 
an open coffin. The priest performs that rites of passage at the graveside and the 
coffin is opened and lowered into the hole by male members of the family. Everyone 
is encouraged to throw earth into the coffin and this is seen as a cathartic expression 
of the acceptance of death -  helping to bury the loved one. Once everyone has done 
this any man can take up shovels provided to complete the burial and place the 
wreaths on top. Women stand further back and offer the traditional sweet wine -  
Comandaria -  olives, bread and Halloumi (Cypriot Cheese) to mourners before they 
leave to either join the family at home for the wake or carry on with their day.
Again, at this funeral, the chief mourners were women, who were seen to be ‘wailing’ 
and ‘crying’ uncontrollably, while the men who had organised the funeral remained 
solemn and calm. It was not judged as appropriate behaviour for a man to show his 
emotions in public, even at a funeral and to cry would have been undesirable. The 
Cypriot women on the other hand are expected to express themselves and to show 
their sorrow. Even those women who found crying in public difficult are expected to 
do so. Otherwise the judgement was harsh. Back at the house, as with the first 
example, the women busied themselves in the kitchen whilst, the grandmother, 
sister, daughter and two grand-daughters were the only ones sitting down with the 
men.
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3. ‘CANCER’
I had become acquainted with the grand-daughter of the deceased through my 
research. Her grandfather died of cancer in a Limassol clinic four days after being 
admitted. He died on Friday and was buried on Monday 1:30pm. 1 spent the 
Sunday with the granddaughter. She found it hard to concentrate, to cry, to be able 
to do anything. As a female member of the family she was expected to be grief- 
stricken and to be demonstrative. Though she was upset, she felt hurt by the 
continual questions of why she was not crying. For a moment’s escape, 1 
accompanied her as she went into town to buy a wardrobe of black mourning 
clothes. It is customary for the family to show their respect for the dead, in part, by 
wearing black clothes for the minimum respectful period of forty days. Many of the 
mourners then choose this opportunity to stop mourning in black clothes. However, 
a woman shows her respect and love for her lost son or husband by wearing black for 
the rest of her life. Wearing black on the death of a father is usually dependent on 
the view of the husband. At funerals women are not deemed to have loved enough or 
respected enough the dead person particularly if he was male, if they remove their dark clothing too 
soon.(participant 62). This is seen as a sign of honour. A  respectable length of time is 
usually decided by the community, but tends to last a lifetime. Women tend to wear 
black until death if widowed.
On the day of the funeral, the church congregation was small (approximately 40 
people) and the ceremony followed the same rituals as the others in terms of the 
procession past the glass fronted coffin, the walk from the church to the cemetery, 
the open coffin burial and the traditional wine and bread at the graveside. The main 
difference at this funeral was that many more of the women were seated in the front 
courtyard of the house where the wake took place. For forty days a candle light vigil 
is kept for the deceased by the graveside and at his home.
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The symbolic rituals which surround these services are typical. The honour code 
system ensures that the reputation of the family of deceased is determined by the 
attendance at the funeral. Many of the traditional customs, such as the giving of 
olives and wine at the graveside, are no longer clear. When 1 asked about the origin 
of this ritual each person had a different idea as to its significance, whilst many felt 
that it was ‘just what happens’. 1 found no satisfactory answer in the church 
literature either.
12,4 CONCLUSION
The religious symbols and rituals in the Greek Orthodox Church have a central role 
in the socialisation of the Cypriot population and as one of the most powerful and 
wealthiest institutions in Cyprus the church continues to influence many sectors of 
society. Up holding the honour code system the church in Cyprus sees the role of 
woman as confined to loyally serving her husband. Unfortunately, even as many 
Cypriot people continually turn to the church for guidance, the Orthodox Church 
has chosen not to modify or innovate its ideas, choosing instead to remain a constant 
pillar throughout the changing economic and political climates that the island have 
witnessed seeing its role to preserve a sense of identity. Its nationalistic qualities has 
given the church the perception of responsibility for preserving national identity in 
the face of external threat.
In a similar image as family, the Creek Orthodox Church has a central role in 
maintaining the honour code system in Cyprus. Religious ideals about family, social 
status, gender roles and national allegiance highlight the roles of woman and man 
defined by the honour code. The ecclesiastical perspective that a woman need only
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to respect and obey her husband puts undue significance on the subservience of 
woman to man. Significantly, the gender roles in society have mirrored those 
supported by the church.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
WOMEN AT WORK
13,1 INTRODUCTION
The events of 1974 altered completely and irreversibly Cypriot economic, political 
and social life and as has been highlighted in earlier chapters these macro-social 
changes directly affected the role of women as the traditional understanding of life 
and their existence was shattered completely when their homes were lost and people 
became refugees in their own country (Roussou 1989). For other women the added 
loss of their menfolk (husbands, fathers, sons and brothers) created an even deeper 
sense of adversity and greater vulnerability. Prior to these events, many women were 
homemakers and as such completely reliant on the income of their husbands. Faced 
with a new and frighteningly unstable future, Cypriot women filtered into the labour 
market in order to help towards meeting the cost of basic family needs. Thus the 
Cypriot labour market, traditionally a male domain, saw the slow trend of the 1960’s 
become a large influx of women workers in the mid 1970’s.
As women began to leave the home in search of paid work, the immediate effect was 
to raise their profile in the public social domain, a domain previously monopolised 
by Cypriot men and kept in check by the honour code, religion and social norms 
and conditions. This recent phenomenon brought a newfound economic freedom, 
which, it is argued, directly affected the experiences of women and how they then 
reflected on them. To be sure, employment, invariably meant a challenge to the 
male superiority and any suggestion that there was a needs for the extra income 
generated by women working, was considered to be an affront to honour. This also
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challenged the idea that women would be legitimately in the public domain, without 
a chaperon and invariably in contact with men. That this placed pressure on the 
traditional interpretations of honour is clear and the need to understand the 
enforced position an impasse.
Recently the Ministry of Finance, of the Republic of Cyprus, had commissioned a 
number of studies with reference to the labour force. This data created a picture of 
the changing nature of employment over the last two decades and has been useful in 
seeing the approach taken by the government to understanding the growth in female 
labour market, as well as considering the social and economic impacts this has for the 
nation. The impact of the addition of female workers to the labour market, on the 
socio-economic and political changes in Cyprus is not directly relevant to the issue at 
hand, though it should be noted, that ample research into the untapped resource in 
women has been undertaken and was in progress at the time of writing. As with 
almost all of the research conducted by the Ministry of Statistics and Research, the 
assumption is that the data collected by the team will be condensed into tabular 
form.
13,2 CRITICAL QUESTIONS
The main phenomenon focused on here was how Cypriot women experienced 
economic freedom and research inquiries concentrated on exploring how 
employment affected the traditional role of the Cypriot woman in the first instance 
and societal and, particularly, the honour code system, adaptations to the inclusion 
of women in the workplace, in the second. In considering these questions, the 
assumption was that the contemporary role of the Cypriot woman no longer
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conformed to the dominant male ideological role of women in society and therefore 
was in anti-thesis to the honour code system’s ascribed role of woman. The 
confrontation of the role, which Cypriot women were now choosing for themselves 
and the role prescribed by the honour code system, had forced a dialectical conflict 
and on the basis of this assumption how Cypriot women negotiated their ‘new’ role 
whilst still attempting to maintain their ‘given’ role was keenly observed.
133 FINDINGS
All the women met, from the participant sample, between the ages of thirty and fifty 
were either, employed (84%) or actively seeking employment (16%) and all the men 
in the sample were employed. This phenomenon indicates the extent of female 
inclusion in the workplace currently, demonstrating that those women who make the 
choice to go out to work are able to. Comparisons between working and non­
working participants was not sought, though it was evident through observation that 
not all Cypriot women were interested in paid employment and this is not implied 
here. The intention was to focus on the impact of the exposure to the paid working 
environment and the ramifications of that on the changing definition of self, of the 
Cypriot woman.
EXISTING RESEACH
Using existing research, the wider ramifications of women workers was deduced. 
Many of the studies conducted by researchers and research groups such as House 
(1981, 1985a,b), Demetriades (1983, 1984), Triseliotis (1977) and the Ministries of 
Statistics and Research (1989 and Education (unpub), included, in the main, 
statistics on female workers. The research topics included various categories of
2 6 2
employment tended to concentrate on health and safety issues, comparable work 
working hours with rest periods, rates of pay etc, and were invariably statistical in 
nature demonstrating a logical progression through the environmental and economic 
issues. Though informative, the people behind the numbers were missing and no 
clues as to social and familial background, or indeed to the point of view of the 
women on their working environment, the benefits of economic freedom, or the 
change gained through greater independence, were mentioned. The main 
comparable conclusions across the research, which contain implications for the 
present study, are summarised below.
•  The studies indicated that the degree of participation of the Cypriot 
woman in the labour force of the country during the last two decades has a 
continuously upward trend (see chart 13.1 below). With the need for 
women workers in the mid 1970’s and then the continued trend towards 
higher education, Cypriot women were becoming viable alternatives to 
male employees who would expect a higher salary. Having gained a college 
or university education, Cypriot women were beginning to search for jobs 
outside the traditional ‘blue collar’ work force which contained the largest 
percentage of female workers; employed in manual labour, from cleaning 
and factory work to harvesting fields.
•  The structure of the labour market in the Republic of Cyprus was 
concluded to demonstrate that inherent inequalities exist between male 
and female workers (Demetriades 1983, House 1985a,b). This was 
characterised by the professions chosen as much as by the salary imbalance 
and was in part due to the social norms and conditions, which dictate 
appropriate levels of behaviour of men and women.
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In particular the research by House (1981b, 1985a, 1985b) highlighted 
existent inequalities regarding employment conditions, treatment at work 
and chances for promotion. Female workers were not expected to advance 
within the employment structure and were generally employed on the 
premise that they would remain in the same, usually blue-collar function, at 
minimal rises in rate of pay, for the duration of their employment. Female 
workers were also the first considered for redundancy from the 
employment population.
The studies conducted by House (1981b, 1985a, 1985b) and the Ministry 
of Finance (1985), suggested the honour code system had contributed to 
levels of inequality in the labour market, though it was not explicitly stated. 
The focus centred more on the gender differences stemming from social 
conditions and the enduring assumption that men are the financial 
providers in the first instance. The findings alluded to a social structure 
that delineates level of appropriate behaviour and in this sense with regard 
to appropriate jobs. Also highlighted were the minimal presence and more 
often the non-existence of women from professions, which involved 
decision-making over other, such as the police force, politics, medicine etc.
Women were still regarded as the principal homemaker and child-carer and 
overall the conclusion was that much of Cypriot society still perceived the 
principal role of woman to be centred around the family unit.
Despite some of the downbeat statistics, the overall trend shown by the studies is that 
the role of women in the work force is forward moving and continuing to grow, as 
shown in chart 13.1 below. More recent studies, conducted, are finding the start of
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Figure 13.1 E m p loym en t by Sex at R egistration  
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diversification as women are exploring a whole range of career opportunities. Chart 
13.1, depicts the rate of employment of women has increasing steadily from 1976. 
Men continue to dominate the labour market, though in itself not an uncommon 
phenomenon across Europe. However, based on recent statistics available from 1989 
only 0.2% of women were employed as Legislators and Administrators, 10.3% 
employed as Corporate Managers and 6.6% as General Managers. The largest 
percentage of female workers was still being employed as manual workers, 
predominately in factories \
WORKING WOMEN
The lasting impression has been that since women have entered the labour market, 
the majority have continued to work despite conditions that are questionable (House 
1985b). In some areas, women have mobilised unions and organisations that
 ^ This data was obtained from the studies by William ]. House, Christina Demetriades and also from the 
Ministry of Insurance and Finance.
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monitor work environment conditions, working hours, as well as lobbying for 
changes in statutory law regarding rights of motherhood, maternity leave etc. O f the 
female participants interviewed, working “having a job” was part of their “new life” 
and although not all the participants commented extensively on their work, those 
that did provided illuminating accounts, felt to be representative of the sample. Some 
examples of the experiences shared draw attention to the typical approach and 
general census in the field, the combining of the workingwoman and her social and 
familial role. Others spoke of the struggle for recognition and others talked of the 
passionate desire to hold onto their economic freedom.
In the first example ‘Daphne’, participant 8, was a prominent Lawyer in Nicosia 
married with two teenage children. W e met on several occasions, one of which was a 
taped semi-structured interview. In her spare time. Daphne campaigned for 
women’s issues and as a lawyer, she was particularly concerned with campaigning for 
changes in the Law. During one of our meeting, ‘Daphne’ talked about how difficult 
it was for women to work. In particular, she pointed out how dependent women 
were on the permission of their father s and husbands .
"8:....The Cypriot woman did not usually work, she was housewife, 
a mother and a wife except for very poor women who worked in 
the fields and as servants. Vie only other job that educated 
women did was to teach, but to be teachers their fathers had to 
give permission and it was he who signed the contract when they 
were assigned to various schools, there also existed the condition 
that if these teaches were to marry then they had to give up their 
jobs but we do have some examples of teachers who married and 
were allowed to continue to teach because their husband was a 
teacher and was at the same school or in the same part of the 
countryside..."
The consensus amongst the female participant sample aged over forty was how 
difficult it was for them to find jobs when they were young because of the social
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taboo, and the expectation on them by their families, the community and themselves 
to have as a prime objective, marriage and family .^
Other participants spoke of the blatant disapproval by some men, to the idea of 
women working and to taking on specific roles. Participant 71, ‘Maro’ related an 
experience she had whilst at work in the Law courts, that this attitude is acceptable 
demonstrates its continued existence and the slow pace of change.
71: ... well.... I was walking past the court room as they finished 
and the old man ... he just came out and he was shouting and 
yelling ... really angry .. you know angry and waving his arms in 
the air. ... they found him guilty of not properly disposing of his 
waste and they fined him... weü the judge fined him and she was 
a woman judge you know, and he was shouting.... what has the 
world come to that they even use women as judges now, women to 
judge me’., and he kept shouting... he still had to pay the fine I 
think...
Paid work, for women, was a relatively new phenomenon in Cyprus as pointed out 
by participant 3, who described how in 1975 when women saturated the market in 
search for any paid work they could find, the majority were taken up in ‘blue-collar’, 
unskilled labour, in factories and as cleaners. In her correspondence to me, she 
noted that at the time no one complained about the inconsistency in either wages or 
work conditions between women and men as many were ‘just thankful to be 
earning some money so that they could feed their families’. It was under these kinds 
of circumstances that women joined the labour forced and endured conditions that 
did not encourage a keen uptake of women building careers in an atmosphere that 
was portrayed as aggressive and hostile to women. Although tragic for the island, the 
events of 1974 were the unfortunate catalyst for Cypriot women to propel forward
 ^ For example participants who talked about building a family as a prime objective which stood in antithesis, it 
seemed to them, as young women, with their desire to buUd careers: 3(female), 4(female), 9(female), 16(female),
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and since the mid 1970’s, the percentage of female workers has risen from less than 
30% to just fewer than 40% in the late 1980’s (Demitriades unpublished document). 
This follows a trend similar to the rest of Europe where the influx of women in the 
work place, had as a catalyst, war. Again, as participant 8, ‘Daphne’, explains the 
significance of this point succinctly:
1974 because of the Turkish invasion the women were 
forced due to circumstances and because of being uprooted to ask 
for work so that she might be able to help her husband or to help 
her family if their protector died... and this traumatic disaster for 
Cyprus had an evolutionary effect on the women because it was a 
way, one opportunity, for her to enter the field of employment and 
today women participate as 38 or 39% of the work force..."
That the opportunity for employment provided an economic independence that was 
new for the Cypriot woman was not lost on the population and the ramifications 
spread through all social strata, as the need for superstructures to support this 
transition from homemaker to worker, became apparent. Campaigners such as 
participant 12, ‘Antigoni’, identified areas that had been neglected by society, mainly 
because they were not of issue beforehand, but which had come into sharp relief as 
the inadequacies of the system and the uneven weighting of the honour code shame 
and honour typologies created difficulties for women wanting to go out to work. The 
campaigners had begun to lobby for less stringent rules on women in the work place 
and on the types of jobs permitted, which were initially, administrative and 
philanthropic. For women to go out to work, crèches, nurseries and after school care 
needed to be put in place, where they had previously not existed.
"12: ..we say that if today a large number of women are out of 
the production, it is due to the fact that as yet the aids and 
services that she needs to help her are not in position to allow or 
help her to make the decision to enter into production, to be
44(female), 61 (female) and 64(female) 
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employed... this is why we say that these scheme [crèches, after 
school care etc] should be established and abo we emphasbe two 
important issues connected with them,...firstly it should be 
economically viable, in other words that it is not too expensive, the 
cost, so that all the working women and the low paid can take 
their children there and the second is their way of working, the 
hours that these schemes work which should be similar to the 
working hours of the parents essentially to be of use, in other words 
if it is going to be until 1pm it will only serve a very small number 
of women, we are talking about the iruxss of working women who 
are in factories and finbh work around 4pm.
The point ‘Antigoni’ makes is that now women have the opportunity to work they 
have seized it with both hands. The freedom they experienced, although coupled 
with great hardship and sorrow, was enough to encourage them to continue^, but 
without social structures to support her continued struggle.
Others found work an escape from their own lives and a doorway into ‘exciting 
people’ (participant 80). ‘Sotyroulla’, participant 80, who was 29 years old, married 
and pregnant with her second child when we met, worked as a bank clerk in 
Limassol, although she lived in one of the villages just outside the main town. Her 
husband, a gym instructor was the introducer. Both had attended further education 
colleges in Nicosia and neither had left Cyprus. Avid soap-opera watchers both 
‘Sotyroulla’ and her husband (participant 81) were eager to contribute to the research 
in return for any contact they could have with me, who symbolised for them, 
exposure to ‘westernised influences’ that they craved for. Although their 
conversation was constantly filled with comparisons of their life experiences and 
what they imagined mine to be, with the lives of the characters in programmes such 
as ‘The Bold and the Beautiful’ and ‘The Lady in the Rose Dress’ (daytime soap- 
operas from America and Brazil respectively). The contact with people and the
 ^ Other participants who expressed views on the need for governmental support to help either themselves or 
other women work were; 18 (female), 43(female), 44 (female) 55 (female), 56(female), 61 (female) 71 (female) 
and 80 (female).
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experiences of leaving the village for the town was sought after by many participants 
who saw this kind of exposure to new experiences as a widening of their horizons 
and a broadening of their options, finding out about new ways of existing that they 
could emulate. ‘Sotyroulla’ had this to say about working:
“R: So who looks after_________ when you are both at work?
80: My mum. First we take her and then I go to work and then
.......................... 1 don’t know you know, if I lived like my mum I
would not know what to do. When he takes me to work in the 
morning I like it.... where we are we see lots of people all the time 
and sometimes tourists. In the village everything is the same. You 
see this is my village and it doesn’t change since I went to
college now I am married and we buik our house here but it is
still the same. In the bank I get to see everything different. When 
I have my days off work I think I am going to go mad at home all 
day. Now I am pregnant I cannot even go to the beach...
The idea of a workingwoman has forced the honour code system to change. 
Workingwomen are away from the home for long periods, they are unaccompanied 
and certainly in the presence of other men. Traditionally, any one of these factors 
would bring shame onto a Cypriot woman and her family, in particular the men who 
would have been deemed dishonourable for not ‘protecting’ her. However, in the 
current climate, such extreme social norms become untenable as Cypriot women 
continue to flourish and even have jobs, which mean working alone with or even 
coming into contact with men"^ . Participant 78, ‘Leila’ works as a hygienist and is 
often alone with her clients and also touches them as part of her job.
‘Leila and 1 met when 1 made a routine appointment for myself at her clinic and 
found we had a rapport. She had studied for seven years in America and ‘now back
This is true for 38% of the female participant sample. 
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home for good’ found Cyprus stifling. In me, ‘Leila’ found 'fresh air\ saying she could 
express herself without fear that the ‘neighbourhood would take offence’, referring to 
the close nit community atmosphere prevalent in Cyprus.
Her work meant that her hours were irregular and being self-employed, ‘Leila’ rented 
some rooms in an office block near the centre of town and would only go in if she 
knew she had an appointment and 'to escape mums’ moaning on’. The nature of her job 
meant that she worked alone and often in confidence with her clients. Although this 
did not bother her some such, her mother found it very difficult to accept, believing 
it to be a hindrance to any prospect of marriage. On this occasion, we had started 
sharing stories of how our mothers would plot to introduce the name of a young 
man they had heard about, hoping to create an interest. ‘Leila’ felt that although her 
mother was proud of her achievements and the clinic she also fully expected her to 
give it up when ‘Mr right walks through that door’.
"78: (laughs) maybe I should get married just to put my mothers’ 
mind at rest. You know she thinks that no self-respecting man is 
going to want to marry me when he finds out how many hours I
spend ahne with 'strange men’ (pause) every time I get home
from work she likes to remind me that its because I went to 
Chicago that I’m so old and not married... and that she wouldn’t 
be able to introduce me to anyone in case they ask her what I do 
for a living (laughs)..
R: Seriously though, doesn’t it bother you?
78: No. Why? Does it bother you?
R: No. I’m always telling my mum I’m going to marry a
chinaman. That never fails to keep her c^ uiet.
78: (laughs) You know, if there was such a thing as a chinaman 
here I would tell my mum the same., (nods).
R: You wouldn’t give up the practice though would you?
78: No way. I studied hard for this and its mine. Any man that 
comes along must take me with my work  You know, I never
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want to he like my mum always begging for money to feed us. I 
want my own money for my own things.
Although ‘Leila’ and I joked on many occasions about her mother’s fears, she was 
always clear that for her, her career came as part of the ‘package’ as she put it. 
Having lived in Chicago for seven years, she sometimes felt exasperated at the ‘small- 
mindedness of it air.
For ‘Leila’ as for many other women, working meant the freedom to surpass the 
honour code rule, which kept women in the home. With the economic freedom 
gained from employment Cypriot women began to change their role. Even as they 
did this, the honour code system still reminded them that they were first and 
foremost housewives and mothers^. As ‘Daphne’ explains:
”8: ...the woman of Cyprus is stiU. laden even though she works in 
the labour market she must stiU. be a housewife, a mother.... the 
burden of a successful family lies with her... still the participation 
of the man within the family has not become substantial enough 
on the side of help... because mentality here has not changed... he 
believes that because he works he should not do work in the home 
and help the woman..."
The struggle to maintain the family environment and continue to work is not in 
itself a Cypriot phenomenon. Examples can be found throughout the developed 
world, where career women often make the conscious choice to juggle both career 
and motherhood. In Cyprus however, the religious teachings, the honour code 
system and social conditioning makes this struggle harder.
 ^The guilt felt by some women who went out to work after having qualified was highlighted in chapter nine.
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13*4 CONCLUSION
Now in the public domain, Cypriot women have started to infiltrate and influence 
the staid and institution of the honour code system to demand that their basic needs 
are met. Although women have always worked in the home and in the fields, joining 
industry is a recent phenomenon. Laws regarding motherhood and childcare are 
currently being reformed as are the rights for equal pay and equal opportunities in 
the workplace.
Laws and traditions are still in the process of changing as women continue to affect 
the honour code system. Their experiences outside of the home have illustrated to 
them how much they can achieve and how much personal power they have. In 
meeting with each other in the public domain, in having the economic freedom and 
social freedom which they did not before, Cypriot women are looking forward as 
increased employment figures show.
Many women have found themselves in a dilemma between their role as workers and 
the traditionally expected role of being a mother and wife. This traditional role, 
which has become internalised through the socialisation process of the honour code 
system causes women to question the ethics of their decision to leave their children 
to a third person and to work. Others feel that if they did not work, they would lose 
the right to be independent because they would be tied to the home again, without 
an excuse to leave and with no financial freedom. This level of experience has given 
Cypriot women an insight into how change can be affected practically. In choosing 
to work, to become financially independent, Cypriot women are challenging the 
honour codes’ definition of the female role, it is primarily for this reason that the 
honour code system has needed to adapt.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
WOMEN IN POLITICS
14.1 INTRODUCTION
Politics anywhere, is a manifestation of power through which one group legitimates its 
power over all of society (Brownhill & Smart 1989). In Cyprus politics is a way of life 
(Sant Cassia 1981)^  and is encapsulated by the Cypriot proverb counselling, ‘where there 
are two Greeks [using the male gender term], there are three parties’ meaning that 
wherever you find Greek men you will find debate and controversy.
The ‘Cyprus problem’ remains the defining reference for many topics of conversation, 
interactions and relationships. Referring at some point to the plight of a nation divided, is 
unavoidable, and it has come to form the basis of many interactions between Cypriots 
who are in a constant state of rallying support for their own particular idea of how to 
bring the island to be whole again.
Considered the domain of man, politics formed another strand of respect in the honour 
code system and was manifest in by the coffee shops that were patronised, the family 
background and the village fi’om which one’s family descended. Interactions with ^evovg 
(xenouse - strangers)^  can begin with identi^g political slant as a way of establishing 
whether there is common ground. In more subtle approaches asking where one is fi'om, 
can give an indication either of the family background, which would indicate the politics.
' The political nature of the field was highlighted in the prologue and chapter three gave an overview of Cypriot 
women in politics
(Stranger) can be translated to mean stranger, visitor or guest. The term is interchangeable. Here, the tom 
is used to describe someone wlio is not known.
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or which village or area the family hails from “who is your father?”, again giving political 
indications, since it was usual for whole villages to be supporters of one political view 
(Peristiany 1965, Sant Cassia 1981). This form of patronage, informs the basis of a 
relationship with the ^evo (xeno - stranger), as common political outlooks are established.
Since gaining independence in 1960 and more especially since the Turkish invasion of 
1974, Cypriot women have realised a more active role at all political levels. Political 
activity that began from women’s pressure groups has ascended to women members in 
the House of Representatives. Women are active in fighting for laws that do not 
discriminate against gender and are an active force in the struggle for the ‘Cyprus 
problem’. Though Cypriot women had won the right to vote towards the beginning of 
the century, many confess to ‘voting as their husbands tell them to’ (participant^). Even 
so, of the six key sites analysed in this thesis, women in politics is the most 
groundbreaking. From a non-visible role, Cypriot women have entered and challenged 
the notion of politics as a male domain and the research has identified 30% of the female 
participants as politically active and a fiarther 10% as beginning to question their own 
place in society looking to politics for an answer. The apparent contradiction in terms 
of Cypriot women and Cypriot politics has been turned on, and in its place is a 
paradoxical equation where on the one side Cypriot women in politics have contributed a 
new dimension to the androcentric structure, injecting a more socially equal 
representative view to what was previously a gender dominated code of beliefs, and 
applauded. And on the other, they are seen as having neglected their calling either as 
mothers and wives or as having become masculinised, and are criticised.
Although women have played a part in political situations, (such as when they were 
called to vote in 1905 and in the organised struggles against the British in the 1950’s) 
overall female involvement in politics has not been given serious consideration until 
recently. The intention here is to exhibit how, through a heightened public profile and 
increased political movement, the Cypriot woman has continued to progress and
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challenged the codes and ethics she previously accepted unequivocally. This in itself is a 
demonstration of the process of change as they start to see the positive and motivating 
impact of their actions and begin to find that they are not alone in their struggle, joining 
with other women to become stronger.
14.2 CRITICAL QUESTIONS
In searching to understand the role that active political participation has played in the 
emancipation of Cypriot women the nature of her participation in the political arena were 
explored citing specific examples attended by the researcher. These events far fi*om being 
coincidental, formed part of a long term programme of activities where women were 
actively engaging in organising, publicising and participating in forums on all aspects of 
Cypriot life. Also explored, the adaptation of the honour code system and how it has 
survived the changing role of woman, which has evolved to past the point where the 
honour and shame evaluative moral values are tenable. Both of the explorations address 
the experience of Cypriot women in what has traditionally been a publicly male-only 
domain and demonstrates how the women in the Republic of Cyprus are developing their 
own brand of participation in political life, juxtaposed between the traditionally accepted 
social norms dictated by the Greek Orthodox Church and the Honour code system and 
the new opportunities that technology, education and media have brought in.
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14.3 FINDINGS
As the role of women has migrated from the home into the public domain (e.g. via better 
education), so the role of women in politics has changed. Analysis here was primarily 
from observation and co-participation, though secondary data available (for example, the 
public libraries, the Public Information Office (PIO) in Nicosia, newspapers and literature, 
and data supplied by POGO and the Socialist Women’s movement) identified the 
inception of the movement to the present day activities, and include rallies, lobbying, 
campaigns etc.
From a historical perspective it is useful to note that whilst Cyprus was still under British 
Colonial rule Cypriot women did not have the right to vote. It is clear therefore that the 
suppression of women’s involvement has until recently been held by the dominant ruling 
structure, which in this case was the colonial rule. The right to vote was granted to 
women in 1959, the year before Cyprus gained her independence, suggesting that women 
would have a more public role under the new government. However, those who felt that 
the right to vote was a tactical tool given in preparation for some support greeted it with 
some scepticism. Participant 8, highlights this cynicism pointing to the last time women 
were called to vote in 1905 when the population wanted to pass a taxation policy. She is 
clear about the perceived place of woman in the social structure citing three constructs 
dominated and controlled by men as the deciding force.
"8: The women o f Cyprus did not have the right to vote until 
1959 this was the first time she was given the vote... once and 
I f  la m  not mistaken it was in 1905 they were allowed to vote 
concerning scholastic taxes fo r the schools and it was only 
once, then they did not let them vote again...
R: Who did not let them?
8: The government, tradition, the culture, because the woman 
was always below the authority o f the man. "
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‘Daphne’ went on to explain how the present day struggles, while not as extreme in 
appearance are still slowing the female political movement. She also talked about the 
success of the pressure groups, acknowledging that the place of women in Cypriot 
society is still transitioning and notes, with some irony, that the efforts being made now 
will not benefit Cypriot women for some time to come:
"8: In Cyprus we are in the transitional phase ofwomen from  
the house to work... the laws are beginning to change but the 
mentality still hasn’t changed a great deal and our 
generations is that which is battling fo r the equality o f the 
sexes but we will not taste the fruits o f our labours, these 
fruits will be tasted by the next generation.... "
Over the last four decades Cypriot woman have emerged as strong candidates for their 
causes, tending to take organised action on a large scale. This is very different fi*om the 
fragmented and scattered actions of the first women in politics who were left very much 
to their own devices. ‘Annie’, participant 2, was preparing her campaign for the local 
elections and if successful her election to the House of Representatives. She was excited 
by the opportunity and the challenge, noticing that she was getting more support than she 
had anticipated and was seeing men taking note of her ideas and not dismissing her from 
the outset because she is a woman. ‘Annie’ was encouraged by the positive changes for 
women in politics, pointing out that when she was first involved, the reception to women, 
the expectations of her and the actual numbers involved were pessimistically low.
"2: ...I remember I  was at the Copenhagen Conference o f 
women and when 1 was there there were no Cypriot women 
attending the conference, the only representative o f the 
government was one man, but we were three women and we
were representing other associations  We were three
Cypriots there but none o f us represented Cyprus and I  
remember when I  arrived there our representative the man, 
said, oh thank goodness you arrived because everybody is 
asking where are the Cypriot women and I  say they are 
coming and they are coming and o f course no-one was 
coming because the government had decided not to send any. 
So he was quite relieved that some o f us were there because
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he could then say yes these are the representatives o f the 
Cypriot government and we were not in reality. "
‘Annie’ had attended the conference as a writer representing a European movement, 
since she found that her request to attend as a representative of her country was denied 
her, and a male delegate sent in preference. By ‘Annie’s’ account the male delegate was 
perturbed to find that the organisers fully expected a female representative to attend the 
conference and was relieved to find her there, presenting her as a fellow delegate. She 
found herself colluding with the myth that she had been officially sent and went through 
the motions as she was directed to. Self-conscious about how she presented herself at 
the conference she admits to this being the beginning of her passion, culminating in the 
successful campaign at the local elective level.
Although ‘Annie’ fell into political participation, others like ‘Anastasia’, participant 6, had 
aimed directly to challenge the system. She was working for one of the government 
ministries when I met her and although she now holds a senior position in her office, this 
is how she remembers the reaction she received to her ambition.
”6: you see, when I  said I  am going to study politics, I  was 
ridiculed because 1 was told that ministerial positions were 
closed to women and I  was wasting my time, but 1 persevered 
until I  got in. "
Like ‘Anastasia’ many Cypriot women had to overcome the initial barriers^ , and found 
the added struggle strengthened their resolve. ‘Daphne’, participant 8, is an active 
member of the political movement la a  AiKai&pata, l a s g E v O v v E g  (Equal Rights, Equal 
Responsibilities -MIÈ), which deals with all levels of inequality. She was veiy passionate 
about the need for women not to squander the rights they have earned, through apathy,
 ^ These participants hold legal, and/or active pohtical positions and talked about the challenges and obstacles they 
faced at the outset and continue to face in some areas: l(female), 2(female), 8(female), 12(female), 16(female), 
17(female), 18(female)and27(female).
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and talked of the potential for women to become a stronger part of the decision making 
machinery. I asked ‘Daphne’ about her involvement in politics.
8: Woman at this time has begun to understand her strength 
and has begun to be involved in more things to be not only 
passive but active in the centres o f decision making... Up until 
today she was only concerned with what her husband or her 
father or her brother told her to vote and she did not become 
interested in wanting to become an MP or a mayor or a civil 
servant or to gain a position as a public instrument.... now 
women are concerned and she doesn’t want only to go and 
vote she wants to be voted fo r and to talæ part in the various 
organisations that make the decisions.... "
This is indeed the new political climate. The idea that a woman can be and wants to be 
elected, in decision-making positions at local and national government level has directly 
challenged the honour code idea of the female in the home. Purity, honour and shame 
are commodities, which need refining as women take a more active social role. This is 
not to say that previously women did not attempt to enter into the political field, only that 
their attempts were misinterpreted or misdirected, leaving them on the periphery.
Overtaken by the Turkish-Greek, Turkish-Cypiiot crisis which was unfolding, the 
promising beginning of the 1960’s took on a slower process over the next decade. Only 
in the mid-70’s did the changes start to manifest as women came out to struggle against 
the injustices they saw. Participant 2, having returned fi-om the Copenhagen conference 
and her first taste of politics in action, wanted to do more, and became interested in 
setting up a group to help towards the national tragedy. She remembered how her 
political career began she was embarrassed at times at how naive it seemed to her now. 
In this extract she recounts how she and her women fiiends floated an idea for a political 
pressure group, understanding that they needed to include men in their group as 
‘introducers’ in a way similar to how they were used in this research to overcome the 
restrictive social etiquette. However, in ‘Annies’ case, as the momentum of the group
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gathered pace, the women were increasingly sidelined and the decision making and credit 
was focused on the male members of the group.
"2... ah yes... how it all started, because how it all started is 
very important and I  can only tell you about my experience. I  
was never very much interested in women’s issues. Me as all 
women., a lot o f women... I  never fe lt the oppression so I  was 
not particularly interested. However tough, after the 
invasion, 1 fe lt that my goodness what is happening here, 
because something shook me and 1felt 1 wanted to help in this 
general... difficult... situation that the island faced. I  worked 
fo r six, seven months at the hospital and then I  started 
attending it’s meetings and 1 persuaded a group o f people to 
start an association and this association was to help to make 
the Cyprus problem known outside Cyprus.... When we 
organised this association some women fien d s o f mine put 
such a lot o f effort in order to organise it and suddenly it was 
very funny because all the men came and took all the 
positions and we were left somehow... We didn ’t mind at the 
time we were quite happy that they were paying some 
attention to us... You can imagine how it happened.
R: so it was they were noticing you....
2: Well they were noticing and not noticing. We were helpful 
because we were doing the odd things, you know the 
messengers and all the secondary work, but we were not taken 
seriously in the decision-making, no. And slowly slowly they 
eliminated us so we disappeared from there. However we 
were in another.., and I  was representing these associations 
in some meetings and I  remember how I  fe lt terrible because 
whenever they said what are we going to do and they said 
ohhh we should dress women in black and put them outside... 
these things I  found I  could not accept it anymore... it was too 
much... You know it was as i f  the only that we could do was to 
provoke pity... "
The frustration felt by ‘Annie’ at the negation of any positive role for her and the other 
women in the organisation that she had helped set up is echoed by other women, who 
also felt that their efforts were being commandeered. ‘Yiota’, participant 72, a welfare 
officer, began to campaign actively in the late 1970’s, yet felt that for all her efforts to 
become involved in politics, to work towards change, she was assigned to mainly
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administrative tasks, which she found frustrating. However, as ‘Yiota’ pointed out, one 
of the administrative tasks assigned to the women was article writing, which 
paradoxically was undervalued. This gave women the opportunity to express their ideas 
even though, initially no one was reading them.
'72:... their political involvement was o f the fourth degree not 
o f the first degree you know very low, article writing being 
members in associations being involved in philanthropy you
know this kind o f thing but they did write alot o f articles a
lot... (nods). "
Politics has provided Cypriot women with a tool which can help them to achieve greater 
public involvement in many of the local community and national decisions. The problem 
that still arises is that coming from a relatively naive place into a political arena where 
men had the time advantage, places the Cypriot women at an immediate disadvantage. 
Many still believe that it is in the male ^vm g (physis - nature) to be political and not in the 
females’.
Other women took a more liberal view of the involvement in politics, seeing it as a 
‘support’ for their men rather than an action from the self. ‘Despina’, participant 44, was 
a wonderfully boisterous woman who laughed almost the entire time we chatted, was one 
such participant. She denied categorically being political in any sense, seeing it as an 
absurdity for her to '''stand up and talk to the men about what they know more than me about! ” 
She constantly offered coffee and food whilst pointing out photographs of her elder 
children’s graduations and peppering her conversations with the achievements of the 
husband and children. ‘Despina’ and her husband own a series of shops in Limassol. I 
had met ‘Despina’ whilst browsing in one of her stores, and being approachable, we 
began talking and she was eager to participate in the research. For the interview, 
‘Despina’ invited me to her home, although I would frequently return to her store for a 
‘chat’.
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‘Despina’s’ husband is a refugee and an active campaigner for the right to return to his 
village, which is now on the occupied north of the island. Alongside her consumerables, 
‘Despina’ displayed leaflets and posters highlighting the fact that 1619 people were still 
missing, as well as the demands of refugees, to any tourist who cared to read them. 
Before realising her husband was a refugee, I asked her what propelled her to be 
‘politically active’ and was surprised when she said:
"44: I  joined the women’s auxiliary o f my husband’s 
party...don’t misunderstand me, I  am not political. I  just 
think i t’s important to do for your husband what you can so 
others can see you by his side... "
The stigma attached to the naming of actions as political is still prevalent. More than 
60% of the female participant sample expressed resistence to calling their ‘help’ and 
‘support’ or ‘interest in our country’ a political action, and most preferred to say just 
something like ‘I do what I can’.
THE HUMAN CHAIN
Many women are coming out into the public view in large numbers, demonstrating the 
level of their resolve to be involved. They are organising and mobilising their gender into 
activities, which are not in themselves threatening but taken in context strike a strong 
note. The ‘human chain’ illustrated a clear example of this type of action. This was a 
peacefiil event, which was organised to coincide with the meeting of Commonwealth 
leaders in Cyprus. The leaders were staying in hotels in Limassol and the conference was 
held in the Capital, Nicosia (approx. 75Km away). Women and girls lined the roads to 
the conference centre. Many wore black; others held photographs of their missing loved 
ones (see Appendix 7). Still others held placards with messages for the delegates to read.
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Joining the chain outside the hotels in Limassol, I walked for about three kilometres 
along its length, chatting to the women and taking photographs as I passed (see appendix 
7). The women thought I was a reporter and jostled for exposure, wanting to be shown 
‘here for my country’. When asking questions, the women wanted first to know which 
channel I was fi-om, or which political group. On discovering that I was a researcher 
interest changed, although the desire to contribute remained. I approached one woman 
who was holding up a placard which said “1619 m i s s i n g ,  w h e r e  a r e  t h e y ”  and asked her
about the chain, what time she had arrived and what she hoped her presence would
achieve here.
"In this chain? Because I  wanted to be a link in this chain.... 
to help the freedom o f my country....every movement, every 
action which brings us to this chain helps.... sorry... [shaking 
her hand and pointing to the tape machine] "
R: I t ’s O.K. say it how you like. I ’ll be translating this..
"Which radio-station are you from?"
R: Well I ’m not from a radio station... I ’m doing a study in 
England about this and
"Ahh O.K then  well i f  it is fo r a study fo r our country... I
think it is a big thing that all the leaders o f the commonwealth 
are in Cyprus today and I  think it is a way fo r them to see us 
and to feel with us... because it is different to be fa r away and 
to hear about a problem and it is different to be close to the 
problem and to see how the people are feeling... "
At the Limassol end of the chain, I noticed a large number of school-aged girls. Still in 
their uniforms, they had been bussed to the site by the women’s organisations. The 
reasons, I gathered fi-om the organisers, were two-fold. Firstly, to increase the female 
presence on the chain and ensure that the link lasted the whole 75 kilometres and 
secondly to introduce the girls to political activity fi-om a younger age. Talking with the 
girls, as they held hands and sang songs to pass the time, I asked if they were aware of
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the reasons they were there and what they would achieve on this morning. One girls’ 
response was;
" I  came here to express my feeling about the Cyprus problem 
and to demand the Turkish troops to leave. We want our 
missing back and I  hope for a peaceful solution to Cyprus. "
R: Can 1 ask your age?
" la m  IS, nearly thirteen and a half. We came on the buses 
that the women sent to our schools and we will stay here until 
after the cars have gone at 9:30am. "
R: How do you think you are helping your country by being 
here?
"....(pause)....because 1 show that I  care about the missing 
and that we ftght together with the people... the older 
people... "
Towards the beginning of the procession, women were dressed in black mourning clothes 
and many were holding photographs of the missing men from their families (researcher 
photograph -  Appendix 7). Their hope was to catch the attention of the delegates as they 
passed, reminding them that the tragedy had yet to end. I walked amongst the group 
and talked with them about the men in the photographs. The first woman I spoke with 
had lost both her husband and son. She was filled with emotion as she spoke kept 
pointing to the man and the boy in her photographs:
".My son and my husband are missing. The Turkish took 
them from their home on the 15th August 1974. They weren Y 
in the war. They were taken from their home. Today 1 am 
here at this conference and I  ask all the members o f the 
Commonwealth to help us find our missing... they weren Y in 
the war... they took them from our house... (cries) "
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Next to this woman, another woman held a picture of a young man and explained he is 
her brother. She had mistaken me for a reporter and began pleading with me to help her.
lost my brother... they took him in the 15th August in 
front o f my mother. They tied his eyes and his hands and they 
took him and we knew not what happened to him. Is he alive 
or dead?.... We want to know...today I  am at the chain o f 
women.... Please help us to discover what happened to my 
brother..."
She held up the photograph and implored me to publish it in my newspaper so that he 
could be found. Explaining I was a researcher, brought a quiet look from her, as she 
added “anything that gets out helps us... anything”. Farther along the line I had caught the 
attention of one woman who became emotional and began shouting her demands. She 
wanted “it to be finished... .to have it back like before... ”, and her emotions filled her as she 
shouted:
"Today all the leaders are in Cyprus... We women o f Cyprus 
must demonstrate!!! My husband is missing. For the last 
twenty years we have been fighting this heated issue...all the 
Cypriots must leave everything and remember ...Cypriot 
women must come to the chain to demonstrate our problem.. "
Like the women in these extracts other women, chanted and shouted as they waited for 
the commonwealth leaders to drive past. The action of the women in the human chain, 
taken alone was one of reserved subtlety. It was the size of the action that gave it the 
potency, which captured the news headlines and gave the women a sense of achievement. 
Later I spoke to one of the organisers of the event and she had this to say about its 
success:
"The turn-out is huge. No-one expected the turn-out to be as
enormous as it is  the organisations thought that some
20,000 women would come, but we have far exceeded 
40,000... (nodding)S. hundreds and thousands o f women are 
trying to take part in this historic event and to show that we 
are committed to a peaceful solution to our problem o f a 
divided Cyprus. "
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Actions such as the ‘Human Chain’ typify the political role of the Cypriot woman. They 
have discovered that their actions are powerful tools in bringing forward their messages. 
Male participation and support for the female political role model is increasing. The 
Cypriot woman has started to develop her own ‘brand’ of politics and political action 
which has evolved directly from their experiences of the honour code system, British 
Colonial rule and Turkish occupation of 33 percent of the island.
EIGHTH PAN WORLD CONFERENCE OF OVERSEAS CYPRIOTS 
Another example of Cypriot women taking part in politics was at the 8th Pan world 
meeting of Overseas Cypriots. This annual event was spread over a number of days and 
the delegates where invited to listen to speeches and voice their opinions for ideas on 
change. I attended as an observer on the second day.
The main table of delegates comprised of eleven men and one woman, though this was 
not representative of the floor, which appeared a more equal proportion of delegates. 
During the morning, the programme of speeches was widespread, touching on 
repatriation, national service, the Cyprus problem overseas etc. The afternoon was 
dedicated to working groups, so individuals could spend time discussing ideas on the 
issue of their choice and report back to conference. It emerged that only four people at 
the conference were under the age of thirty (myself, two young women and a young 
man) and we were encouraged to form a youth group to discuss youth exchange 
projects, language barriers and schooling. I chose instead to join the women’s group and 
was surprised at the reception I received. Some of the women suggested I should change 
groups to find  something more interesting fo r me to talk about’ — meaning the youth group. 
In order for the group to move off* the issue of whether or not I should be present, I 
confronted the group with the fact that their exclusionary tactics was an emulation of the 
male tactics they were on the receiving end of. This brought the discussion to a head,
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and having established myself as ‘a feisty one... it is good’, the group progressed. The 
topics under discussion were; aged women, Greek schools overseas, pensions and 
funerals. I listened as the women discussed how we could better educate our children 
and how the surviving partner, usually the woman, could afford the husband’s funeral and 
felt saddened that, provided with the opportunity to express (what I thought were more 
important and fondamental) issues, chose instead to discuss the future of their children 
and culture and life after the death of their spouse. There was no indication of the self in 
the discussion and little perception of the present day dilemmas. One representative from 
the Cypriot government was on hand to answer questions from the group, and after 
listening for some time listening as the discussion focused on what happens once the 
husband dies, she said:
“ ..women do not find  themselves in positions o f decision­
making power....the women themselves do not believe they 
have the ability to do it.many women do not know what they 
want and what to decide.. "
These sentiments summed up the encounter for me, where given the opportunity to 
discuss any issue regarding woman and her destiny, the group chose instead to focus on 
family, the husband and the community. Even with political notions - the given - Cypriot 
women (granted, in this example I show Overseas Cypriot women) do not yet folly know 
what it is they want for themselves, not for the family, but for themselves, and are still 
unable to recognise the needs they have, hence unable to move on to their desires.
Also attending the conference was a teacher from the enclaved areas'^ . For a short time in 
the afternoon she joined the women’s subcommittee and spoke frankly about her 
experiences in the enclaved areas, about her dreams, about what she wanted and what 
she would demand even though she knew there would be little or no chance of her 
demands being met. She talked about how her dreams faded with each year and how she 
lived each day in fear.
 ^Areas in the North of Cyprus were Cypriots still live. 
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14.4 CONCLUSION
This is the arena in which Cypriot women have made the most progress. In 1959 women 
were first given the right to vote. Over the last four decades Cypriot women have used 
their voting rights with greater power even voting in women delegates into the House of 
Representatives. Women have also breached the government ministries applying, and 
now eligible for ministerial positions.
From a role that could not be conceived of, Cypriot women have challenged the 
traditionally defined notion of honour by following a pro-active challenge to resistances 
they faced. As women have taken more active decision-making roles at both local and 
national levels, the nature of Cypriot politics is changing. Conferences, policies and 
rallies now include greater female involvement, placing gender specific issues on the 
agenda. In the beginning women in politics was considered at administrative or 
philanthropic levels. With the Women’s conference in Copenhagen in 1975 together 
with the tragic events of 1974 which uprooted thousands of women, the previously 
passive role has changed.
Cypriot Women are using their instinct as creators of action to stage events which have 
caught national (and occasionally European - as in the Human Chain) recognition. All 
the major political parties in Cyprus consider a ‘women’s auxiliary’ group as a 
fimdamental part of their voting strategy^
With the exception of AKEL\Ao do not beheve in segregating issues.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
CONCLUSION
The fundamental premise throughout this research has been to demonstrate that 
experience together with action can inform an individual, encouraging them to 
question their surroundings and to reach their potential. The intention was always to 
place experiential learning as part of a process, which, motivated by the individual 
desire to be forward moving, brings about change. Experiential learning as the 
research interest provided the boundary to the thesis, where the formative tendency 
was the motivational force existent in the individual. Having chosen the Republic of 
Cyprus for the case study, the nature of the field was established as patriarchal from a 
significant number of female participants (34% - almost half of the female sample) 
and from secondary data (e.g. Anthias 1982, Roussou 1989, Pyrgos 1993).
As the dominant construct, patriarchy highlighted the contrasting needs of Cypriot 
women as it became evident from the participants that they felt frustration at the 
tension between what they wanted and what was expected of them. The dominance 
of the patriarchal structure and its manifestation, in particular through the honour 
code system, allowed for a better view of female experiences, since the values of 
honour and shame, within the main patriarchal structure of the honour code system, 
were heavily gender weighted and not within the control of the Cypriot woman per 
se. Emergent data gathered from the stories of the participants demonstrates the 
effect of the honour code system at different societal levels and across various social 
stratifications, highlighting concurrently the compounded effect.
Over a period between 1992-1994, using an eclectic methodology that included 
extended interactions with eighty-one participants who agreed to contribute to the 
research, as well as extensive social interactions and hundreds of hours of observation 
of the community at large, this thesis explored how individuals use their experiences
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to understand their reality. It should be noted that the main participant sample 
characterizes the majority of participants as being in the range of 30-50 years of age, 
which is 65% of overall participants. Though they did not form the whole of the 
sample, they were nonetheless the largest group with whom the researcher had 
extended interactions over the course of the fieldwork, and it must therefore, be 
concluded that the research is directed predominately by this age group.
To demonstrate that individual change is a three-stage process, which involves 
reflective experience, questioning internalised truths and active making and 
executing choices, the main technique, adapted from Reason and Hawkins (1992), of 
story-telling, which relies on the dialectical dialogue between participant expression 
and explanation, and combining of cultural symbolic rituals with social theory, was 
used to substantiate the thesis. Since it is the position of the researcher that change 
through experience can only be observed as the individual becomes aware of the 
changes that have been affected, involving an element of retrospective expression, 
analysis was based on inquiries defined by the participants in the field, who believed 
themselves to be not the authors of their social norms. This also demonstrated that 
the honour code system - a core gender-dominated power structure in the Republic of 
Cyprus - has informed and influenced how Cypriot women perceive and evaluate 
themselves and hence how they experience and address issues of personal power. 
The outcome being that distorted processes of learning influence the experience of 
the individual as they will be more likely to use existing structures for explanation 
and points of reference.
The main findings of the research are that in order for experience to form part of a 
learning process which influences change there first needs to he sufficient drive from 
an inner motivational force. Using their experiences from education and 
employment, principally, Cypriot women are challenging the honour code definition 
of the role of woman. They are striving for equality and freedom with and from the 
honour code system, though, it is the opinion of the research that they are not yet
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equipped for the changes this has incurred sociologically, since many of the 
immediate changes are in direct conflict with ‘traditional’ Cypriot socialisation 
forming an evaluative process which perpetuates the patriarchal doctrine. There is 
evidence of a hegemonic structure in Cypriot, society, though it is not thought here to 
be the cause of the subordination of women, since it is a structure which exists 
within the honour code system, a structure that has tended to dominate social 
interactions, that continues to exist and perpetuate a ‘power over’ scenario. The 
segregationist and subservient socialisation of Cypriot women affected in part by the 
complete infiltration of all social institutions of society by the male dominant 
doctrine, maintains the view.
The most resistance to change came from the family unit and the most progressive 
steps made were in politics, with a cumulative effect that was forward moving. From 
1959 when Cypriot women were first given the right to vote to the present, they have 
continued to use this power to better their position and have breached government 
ministries applying for ministerial positions. The occupation of Cyprus in 1974 
followed by the W omen’s conference in Copenhagen in 1975 accelerated the pace of 
change as women began to use their instinct as creators of action to stage events, 
which have caught national and occasionally European attention. All the major 
political parties in Cyprus consider a ‘women’s auxiliary’ group as a fundamental part 
of their voting strategy
The honour code system in Cyprus was particularly influential in the family domain 
and in a similar vein to Peristiany (1967) and Balswick (1973) the family was found 
to be one of the central features of Cypriot life, serving to socialise its members. The 
idea of marriage and family are interchangeable in Cypriot society, where Cypriot 
women still see marriage as a ‘life-jacket’, a ‘protector’ and single women like ‘Sophia’ 
feel incomplete until they are married. As a single woman, my presence caused
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speculation and concern amongst participants who felt a duty and or need to 
socialise me, indicating the fundamentality of marriage and the family. With the 
emergence of women in the workplace, the honour code system adapted to leave 
many women feeling guilty and constantly needing to justify their decision to go out 
to work. The emergent dialectic between the traditional role of ‘woman in the home’ 
and ‘career woman’ has seen many participants begin to question the authority of the 
honour code system. This then is a stage towards change, where the unconditionally 
accepted roles of gender and socialisations are brought to account and alternative 
interactive processes are sought.
That the honour code system still exists in an adapted form is reaffirmed by the 
difficulty Cypriot women face in expressing themselves in the social arena. Even 
though there are more opportunities for her, the stigma and the slow progress of 
change means that in this domain acting out the desire is still the exception and not 
the norm. The most prominent change in the Cypriot honour code system today is 
that instead of a sole community structure, the honour code includes more 
individualistic aspects, so that the actions of a protagonists’ affect the reputation and 
honour of the individual in the first instance the their family in the second. This is a 
change from the original concept where the actions of a member of the family were 
not distinguished from the honour of the whole family.
The religious symbols and rituals in the Greek Orthodox Church have a central role 
in the socialisation of the Cypriot population. The nationalistic quality of the Greek 
Orthodox Church has given it the perception of responsibility for preserving 
national identity in the face of external threat. Religious ideals about family, social 
status, gender roles and national allegiance highlight the roles of woman and man 
defined by the honour code. The ecclesiastical perspective that a woman need only 
to respect and obey her husband puts undue significance on the subservience of 
woman to man and are mirrored in society.
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In working towards educational equality, Cypriot women begin to challenge the 
social roles, defined for them by the male dominant - patriarchal - social structures of 
society. Prior to the availability of mass education, families tended to choose to send 
the sons for education in the hope of being able to use that in bargaining for a richer 
dowry (Peristiany 1965) and the daughters were kept close to the family home so that 
her sexual purity could be ensured. In so doing, education had been limited since 
many villages did not have secondary schools and until the 1990’s, the Republic of 
Cyprus did not have a university. Education has provided women with the 
opportunity to experience their lives from other perspectives outside the family 
home. Before the 1960’s education formed part of the dominant domain, in which 
predominately men could take part. The traditional female domain consisted of 
remaining pure for the husband and for the reputation of her family, where she 
would be judged and thus reflected in her dowry. Education has emancipated women 
by providing them with an opportunity to challenge the traditional role of women, as 
well as allowing them to be for the first time economically independent. The honour 
code system comes under challenge, as a direct result of enlightenment through 
education, as Cypriot women begin to show signs of self-valuing and self-acceptance. 
Many women are challenging the restrictions placed on their lives by the honour 
code system and are beginning to demand change for the next generation. 
Education has been a powerful tool for many women to demonstrate not just to their 
families but to others also that they have rights too. Although it is the outcome of 
education - the qualification -which gives Cypriot women immediate access to arejas 
in the public domain of society that they had previously felt excluded from, the 
process of leaving home, of learning to encounter situations outside of the honour 
code domain has changed the way in which they react to situations within it.
I have a vision that one day the facade will fade and the patriarch will no longer be 
able to demand unquestioning authority and obedience. This research began with a 
desire to encourage more searches towards reclaiming female power, of working with 
the instinctual motivational tendency, instead of resisting. Towards this end, the
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research focused on one aspect of female oppression, in one community, continuing 
a tradition of naming the process, that it might become more diaphanous.
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APPENDIX ONE
MAP OF THE ISLAND CYPRUS
g
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APPENDIX TWO 
CYPRIOT HONOUR CODE SYSTEM
This is a diagrammatic representation o f the honour code system in Cyprus, 
demonstrating the levels o f male and female domains. In the traditional model 
(shown here) the sexual purity o f  the female is the underpinning o f male power, 
and the maintenance o f one assures access to the other respectively.
/  “MESON” \
( n e t w o r k in g )
POWER LEVEL
MALE
DOMAINFAMILY REPUTATION
LOCUS OF
EVALUATION
MALE HONOUR
FEMALE
FEMALE PURITY
DOMAIN
(BASED ON AN UP HIERARCHY)
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APPENDIX THREE
THE PARTICIPANT SAMPLE
The interview participants were chosen using an adapted casual sampling process (as 
discussed in chapter 7) with the final commitment to interview being the participant’s 
choice. Using an introducer, as stated earlier, potential participants were aware that a 
study was taking place and were asked if they like to spend some time talking to a British 
Bom Cypriot woman about their lives. The use of an introducer was the main adaptation 
to the casual sampling process and was a necessary part of adjusting to the etiquette of the 
field environment.
The underpinning criteria for inclusion in the process of the research, was an expression of 
interest in taking part. Hence the eighty-one people represented by the table all expressed 
a desire to take part and for that reason, the bulk of the data gathered (approximately 85% 
of the total) was based on varying degrees of interaction with this group of people in the 
first instance and members of their family and friends in the second.
As can be seen from the analysis, the participants range from 20-70 in age. This does not 
mean that I did not come into contact with any one over under twenty or over seventy. 
Although contact was made with people younger than twenty (and there are some 
examples in Chapter Fourteen) women from either group were not interviewed on either a 
formal or an informal basis. The research, therefore, is directed predominately by a 
section of society that are married and in work.
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where indicated:
T T * denotes TAPED INTERVIEWS, meaning that formal contact was made with this 
participant and that one of these meetings was taped.
C* denotes CONVERSATION. I use the term conversation to mean that I met with that
participant on a number of occasions and exchanged views. These would not have been 
taped and may have taken place either one-to-one or in a group situation.
!♦ denotes INTERVIEWS THAT WERE NOT TAPED. Interview means that I met up 
with that participant for a semi-structured or structured interview and based on participant 
wishes, these interviews were not taped.
U* denotes UNABLE TO CONTACT. Where I have included this person even though 
I was unable to contact them is because they had expressed a desire to participate and we 
were unable to set up a mutually convenient time for interview.
Cor. denotes CORRESPONDENCE. In these cases verbal and/or written contact was 
made and did not involve any physical meeting.
Cent, denotes CONTINUAL CONTACT. This refers to those who formed part of the 
continual process of the research, forming the core participants with whom I built up 
relationship and leamt from the progress.
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The fifth column M.S. denotes marital status:
•  M = married
• S = single
•  D = divorced
• W  = widowed
•  Q = don't know
N o. GENDER AGE OCCUPATION M.S TYPE
1. Female 3040 Ministry of Justice M T.I
2. Female 4050 Writer/Joumalist M T.I&lC
3. Female 4050 Researcher M Cor
4. Female 3040 None M C
5. Female 5060 Academic M C
6. Female 4050 Senior position Foreign 
Ministry
M I
7. Female 4050 Ministry of Education M Cor
8. Female 3040 Lawyer M T.I&lC
9. Female 3040 PIO Public Information M C
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No. GENDER AGE OCCUPATION M.S TYPE
Office
10. Male 4050 Senior Officer in the P.I.O. M I
11. Female 2030 Centre for Abuse in the 
Family
S T.I (Sl Cont
12. Female 4050 Senior Member of POCO M T.I
13. Female 3040 Psychologist M T.I
14. Male 5060 Director of Government 
Office
M 2x1
15. Male 5060 Senior Officer of Ministry of 
Labour and Social Security
M 0
16. Female 4050 Lawyer and prominent 
Political figure
M T.I
17. Female 2030 Master Plan Nicosia S C
18. Female 3040 Socialist Women's 
Movement
M C ScC on
19. Male 5060 Clinical Psychologist M C
20. Male 3040 Sociology/Culture lecturer S C
21. Female 2030 None S I
22. Female 3040 Centre for Cultural Studies, 
Nicosia
M C
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No. GENDER AGE OCCUPATION M.S TYPE
23. Female 60-70 None, Partner of a leading 
Political figure
M T.I
24. Female 2030 Secretary S C
25. Female 3040 Psychoanalyst D I
26. Male 4050 Lawyer and Political figure M I
27. Female 3040 Political figure M I
28. Female 2030 Lawyer S C
29. Female 4050 Lawyer, leading Political 
figure in Education
M U
30. Female 3040 None Q 0
31. Female 3040 Ministry of Labour and 
Social Security
M C
32. Female 3040 Archaeologist Q C
33. Female 4050 Archaeologist M U
34. Female 5060 Politically active in women's 
issues
M U
35. Female 2030 Psychologist M C
36. Female 3040 Secretary M Cont
37. Female 5060 School Head M Cont
38. Male 5060 Ministry for Agriculture M Cont
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No. GENDER AGE OCCUPATION M.S TYPE
39. Male 3040 Government Printing 
Offices
M Cont
40. Female 40-50 Civil Servant S Cont
41. Male 3040 Health Inspector M • Cont
42. Female 3040 Secretary M Cont
43. Female 40-50 Ministry of Welfare M C
44. Female 40-50 Shop owner M T.I
45. Male 5060 High ranking member of 
the Church
M T.I
46. Male 4050 Curator- Cyprus museum Q 0
47. Male 4050 'Caari' Project Q C
48. Female 3040 Lawyer Q U
49. Male 3040 Fund-raising Officer, Nicosia D C
50. Female 4050 International Liaison 
Officer
M Cor
51. Female 4050 Ministry for Agriculture M Corr
52. Female 4050 Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry
M Cor
53. Male 3040 Ministry of Research and 
Statistics
M C
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N o. GENDER AGE OCCUPATION M.S TYPE
54. Male 3040 Shipping M Cont
55. Female 2030 University of Cyprus S Cont
56. Female 2030 University of Cyprus M C
57. Female 2030 Secretary S C
58. Male 4050 Sociology and Politics dept 
University of Cyprus
M C
59. Female 2030 Shop Assistant S Cont
60. Female 2030 Lawyer S Cont
61. Female 2030 None S Cont &L T.I
62. Female 3040 School teacher M Cont
63. Female 2030 None S C
64. Female 3040 Factory worker M Cont S l T.I
65. Female 4050 Cleaner W T.I
6 6 . Female 3040 Shop Assistant s Cont Sl I
67. Male 4050 Gallery Owner M Cont
68. Female 4050 Writer M CSLCor
69. Male 2030 Accountant S Cont
70. Female 2030 None S Cont Sl I
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N o. GENDER AGE OCCUPATION M.S TYPE
71. Female 3040 Judge M T.I
72. Female 40-50 Senior Welfare Officer W I
73. Female 3040 Social and Welfare Officer M I
74. Female 40-50 Factory worker D Cont
75. Male 40-50 Factory owner D Cont
76. Female 60-70 Retired cleaner S Cont
77. Male 20-30 Student S Cont
78. Female 3040 Hygenist S Cont
79. Female 20-30 Secretary M Cont
80. Female 20-30 Bank Clerk M Cont
81. Male 20-30 Gym Instructor M Cont
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APPENDIX FOUR
SAMPLE SEMI STRUCTURED INTERVIEW
I was received on recommendation, once my CV had been reviewed the list of question 
that were submitted were authorised. I was granted and audience with a chaperone and the 
interview lasted for approximately 40mins. It was conducted in Greek, therefore, in 
transcribing and translating I have tried to remain as close to his words as possible. A  copy 
of the transcript was sent for approval and returned without any alterations. It is presented 
here in full as part of the ecclesiastical perspective with regard to women and is insightful as 
such.
S. Shall we begin with the first question that I have which is, how does the church of
Cyprus want the Cypriot woman to be and how does it perceive today's woman?
45. The church of Cyprus asks for nothing more from women than that which Christ
tells us... He asks for woman to be loyal, to serve her fellow man and to fulfil her 
duties as a women., either as a wife or a mother or a sister. Certainly her duties are 
set out in the spirit of the teachings of our Christ, that which is presented to us 
through our Christian faith, a spirit of love.... love towards fellow man, towards 
children, towards parents, towards brothers, towards her husband. It is within this 
spirit that the church views the woman of Cyprus, and that's how it wants her to
be certainly, for her to remain faithful to her husband...you continue further and
ask how the church views today's woman.... we do not see her differently, but we 
can say that today's Cypriot woman certainly has been affected by the world-wide 
tendency of women that is not towards liberty-loving but towards extrovertedness 
because we do not impede women from the freedom of thinking and choosing, or
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to work freely, but she must have some sort of awareness that she has some 
responsibilities that she must serve and supervise. It is still asked of the Cypriot 
woman that she save her modesty, her chastity and generally all those attributes that 
make her worthy and constitute, in the church's mind, the best ornaments for a 
woman.
S. What then is the position of the Cypriot woman in the church of Cyprus?
45. Well, as we have said, before in how we see the Cypriot woman, a conclusion can
be reached on what her position is in the church... The church uses the Cypriot 
woman for multiple activities pre-eminently in philanthropic, community and 
domestic domains.... that is when we have philanthropic and community projects. 
A  woman lends herself to the task better than a man and also because the woman 
herself feels exceptional contentment when she has offered some kind of service to 
fellow man. Therefore, we see it as more harmonious than having a man... in the 
case of the philanthropic projects of the church.... also as we have said more 
generally in the community programmes of the church and in the domestic
projects, like when we plan to have special groups, maybe just for girls.... usually we 
use women who excel in these kind of domestic projects and also the girls will feel 
more free to ask the teachers [thttskala] on subjects that concern women and 
the teacher will be able to answer her more easily than would a male teacher 
teaching to girls. For this reason in these domains we use women. Obviously from 
the compilation of the newly installed paper of the church we have allowed a place 
for women to be member of the ecclesiastical committee... before they could not be.
S. When did this happen?
45. It happened in 1980 with the new paper of the church..and we have in some
ecclesiastical committees where women are involved we have women on the 
committees.
S. Other than this, what role can a Cypriot woman play in the church of Cyprus?
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45. Within the spirit of what we have already spoken about?
S. W ithin that frame yes...why don't women perform the Holy service? For example
nuns?
45. They do not perform, not only the nuns but generally they do not have the right of
priesthood as women.... in order to perform the Holy service you must first have 
been given the blessing... the mystery of the priesthood, and this mystery is not 
given by our church to women and I would elect tradition over difficulties that 
would be created and problems that would be created..... Christ sought out his 
disciples and his disciples were all men. And also over time the church has only 
offered the priesthood to men and not to women and further because women have 
some other problems like pregnancy and naturally it is difficult for a pregnant 
woman to be able to officiate a service .... eh she has periods which are problematic 
and so on.... and due to their physique they cannot be holy. I have in mind no that 
other churches have made them holy... I have read a letter from a Danish woman 
who was made holy and gave it up. I received many letters from many people she 
said and criticism from many, noone said anything about the service, whether it 
was any good or if I had read the service correctly, but they told me that they liked
my legs and that my face was nice and so on and so she decided that she was no
good as a priest and she stopped. In other words they saw her as a sexual object 
and not as a priest... In the orthodox church we study these kinds of issues at depth 
and then decide and we take into account all the possible problems that could 
occur in this kind of experience. It is not that we put down the woman it is that 
has some other kind of duty to fulfil. It is a very serious and of course a sacred 
mission for her to give birth... to continue to offer the continuation of life, it is a 
mission that is sacred.
S. In which other domains are there differences between the men and the women, 
and in which domains do the two participate equally in the life of the church?
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45. W e do not have any differences anywhere else except with the priesthood issue in
everything else we see the woman as we see the man.
S. So this is the only difference?
45. Yes, only on the issue of priesthood.
S. Can you tell me, what does the church offer the Cypriot woman?
45. Whatever we offer to men. W e try hard to help the woman to continue to remain
faithful to the principles of our christian faith.... to be able to bring up her children 
in accordance with these principles, to love and remain faithful to her husband and 
generally to offer to the community as we have said before as an active part of our 
philanthropic, domestic and community projects.
S. Do Christian groups for women exist in Cyprus?
45. But of course. Many women's groups that are considerable and numerous.
S. Could you tell me what they do?
45. The philanthropic and community project in their neighbourhood...
philanthropic, community and religious projects in their neighbourhoods eh...
they have a large project and they offer a great deal and they like to help the faithful 
so that they do not stray... they are called the Women's Christian Union, who are 
organized by teams in each neighbourhood and also the committee, they also 
organize various events during the year, religious, ethnical and you must understand 
that they offer a great deal, not only to the rising of art but they help for example, a 
family that is in difficulty, they would see what they could do and try to find people 
who would help them, they look after children.... they offer a lot....
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s . Let's move on to a different topic... now that the law has changed concerning civil
marriages, it seems that to some extent the church is losing some authority. Is it 
really so or not?
45. It is not losing its authority because our laws continue to believe in the religious 
marriage. W e do not want her to lose her authority that is not what we are trying 
to do. That which we are trying to do is to keep the faithful on the path where they 
will be saved and of righteousness because the civil marriage resembles an 
agreement between a man and a woman and when one of the two of them wants 
to be, it is dissolved, but for us marriage is the joining of two, it means that when a 
man marries or when a woman marries they are offering oneself to each other.... 
they promise to remain faithful to each other and if they have difficulties they will 
face them together and to raise their children together and to live together until the 
end. This is what we try to do and so this is how the church works and we hope 
how many marriages work because you can imagine how many families are 
disrupted and that is why in Cyprus we do not have so many dissolving of families 
as there exists in other countries where the civil marriage exists. What is the civil 
wedding? First of all it is not sacred. You go to the mayor and he asks you, do you 
agree to take Costas and you say I agree and he says good, and then he says do you 
agree to take Mantis, for example and he says I agree, good, now you are married. 
This you understand is not in any way sacred as a wedding, and so it is nothing but 
an agreement. There is no Holiness in it so it is easier to dissolve it.
S. The religious one is more....
45 O f course the religious one is more directive. Here you must live faithful to your
husband and the husband must love his wife as Christ loved the church. Did you 
understand? And they are no longer single they are joined together as one. Each 
one must feel totally joined to the other and this you understand means love and
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faithfulness between them and of course with this love and faithfulness comes the 
raising of children to some extent.
S. How do you explain the phrase Ee then ee yee na phoveete ton antra
[woman to be fearful of man] which is heard in all marriage ceremonies?
45. This was said by the Apostle Pavlos and it continues further to say that man should
love woman as Christ loved the church. The fear is not fear as in everyday life. It is 
respect! Fear means to respect. Do you understand? It means she should respect 
her husband and the man to love his wife as Christ loved the church. He loved it 
with all his being. He was crucified for the church. Therefore the man must be 
enthusiastic about his wife, there is no greater love than for someone to be
enthusiastic about his wife It is not that she should fear her husband with the
meaning that he might hit her or something, it is that she should respect him. And 
if the husband follows the teachings of Christ it is blissful love.
S. Can you tell me, what is the position of the church of Cyprus concerning the
family, civil marriages, divorces and abortions?
45. W e do not recognise the civil wedding. W e do not see as faithful those who choose
a civil wedding when they could have bad a religious one. Thus basically they 
remove themselves from the church they remove themselves from the forgiveness of 
God... Because it is from Christ that family is created not from society, i have 
already explained the reasons.
S. Concerning divorces and abortions?
45. The divorce, as we have said we accept, but we have fundamental reasons. W e have
reasons and you can read them my child, they are in the charter.
S. I have it
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45. You have it? These are the reason by which we can decide whether to divide a
marriage. Fundamentally they are reasons either of the deepest sense or of the 
directions that lead to that deepest sense. These are the reasons.... and as Christ 
tells us noone can see that all the reasons exist in this. For example if the husband 
or the wife is absent from the home for more than two years and does not return, 
then a divorce can be granted. Why do we do this? W ell because if they do not 
return for two years then it means the reasons are deep. Therefore we then give in 
essence the divorce. There are other reasons also. If one tortures his wife for 
example, he swears at her, he hits her, then we may give a divorce because we see 
that in hitting his wife he had left the path. Generally it is around these kind of 
reasons.
S. Thank-you. In which instances from 1960 to today has the church disagreed with
the politics of the island and why?
45. The only instance when we have disagreed is on this issue of marriage. W e believe 
in the religious wedding and also we do not recognise the civil divorce. W e are 
against the civil marriage.
S. I was meaning more within political life. How does the church participate in
' political life?
45. The church does not participate with the exception of Makarios who was elected as
the President of the Republic and this was the want of the people due to the 
national question. It was not because the church wanted to enter into political life. 
But of course the church i very interested in the development of the national 
question. You understand that in order to reach where we are now it is due to the 
sacrifice and struggle of the church over the ages... and if the church did not exist 
we would not have Christian people today in Cyprus. It was the church that held 
Christianity and hellenism together on this island. Today we cannot remain
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indifferent when this people again is in danger both ethnically and religiously... 
because the church want to help and save and work for the people with the 
politicians, the right positions to take so that we are ensured of the security of the 
ethnic Cypriot Hellenism and Christianity.... As I have already told politicians, 
their mistakes will be paid for by the church in the end, because if they do not take 
the correct decisions so that people can live with liberty and as Hellenic Christians, 
then who will carry the weight of the burden? The church will carry the weight of 
the burden. As we have through the ages. But let us take as an example 
Constantinople. In Constantinople who has remained? Only the church everyone 
else has left and the church remains and lifts the cross of the martyrs so that it can 
show at least by its presence there that once Constantinople was a Creek city and 
Christian and orthodox, and this church will still be there at the end and it cannot 
be anything different. But my child, what is the church? It is you the people. 
Church is a work that is derived from an old Creek word the church of the 
municipality. The church of the municipality was the assemblage of the people. 
The church means the people. That is the people that believe in Christ and 
recognize that He is their Saviour. It is these people that constitute the church. 
Therefore it is in the ecclesiastical duties Archbishop or priest, to work and solve 
the problems of this people who make up the entity of the church as you see. If the 
people are in danger the church must be found at the forefront of this battle for the 
salvation of the people. Christ as a shepherd gave his life for the protection of the 
sheep and by this we mean the people. The man who is paid to work sees the wolf 
that is coming and abandons the sheep and leaves. What does this mean? It 
means that the employee the one who is paid and does not feel that the sheep are 
his, when he sees the wolf approaching he leaves the sheep because he is an 
employee, he cares more for his life then for the sheep. But as Christ the good 
shepherd would give his life, so the church works to save it's people and so we had a 
leadership that wanted laws and restrictions life the civil marriage and for this we 
had a kind of confrontation. For something else that would for the people do 
something, then the church would react again. Because the church believes in the 
freedom of the people. Christ said...[speaks in ancient Creek]
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s. My ancient is not so good...
45. This means that he who wants to, will follow me. This means that even Christ
acknowledged the freedom of man and that he saw him as an individual and so 
each person must be able to make his own decision. If Christ who was a Cod said 
that man was able to choose, why must man try to force and control the feelings of 
man... the church then supports the freedom to choose. It does not force anyone. 
They said but we want a civil wedding and we said it is your choice but you cannot 
then be a member of the church, do you understand You may want to have a civil 
wedding and that is your right, you want to leave from the church, that is your 
right, you want to believe in the church that is your right But from the moment 
you believe you must be faithful. If you don't want to believe you can't be a 
member of the church. It is either one or the other, they don't mix. You can't say I 
will marry how I want but I will be a member of the church. It cannot be done, 
understand? next..
S. Those are the questions that I had prepared for now. Thank-you.
45. Take the charter and read it carefully.
S. Ah yes, I asked earlier about the positions of the church of Cyprus concerning civil
marriages and divorce and we reached those. I had also asked about abortions.
45. Yes, the church disapproves of abortions because essentially it sees it as the killing
of man. As we have said man once he is formed is man. That is once it is formed 
inside the woman he is a man and abortions is to kill a member of the human race.
This we frown upon. The only exception is on the advise from doctors who decide 
that the continuation of pregnancy will being about the death of the mother, then 
we allow it. I mean we do not intervene, we observe this with some understanding 
because then it stands that a man exists can do anything to save himself, even if it
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means to kill another. That is if someone was to try and kill you and you killed 
them in order to save yourself because there was nothing else that you could do. 
But it is frowned upon. Therefore we do not accept abortions except in the 
instance we have mentioned above all right?
Thankyou.
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APPENDIX FIVE 
SAMPLE OF UNSTRUCTURED INTERVIEW
Participant 64 and I met on a regular basis. This was the only time she was taped, and at her 
request
S: ...from here on in there will be no mention of your name, nor will I write it and say it's so 
and so. O.K?
64: Look, if it's for outside I don't care, frs for here, because we are such a small people and 
they have certain biases and taboos
S: A lot not only a few. And for what we are going to talk about I can understand that it is 
difficult to say exactly what they feel if they think that others will know about it
64: Particularly if you go in deep issues, that are personal, you don't want others to...
S: Certainly. You are married, definitely.. Your job..
64: In the morning I work in a factory in the afternoons I do waxing.
S: Oh that's very good, maybe I'll make an appointment because there have been some weeks 
since the last time I went. I didn't know that, now I know. Anyway... I'm doing a study in 
England at my university, for my doctorate and I am interested in how the Cypriot woman
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lives her life. How within our community she has leamt to do the things that she does... I 
want to know what is important to her. How much the church has had an effect, the 
community, the politics of our country, and how she participates in the various arenas, 
organisations, all of these show I can take away a picture of how our lives are as Cypriots. I do 
this because no where is there such a record of how we live our lives as Cypriot women. There 
is one study that was done in 76, 77. It was a big study. In was a beginning but that is not 
enough. Now with the rise in tourism we have changed, we go and study, and are 
independent, we make decisions. This is the reasons why I am here to talk. I want to know 
how women personally, and thafs why itfs confidential, overcomes her problems in the family. 
How effective she is at decisions with her husband. I am also interested in the media. The 
newspapers and the magazines and the television and how they depict women. How 
newspapers report issues that affect women and how commercials use women. So I am
interested in all of these So let me ask you, if you could choose one thing which is for
you the most important thing in your life, as a woman, what would you say it is.
64: Except for the family?
S: No anything you want
64: What I would want for me?
S: For you..
64: I think the best thing I would say for me would be between my son, which is something 
have not regretted, my son, and a better economic situation. I would have liked something else 
you see.
3 1 7
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S: Like what?
6 4 :1 would have liked to be a teacher. I would have liked a better job, but I never finished 
school.
S:Why?
64: It was by myself actually, that I decided to stop.... because we had argued with the tutors. 
Maybe I had a complex because when I was in the primary school I was one of the best 
students, and then went I went to the gymnasium and I was in a class where there were 
students, you know, who were the daughters of doctors and such like and they had private 
lessons. They would come into the class and the teachers would already know them. They 
would already know the lesson. We were five of six girls and we were economically lower 
supposedly and no-one knew of us. We lost ourselves, (ehasame ta nera mas). You see I 
wasn't put in a department that was mine. I didn't know any-one. I began to get a complex I 
kept losing myself (ehana ta nera mou), so I left. I left after four years as a reaction, because I 
had an argument with one of the tutors. He did wrong by me. We had an argument and I 
wanted to leave and I didn't care less. Even though afterwards the headmistress came to our 
house and was saying she would send me to another school. By then I had aborted the idea.
S: How did your parents react?
64: My father had died. I wanted mostly for my dad to go back. He always said I would be a 
lawyer when I grew up because I talked so much. Then I didn't like where we used to live 
because many times we were forced to work in the summer holidays, in an attempt to offer 
something because we lacked things. My mother couldn't offer them to us. She wasn't 
healthy.
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S: And she was alone..
64: Yes
S: How many children were you?
64: There was four of us.
S: there was a lot of you.
64: There was a lot of us. We were all young. We had an accident before my dad died and we 
lost ourselves (ehasame ta nera mas) from there. For us our dad was the strong one. He was 
the biggest, the strongest For us many things. Then he died and my mum became ill.
S: How did your dad die?
64: He died after the accident
S: What kind of accident?
64: 'accident'
S: With the car?
64: Yes
3 1 9
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S: So it was sudden.
64: He didn't die on the day of the accident. Time passed, but it was because of the accident. 
It wasn't on that day. In the meanwhile my mum was ill and in bed and we had to look after 
her. And we had to take our sister out of school. And because it was the nuns the fees were 
expensive, and the nuns said that she could go for free. Our oldest was eighteen, he was in 
the army, of course they took him out because the rest of us were younger. I was nine, my 
other brother nine, and my sister was eleven. So I left school and I got a job. I didn't feel that 
I regretted it because I didn't enjoy it  I enjoyed the primary school more, maybe it was 
because I was good there I don't know. And because (ehasa ta nera mou) I felt lost and I didn't 
like it. I didn't feel that I would have the opportunity to go private. I didn't have the choice, 
not I didn't have the opportunity. Even if I had wanted to go to the other classes that the 
other students were going to I couldn't. There wasn't a lot of time left for us to do our study. 
We had to do various other things, we had to do our jobs and our chores and then study. I 
don't know what it was, maybe it was that we got lazy afterwards
8: And your mum was ill, and she do anything..
64: No I don't blame her, because I don't think that she could have changed anything because 
I was a reactionaiy and stubborn. If it passed from my mind that I was going to do something 
I would do it, I wasn't scared. What could they do, hit me? I would still do it, I didn't care. I 
can't say I regretted it, because even if I had finished school I wouldn't have had the 
opportunity to do what I wanted anyway.
S: You mean the economic freedom.
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64: Yes I still wouldn't have been able to do what I wanted, and basically that's the whole 
situation.... (motorbike goes by drowning out any other sound)...it was the last year.
S: Where were you before the war?
64: Nicosia, but it was in the dead zone.
S: Oh.. That's worse if it's in the dead zone.
64: In the beginning we just couldn't leave, and anyway I still couldn't have gone to a school 
and then to continue because we were economically (halia mavra) in a mess then. We were 
staying in one room. We had to tackle lots and many. I worked for 3 pounds a week.
S: It was very little...
64: It wasn't even for the money. I could say that it’s better this way so she couldn't say I 
finished and she lent me the money, as it happened to my brother. He was a phenomenon he 
was and he never got to show his worth because of the economic situation.
S: Thaf s a shame.
64: He is a shame..
S: Inside he must feel veiy down..
64: Continually. I don't say that you shouldn't study, you should, I didn't want it and thafs 
that, (pause)
3 2 1
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S: How old were you when you married? Was it an (proxenia) arranged marriage?
64:1 met my husband myself. I had a previous relationship though, before my husband. The 
other one I loved very much, my husband less..
S: At the beginning are still, this isn't relevant. Don't worry you don't have to answer that one.
64: No I don't mind. And still... and anyway the first one was gone out for me and I don't feel 
anything more for him
S: Well after twenty years..
64: But the first time you love you love the most, you give yourself. Afterwards....
S: I agree I don't believe I will ever foiget my first love.
64: If s because we don't see what was wrong with it, we see everything as beautiful.
S: I won't forget it, it was perfect What can you say?
64: But for me if s completely gone. I used to say that I would never foiget it, but look I've 
forgotten him, and sometimes when I see him I ask myself why I used to cry over this man.
S: You see him?
64: Yes.
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S: Yes I foiget this is Cyprus.. I foiget that it's not like in England where you can be lost and 
never see him. I foiget how small the island is.
64; Before I used to get confused whenever I saw him, but now not at all nothing. They all 
told me my husband was a good kid, I liked the difference in age that we have.
S: How many years?
64: twelve and something. ... What I now believe is that I was looking for a dad.
S: Maybe. It doesn't have to be wrong though.
64:1 think it is.
S: Do you think so... why?
64: Because you are searching to fulfil only one part of yourself. You have a need for a dad 
and you want someone older so that you may feel protected and you don't look for the other 
things that you want in a person. And obviously I didn't know from then what to ask for, 
because what I used to hear from my mother was to find a good husband, but to be good is 
relative.
S: Surely..
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64: Well we didn't know this when we were young. He may be good and we don't get on, so
what's it got to do with anything I don't know but I think that I didn't really think about it
and I got married.
S: Why did you many?
64: Because I thought that the aim of a woman was to get married and have a family. Wrong 
yes, but I believed it.
S: How did you get this idea?
64: It was the people around me. My mum never steered me towards getting married.
S: It's simply something that is done to be accepted by the community
64: Yes... and I felt guilt because I had a previous relationship
S: Oh yes in Cyprus if you've had a previous relationship it's taken bad..
64: If s not so much now but about 15/16 years ago it was something. I was just expressing 
myself. I'm a person that express myself. Well afterwards they made me feel guilty, that it was 
wrong, and I shouldn't have expressed myself, and the people that saw me and the people that 
heard about it, and you've offended us, and your family and this and that..
S: And would you be left?
64: They didn't frighten me with me that one.
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S: And yet we hear that one a lot.
64: Yes. They didn't use that one on me but they put the family in front. That I would.... (she 
pauses and withdraws). It affected me that they put the family in front.
S: Well it seems that for you this was stronger.
64:1 believe so, but I think it was myself mostly. I mean deep inside I wanted to get married.
S: What other aims did you have?
64: What then?
S: Yes.
64: None. This was it. (Her son walks in and asks for ice cram money). I was tired of the way 
of my life, because we took on responsibilities from a very young age.
S: From 9 years old.
64: Yes... and I saw marriage a little a bit as a life-jacket I didn't like where we were living, it 
was one room. We had to eat in there and sleep and sit in there.
S: That was when you came to Limassol.
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64: Yes when we came to Limassol. Firstly I felt very closed in, and then because of the guilt 
feelings that they made feel... I felt disquietened, weak, I wanted something to hold onto, and 
mayhe thafs why I married. I didn't realise it then I've come to see it now (teary).
S: The community around us informs our decisions...helping and sometimes affecting 
decisions we make.... ifs that a decision that we make for ourselves affects our environment. 
For you your father had died, you were young, you understood the economic situation that 
you were in, and you wanted to leave from this situation, you couldn't take it anymore, you 
knew that... you couldn't stay there, and maybe for you marriage was a life-jacket .... after you 
married did you have any other aims?
64: I didn't start to have children... It just happened. I believe that for me it was what God 
wished, because I had hormonal problems and I didn't have periods and I went to a 
gynaecologist, and we said we'd start a cure and maybe I could have a child in two years, in ten 
and maybe not at all. When I started the therapy, from the first month I became pregnant It 
didn't pass from my mind to abort the child even though I had serious problems with my 
fiancee then. We didn't agree. If I'm pregnant I will get married. If I wasn't pregnant, he 
wouldn't be my husband, because at some point he would have said that it was all my fault 
because I couldn't have a baby and I didn't want this. So I said if I get pregnant I will marry 
otherwise I won't marry. Well I got pregnant and I had to get married.
S: What do you mean it's your fault if you don't fall pregnant, because of the problems that 
you have.
64: Yes. and many do do that They make you feel that you are to blame and then they can 
use it against you because you are lacking something as a person. Particularly in Cyprus they 
do this a lot. They try to bring you down so that they can climb higher and use you even more
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irrespective of whether of not he is your husband... anyway I got married and I had to lock 
myself up at home.
S:Why?
64: Because my husband was jealous and I had to listen to him. I would react and we would 
argue. There are 7 days in a week and for 5 days we were arguing. Continually, many times we 
said to split up to go our separate ways, he would change...! didn't know then that people 
don't change. Many years had to pass before I could understand this. I kept saying my 
husband had his own problems from a young age and maybe he will change and its from the 
problems that he had and the way that he was brought up. Now that he has a family and he 
feels love maybe he will change... I kept giving him a chance. What I know now is that I 
destroyed my life in order to give my husband and chance and in the end I find out the 
people don't change. At least for me this is true.
S: Well, now that I see the two of you together you seem to be getting somewhere.
64: That is the appearance we give. If you ask the soul within me I would say no. There are a 
lot of things that I can't stand about him, and maybe he can't stand me, but that's his problem.
S: And still you are together.
64: We are together because we don't have the strength to do anything else. There have been 
lots of times that I've told my husband that I want him to leave because we have many 
problems that we can't solve, you can't he what I want you to be, I am what I am accept me, 
otherwise I want you to leave. My husband won't leave and I have no other strength. I just 
want him to take his road and leave. For him to leave from here I have to got the police to get
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him out, and I can't do that because I don't hate him.... I used to put my son first and I 
thought that it was for my son that I wouldn't split up but now I think it's because I was a 
coward.. I didn't have the strength, because if you have the strength even the police you'd 
bring you'd say you have to leave.
S: Well you don't hate him and this is something that would happen and not stay between
you, your neighbour opposite would find out, her further down, you acquaintances, it’s 
something that would be talked about by many. It won't stay as a problem between you, it 
would a conversation of the community.
64: And you know what there are enough people already who know that we don't get on.
S: Thafs different. For them to know that you are not happy and for them to know hat you 
are doing is two different things, isn't it? Or is it the same...
64: OK I agree. Others who don't know that much would find o u t... Even so I'm not that 
which I want to be and I don't live how I would have wanted to live.
S: How would you have wanted to live?
64: Firstly, I would have liked to live with a man who could be honest, and hard-working. 
Some-one I could talk to and communicate with. To work I don't mind, to try at least, but I 
don't want it to be from only my side. I would have wanted to have some common aims with 
my husband.
S: Does your husband work?
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64: Not very often.
S: Do you talk between you?
64: That's not possible. We don't even discuss how to bring up my son. We are damaging 
him a lot I've also made a lot of mistakes. You see when my husband would get angry with 
my son unreasonably I would get angry and react in front of him... I felt that I had to support 
him, this was bad. Every time I've tried to discuss this with my husband without my son there 
nothing would come of it  So I decided that I must take even more drastic measures so I could 
cut him short for him to understand, and many times I've told him, if you don't like it leave, 
but all of these things in the end have an effect on my son.
S: For example...
64: He's reactionary. I don't know if that's his character, if he's naturally like that, because I 
used to be like that when I was young. Maybe even if he lived a nicer life he would still be like 
that.
S: Maybe..
64: We never gave him aims, we haven't done a lot of things with him, with my son.
S: As a family.
64: Yes. More of less his father lives in his own world, fri effect from birth. But we try to 
accept him and make a family. I have come to understand that education plays a role, a big 
role for a person.
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S: How?
64: My husband never went to school, only to junior school. His brain is stupid, it?s 
unworked. I mean you want to talk with him and he doesn't even understand what you are 
trying to say. In other words, you tell him one thing and he understands another. I believe 
that if you go to school you work you mind more and you understand a lot more things...
S: Maybe... yes..
64: If your poor all these things mean nothing....
S: Well when they come from a poor family usually they are forced to leave from a young age., 
even my dad.... (pause) .. How old is your son?
64: 15.
S: Which area of Limassol is this?
64: Ayia Zoni.
S: Are you near the tourist area?
64: Not too far and not close. With the car about 15 minutes.
S: Do you feel that tourism has affected your son. I don't know does your son go out at all.
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64: Yes he does go out but not often. But it does affect the young people generally. We can 
see it through the fashion that they wear, the way they cut their hair. Whatever they see on 
the foreigners that is a little eccentric and a little mad and that they like they will become 
enthusiastic and copy it  The young nowadays try not to care for the world. They try not to 
misunderstand things and to live their lives as they want... they see the freedom of the 
foreigner and see how the use it
S: And they see what hey want to see..
64: ..yes..
S: I've heard that to some extent that tourism has changed the ways of Limassol, particularly 
the young and specifically the young guys rather than the young girls, and that the young guys 
want to stay single for more years. This made an impression on me and..
64:1 don't know but from what I hear, because my son is still young, from what I hear if s not 
as much here as it is in Ayia Napa. They like to go with tourists, they don't want to get 
married, they have their loves. In essence everyone knows that they go with tourists for one 
reason, because she is easy and they can go and do their stuff. A  woman who lives here and 
already has a relationship with someone doesn't expect him to go with another woman. Look 
if their relationship is an open one, there are many things that can happen. But when we are 
young we know that when the summer comes the guys won't even look at a Cypriot girl so 
that he can go his stuff, because a Cypriot woman would want a marriage. Why should they 
when they can have their 2/3  months and everything is just fine. And look now they even 
marry the foreign women.
3 3 1
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S: Yes this last decade has seen more weddings with mixed couples. And from what I have 
seen the communities in places like Limassol, and Ayia Napa are beginning to accept it  In 
Nicosia from what I have understood so far, they appear to be more conservative. Maybe ifs 
because the city id different, they have a lower number of tourists. The tourists don't move 
around town in their swim-wear as they would in Limassol, Ayia Napa, Paralimni, Protaras, 
Paphos., and so far I have seen that there is some difference how people live their lives in 
Limassol and In Nicosia.
64: Definitely the sea-side towns are more developed....
S: Nicosia is a hit.
64: The Nicosiades have heen revealed as snobs..
S: I've heard that
64: But ifs the type of life that they lead in Nicosia.
S: It seems to be more calm from what I have seen.
64: Yes, but in Limassol you will see that the people are more open-hearted and ready to 
accept you, but one thing that made an impression on me when I first came to Limassol was 
to two-faced-ness of the people. They talk to you, laugh with you and go further down and 
talk about you. This made a big impression on me. There is so much gossip here. I'm not 
saying there is none in Nicosia but there is so much here. The people are more loose, they 
know that they will go out on Saturday, on Friday. In Nicosia fts not an indispensable thing
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to go out every Saturday. Here because there is much more and their all mad, all loose, and 
they all go.
S: In particular in the summer?
64: Summer, winter it makes no difference... Maybe you can control your kids more if the 
town isn't a sea-side one.
S: This is one thing that I am looking at because I believe that we haven't as a state looked 
deep enough into how tourism is affecting us. How we can protect our culture and our 
communities since our communities are breaking down.
64: Our government looks only at it's own economic side.
S: Surely. I want to know how tourism, has affected how the young view women and see her 
as a sexual object. 1 was in Woolworth yesterday and I was observing the tourists who would 
come into the store dressed in their beach wear. I don't believe I have seen that in Nicosia. I 
feel that somehow that has affected how we begin to view the other sex. Not only this but also 
the commercials and the family magazines, in particular in the summer season how a front 
cover which depicts a woman who is more undressed than dressed.
64: What about all those small ads that advertise sexual chat-lines, finding a companion, being 
told your fortune and thing. Whafs all this doing to our young.
S: So these have come to Cyprus now..
3 3 3
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64: Yes. Now you hear about families who complain about the laige telephone bills and they 
are asked is they have children and when they say yes they are told that it must be their 
daughter or their son. Tell me, what can you do to protect your children. They advertise it on 
the television, on the radio as well, everywhere. They even show films with nudes, what can 
you do, you can't stop the young from wanting to look, it’s out of curiosity usually anyway.
S: And even if you say don't they'll want to do it more.
64: Yes and what does anyone do. They come afterwards and say we should do something we 
must take measures, we must stop those younger than 18 or whatever going into the discos, 
everything is prohibited and everything is acceptable.
S: If you can pay you can do it
64: Yes.
S: I remember that I used to go to the discos from when I was 15
64: Now they trying to he stricter. Cleri Angelidou (politician) is trying to get them to have 
LD.'s before they an go into a disco. My son hasn't gone yet so I can't say but I know girls who 
go and come home around 3 or 4 o'clock.
S: What time does your son comes home?
64: The latest twelve. He has to be with a relative of ours to be out longer, and thafs 
something that rarely happens.
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S: And you know where he is.
64: Yes, and by himself? The latest he has come home is twelve and that has happened only a 
few times so far.
S: And you know where he is and with who?
64: He tells me, but I don't totally believe him.
S:Why?
64: He's a little reactionary, temperamental, he has a thing about grown-ups. We're a little 
narrow-minded,
S: He thinks.
64: Yes he thinks,... and that if he tells us everything we won't accept it and many times I 
imagine that he tries to say something but them he doesn't tell us. I might get angry but I try 
to accept it so that he can always tell me, and later on I try and sit and discuss I with him and 
tell him what I think. I try to understand so that at least if something happens to him I an 
support him.
S: That's important for you
64: Yes.
(pause)
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S: Do you go to church?
64: Yes.
S: Do you take you son as well.
64: No. I would have liked for him to go but he's not used to going to church because I didn't 
teach him to be. You see I never went to church at the time when I should have. It's only 
recently that I have started to go again, the last two years.
S: When was the time that you should have?
64: Maybe always.
S: What changed for you?
64:1 made the first turn when the was the war in the Gulf. I felt scared. I felt that I had to 
move closer to God. Then after that there were many problems with my husband. He fell in 
love with another women and I saw many things, and I didn't want to react, to make a scene 
or any ftiss in front of other people. So I would go to confession to a priest and he helped me 
very much. I became more able to accept and deal with various situations, and that gave me 
more room. Then later on I went to church and begin to feel better. I felt more peaceful, 
more calm. Slowly slowly it became routine and I continue to go.
S: Do you think that as a community we are moving closer to religion or is it moving slowly 
further away?
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64:1 can say that somewhere and in places people have started to move closer again to God. 
Except for the young around 15, 18 20, and thafs because it doesn't suit them yet, and they 
think that let God be in them. Ifs our fault as parents because we should have planted the 
seed of God in them from when they were young. How could they go to church if we never 
went? We used to go once at Easter, and I would stand outside, and I would say that I 
couldn't go inside because there was a lot of people and I would get all panicky. And when 
my son was very young I used to say I can't go because he'll make a noise and I can't so I have 
to leave. So I never taught him to go. Now if I said to him come on son lets go to church 
would he come? He wouldn't come. He doesn't like it  He says why should I go I don't 
understand anything, I get bored... and the fault is ours as parents. But the monk said to me it 
doesn't matter you continue to throw your seed and maybe it will flourish in ten years or 
maybe in twenty.. What is more beautiful than to be a good Christian? You are protected. If 
you have faith, you don't need to be scared, not even from bad friends or from drugs, or theft 
or from bad people  Makari If only I could turn back time.
S: If you could what would change?
64:1 would have tried harder for my mum not to die. I feel guilty for that (tears) When my 
son was young, a baby, we aigued a lot with my husband. My son was six months, I had 
problems with my husband with my mother in-law, where was I supposed to let off? I used to 
let off on my son who wasn't to blame for anything.
S: He took it and wouldn't have left you..
64:1 could have changed things, to be better.
3 3 7
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S: Maybe ifs enough to know that you made a mistake. And thafs the biggest change. Your 
son maybe can see this.
64:1 wish and pray sometimes that he doesn't remember any of it. Because I hit my son a lot 
of times without it being his fault He was just a baby.
S: Your husband?
64: My husband for me was even worse than me. He was not OK It might seem ugly to you 
the way I express myself about my husband but thafs how I see things. And maybe if you talk 
to him from his side them I am the problem for him. I can accept that... (pause) My husband 
must take a lot in order to stay.
S: Does he want to leave?
64: Me?
S: Your husband?
64: No he doesn't want to leave, but I don't believe it's because he loves me If you love
someone you respect them. We don't have that which means....
S: You don't feel that he respects you?
64: No. To try and help me by washing the dishes and I tell him something and he says yes, 
thafs not respect. He just says don't I do thing for you? What things, we want milk and I tell 
you to go and bring some. Or is it because of all the work you do and I tell you to wash the
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dishes. No. that's not how things are. But he only wants to understand up to there and that's 
it, finished.....
S: You must live a very difficult life to live with a husband with whom you find it is not perfect 
and to live in a town which is not yours and to do a job which does not give you pleasure. I 
see that you live a life that doesn't give you joy. What makes you happy, what makes you 
laugh, because I see that in your life there are few things that make you feel joy.
64:1 don't find it that hard to laugh. With whatever good my son does and whatever help I 
can give him, that's it  Let me tell you I don't feel happy, and yet I don't feel too bad because I 
know that there are a lot worse off than me. I try to use that to comfort me. I have my health 
and that is something important I hope that my son is a good man. I have made my mistakes 
and now it's my turn. I see that if s as if I deserve this, because I made my mistakes I did what I 
did and now this is the payment What's important for me is that my son comes out OK.
S: Every parent wants the life of their child to be better than their own (pause) Thank-you for 
talking with me.
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APPENDIX SIX 
EXAMPLES OF POPULAR MAGAZINES COVERS
All forms o f visual media have grown exponentially over the last two decades in Cyprus. 
Magazines in particular. When many o f the participants began to talk about articles they 
had read in these magazines, as often as they discussed the lives o f characters in their soap 
operas, I became interested. Promoted as family magazines, the first thing that struck me, 
was the front cover. One participant accurately describes them as 'soft-pom'. The semi­
clothed and more often naked women on the covers are used to entice people to buy. 
Preliminary research indicates that most o f these 'family' magazines, are bought for the 
family, by the male members.
I collected some magazines and articles as part o f the process o f data collection in the field. 
When I began the process o f analysis, I felt unsure as to what to do with this material. I 
faced a dilemma. To use these pictures would feel like a betrayal o f self - using visual images 
that I do not feel comfortable with. Not to use them would, in effect, leave out a very 
central vein o f expression from the field. These magazines form part o f contemporary 
Cypriot life. Every family has at least one copy a week, and at least one favourite. Some 
carry serious articles alongside the sensational, others have T.V. listings.
Therefore, these magazines are everywhere. I cannot ^  this study) analyse the effects they 
have, in particular, on women, but from my experience, I can say that the images and 
implicit messages which they send out re-enforce the androcentric ideology. Titillation is for 
pleasure. The front covers o f Perotikos and Selides tend to exploit this angle using foreign 
models (and tourists) on many occasions to widen their circulation. Inside the magazines 
carry articles o f caution and warnings o f social retribution. FoUowiug are some examples of  
typical magazine front covers.
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APPENDIX SEVEN
THE FEMALE HUMAN CHAIN
One of the co-paiticipatory activities I took part in, was the ' chain for freedom' which lined the 
route from Limassol to Nicosia in October 1993. Tliis chain followed a previous chain which was 
staged in March 1993. The March ' chain', with 70,000 women crossed the country-side, wherever 
there was stationed a Turkish look-out point, in a peace-ful demonstration against the occupation of 
half the island and with demands for information about those men still missing. All the women 
held lighted flares, symbolising hope. In the October chain' the women lined the limassol- 
Nicosia highway. This second chain was timed to coincide with the annual gathering of 
Commonwealth leaders. The conference took place in Nicosia, but the delegates stayed in hotels 
in Limassol. Thus the opportunity arose for the ' chain for freedom', vdiich lined the 68km drive 
from the delegates hotel's to the conference centre. Here are some of the newspaper reports that 
followed these two predominately female political events.
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THOUSANDS of women 
lined the Nicosia-Umassol 
highway yeaterday, sending 
a message to the Com­
monwealth asking for their 
help In winning Justice for 
Cyprus.
"We want them to know 
we are still hurting from the 
continued occupation. We 
appeal for help, " Panayiota 
Efstathiou, a 1 e-year-old 
student told The Cyprus 
Weekly.
“I’m here to help the 
cause of Cyprus. To make 
people see and understand 
what is going on in Cy­
prus," said Gothenborg- 
born Berith Kontou holding 
an orange placard reading; 
"You can help, God bless 
you".
She is married to a Cy­
priot, lives in Nicosia and 
has one daughter.
Lena Nicolaou from Aa- 
nekoski, Finland, who lived 
with her Cypriot husband In 
occupied Famagusta before 
the invasion, said: “I am a 
refugee too. I want to go 
back home. My three sons 
have never seen their 
homes”.
MISSING
More than 40.000 wom­
en, holding placards read­
ing "Turkey knows”, “Still 
Missing -1619" and "Turk­
ish troops uut of Cyprus”, 
began lining the 68lun route 
as early as 7:am.
This Is the route the hun­
dreds of heads of govern­
ment and other dignitaries 
took to attend the opening 
of the Commonweaith sum­
mit at the International Con-
Turh page 5
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FLYING THE FLAGS: Backed by th e  Com m onw ealth  flags, P resid en t C lerides a d d re s s e s  th e  open ing  cerem ony.
Mugabe Cyprus plea
THE Cyprus problem im­
posed Itself on leaders 
from 47 Commonwealth 
countries as they arrived 
In Nicosia yesterday for 
the colourful opening cer­
emony of their 29th bi­
ennial summit.
T h o u sa n d s  of w om en  
form ed a  6 8  km -long “C hain 
for F reedom " along  th e  d e l­
e g a te s ’ rou te from Lim assol
to  N icosia, re fu g ee  g irls from 
o cc u p ied  K yrenia p re s e n te d  
th e  d ig n ita ries  with flow ers 
ta g g e d  with c a rd s  say ing  
“S u pport o u r stru g g le  to re- 
tum  to o u r h o m e s ,” while, in 
a n o th e r  p a rt of div ided  Ni­
co s ia , scfroolch ildren  p ro ­
testing  a g a in st th e  T urkish o c ­
cu p a tio n  c la sh e d  with police 
an d  British m em b ers  of UN- 
FICYP.
Inside th e  c o n fe re n c e  c e n ­
tre  itself, Z im babw e P res id en t 
R obert M ugabe g o t the 
b ig g es t a p p la u se  a s  h e  d e ­
p arte d  from his p re p a re d  
sp e e c h  to m ak e  an  em otional 
re fe ren ce  to ttie  C yprus trag ­
edy.
Denounced
T he Z im babw e P re s id e n t 
indirectly ca lle d  on C om ­
m onw ealth  le a d e rs  to c o n ­
sider s a n c tio n s  a n d  o th e r 
m e a su re s  (u se d  in the p a s t 
a g a in st S ou th  Africa a n d  
R tx)desia) to e n d  the c o n ­
tinuing o cc u p a tio n  of 37%  of 
th e  island’s  territory, which h e  
ca lled  a  “n ew  form of c o ­
lonialism  an d  settlerism ".
In his s p e e c h , P res id en t
C le rides , w ho ch a ired  the 
se s s io n , d e n o u n c e d  th e  T urk­
ish a g g re s s io n  an d  sp ec if­
ically re ferred  to the th rea t 
p o s e d  by th e  th o u s a n d s  of 
Turkish se ttle rs  in the o c ­
cu p ied  a r e a s .
He sa id  T urkey  “ignored  
a n d  violatecT re p e a te d  UN 
reso lu tio n s  calling for the  
w ithdraw al of all foreign forc­
e s  a n d  the return of the ref­
u g e e s  to  the ir h o m es . As a  re ­
sult, 180 .000  G reek  Cypriots 
w ere  re fu g e e s  in th e ir ow n 
country, an d  the d ra m a  of the 
m issin g  re m a in ed  u n ­
reso lved .
“Your p re s e n c e  in C yprus 
is a  reaffimnation of y o u r so l­
idarity with o u r coun try  an d  
o u r p eo p le  a n d  I am  ce rta in  
that th is ac tive support will 
b e  IntensifiecT, he told the 36  
h e a d s  of g o v em m en t an d  11 
s en io r m in isters from Britain 
a n d  c o u n trie s  th a t o n ce  
form ed th e  British em pire .
P re s id e n t C le rid es  ca lled  
for “c o n c erte d  action by the 
in terna tiona l com m unity” a n d  
for "m easu res"  to e n su re  
com pliance  with th e  UN res-
A/7 appeal to CHOGM:
We want to return
We could only squeeze 40 women in this photograph out of 
the tens of thousands that hefd hands afong 68 kiiometres 
of the Umassoi-Nicosia highway yesterday. Their message 
for the Commonweafth leaders and officiais driving past 
was simpie: We want to return to our homes, and we want 
an answer about the Missing.
The women were expressing an appeal from the whole 
of Cyprus to the CHOGM leaders to assist in the restoration 
and future respect for the human rights of the 180.000 
Greek Cypriots who were forcibly expelled from their 
homes by die ethnic cleansing conducted by the Turkish in­
vasion troops In 1974.
The Prime Minister of 
Malaysia, Dr Mahathir bin 
Mohammad, declared In his 
address to the conference 
yesterday:
“Enough is enough. We 
in the Commonwealth must 
help to find an equitable 
and just solution to this ho­
locaust if we want to stand 
tail and uphold the very 
principles we had so ve­
hemently lauded In Harare, 
diat Is:
— the protection and 
promotion of democracy... - 
the protection and pro­
motion of fundamental hu­
man rights."
The Malaysian leader 
who was referring to “the 
blatant murders and rapes 
of Bosnian Muslims by Bos­
nian Serbs," complainea 
that because of the failure 
of the rest of the world to 
stop the slaughter “...the 
Serbs are to rewarded with 
territories they have eth­
nically cleans^. "
Dr Mohammad posed the 
question: “Can we in the 
Commonwealth who had ap­
pealed for outside coop­
eration to help some of out 
members In need. Ignore 
the Bosnian tragedy anc 
elect to be silent simply be­
cause this is not a Com­
monweaith affair?”
Cyprus IS a member o, 
the Commonwealth, yet its 
appeals for tangible help sc 
that Turkey is not rewardec 
with the territories it hat 
ethnically cleansed have 
gone unheeded, except foi 
verbal references in 
CHOGM communiques.elu tions  on C yprus.
Ignored
T h e Cypriot P re s id e n t will 
a d d r e s s  the c lo sed  s e s s io n s  
of CHOGM in L im assol today  
a n d  will a lso  give a  p re s s  
co n fe re n ce .
T h e C om m onw ealth  S e c ­
re ta ry -G enera l E m ek a  Any- 
ao k u  a n d  th e  prim e m in is te rs  
of A ustralia a n d  J a m a ic a  
Paul K eating an d  P  J  P a tte r­
son , a lso  m a d e  brief re m a rk s 
on  C yprus. T h e M alaysian  
prim e m inister, M ahath ir Bin 
M oham m ad, ig n o red  th e  C y­
p ru s  is su e  a lto g e th e r  a n d  
c o n c e n tra te d  on the “bloody 
m a s s a c re ” in B osnia- 
H e rze g o v in a .
In h is p re p a re d  rem arks, 
P re s id e n t M ugabe sp o k e  of 
th e  is la n d 's  lo n g -stan d in g  
p roblem  an d  e x p r e s s e d  the 
e a rn e s t  wish tha t the differ­
e n c e s  w ould so o n  b e  re­
so lv ed  “so  th a t on e  day ... the 
en tire  world c a n  hail the  
a c h ie v e m e n t of o n e  in­
divisible C y p n js”.
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